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A b s t r a c t
Human listeners are capable of spontaneously organizing and remembering a continuous stream 
of musical notes. A listener automatically segments a melody into phrases, from which an entire 
melody may be learnt and later recognized. This ability makes human listeners ideal for the task of 
retrieving melodies by content. This research introduces two neural networks, known as SONNET- 
MAP and _ReTREEve, which attem pt to model this behaviour. SONNET-MAP functions as a 
melody segmenter, whereas ReTREEve is specialized towards content-based retrieval (CBR).
Typically, CBR systems represent melodies as strings of symbols drawn from a finite alphabet, 
thereby reducing the retrieval process to the task of approximate string matching. SONNET-MAP 
and ReTREEwe, which are derived from Nigrin’s SONNET architecture, offer a novel approach to 
these traditional systems, and indeed CBR in general. Based on melodic grouping cues, SONNET- 
MAP segments a melody into phrases. Parallel SONNET modules form independent, sub-symbolic 
representations of the pitch and rhythm  dimensions of each phrase. These representations are then 
bound using associative maps, forming a two-dimensional representation of each phrase. This 
organizational scheme enables SONNET-MAP to segment melodies into phrases using both the 
pitch and rhythm  features of each melody. The boundary points formed by these melodic phrase 
segments are then utilized to populate the iieTREEve network.
R eT R E E w  is organized in the same parallel fashion as SONNET-MAP. However, in addition, 
melodic phrases are aggregated by an additional layer; thus forming a two-dimensional, hierar­
chical memory structure of each entire melody. Melody retrieval is accomplished by matching 
input queries, whether perfect (for example, a fragment from the original melody) or imperfect 
(for example, a fragment derived from humming), against learned phrases and phrase sequence 
templates. Using a sample of fifty melodies composed by T h e  B e a t le s , results show th a t the use 
of both pitch a n d  rhythm  during the retrieval process significantly improves retrieval results over 
networks that only use either pitch o r  rhythm. Additionally, queries that are aligned along phrase 
boundaries are retrieved using significantly fewer notes than  those tha t are not, thus indicating the 
im portance of a human-based approach to melody segmentation. Moreover, depending on query 
degradation, different melodic features prove more adept at retrieval than others.
The experiments presented in this thesis represent the largest empirical test of SONNET-based 
networks ever performed. As far as we are aware, the combined SONNET-MAP and -ReTREEue 
networks constitute the first self-organizing CBR system capable of autom atic segmentation and 
retrieval of melodies using various features of pitch and rhythm.
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P a r t  I




I n t r o d u c t i o n
This chapter provides a general overview of this thesis, its contributions and a guide to how to 
read this work.
1.1 C ontent-based  retrieval of m elodies
In general terms, c o n te n t -b a s e d  r e tr ie v a l  (CBR) of melodies involves measuring the similarity of an 
input query, which consists of a melody fragment, against a database of melodies. The aim is to 
produce a ranked list containing the best matches. The ability to recognize and retrieve melodies 
in this way has a  variety of uses. For example, a consumer may wish to locate a  particular piece 
of music for which he or she has no textual information (for example, the melody’s title or its 
composer). However, if the consumer can reproduce a fragment from the piece in question (for 
example, by reproducing the chorus or a verse, which may be achieved by humming, playing a 
musical instrum ent or by composing the query directly using tailored computer software), the use 
of a CBR system may help the consumer track down the music they have been looking for. This is 
particularly useful for record companies trying to boost sales, whether on the high street or over 
the internet. For music rights organizations, this technology can aid in protecting artists from 
plagiarism and in detecting unlawful broadcasts. Musicologists are also interested in studying 
melodic similarity, perhaps in establishing the resemblance of O a s is  compositions to those of T h e  
B e a t le s .
To date, most CBR research has approached this problem by representing a melody (both the 
query and the database entries) as a string of symbols th a t are drawn from a finite alphabet. 
This effectively reduces the retrieval process to the task of approximate string matching. Such 
approaches fail to acknowledge the inherent hierarchical structure of melodies and the wealth 
of melodic information available to infer such a structure. This dissertation introduces a novel 
approach to typical, and indeed all, CBR research, challenging many common assumptions made 
by such systems; in particular the creation, representation, organization and retrieval of melodic 
information.
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1.2 H um an abilities in m elody retrieval
Human listeners are capable of spontaneously organizing and remembering a continuous stream  of 
musical notes that comprise a melody. When recalling a melody, a listener cannot usually begin 
at an arbitrary point in the melody. Instead, a memorable place such as the beginning of a verse 
or a chorus becomes the starting point. Research in music psychology strongly suggests tha t these 
memorable points are determined using perceptual grouping cues. The term b o u n d a r y  p o i n t  is 
used to describe these memorable places in a melody and the process of determining boundary 
points is called m e lo d y  s e g m e n ta t io n .  The s e g m e n ts  (or p h r a s e s ) tha t form between consecutive 
boundary points are further organized in a hierarchical fashion, which facilitates the learning of 
entire melodies (we review the evidence for this in Chapter 2). Furthermore, familiar melodies can 
be robustly recognized at a later time, even if these melodies are not accurate reproductions of the 
originals. These extraordinary abilities make human listeners ideal for the task of CBR.
Research into these abilities suggest possible algorithmic and structural approaches to CBR 
research. This dissertation introduces a h u m a n - in s p i r e d  model that acknowledges and applies 
these suggestions. Although the design and function of this model is based on aspects of music 
psychology and neuroscience, it is n o t  claimed tha t this model implements any of the underlying 
neural mechanisms of a human listener’s brain. In any case, whether or not the studies th a t this 
human-inspired approach is based upon are believed to be plausible, the empirical results presented 
in Chapters 12 and 13 dem onstrate tha t this model stands on its own as an engineering solution, 
producing useful results and insights into cognitive systems and CBR research.
1.3 Sym bolic A rtificial Intelligence for m usic processing
W ith the invention of digital computers during the twentieth century, the study of human cognition 
in the form of Artificial Intelligence (AI) was born. Early AI research, fuelled by the von Neumann 
computer architecture, was dominated by the tenet tha t the mind is a symbol system whereby 
hum an thought involves the m anipulation of symbols prescribed by formal rules. This hypothesis, 
known as the sy m b o l  s y s t e m  h y p o th e s is ,  forms the basis of symbolic AI and has had successes 
ranging from household chess software employing AI search techniques [9, 86, 93] to expert systems 
capable of diagnosing medical illnesses [30, 116, 132, 150].
This formal, rule-based methodology has also been employed by early models of music cognition. 
Although symbolic-based approaches have achieved some success in this area, there are growing 
concerns among music theorists regarding certain drawbacks th a t are inherent in this approach.
“I t  s e e m s  th a t  t r a d i t io n a l  te c h n iq u e s  f o r  m o d e l in g  in te l l ig e n c e  do  n o t  fa r e  w e ll  w h e n
a p p lie d  to  d eep  h u m a n i s t i c  p r o b le m s  s u c h  a s m u s i c . ” [90, pg. 29]
Typical rule-based music research (and indeed symbolic AI) has been necessarily restricted to sim­
ple, predictable and relatively static toy musical environments. Systems developed using rule-based 
technology have difficulty generalizing knowledge from their input. Consequently, domain specific
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heuristics are hard-coded to aid in problem solving. The manner by which these heuristics, and 
indeed knowledge in general, can be autonomously learned and retrieved presents other significant 
drawbacks. In other words, rule-based symbol systems have difficulty in adequately addressing 
the k n o w le d g e  p r o b le m  [30, pgs 91-92]. Furthermore, these systems tend to have trouble with 
noisy input signals, which are common in music. For example, comparing a concert rendition of 
a  song (or indeed a hummed fragment) against its recorded counterpart. These shortcomings are 
significant if we intend to model the real-time, autonomous, adaptable and robust behaviour of a 
human listener. An alternative approach, in the form of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), offers 
novel insights in addressing these issues.
1.4 A rtificial N eural N etw orks for m usic processing
During the mid to late 1980’s, with the rebirth of ANNs1, mainly due to Rum elhart and McClelland 
[137, 138], research into music cognition took on a fresh approach. ANNs seem to tackle, head 
on, the stumbling blocks encountered by the traditional rule-based techniques. In particular, 
ANNs were reported th a t could passively acquire knowledge through principles of self-organization 
with little or no domain specific knowledge. Furthermore, these networks have proven especially 
adept at processing noisy input patterns. Although ANN technology is still in its infancy, the 
intrinsic advantages of this approach are compelling. As a consequence, many music theorists 
have now embraced ANNs, and the results of many new studies have been reported. Areas of 
research into music cognition using ANNs include pitch and rhythm  perception, quantization of 
musical time, tonal analysis, melodic memory and music composition [60, 160] (for more detail see 
Chapter 4). The use of ANNs, motivated by the analytical top-down and bottom-up disciplines of 
music psychology and neuroscience respectively, will shape the human-inspired approach to CBR 
proposed herein.
1.5 SO N N E T  and m elody processing
Carpenter and Grossberg [14, 15, 16] introduced a family of ANNs, referred to under the umbrella 
of A daptive Resonance Theory (ART), to address the problem of how to build stable, real-time, 
autonomous, adaptable and robust systems. A known problem with these networks is th a t they 
are unable to recognize patterns th a t are embedded within larger patterns or contexts. Therefore 
patterns must be segmented before they are offered up to these networks [114, 118]. Since in real- 
world environments patterns are unsegmented, this poses serious questions regarding the ability of 
these networks to behave autonomously. Cohen and Grossberg [28] introduced a  type of network, 
known as a m a s k in g  f ie ld ,  to  address the problem of recognizing embedded patterns. However,
1 Also known as connectionism or parallel distributed processing. However, the term sub-sym bolic A I  can be 
used to cover all of these terms.
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masking fields are unable to form stable category codes2, which is a fundamental property of any 
intelligent agent [114, 118]. Nigrin [112] introduced a network called SONNET3 (Self-Organizing 
N eural N ETw ork) tha t combines the stability of ART and the capacity of masking fields to recog­
nize embedded patterns. Although Nigrin was inspired to invent SONNET for processing letter 
sequences, almost all SONNET research to date has been applied to musical sequence processing 
[88, 118, 133].
Melodic input can be extracted from a raw acoustic source (such as humming) or from various 
file formats (for example: WAV, MP3, WMA and MIDI). The extraction of melodic information 
from these sources is beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, preliminary analysis of a melodic 
source is assumed to already have been performed by a subsystem capable of extracting pitch 
and timing information. In other words, in this thesis, SONNET processes sequences of abstract 
musical events tha t are represented in much the same way as in a musical score. T hat is, each note 
event is represented by a duple containing its pitch and duration. Indeed, most neural networks 
th a t perform high-level tasks, such as learning, recall, composition or tonal analysis, work with 
a similarly high-level melody representation, and make the same assumption (including previous 
SONNET-based research and, indeed, much CBR research). For more information on melody 
representations, refer to Chapters 2, 3 and 9.
So, melodies are presented to  SONNET as sequences of pitch events th a t occur at particular 
points in time. SONNET’s short-term  memory (STM) stores these event occurrences and the order 
in which they occur. Then, based on melodic grouping cues and principles of self-organization, 
SONNET can segment a melody into significant phrases, which are learnt by adaptable connection 
weights. Therefore, long-term memory (LTM) is populated with melodic phrases tha t are repre­
sented sub-symbolically by the strength of the network’s connections. This approach is markedly 
different from most CBR systems, which simply represent melodies as strings of symbols. For 
example, a m e lo d ic  c o n to u r  representing five pitches may be specified using the following sequence 
of symbols — UUSD, where U represents an increasing interval, D represents a decreasing interval 
and S represents a repeated pitch. Although some systems do attem pt to segment melodies, such 
as the n - g r a m  style of indexing used for searching, very rarely are a melody’s features used to aid 
in this segmentation process or, consequently, in the search process.
During preliminary experimentation with SONNET using melodic input, a number of limi­
tations and problems with the incumbent formulation were identified (see Chapter 8). Firstly, 
SONNET cannot process phrase repetitions adequately. Consequently, a mechanism which enables 
presynaptic inter-cell competition to handle phrase repetitions properly was introduced. Secondly,
2The pattern learned by a network at a particular node is known as a category code. Category codes are also 
referred to as categorical representations, compressed representations, unitized representations or chunks.
3Nigrin’s original network may be referred to as either SONNET or SONNET 1 [110, 111, 112, 114]. Although 
Nigrin also introduced SONNET 2 (but did not actually implement it [114, pg. 317]), all subsequent SONNET-based 
research (including the work presented in this thesis) has been primarily based on Nigrin’s original network. In this 
dissertation, the use of SONNET and SONNET 1 are considered interchangeable.
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a new multiplicative confidence formulation was introduced which, unlike previous multiplicative 
formulations, adequately measures arbitrary levels of mismatch between STM and LTM.
1.6 S O N N E T -M A P  and m elody segm entation
Deutsch [36, pg. 366] points out th a t “M u s ic  th e o r is ts  h a v e  a rg u e d  th a t  th e  to n a l  m u s ic  o f  o u r  
t r a d i t i o n  is  c o m p o se d  o f  s e g m e n ts  t h a t  a re  o rg a n iz e d  in  h ie r a r c h ic a l  f a s h i o n ”. Page [118, 119] 
shows how SONNET modules can be cascaded to form a melodic phrase hierarchy, where phrases 
consist of s c a le  n o te s .  Higher level modules aggregate phrases from lower level modules in order to 
construct such a hierarchy. This configuration aids in melody recognition and, in particular, melody 
recall. Recognition and recall can be further improved if both pitch and rhythm  are employed. 
Lewis [88] brings both of these dimensions to bear on the problem of interpreting melodic structures 
by combining scale notes with an i n te r - o n s e t  in te r v a l  (101) representation using a single SONNET 
network. However, this approach does not allow the recognition of a rhythm  independently of its 
corresponding pitch sequence and vice versa. This is a serious drawback and is clearly at odds 
with human melody recognition. Moreover, this approach does not provide a framework for the 
addition of other melodic features such as p i tc h - in te r v a ls  or melodic contours.
Indeed, a recent study of perceptual musical functions in patients suffering from unilateral 
cerebrovascular cortical lesions indicated:
“a p e r c e p tu a l  in d e p e n d e n c e  o f  m e lo d y  a n d  r h y th m ,  a n d  [ th a t]  i t  s e e m s  r e a so n a b le  to  
a s s u m e  th a t  th e y  a re  p ro c e s s e d  b y  s e p a r a te  n e u r a l  s u b s y s te m s  w h ic h  m a y  be c lo s e ly  
l in k e d  o r  p a r t ia l l y  i n te g r a te d .” [143, pg. 557]
Interestingly, such findings support the K - l in e  theory of memory put forward in Minsky’s famous 
S o c ie ty  o f  M in d  thesis [104], where a K-line attaches itself to the different functional agents tha t 
were active at the time something memorable was experienced.
Page [118, pg. 317] postulates the existence of parallel hierarchies, suggesting tha t “th e  i n t e r ­
a c t io n  b e tw e e n  p a ra lle l  h ie r a r c h ie s ,  d e s c r ib in g  d i f f e r e n t  a sp e c ts  ( p i tc h e s ,  r h y t h m  e tc . )  o f  th e  s a m e  
s t i m u l u s  s e q u e n c e , n e e d s  to  be i n v e s t i g a te d .”. Indeed, Roberts [133, pg. 120] draws attention to 
the fact th a t “m o r e  i n fo r m a t io n  c a n  be e x tr a c te d  f r o m  th e  i n p u t  i f  d i f f e r e n t  i n p u t  d im e n s io n s  a re  
p r o c e s s e d  i n d iv id u a l l y ”. Nevertheless, the manner by which such an organization can be achieved 
has hitherto undergone little investigation.
This dissertation introduces a network, known as SONNET-MAP, which addresses the issues 
raised above. SONNET-MAP is composed of two parallel SONNET modules; one which processes 
pitch sequences and another which processes rhythms. These modules are connected via associative 
maps, derived from the ARTMAP architecture [21], which bind pitch sequence representations 
with their corresponding rhythm  representations. These associations allow the construction of 
rigid, two-dimensional representations of melodic phrases. In addition, a further SONNET module 
may be utilized to aggregate these phrases, forming a parallel and hierarchical memory structure 
th a t encompasses the entire melody. Unlike Lewis’ approach, pitch sequences and rhythms can be
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recognized independently of one another while at the same time, due to the associations learned 
between pitch and rhythmic phrases, both dimensions can be utilized during the segmentation 
process.
In this thesis, SONNET-MAP is utilized solely as a melody segmenter. Based on melodic 
grouping cues, SONNET-MAP segments a melody into phrases. Parallel SONNET modules form 
independent representations of the pitch and rhythm  dimensions of each phrase which, as we have 
already mentioned, are then bound using associative maps. This organizational scheme enables 
SONNET-MAP to segment melodies into phrases using both the pitch and rhythm  features of 
each melody. The boundary points formed by these melodic phrase segments are then utilized to 
populate the iieTREEwe network.
1 .7  iZeTR EEve and th e  C B R  of m elodies
During preliminary CBR testing, two weaknesses of using SONNET-MAP directly as a retrieval 
system were discovered (see Section 11.2.1). Firstly, retrieval run times were excessive using 
SONNET-MAP (see Section 11.2.2). This was primarily due to  the requirement of using differen­
tial equations to  model the passage of time, and to the implementation of this inherently parallel 
architecture on a traditional von Neumann sequential processor. Consequently, the segmentation 
process and the retrieval process were separated into distinct subsystems. SONNET-MAP was 
utilized to segment melodies (as described above), whereas iieTREEwe was developed as a spe­
cialized retrieval system. This logical and physical partitioning of function dramatically improved 
the performance of melody segmentation and retrieval.
Secondly, it was discovered th a t the w in n e r - ta k e - a l l  competitive strategy, utilized in almost all 
competitive ANNs (including SONNET), fails to behave in a manner tha t allows the satisfaction of 
global constraints (see Section 11.2.3). In other words, the winner at one particular point in time 
does not necessarily emerge as the winner once the global context emerges. Therefore, the use of a 
m u l t ip le  w in n e r s  recognition strategy was employed. The use of multiple winners also facilitated 
simplifications of the retrieval subsystem’s operational dynamics, which dramatically improved 
retrieval performance. More information on these and other issues can be found in Chapter 11.
R e TREEue is organized in the same parallel fashion as SONNET-MAP. However, in addition, 
melodic phrases are aggregated by an additional layer, thus forming a two-dimensional, hierar­
chical memory structure of each entire melody. Unlike some CBR systems, .ReTREEue does not 
retrieve melodies using traditional string matching algorithms. Instead, the retrieval process is 
accomplished by matching input queries against previously learned phrases and phrase sequence 
templates. This is achieved using a combination of a multiple winners strategy and a m a tc h -b a s e d  
retrieval algorithm. A match-based retrieval algorithm, in the context of ANNs, involves measur­
ing the similarity between melodic phrases, stored sub-symbolically as LTM connection weights, 
against the current melodic query, which is represented by input cell activation levels. The parallel 
and hierarchical structure of iieTREEwe provides a novel organizational approach to the CBR of
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melodies and offers several practical benefits (see Section 14.2.4). iieTREEve also utilizes a match 
param eter, which is used to allow either exact or approximate melody matching.
1.8 Em pirical results
The empirical tests presented in Chapters 12 and 13 employ a set of fifty melodies composed by T h e  
B e a t le s , and represent the largest test of SONNET-based neural networks ever performed. It was 
decided to use a set of melodies composed by this single group because we believe tha t the phrases 
formed from this set would be quite similar to one another. Consequently, given any individual 
query, it would be more difficult to discriminate between different melodies during retrieval.
The segmentations performed by SONNET-MAP are consistent with many aspects of melody 
perception. For example, most of the segments formed are based on grouping mechanisms such as 
proximity, repetition, the gap principle and the limitations of short-term  and long-term memory. 
Consequently, in almost every case, the beginning of each verse or chorus is aligned along a phrase 
boundary, which is very desirable since these are the most memorable places of a melody, and the 
most likely places for a user to begin a query.
Utilizing the phrase segments formed using SONNET-MAP, iieTR EEi;e’s LTM is populated 
with the entire set of melodies. Then, a selection of melodic queries are presented to evaluate the 
i?eTREEue algorithm’s performance. The retrieved melody associated w ith each query is compared 
against the expected result, at which point the accuracy of the retrieval can be measured. Queries 
are generated directly from the original melodies, with various transformations being performed on 
each query before it is presented for retrieval. These transformations modify a query in a manner 
th a t models the types of errors and imperfections th a t humans may make in formulating a query.
Results show th a t the use of both  pitch a n d  rhythm  during the retrieval process significantly 
improves retrieval results when compared with networks that use only pitch o r  rhythm. This 
illustrates the necessity of using multidimensional hierarchies over standard, single-dimensional 
hierarchies and, more generally, th a t as much information as is available should be utilized by 
a CBR system. Furthermore, queries th a t coincide with learned boundary points are retrieved 
using significantly fewer notes than  those th a t are not. This indicates the importance of a human- 
based approach to melody segmentation. Moreover, depending on the extent of query degradation, 
different melodic features prove more adept at retrieval than  others.
1.9 Sum m ary o f original contributions o f th is thesis
This section briefly describes some of the major contributions of this thesis.
S T M  a n d  L T M  re p re s e n ta tio n  o f m elod ies. A shared event field at T q is introduced, which 
tem porarily records the notes of a melody as they are presented. !Fq contains 88 cells, 
each responding to a particular c a te g o r ic a l p i tc h - h e ig h t  (CPH), spanning low A to high C. 
Therefore, T o  acts like a tonotopically organized echoic memory. Methods are presented that
show how certain characteristic features of a melody — IOIs, invariant pitch-classes (IPCs), 
pitch-intervals and melodic contours — can be derived from this event field and represented 
a t separate SONNET short-term memories. To help achieve this, generalized input field 
dynamics are introduced. In particular, a new method of representing pitch-intervals and 
melodic contours using these dynamics is presented. Finally, the manner by which SONNET 
stores melodies in LTM is illustrated. Although the storing of melodies using connection 
strengths is not new with respect to ANNs, it is a novel approach to the CBR of melodies.
Im p ro v e m e n ts  to  S O N N E T . A method of using presynaptic inhibition for adequately handling 
phrase repetitions (particularly overlapping phrase repetitions) is introduced. Furthermore, a 
new multiplicative SONNET confidence formulation is presented which can measure arbitrary 
levels of mismatch between STM and LTM.
In tro d u c tio n  o f S O N N E T -M A P . We introduce the SONNET-MAP neural network, which 
has a parallel (and hierarchical) configuration. This allows different melodic features to 
be processed separately and simultaneously. Furthermore, a number of synchronization tech­
niques th a t facilitate this parallel organization are introduced. These techniques involve the 
learning of associations between pitch sequences and their corresponding rhythms. These 
associations can be utilized to perform associative priming, which significantly aids in the 
segmentation process.
In tro d u c tio n  o f iieT R E E w e. We introduce the iteTREEve network, which is derived from 
SONNET-MAP and can be used as an efficient, robust and accurate retrieval system for 
melodies. .ReTREEve’s organizational structure and operation provide a novel approach to 
melody retrieval.
E m p ir ic a l find ings —  S O N N E T -M A P . We show th a t SONNET-MAP is capable of discover­
ing plausible boundary points within a melody using a pitch-interval and IOI representation, 
where grouping cues such as proximity, repetition, the gap principle and the limitations of 
short-term  and long-term memory aid in the segmentation process.
E m p iric a l find ings —  iZeTR EEw e. Using ReTREEwe, it is shown th a t (a) the combination 
of two dimensions (pitch and rhythm ) significantly improves retrieval performance over the 
use of a single dimension (either pitch or rhythm ), (b) queries th a t are aligned along phrase 
boundaries are retrieved more effectively than queries th a t are not aligned along phrase 
boundaries, thus providing evidence suggesting the importance of utilizing human-based 
segmentation techniques, (c) particular melody representations are more suited to particular 
query types, and finally, (d) retrieval performance degrades gracefully as the quality of the 
queries degrade.
As far as we are aware, SONNET-MAP and iieTREEwe constitute the first self-organizing neural
network system capable of autom atically segmenting and retrieving melodies based on the combi­
nation of pitch and rhythm  [65].
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1.10 A  brief guide to  th is thesis
C h a p te rs  2—4 provide background information on music psychology, music information retrieval 
(MIR) and the application of ANNs to computer music. Readers familiar with all of these topics 
may wish to go directly to Chapter 5.
C h a p te r s  5—7 provide the necessary background on the fundamentals of SONNET, advanced 
SONNET topics and recent applications of SONNET to melody processing. Once again, readers 
familiar with this research may wish to  proceed directly to Chapter 8.
C h a p te r  8 introduces a number of improvements th a t we have made to SONNET, which gen­
erally improve the network’s operation and are vital to the work presented in later chapters on 
configuring SONNET in a parallel fashion.
C h a p te r  9 describes how melodies can be stored in SONNET’s STM as cell activations using 
generalized input field dynamics. This chapter argues that each dimension of a melody should be 
processed by an independent, parallel, working memory. This argument is a precursor to the work 
presented in Chapter 10. We also illustrate how melodies are encoded in SONNET’s LTM by the 
strength  of connection weights.
C h a p te r  10 introduces the SONNET-MAP neural network and the synchronization techniques 
required to facilitate its parallel (and hierarchical) organization.
C h a p te r  11 introduces the .ReTREEne network and shows how it can be utilized as a CBR 
system for melodies. In particular, efficiency considerations and the inadequacies of winner-take- 
all competitive fields for retrieval are discussed and addressed.
C h a p te r  12 presents experimental results tha t illustrate how SONNET-MAP can segment 
melodies using grouping cues from both the pitch and rhythm  dimensions of a melody. The 
boundary points formed during this segmentation process are used to  populate iieTREEwe.
C h a p te r  13 presents experimental results which illustrates .ReTREEve’s performance at retriev­
ing melodies by content.
C h a p te r  14 summarizes the contributions of this research and suggests avenues of further in­
vestigation for SONNET-based research, melody segmentation and retrieval, applications in music 
processing and other disciplines.
A p p e n d ic e s  A —F  provide specifications of the SONNET, SONNET-MAP and fleTREEve net­
works. An overview of some of the issues encountered during their implementation is also provided. 
Furthermore, the catalogue of melodies used during the empirical testing is presented. Finally, a 
glossary is provided th a t summarizes the principal parameters used in this thesis.
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M e l o d y :  P e r c e p t i o n  a n d  M e m o r y
Chapter 2
2.1 Introduction
Intelligent behaviour can be characterized by its autonomy, adaptability, robustness and real­
time operation within unconstrained, unpredictable, complex and dynamic environments. This 
dissertation argues the case for intelligent melody retrieval, which is inspired by research tha t 
suggests how humans achieve this behaviour. In particular, humans can spontaneously create and 
organize melodic memories, and subsequently recognize these melodies reliably. Therefore, to lay 
a necessary foundation for a human-inspired approach, this chapter discusses a variety of aspects 
relating to  the human perception and memory of melodies.
A melody consists of a sequence of musical tones (or sounds) th a t occur sequentially at par­
ticular points in time. In contrast to noises, which consist of irregular and disordered sound 
wave vibrations, tones consist of regular and uniform vibrations, or periodic sound waves. These 
mechanical sound waves are converted into electrical nerve impulses by our ears and are further 
processed by the remaining components of our auditory system (see Section 2.2). A tone may be 
described in terms of the perceptual characteristics of pitch, intensity (loudness) and quality (tim­
bre), which correspond directly to the following physical characteristics of a sound wave: frequency, 
am plitude and harmonic constitution (or waveform). The most characteristic feature of a tone is 
its pitch, which will be discussed in greater length in Section 2.3. Since tones occur at particular 
points of time, there exists a temporal dimension to melody. This temporal dimension, known as 
rhythm , will be discussed in Section 2.4. Additionally, the perceptual and cognitive organization 
of melodies is also discussed; in particular memory and grouping mechanisms (see Sections 2.5, 
2.6, 2.7 respectively). Since each of these topics envelop an enormous body of work, only aspects 
which are pertinent to this thesis will be discussed.
2.2 H earing
A sound is produced when an object vibrates, causing a disturbance which travels through an 
elastic medium. Sound can travel through mediums such as earth, water or air (but not a vacuum).
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Typically, the sounds heard by the human ear are consequences of objects th a t vibrate in air. For 
example, a musician plucking a guitar string. The vibration of an object in air results in a series of 
alternate compressions and rarefactions of the surrounding air molecules, which produce a sound 
wave. Since the energy of sound waves emanate out from the centre of the source vibration, sound 
waves are longitudinal.
The ear, which is the organ of hearing (and balance), is constructed of three distinct compo­
nents: the air-filled outer and middle ears, and the fluid-filled inner ear. The ear converts the 
sound waves produced by vibrating objects into electrical impulses, which are sent via the audi­
tory pathways to the auditory cortex where they are interpreted. G reater detail on the material 
presented in this section may be found in [74, Chapter 6], [115, Chapter 14] and [94, 95, 171].
2 .2 .1  T h e  o u t e r  e a r
The outer ear is primarily comprised of the pinna (or auricle) and the external auditory canal (or 
m eatus). Its function is to catch and deflect sound waves to the middle ear. The outer ear also 
helps in determining the directional location of a sound source.
2 .2 .2  T h e  m id d le  e a r
The middle ear is primarily comprised of the tympanic membrane (or eardrum) and a chain of 
three small moveable bones called the ossicles. The ossicles consist of the malleus (or hammer), 
incus (or anvil) and stapes (or stirrup). These are the smallest bones in the human body.
The compressions and rarefactions of sound waves, which are conducted by the external auditory 
canal, cause the eardrum to vibrate back and forth (analogous to the operation of a microphone’s 
diaphragm ). The eardrum is rigid and extremely sensitive. For instance, a t approximately 3000 Hz 
(the frequency th a t humans are most sensitive to) the eardrum  moves a distance of less than the 
diam eter of a single hydrogen atom (Nolte [115, pg. 331]). These sound induced vibrations are 
transferred along the ossicles to the inner ear, which ultimately results in movement of the fluid 
in the inner ear. Since the inner ear conducts sound through a fluid, and since fluid is harder to 
move than  air, the vibrations must be amplified, which is the function provided by the middle ear.
2 .2 .3  T h e  in n e r  e a r
Primarily, the inner ear consists of the semicircular canals and the cochlea. The semicircular 
canals are responsible for our sense of balance, while the cochlea is responsible for our sense of 
hearing. The cochlea (Greek for snail shell) has a snail-like structure and is filled with a fluid 
called endolymph. The cochlea consists of three adjacent tubes: the scala vestibuli, the scala 
media and the scala tympani. The basilar membrane separates the scala vestibuli and the scala 
media from the scala tympani. The basilar membrane consists of approximately 20,000 to 30,000 
reed-like fibers extending the width and length of the cochlea. Fibers are short (approximately 
100 /im wide) and tau t near the oval window (at the base of the cochlea) and gradually get
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longer (approximately 500 /im wide) and more supple towards the round window (at the apex 
of the cochlea). Consequently, different areas of the basilar membrane have different resonant 
frequencies. Resting on the basilar membrane is the organ of Corti which is approximately 35mm 
long and contains approximately 30,000 specialized neurons or receptors called hair cells.
As we have already mentioned, sound waves are transferred from the air-filled outer and middle 
ears to the fluid-filled inner ear. This transference occurs at the junction where the stapes, which 
occupies a hole in the temporal bone called the oval window, meets the scala vestibuli. The back 
and forth movement of the stapes against the oval window membrane invokes pressure waves in 
the cochlea, similar to  ripples on a pond. These waves are propagated along the basilar membrane, 
growing in amplitude to a peak and then collapsing at the point where the fibres of the basilar 
membrane have the same resonant frequency as the sound wave. As a consequence, the hair cells 
of the organ of Corti within the receptive field of the collapsed wave will move, causing them to 
activate and send electrical impulses though the cochlea nerve. These impulses are sent, via the 
auditory pathways, to the auditory cortex where they are interpreted by the brain to determine 
perceptual characteristics such as pitch and intensity. The tuning characteristics of the basilar 
membrane represent the beginning of a tonotopic organization mirrored by the relay nuclei of the 
auditory pathways and the auditory cortex. It is im portant to note th a t similar mappings exist 
for other perceptual systems. For example, the somatotopic organization of the somatosensory 
systems. This suggests th a t some underlying principle governing brain plasticity is involved in 
the mapping of sensory information from the its raw stimulus to its corresponding areas of the 
cerebral cortex. Indeed, much ANN research has studied principles of brain plasticity in the form 
of self-organizing feature maps [72],
2 .2 .4  A u d i t o r y  p a t h w a y s
Generally, the axons of hair cells exit the cochlea and form the major part of the auditory nerve 
(or V IH th cranial nerve). Auditory information is conveyed by the auditory nerve to the auditory 
cortex via several nuclei and pathways at various levels in the brain stem. These include the 
cochlear nucleus, the superior olivary nucleus, the trapezoid body, the lateral lemniscus, the inferior 
colliculus, the inferior brachian, and the medial geniculate nucleus. Each of these areas consists 
of several constituent nuclei. In particular, the medial geniculate nucleus consists of three major 
subdivisions: the ventral, the dorsal and the medial/magnocellular. Furthermore, the tonotopic 
organization of the cochlea is reflected throughout the the auditory system, with both ascending 
and descending pathways contributing to processing auditory stimuli.
2 .2 .5  A u d i t o r y  c o r t e x
In general, the auditory cortex consists of several primary cortical fields (A l or Brodm an’s area 41) 
located in the transverse temporal gyri (of Heschl) and is surrounded by several secondary areas. 
The subdivision of the medial geniculate nucleus projects to several different areas of the auditory 
cortex, which is consistent with the “g e n e r a l  p a t t e r n  o f  m u l t ip le  in d e p e n d e n t  a s c e n d in g  p a th w a y s  to
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th e  c o r t e x ” (Kolb and Whishaw [74, pg. 111]). The ventral subdivision is tonotopically organized 
and projects to several fields in the primary auditory cortex which are similarly tonotopically 
organized. The dorsal subdivision projects to the secondary regions of the auditory cortex, which 
are not thought to be tonotopically organized (nontonotopic). Finally, the medial/magnocellular 
subdivision, although nontonotopic, projects to all areas of the auditory cortex.
Although this dissertation does not claim in any way th a t the systems introduced (SONNET-MAP 
and iieTREEiJe) are accurate models of any aspects of the auditory system, it does however claim 
to utilize various structural ideas. For example, Chapter 9 introduces a tonotopically organized 
event field (.Fo). Additionally, the various levels tha t exist from the auditory nerve to the auditory 
cortex suggests structuring the architecture of any human inspired systems in a layered fashion; this 
approach is also utilized by SONNET-MAP and /¿eTREEve ( T o ,  the various gating mechanisms, 
the input fields and the masking fields). Moreover, the separation of the input stimulus into parallel 
and independently organized cortical fields is a major tenet of the SONNET-MAP and i?eTREEi>e 
networks (see Chapters 10 and 11).
2.3 P itch
2 .3 .1  P e r c e iv e d  p i t c h
The frequency of a sound wave is defined by the number of cycles (or oscillations) it completes in 
a given length of time, which is measured in hertz (cycles per second). The more rapidly a sound 
wave vibrates, the higher the perceived pitch is. A tone may be simple in tha t its sound wave is just 
sinusoidal [126]. The perceived pitch of such tones directly correlates to its frequency. However, 
more generally, tones are complex. A complex tone consists of several frequency components, a 
f u n d a m e n ta l  f r e q u e n c y  labelled /o, and a set of p a r t ia ls  or h a r m o n ic s  labelled 2 /0, 3/o, 4 /0, 5/o 
and so forth. All of the frequency components of a complex tone are fused into the sensation of a 
single pitch percept (provided the acoustic vibrations occur fast enough), in which the perceived 
pitch is th a t of the fundamental frequency. This is true even if the fundamental frequency is absent 
from the tone [125, 127]. In this case, the fundamental frequency is known as the v ir tu a l  p i tc h  or 
r e s id u e  p i tc h .  Therefore, since most tones we hear are complex, a pitch perception process exists 
th a t not only fuses the partials of a complex tone into the sensation of a single pitch percept, but 
additionally identifies the perceived pitch as th a t of the fundamental frequency regardless of its 
presence or absence.
The manner by which this process is achieved has given rise to a variety of pitch perception 
theories. In particular, cochlea-based theories such as Helmholtz’s place theory [164] and Schouten’s 
periodicity pitch theory [142]. However, later experimental investigations have shown that the 
cochlea alone does not account for our ability to determine the pitch of a musical tone [69]. 
Thus, in addition to the cochlea, other areas of the auditory system must be involved in pitch 
determ ination. Consequently, more recent research has focussed on pattern  recognition theories.
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In particular, De Boer’s tem plate matching scheme [35] and its various elaborations, including: 
Goldstein’s optimum processor theory [58], T erhardt’s virtual-pitch theory [156] and W ightm an’s 
pattern-transform ation theory [173]. Although a variety of implementations of these theories have 
been published, according to Taylor and Greenhough [155, pg. 6] “th e s e  i m p l e m e n t a t io n s  g e n e r a lly  
in v o lv e  c o m p le x  a lg o r i th m s  w h o se  su c c e s s  is  o f te n  q u a lif ie d  by  th e  n e e d  to  s e t  p a r a m e te r s  in  a n  ad  
h o c  fa s h io n ,  so  t h a t  th e  r e s u l ts  f i t  e m p ir ic a l  d a ta  f r o m  p s y c h o a c o u s t ic  e x p e r i m e n ts ”. Consequently, 
recent research has focussed on the development of ANN models of pitch perception (see Chapter
4).
2 .3 .2  L im i t s  a n d  r a n g e  o f  p i t c h  p e r c e p t io n
Humans can hear sound vibrations between 20Hz and 20,000Hz, although the upper limit reduces 
with age to 16,000Hz at middle age to as low as 8,000Hz for a person aged 85. However, for an 
accurate sense of pitch (called the range of usable pitches [151, pg. 126]) the upper limit of this range 
is approximately between 4,000Hz and 5,000Hz. Furthermore, within this range lies the dominance 
region for pitch perception [131, pg. 96] (also called the ra n g e  o f  b e s t p i t c h  d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  [151, 
pg. 125]), which is approximately between 500Hz to 2,000Hz. It is within this range tha t humans 
can discriminate between different pitches most accurately.
W ithin the range of best pitch discrimination, humans can perceive over 1,400 distinct pitches. 
In contrast, however, Western music only utilizes approximately 88 discrete pitches, which is typ­
ical of most tuning systems. This difference can be explained in terms of two different tasks: a 
pitch discrimination task and a pitch identification task. In a pitch discrimination task, two differ­
ent pitches are sounded in immediate succession and the listener is asked to decide whether these 
pitches are identical or not. Differences of approximately 0.3% between adjacent pitches can be 
discriminated. This difference is referred to as the j u s t  n o tic e a b le  d i f fe r e n c e  (JND). In a pitch iden­
tification task, listeners are again asked to state whether two pitches are different or not. However, 
in this task, intervening pitches exist between the pitches to be judged. At this task, significantly 
fewer pitches can be discriminated. In the pitch discrimination task absolute pitches are directly 
compared in echoic memory. However, for the pitch identification task, since intervening pitches 
exist, STM must be utilized because direct comparison is impossible. Consequently, rather than 
comparing directly the lingering pitch stimuli in echoic memory, categorical pitch representations 
must be compared, of which there are significantly fewer. Therefore small pitch variations in ab­
solute pitch are discarded, (see Section 9.2.1 with respect to how this information is utilized in 
determining the architecture of T q).
Outside of these ranges, we do not have a particularly good sense of pitch. Below 20Hz we 
perceive acoustic vibrations as a buzzing noise. As the number of cycles per second increases, a 
transition range exists, known as the threshold of event fusion, where individual acoustic vibrations 
are not heard individually but are fused into a single pitch. Therefore, not only are the individual 
harmonic components of a pitch fused, so are the regular vibrations which constitute a pitch. As 
we move to the upper limits of hearing, particularly tones above 5,000Hz, tones are increasingly
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heard as brighter, rather than  higher, in pitch. Furthermore, a tone containing only a few cycles 
has no perceived sense of pitch, but instead sounds like a click. For low frequencies the click sounds 
dull, whereas for high frequencies, the click sounds bright.
In summary, a pitched event is a grouping of acoustic vibrations which occur quicker than  the 
threshold of event fusion. Changes in pitch indicate boundaries between two differently pitched 
events. This form of grouping is based on proximity and similarity which, as we will see later, is 
the basis of how separate pitched events are further grouped into phrases (or chunks).
2 .3 .3  P i t c h  in t e r v a ls
A pitch interval is defined as the distance in pitch between two musical tones. In Western tonal 
music, an equal tempered twelve-tone chromatic scale, which is defined over a single octave, is 
employed. Using this system, octave equivalence in assumed. That is, tones separated by octave 
multiples are assumed to be musically identical. Furthermore, the octave is subdivided into twelve 
logarithmical equal steps (equal tempering). Each individual division of the octave is called a 
pitch-class, labelled as follows: C, C(t (or Db), D, D# (or Eb), E, F, Fj} (or Gb), G, G# (or Ab), A, 
A() (or Bb) and B. As a consequence of this division, thirteen unique pitch interval categories exist, 
including the unison and the octave. The distance between adjacent pitches on the chromatic scale 
is called a semitone and is therefore the smallest interval in Western music. Each interval is named 
in terms of the number of semitones between pitches. For example, the interval between C and 
G is 7 semitones. Alternatively, in music theory terms, an interval can have an additional label 
indicating its quality: unison, minor 2n d , major 2n d , minor 3rd, major 3 r d , perfect 4 t h , tritone (or 
augmented 4 t h ) , perfect 5 t h , minor 6 th, major 6 t h , minor 7 t h , major 7 th  and the octave interval. 
This division of the octave into discrete categories is common to almost all musical cultures [13]. 
Given the relatively small number of discrete pitches tha t humans can perceive in STM, the division 
of the octave is considered to be related to the limits of the human auditory system.
Interval sizes can play a vital role in forming melody grouping boundaries. For example, pitch 
sequences containing relatively small interval distances (or steps) are usually grouped together. It 
is these steps tha t generally give the perception of motion in music. Sequences may also contain 
large intervals (or leaps); such leaps usually indicate group boundaries. It is im portant to note 
however th a t the distinction between a step and a leap is dependent on their context within a 
particular pitch sequence [151, pg. 129].
2 .3 .4  T h e  o c t a v e  in t e r v a l
The octave interval possesses as special quality unlike any other interval. Pitches th a t are an 
interval of an octave apart, or have a frequency ratio of approximately 2:1, sound as if they are the 
same. The octave interval is a characteristic of virtually all musical cultures [13]. Consequently, 
although we use 88 individual pitches, there are only twelve distinct types of pitch-classes (or tone 
chroma), which repeat every octave. The same pitch category in different octaves is distinguished 
by specifying which octave it is in (C l, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 and C8). Each note therefore has
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two qualities; its octave number and tone chroma. Two distinct pitch heights may have identical 
pitch categories or, conversely, may have different pitch categories but be similar in pitch height. 
This relationship is very often represented using Shepherd’s famous pitch helix [147]. Another 
interesting point about the octave is th a t the more an interval increases above the octave interval, 
the less the interval has any specific interval quality; it is instead interpreted as just a very large 
leap which, as we have already pointed out, is generally an indication of where a group boundary
2 .3 .5  T u n in g  s y s t e m s ,  s c a le s  a n d  t o n a l i t y
The construction of melodies is generally constrained by a tuning system, scales and tonality; all 
of which tend to be idiomatic of a particular musical culture. The tuning system of a particular 
culture generally consists of a specific number of subdivisions (or pitch categories) within an octave. 
Consequently, the pitch interval categories between such subdivisions are clearly defined. As 
we have already mentioned, Western music divides the octave interval into twelve distinct pitch 
categories giving rise to thirteen distinct interval categories (including the unison and the octave).
A musical scale defines a subset of intervals within a tuning system tha t may be used in 
constructing melodies. For example, Western music is generally constrained by the major and 
minor diatonic scales, which consist of seven notes. Other musical traditions use different scales; 
for example, folk music uses a pentatonic scale consisting of only five notes. One interesting point 
about scales relates to the number of notes each contains. For example, the m ajor and minor scales 
consist of seven notes, which is commensurate with the STM span of humans.
The intervals th a t define a scale are generally not the same size. This inequality plays an 
im portant part in establishing the character of a scale and the centrality of a particular pitch. 
This gives us a sense of knowing where we are in the scale [149]. The central pitch of a scale is 
known as the tonic, and is generally referred to at im portant points of a melody, such as cadence 
points. Snyder [151, pg. 136] described tonality as “a w a y  o f  u s in g  a m u s ic a l  s c a le  so  t h a t  i t  s e e m s  
to  h a v e  a  c e n tr a l  p i t c h ”.
Tonality can be considered as a melodic schema which gives rise to expectations of what pitches 
will occur next. Consequently, our notion of a central pitch is learned through passive exposure 
within a particular cultural environment, without our even being aware th a t we are learning it. 
Therefore, tonality is a form of implicit memory. This is true whether a person is musically trained 
or not.
2 .3 .6  M e lo d ic  p i t c h  c o n t o u r s
A melodic contour is characterized by the rising and falling motion of the pitch intervals in a 
melody. In non-tonal melodies, contour is the most memorable aspect [39]. This is a particularly 
im portant point with respect to the imperfect query experiments reported in Chapter 13, where 
queries may be so badly degraded th a t no sense of a central origin is present. In this circumstance, 
once the contour of a melody is preserved, melodies can still be recognized fairly accurately.
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W hen two or more notes occur in sequence, within a relatively short time-span [27], the resulting 
pattern  in time is called a rhythm. This section outlines some of the salient features of rhythm  
perception with respect to the work presented in this thesis.
2 .4 .1  D u r a t io n s  a n d  in t e r - o n s e t  in t e r v a ls
A note’s d u r a t io n  is defined by the length of time which passes between a note’s onset and its offset. 
On the other hand, an i n te r - o n s e t  in te r v a l  (IOI) is the length of time which passes between the 
onsets of two consecutive notes. Regardless of where the offset occurs, a note always has the same 
attack point representing its onset. Consequently, it is the difference between successive onsets that 
is of most importance to  rhythm  perception. Therefore, in this thesis, IOIs are exclusively used to 
represent rhythms. An IOI with a duration of less than  approximately 50ms is not perceived as 
two distinct event onsets but, instead, as a single event [151]. Furthermore, an IOI th a t is longer 
than  approximately 2 seconds is also difficult to perceive. This is because the continuity between 
the two events is effectively lost. Consequently, the role of STM in rhythm  perception is important.
2 .4 .2  B e a t ,  p u l s e  a n d  t e m p o
A b ea t can be considered as an imaginary point in time with no duration. Beats are inferred 
directly from pieces of music and very often coincide with actual musical events; for example, from 
the attack points created by striking a percussion instrument. A melody’s p u l s e  is a sequence 
of isochronous (regular and recurring) beats which are equally spaced in time. The pulse of a 
melody is naturally inferred by humans (for example, tapping one’s foot to music) and is common 
to virtually all music and all musical cultures. The t e m p o  of a melody is the ra te  at which the 
pulse occurs (or the number of beats per unit of time) and is usually measured in beats per minute 
(bpm ). Again, tempos can only be perceived if they occur within a particular range. If events occur 
too close in time they are not perceived separately. On the other hand, due to STM limitations, if 
they occur too far apart, they no longer seem connected.
2 .4 .3  M e t r e
Accents are associated with particular beats and give such beats a quality of weight or emphasis, 
which causes th a t beat to stand out with respect to other beats. M etre refers to  the organization 
of beats into a recurring accent pattern. Accent information is provided by the nature of the 
event th a t occurs on a particular beat and can be established by grouping factors such as changes 
in intensity, duration or a leap in pitch. This gives rise to three types of accents, which act as 
perceptual cues for metre [84]:
P h e n o m e n a l a ccen ts . These represent physical events th a t occur within music. For example, 
the attack point of a note onset, sudden changes in dynamics or harmonic changes.
2.4 R hythm
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S tru c tu ra l  a ccen ts . These relate to abstract musical concepts, such as the gravitational pull of 
tonal music towards the tonic.
M e tr ic a l  a ccen ts . These correspond to beats th a t are perceived as relatively strong within their 
metrical context.
M etre is im portant in establishing the most salient temporal reference points in a melody; the 
points at which people tend to clap their hands or tap their foot. This has been referred to 
by Lerdahl and Jackendoff [84, pg. 21] as the tactus. Establishing the tactus-span allows us to 
recognize melodies in a tempo invariant fashion. In this thesis, IOIs are defined with respect to 
the tactus-span in order to achieve tempo invariance.
2.5 M em ory and m elody
W hen considering human melody perception, the manner in which our memory is organized, its 
limitations and how it functions are vital. In particular, our memory influences how we group 
sequences of musical events into chunks, which in tu rn  influences how we can later recognize such 
groups as familiar. Memory for the auditory system, and indeed other perceptual processes, such 
as vision, may be loosely considered as consisting of three forms, each operating on distinct time 
scales: echoic memory, short-term  memory (STM) and long term  memory (LTM). Although these 
memory types are unlikely to operate independently of one another, the distinction is useful in 
describing how researchers generally believe memory functions. In this section, each of these types 
of memory will be discussed.
2 .5 .1  E c h o ic  m e m o r y
Section 2.2 described how the acoustic vibrations in our surrounding environment are converted to 
electrical nerve impulses by our ears. This information is thought to persist in its raw continuous 
form in echoic memory for between approximately 250ms and several seconds [151, pg. 19] before it 
decays. It is believed th a t this information remains in echoic memory long enough to be processed.
This processing of the continuous steam of raw data which briefly persists in echoic memory is 
called feature extraction. This involves the extraction of features (by feature extractors) such as 
pitch, intensity, timbre and, equally important, the changes in these features over time. Features 
which occur simultaneously or are correlated in some way are perceptually bound into discrete 
coherent events or, in our case, notes of a melody. This feature extraction and perceptual binding 
has been referred to  as p e r c e p tu a l  c a te g o r iz a t io n  by Edelman [46]. In effect, this step, in the 
low level processing of musical events, reduces the vast amount of sensory information occurring 
in echoic memory to a relatively small number of discrete categories. After these features have 
been bound into discrete events, sequences of events are further grouped into chunks, based on 
perceptual cues such as proximity and repetition (see Section 2.7)
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2 . 5 . 2  S h o r t - t e r m  m e m o r y
Much of the structure we assemble from the world around us is a consequence of the limits of STM. 
Many researchers believe that, on average, the capacity of STM is seven c h u n k s  of information. In 
musical terms, a chunk may be considered as a single pitched event or a grouping of such events. 
Consequently, although we may store a relatively small number of chunks in STM at any given 
time, chunks themselves may contain sequences of items. For example, consider Table 2.1, our 
STM capacity is exceeded very quickly when trying to store this sequence. However, if we arrange 
these letters in the following way — a c h u n k  c a n  c o n s i s t  o f  m a n y  i t e m s  — we can easily store the 
sequence in STM because it consists only of seven chunks.
a c h u n k c a n c o n s i  s t o f m a n y i  t e m s
Table 2 .1 : A n exam ple of chunking.
Although human STM can store approximately seven chunks, order information becomes con­
fused for sequences containing more tha t about four chunks. This limit is known as the t r a n s i e n t  
m e m o r y  s p a n  (TMS) [114, pg. 77]. Typically, the maximum number of items a human groups 
together is consistent with the TMS.
STM is also limited in terms of its depth. T hat is, the length of time tha t information can be 
held in STM. Generally, it is believed th a t chunks can persist in STM for between approximately
3 to 5 seconds, after which they decay unless consciously rehearsed.
2 . 5 . 3  L o n g - t e r m  m e m o r y
LTM consists of knowledge about events which occurred in the past. They are not part of our 
conscious awareness unless invoked. LTM can be activated ether unconsciously, when we recognize 
or are reminded, or consciously, when we are recollecting. Elements of LTM usually take weeks or 
months to form and are usually created by simple passive exposure within our environment [154]. 
Memories of past experiences have a vital role to play in our perception of the present.
As we have pointed out, one fundamental characteristic of chunking is th a t chunks can become 
members of other chunks. Thus, our LTM consists of a hierarchical organization of chunks [36, 
pg. 366], where, as we progress up the hierarchy, we establish more abstract representations of our 
memories. This has implications for memory recall because it is harder for us to  begin to recall 
from the middle of a chunk stored in LTM. Therefore, access to LTMs are primarily restricted to 
the boundaries between the chunks we form. This is because LTM is reconstructive, one event 
leads to or is associated with the next, and so the time order of events is crucial. Therefore, in 
constructing melodic queries, humans are unlikely to begin in the middle of a chunk. Instead, a 
memorable place, such as the beginning of a verse or a chorus, becomes the starting point. This 
is the prim ary reason why we believe melodies should be organized as a hierarchy of segmented 
melodic phrases within a CBR system.
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Levitin [85, pg. 214] described a melody as “a n  a u d i to r y  o b je c t  t h a t  m a i n t a in s  i t s  i d e n t i t y  u n d e r  
c e r ta in  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s ”. For example, a melody can s tart at any note and it will still be recognized. 
This is known as transpositional invariance. Furthermore, melodies can be recognized regardless 
of how quickly or slowly they are presented (within limits). This ability is known as tempo 
invariance. Levitin [85, pg. 215] further describes why we can recognize melodies so robustly — 
“O n e  o f  th e  r e a s o n s  w e  a re  a b le  to  re c o g n ize  m e lo d ie s  is  t h a t  th e  m e m o r y  s y s t e m  h a s  f o r m e d  a n  
a b s tr a c t  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  m e lo d y  w h ic h  is  p i t c h - in v a r ia n t ,  a n d  so  o n ”. Consider the distinction 
between the following statements:
1. Melodies are h e a rd  as sequences of absolute pitches occurring at particular points in time.
2. Melodies are s to r e d  as an ordered set of relative pitches occurring at relative points in time.
Consequently, a melody retrieval system must be capable of recognizing a query as familiar, even 
if certain attributes of the original melody have been altered.
2.6 Stream  segregation
W ithin our surrounding environment, we are constantly hearing sounds which emanate from a 
variety of different sound sources. For example, working in an office we hear the hum of an 
air conditioning system, phones ringing, distant conversation, a radio and so forth. The sound 
vibrations from these sources are continuous and do not necessarily have obviously defined divisible 
components. All of these sounds are converted from mechanical sound vibrations to nerve impulses 
by our ears. Consequently, unless mechanisms exist which segregate sound vibrations from different 
sound sources into individual streams, we would be unable to make sense of the sound landscape 
in which we live. This process is known as auditory stream  segregation [12, 37, 148]. We group 
sounds th a t are similar in pitch, timbre, intensity and spatial location as sounds from a single 
coherent source, which is perceived as a single auditory object. In this thesis we are interested in 
processing a single stream; th a t of a melody.
2.T G rouping m echanism s and m elody
Snyder [151, pg. 34] points out tha t sounds “m a y  be g ro u p e d  in  e i th e r  th e  m e lo d ic  o r  r h y th m ic  
d im e n s io n ,  a n d  u s u a l l y  g r o u p in g  fo r c e s  a re  o p e r a tiv e  i n  b o th  th e s e  d im e n s io n s  a t  th e  s a m e  t im e .  ” 
Furthermore, Krumhansl [76, pg. 153] states tha t “tw o  in f lu e n c e s  [g r o u p in g  m e c h a n is m s ]  m a y  
s im u l ta n e o u s ly  o p e ra te  to  c o n v e rg e  o n  th e  s a m e  g ro u p in g . I n  o th e r  c a se s , tw o  in f lu e n c e s  m a y  t e n d  
to w a r d  d i f f e r e n t  g r o u p in g s ,  a n d  o n e  w i ll  p r e d o m in a te  th e  o th e r .  ” In the experiments described in 
Chapter 12 this is precisely what happens. Pitch and rhythm  grouping cues at separate modules 
operate in isolation until a point is reached where stable groupings have formed at each dimension. 
At this point, the groupings at each module may agree or conflict. Where groupings conflict,
2.5.4 Invariance in L T M  for melodies
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the rhythm  dimension will dominate. This section discusses some of the mechanisms involved in 
the grouping of melodies into chunks which, as we have discussed, are organized in a hierarchical 
fashion in LTM.
In addition to stream segregation, three types of grouping occur, which tend to coincide with the 
three forms of memory and time frames discussed in Section 2.5. Firstly, although a melody involves 
a continuous stream of acoustic vibrations, our brain organizes a melody into discrete events. The 
boundaries between distinct events are indicated by changes in frequency, loudness or timbre. 
Secondly, these discrete events are further organized into groups (or phrases or chunks), which can 
also be considered as a unit. This organization occurs due to pitch and rhythmic cues, such as 
similarity of interval (in time and space), where gaps often strongly indicate boundaries between 
groupings. Finally, larger groupings also occur, at the level of entire sections of music, where the 
general shape of an entire melody is established. The remainder of this section outlines some of 
the primitive grouping mechanisms tha t facilitate the formation of note groupings. Although other 
factors affecting the formation of group boundaries exist (such as the tonal aspects of a melody), 
we outline only those which are pertinent to this thesis.
T e m p o ra l p ro x im ity . Sequences of relatively short IOIs tend to be perceptually grouped to­
gether. Furthermore, if the IOI between two note onsets is relatively large, a grouping 
boundary is established at this point. This is known as the g a p  p r in c ip l e  of rhythm  per­
ception. Of all the grouping factors, temporal proximity has the greatest influence over the 
formation of group boundaries [84].
P i tc h  p ro x im ity . Similar to temporal proximity, tones th a t are perceived as being close together 
in pitch tend to be perceptually grouped. Conversely, when the interval between two pitches 
is relatively large (a leap), this also indicates a group boundary.
R e p e ti t io n . The repetition of phrases within a melody plays an im portant part in grouping. 
W hen a repetition occurs, it acts like a rehearsal mechanism, giving the phrase a more 
prominent role within the context of the entire melody. Lerdahl and Jackendoff [84] refer to 
this concept as parallelism and stress its importance as a grouping cue.
P r im a c y  a n d  re cen c y  effects. Studies in serial order have shown th a t items which begin and 
end a sequence are more likely to be recalled accurately than those which occur in the 
middle of a sequence. Indeed, cognitive models exist th a t try  to capture this behaviour [67]. 
In Chapter 12 we show tha t SONNET-MAP exhibits such effects (particularly the primacy 
effect).
2.8 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we discussed the aspects of melodic memory and perception th a t are pertinent 
to the work presented in this thesis. In particular, we outlined current thinking regarding how 
psychologists believe melodic memories are segmented into chunks using melodic grouping cues,
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and how these chunks are organized into hierarchies. This hierarchical approach to creating and 
storing melodies is particularly relevant to how the SONNET-MAP and i?eTREEue networks, 
introduced in Chapters 10 and 11, are applied to the task of CBR.
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Chapter 3
Content-Based Retrieval of 
M elodies
3.1 Introduction
Content-Based Retrieval (CBR) of melodies is a sub-branch of the field of Music Information 
Retrieval (MIR). Although MIR is a rather new field of research, it has quickly expanded to 
include a very diverse range of algorithmic techniques from an equally diverse range of scientific 
disciplines. The multi-disciplined nature of MIR makes the field both interesting and challenging. 
In general terms, the CBR of melodies involves measuring the similarity of an input query (see 
Section 3.4), which consists of a melody fragment, against a database of stored melodies. The aim 
is to produce results containing a ranked list of melodies to which the fragment most likely belongs. 
The ability to recognize and retrieve melodies in this way has a variety of uses, both  commercial 
and academic (see Section 3.2).
CBR systems exist th a t process audio file formats, raw acoustic signals or symbolically notated 
music. Hybrids of these systems also exist where, for example, audio signals are converted into 
symbolic notation, which is then used to search a symbolic database of melodies. Regarding these 
systems, a variety of techniques are utilized to retrieve melodies, although retrieval is predominantly 
accomplished by using a combination of string matching algorithms and indexing methods (see 
Sections 3.5).
In this thesis, psychologically-based symbolic melody representations are used to  represent 
monophonic melodies (see Section 3.3). These representations are used as input to our SONNET- 
MAP and iieTREEue systems (see Chapters 10 to 13). However, within these systems, melodies 
and queries are represented sub-symbolically by short-term  cell activations and long-term connec­
tion strengths. Consequently, we presuppose the preliminary analysis of a melodic source (whether 
it be an audio file, or raw acoustic information) by a subsystem capable of extracting the required 
features of a melody (such as the pitch-height, IOI content, tonal centre and tempo). We therefore 
focus on how the information th a t is available at this level of abstraction can be utilized. At this
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level, there is a wealth of information from which to infer the structure of a melody (similar to the 
hierarchical structure of words, sentences and paragraphs) which can be effectively used during 
the retrieval process. To date, most CBR systems do not take into account this information to 
structure their data.
In this thesis, our approach is to organize and retrieve melodies using methods inspired by how 
humans might achieve this task (see Section 3.6). Therefore, the manner by which a human listener 
constructs mental representations of melody in STM and LTM, and how this information can be 
recognized at a later time, is paramount. This human-inspired approach to intelligent information 
retrieval is relatively new in the field of CBR.
3.2 A pplications o f content-based  retrieval
The ability to recognize and retrieve melodies has a variety of uses, some of which are discussed 
here:
Q u e ry -b a s e d  s y s te m s . These systems involve queries generated by human users. For example, 
a consumer may wish to  locate a particular piece of music for which he or she has no textual 
information (for example, the melody’s title or its composer). However, if the consumer 
can reproduce a fragment from the piece in question, the use of a CBR system may help the 
consumer to track down the music they have been looking for. Queries could be generated in a 
variety of ways. For example, by reproducing the chorus or a verse, which may be achieved by 
humming or playing playing a musical instrument. Alternatively, tailored computer software, 
such as a virtual piano keyboard, could be used to compose a query before it is subm itted to 
a search engine. These applications would be particularly useful for record companies trying 
to boost sales; whether on the high street or over the internet.
M u sic o lo g y . Musicologists, who are interested in studying melodic similarity, may find CBR 
systems useful. Perhaps in establishing the resemblance between different musical styles; 
for example, how sixties or punk music influenced more contemporary music. Traditionally, 
musicologists study similarity by analysing recordings and music scores. The autom ation of 
this process could aid in this process and yield insights not previously considered.
C o p y r ig h t  a n d  ro y a l ty  is su e s . For music rights organizations, this technology can aid in pro­
tecting artists from plagiarism, and consequently, protecting an a rtis t’s royalty income. Con­
versely, artists could ensure th a t they are not exposing themselves to the risk of being accused 
of plagiarism.
R e c o m m e n d a t io n  s y s te m s . Online record companies could build up a profile of a consumer’s 
musical tastes by analysing the content of previous purchases. Recommendations of similar 
music could then be made [26, 89].
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3 .3  M e l o d y  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s
There are variety of possible approaches to representing music in CBR systems. Although pop­
ular file formats (such as WAV, MP3, WMA and MIDI) can be utilized, this thesis is primarily 
concerned with psychology-based symbolic representations and neural-based sub-symbolic repre­
sentations. Symbolic representations can be derived directly from acoustic signals or melodic file 
formats. Sub-symbolic representations in ANNs are generally derived from the presentation of 
symbolic information. Traditionally, MIR systems represent both queries and the stored melodies 
as strings of symbols. In contrast, using the SONNET-MAP and i?eTREEue networks introduced 
in this thesis, these symbolic representations are only used as melodic input. W ithin the networks, 
melodies are represented sub-symbolically as short-term and long-term memory traces.
The choice of which representation to use has im portant implications for how melodies can be 
retrieved and, in particular, how accurately they can be retrieved. For example, in Chapter 13 we 
show th a t certain melody representations produce better retrieval results in one context but not in 
others. Furthermore, representation usually dictates the algorithmic approach to matching queries 
against a melodic database. Moreover, the representation of melodies in retrieval systems should 
have the properties of transpositional and tempo invariance. This enables queries to be recognized, 
regardless of the key in which a query is produced or the tempo at which it is presented.
In humans, pitch-height representations are formed through the process of pitch perception, 
where the spectral components of an acoustic vibration are fused into the perception of a single 
pitched event (see Chapter 2). Pitch-heights can also be extracted directly from audio files using 
pitch extraction techniques [48, 117, 172], Pitch-heights are not suitable representations for the 
direct comparison of queries against a database of melodies, because transpositional invariance is 
not accounted for. In a pitch-class representation, where pitch-height is collapsed across all octaves, 
pitch-heights are still preserved within the octave. Consequently, this representation is not suitable 
either. Nevertheless, pitch-heights can be used to derive other representations, which do possess 
the property of transpositional invariance. In this thesis, we use invariant pitch categories (IPCs), 
pitch-intervals and contours to represent the pitch facets of melodies, each of which accounts for 
transpositional invariance.
Like pitch information, rhythmic information (such as beat, tempo and onset times) can be 
extracted directly from raw acoustic signals or audio files. This is achieved using rhythm  extraction 
techniques, which have recently been of much interest [1, 29, 32, 33, 45, 52, 97, 120, 123, 128, 161]. 
In this thesis, IOIs are used to represent the rhythmic facet of a melody. They are specified in 
term s of a melody’s tactus, thus tem po invariance is accounted for.
Generally one, or a combination of, these representations are used by most retrieval systems. 
The remainder of this section describes each of these representations. Refer to  Figure 3.1 and 
Table 3.1 for examples of each. Note th a t the tactus-span associated with this melody fragment is 
620ms (=  J ).
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F igure 3.1: Music notation of the first three bars of the melody Y este rd a y  (see Section 
E.4.1). Refer to Table 3.1 for the corresponding IPC, pitch-interval, melodic contour and 
IOI representations.
I P C 2 0 0 4 6 8 9 11 0 11 9 9
P i tc h - in te r v a l — 2 0 4 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 0
C o n to u r - D S U U U U U U D D S
I O I — 0.5 0.25 4.25 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.5
Table 3.1: The IPC, pitch-interval, contour and IOI representations for the melody frag­
ment presented in Figure 3.1. Remember, for the IPC representation, since each category 
is normalized with respect to a tonal centre (to account for transpositional invariance), the 
key of the piece must be known. Moreover, since IOIs are represented as percentages of the 
tactus-span (to account for tempo invariance), the presentation rate of a query must also be 
known.
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I n te r v a l  r e p r e s e n ta t io n .  Pitch intervals represent the difference in pitch between adjacent tones, 
and have been widely used in melody retrieval systems. One disadvantage of using a pitch- 
interval representation arises due to the exacerbation of local errors (see Section 3.4).
I n v a r ia n t  p i tc h -c la s s  r e p r e s e n ta t io n .  W ith the IPC representation, pitch-heights are collapsed 
across all octaves. This reduces the pitch range to a single octave containing pitch-classes; 
thus accounting for octave equivalence. However, as we have already pointed out, since ab­
solute pitch levels within this collapsed octave are preserved, invariance under transposition 
is not accounted for. This problem is addressed by normalizing each sequence with reference 
to  a tonal centre, or key. In the case of Western tonal music employing equal-tempered 
tuning, each pitch is represented by one of twelve chromatic pitch categories, depending on a 
melody’s tonal centre. These categories are labelled from 0-11. For example, the tonic will 
always be represented by 0 , regardless of the melody’s absolute pitch.
M e lo d ic  c o n to u r .  Most retrieval systems to date have utilized the melodic contour represen­
tation  for representing melodies in databases. Three contour categories exist; U (up), D 
(down) and S (same), where U represents an increasing interval, D represents a decreasing 
interval and S represents a repetition of the same pitch. This representation is advantageous 
for melody retrieval because, even if the pitches of a query are badly degraded, recognition 
remains robust, provided th a t the contour of the original melody is preserved. However, 
this representation is disadvantageous with respect to the generality in which melodies are 
represented. This is because there is not enough discriminatory information provided to dis­
tinguish between similar but distinctly different target melodies. Consequently, for queries 
which are fairly representative of the target melody, the pitch-interval and IPC representa­
tions are more suitable.
R h y th m .  An IOI represents the time interval between the onsets of consecutive notes. Tempo 
invariance is achieved by defining IOIs in terms of a melody’s tempo (or tactus-span).
To see how each of these representations can be embodied in a SONNET network as STM and 
LTM, refer to Chapter 9.
3.4  M elod ic queries
By naming a familiar melody, humans can recollect and perhaps sing the melody. The problem to 
be addressed in this thesis is precisely the opposite. Instead, given a melodic segment, the task is to 
recognize and name the melody from which the fragment most likely originated. It is this melodic 
fragment th a t is known as the query. In other words, a query is a melodic fragment, of any length, 
that is used as a cue to retrieving the target melody. A query may originate from anywhere in the 
melody, not necessarily from the beginning. A query may be an exact copy of a segment from the 
original melody or it may be an inaccurate copy of a segment from the original. Consequently, its 
rhythm  may be incorrect, its pitches may be incorrect, some notes may be missing or some notes
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may be added. In Chapter 13 we automatically generate queries taking these types of errors into 
account. However, we do not claim th a t these distorted queries perfectly model human performance 
at query generation, rather tha t it models the types of errors humans make [100]. A query may 
take any one, or a combination, of the following forms.
3.4.1 Perfect queries
A perfect query is an exact copy, or reproduction, of a segment from the target melody. The target 
melody is the melody intended to be retrieved. Consequently, perfect queries will tend to retrieve 
the target melody with most accuracy.
3.4.2 Im perfect queries
An imperfect query is an inaccurate reproduction of a segment from the target melody. Conse­
quently, it is more difficult to retrieve target melodies using imperfect queries. Imperfect queries 
may take many forms depending on the type of errors they contain.
N o is y  q u e r ie s .  This type of query can be described as a n o is y  version of a perfect query. A noisy 
query is typical of the type of query one would expect a human singer to produce. Some (or 
all) of the notes (pitch and/or rhythm ) may be incorrect to  varying degrees depending on 
the memory or skill of the person who creates the query. The higher the noise level the more 
challenging the problem. Generally, errors are local, for example, using the pitch-interval 
representation, if a note’s pitch happens to be inaccurate, the interval from the preceding 
pitch to the inaccurate pitch will be wrong. If the subsequent pitch is specified accurately, 
the interval from the incorrect pitch to the subsequent pitch will also be wrong. Therefore 
two errors have actually occurred — this is called a local error.
Q u e r ie s  w i th  in s e r t io n s  a n d  d e le t io n s .  Finally, it is common to produce queries tha t contain 
extra notes (insertions) and/or missing notes (deletions). These type of errors are the most 
difficult to  deal with.
3.5 O ther retrieval system s
As we have just pointed out, most CBR research represents a melody (both the query and the 
database entries) as a string of symbols th a t are drawn from a symbolic alphabet representing 
melodic features. Consequently, the retrieval process is reduced to the task of string matching, 
which is utilized to retrieve the ranked list of potential matches. Typically, for perfect queries, 
standard  string matching algorithms such as Knuth-M orris-Pratt and Boyer-Moore can be used 
[144].
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Input Database Queries Melodic Features References
Name Audio Symbolic Audio Symbolic Sub-symbolic Perfect Imperfect Pitch Rhythm Interval Contour
MELDEX • • • • • • • • [4,.98, 99]
QBH • • • • • [55]
Themefinder • • • • • • [75]
C-Brahms • • • • • • • [82, 83, 163]
Musipedia • • • • • • [130]
GUIDO/M IR • • • • • • • [6 8 ]
CubyHum • • • • • • [1 2 2 ]
R eTREEve • • • • • • • • [65]
Table 3.2: A comparison of some well-known melody retrieval systems with i?eTREEi;e.
For imperfect queries, approximate string matching must be performed. This is achieved 
through dynamic programming, where editing distances are computed between a query and the 
melodies in a database. This process in facilitated by the use of an indexing method (such as 
inverted files, B-trees or signature files). To accommodate the so called “la c k  o f  th e  e q u iv a le n t  
w o rd s  i n  m u s i c ”, the use of the n-gram style approach, which breaks up a melody into n-sized 
chunks, can be used for indexing [40],
Over the past decade, the number of melody retrieval systems described in literature has grown 
significantly. It has become somewhat cumbersome to describe each and every one. Instead, some 
of the better known melody retrieval systems are listed in Table 3.2, in conjunction with some 
of the m ajor characteristics of these systems. For more detailed information, see the following 
references: Blackburn and Rouree [8 , Chapter 2 ], Downie [42], S0 dring [152, Chapter 4], and in 
particular Typke et al. [162].
3.6 A hum an-inspired approach
Intelligent human behaviour can be characterized by its autonomy, adaptability, robustness and 
real-time operation within unconstrained, unpredictable, complex and dynamic environments. In 
particular, human listeners are capable of spontaneously creating and organizing melodic memories, 
and subsequently recognizing these melodies. When recalling a melody, a listener cannot usually 
begin at an arbitrary point in the melody. Instead a memorable place, such as the beginning of 
a verse or a chorus, becomes the starting point. Studies in music psychology suggests th a t these 
memorable points (or boundary points) are determined using perceptual grouping cues. The phrase 
segments th a t form between consecutive boundary points are further organized in a hierarchical 
fashion, which facilitates the learning of entire melodies. Furthermore, familiar melodies can be 
robustly recognized at a later time, even if these melodies are not accurate reproductions of the 
originals. These abilities make human listeners ideal for the task of CBR. Research into these 
abilities suggest possible algorithmic and structural approaches to CBR research.
The use of the n-gram style approach to indexing breaks a melody into n-sized chunks for 
indexing. These methods assume th a t there are no equivalent structures, such as words and 
sentences, in melodies. However, as we have just pointed out, melodies are in fact highly structured. 
Consequently, such approaches fail to  acknowledge the inherent phrased structure of melodies 
and the wealth of melodic information available to infer such a structure. Nevertheless, recently, 
researchers have begun to acknowledge the importance of this information and, consequently, many 
have begun to investigate melodic similarity [3, 108, 121] and segmentation techniques [79, 101, 
109, 124] for structuring melodic information in retrieval systems.
This dissertation argues the case for intelligent melody retrieval th a t is inspired by research 
which suggests how humans achieve this behaviour. In this thesis, we introduce a neural network 
known as SONNET-MAP, which segments melodies into chunks of varying sizes based on percep­
tual cues such as proximity and repetition (see Chapters 10 and 12). These chunks are then used
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to populate the /ieTREEvr; network, which is derived from SONNET-MAP {see Chapters 11 and 
13). /ieTREE'ue organizes melodies in LTM as parallel hierarchies of automatically segmented 
melodic phrases, which are matched against during retrieval.
3.7 Sum m ary
This chapter outlined the problem of content-based melody retrieval. Issues such as application, 
representation and query errors were discussed. In particular, we outlined our human-inspired 
approach to solving the problem. The following chapter outlines the use of ANNs for music 
processing, and makes the case for using SONNET-based networks for melody retrieval.
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Chapter 4
Artificial Neural Networks and 
M usic
4.1 In troduction
In recent years, the application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to  the perception of music 
has become increasingly dominant over traditional symbolic approaches. ANNs are inspired by 
their biological counterparts in the human brain and comply with our human-inspired approach to 
melody retrieval, which we have outlined in Chapters 1 to 3. This chapter discusses the foundations 
of ANNs in neuroscience and discusses the reasons behind why ANNs have been increasingly chosen 
to model aspects of music perception. Moreover recent ANN models, which have been applied to 
music processing, will be described. Finally, the primary motives behind our choice of using 
SONNET-based research throughout this thesis is reviewed.
4.2 Foundations in neuroscience
The structure and operation of ANNs are inspired by their biological counterparts in the human 
brain. Although current understanding of the brain is limited, a fair amount is known about 
individual nerve cells (or neurons) with respect to their anatomy, physiology and how they com­
municate. In general, neurons consist of three m ajor components: the dendritic tree, the cell body 
(or soma) and an axon. Although each component has a specific function, they each complement 
the overall operation of a neuron.
The dendritic tree is the input mechanism of a neuron. Electrical impulses, from the axons 
of other neurons, cause the release of neurotransm itters at points called synapses. A narrow gap, 
called the synaptic cleft, separates an axon from a dentritic branch, and facilitates interneuron 
communication by transporting the released neurotransm itters to receptor sites on the dentritic 
branch. Many types of neurotransm itters exist; some have an excitatory effect and tend to cause 
neurons to activate, whereas others have an inhibitory effect and tend to suppress the activation
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of a neuron. The soma combines all of the signals received by its dendritic tree, producing a 
membrane potential. At this point, if the the soma’s membrane potential is sufficiently large, the 
cell becomes active, causing an electrical pulse to  be transported down the axon (a neuron’s output 
mechanism) to other neurons. The strength of synaptic connections can be varied which, over time, 
can increase or reduce the influence one neuron has on another. This is the general principle by 
which learning occurs in the brain.
The brain consists of an enormous number and variety of neurons (one estimate is approximately 
100 billion, Nolte [115, pgs 2-3]) which are massively connected. Consequently, although the 
operation of each cell is relatively slow when compared to modern digital sequential processors, 
it is the parallelism at which neurons operate th a t empowers them  collectively to perform tasks 
efficiently and intelligently. Indeed, James McClelland writes “If current estimates of the number 
of [connections] in the brain are anywhere near correct, it would take even the fastest of today’s 
computers something between several years and several centuries to simulate the processing that 
can take place within the human brain in one second” [30, pgs 187-188].
The artificial counterparts of biological neurons are known by many names; cells, nodes and 
units for example. Generally, in this thesis we will refer to an artificial neuron as a cell. The basic 
components of an artificial neuron and its function are analogous to the basic components of a 
biological neuron (see Figure 4.1). An artificial neuron consists of input connections (dendrites), 
the main processing unit (soma) and the output activation (axon). The combined input to a cell 
is typically summed in order to produce the output activation, which is propagated to other cells. 
Synapses are modelled by weights which represent the strength of a connection. Like biological 
synapses, the strength of a weight can be modified. This is achieved using a learning algorithm, 
which usually utilizes the cell’s activity and a learning rate param eter, in evaluating the extent of 
a weight change. The strength of all the adjustable weights in a network encode the knowledge 
learned by th a t network. Cells can be connected to each other in a variety of ways (see Figure 4.2 
for one example). In conjunction with the topological configuration of a network, ANNs can be 
generally categorized by the type of learning they implement:
S u p e rv is e d  le a rn in g . W ith supervised learning, a set of training pairs, each consisting of an 
input vector (the external environment) and its desired output vector (the supervisor) are 
presented cyclically to the network for a prescribed number epochs (or training cycles). 
By comparing the actual output vector with the desired output vector, an error vector is 
produced, which is fed back through the network. The learning algorithm adjusts the weights 
such th a t the error between the actual output and the desired output is minimized. Once 
the network has been trained to produce the desired output in response to each input vector, 
the network should be able to generalize and produce suitable outputs in response to novel 
input vectors.
R e in fo rc e m e n t  le a rn in g . W ith reinforcement learning, only the input vector is presented to 
the network. In response to output which is unsatisfactory, the supervisor indicates to the
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Figure 4.2: Artificial neurons are connected to form a network.
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network tha t it has made a mistake. However, the desired output is not provided to assist 
the learning algorithm in adjusting the network’s weights.
U n s u p e r v is e d  le a rn in g . W ith unsupervised learning no supervisor is utilized. Consequently, 
these networks operate autonomously, and adjust their weights such th a t meaningful patterns, 
which are present within an input vector, are learned. It is this type of learning which forms 
the foundation of the SONNET-based networks utilized in this thesis.
Although no researcher would claim th a t ANNs accurately model the architecture and operation 
of biological neural mechanisms, many researchers do try  to accurately capture a variety of well 
established principles known to exist within these biological systems. Their goal is to achieve 
evolutionary, biologically and psychologically plausible models of human cognition. While these 
goals are considered im portant in the context of this thesis, we will not be constrained by them  to 
the detrim ent of building a useable CBR system for melodies. For more details on the role played 
by neurons in brain function and on their artificial counterparts, refer to the following sources: [2 , 
Chapters 1 and 2], [34, Chapter 1 ], [6 6 , Chapter 1], [170, Appendix A] and [74, 115, 138, 154],
4.3 W hy A rtificial N eural N etw orks and m usic?
Early AI research was dominated by the tenet th a t the mind is a symbol system whereby hu­
m an thought involves the manipulation of symbols prescribed by formal rules. This hypothesis, 
known as the symbol system hypothesis, forms the basis of symbolic AI and the foundation of early 
models of music cognition. Although symbolic-based approaches have achieved some success in 
this area, there are growing concerns among music theorists regarding certain drawbacks th a t are 
inherent in this approach [38]. Typical rule-based music research (and indeed symbolic AI) has 
been necessarily restricted to  simple, predictable and relatively static toy musical environments. 
Systems developed using rule-based technology have difficulty generalizing knowledge from their 
input. Consequently, domain specific heuristics are hard-coded to aid in problem solving. The 
m anner by which these heuristics, and indeed knowledge in general, can be autonomously learned 
presents another significant drawback. In other words, rule-based symbol systems have difficulty in 
adequately addressing the knowledge problem [30]. Indeed, Bharucha and Todd [7, pg. 130] write:
“Although rule-based models of music have been successfull at describing the formal 
structure of some musical compositions, and have thus provided valuable hypothesis 
and analytic constraints, they fall short as psychological theories. They fail to account 
for the acquisition of the rules they postulate, and this ad hoc postulation of rules is 
not typically limited to a small set of assumptions of which the others are a natural 
consequence. ”
Furthermore, these systems tend to have difficulty with noisy input environments, which in music, 
are commonplace. These shortcomings are serious if we intend to model the real-time, autonomous, 
adaptable and robust behaviour of a human listener.
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ANNs offer novel insights and have the potential to address these issues [96]. In particular, 
ANNs have some or all of the following properties, which are desirable for modelling aspects of 
human musical behaviour:
Learn from exposure. ANNs learn by receiving and responding to input patterns which model 
a particular input environment. The knowledge they encode is created solely on the basis of 
regularities inherent within this environment. No formal rules or domain specific heuristics 
need be applied. Indeed, Franklin [51] suggests th a t this ability to extract information present 
within an environment is one vital aspect in developing plausible models of the human mind. 
In Chapter 12 we show how SONNET-MAP can autonomously learn significant patterns 
within a set of melodies.
Spontaneous generalization. Given the knowledge encoded by an ANN, when patterns the 
network has already learned are presented in different contexts, ANNs generally perform well 
in categorizing these patterns as familiar.
Graceful degradation. Given degraded (fuzzy) input, an ANN’s performance at pattern  recog­
nition degrades gradually as noise levels increase. This ability to operate under the presence 
of noise is of particular importance for melody retrieval tasks and is one m ajor motivation 
behind our choice of an ANN approach to the problem of melody retrieval (see Chapter 13).
Content addressability. To retrieve a particular pattern  stored in an ANN, only a portion of it 
needs to  be specified. The network automatically finds the best match. This is precisely the 
property of ANNs we exploit in this thesis.
4.4  A pplications in m usic processing
A wide variety of ANNs have been applied within the musical domain. In this section we briefly 
describe some of the most notable ANNs th a t have been used by music researchers, problems with 
these networks and a summary of their applications.
4.4.1 Feed-forward networks 
Back-propagation networks
Arguably, the most widely used ANN to date has been the back-propagation network (BPN). 
BPNs generally consist of multiple layers of processing cells and are trained using the supervised 
back-propagation of error algorithm [139]. The back-propagation algorithm was responsible for 
the revival of interest in ANN research during the mid 1980’s, particularly because of its strong 
m athem atical foundation. The principal strength of the back-propagation of error algorithm is its 
general pattern-m apping ability, which provides a tremendous scope of applicability. In addition 
to its application in music processing, it has been applied to image compression [31], character 







F ig u re  4.3: Multi-layered feed-forward network which is trained using the back-propagation 
of error algorithm.
Typically, a BPN contains three processing layers: the input layer, the hidden layer and the 
output layer (see Figure 4.3). The input layer is fully connected to the hidden layer. Likewise, 
the hidden layer is fully connected to  the output layer. External input vectors (representing the 
external environment) are applied to  the input layer. These signals are propagated to the hidden 
layer via adjustable connection weights. The hidden layer can be considered as a set of feature 
detectors, which organize through learning to  represent the most salient aspects of the input 
vectors. The activations of the hidden layer axe further propagated, via adjustable weights, to the 
output layer. Learning takes place such th a t the network learns to  map the set of input vectors 
to their corresponding output vectors. Then, in response to novel patterns, the network should be 
able to  generalize and produce suitable output in responses to novel input vectors.
One example, which applies a BPN to music processing, was presented by Laden and Keefe 
[77]. Their experiments examined the performance of a BPN in classifying chords as major, minor 
or diminished triads. A variety of different pitch representations were used as inputs to their 
system. They found that, for a BPN, psychoacoustic representations of chords (an harmonic 
complex representation and a subharmonic complex representation) performed better than the use
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of a pitch-class representation. Furthermore, the network was able to generalize and recognize 
some of the chords even when harmonic components were missing, or if inverted versions of the 
chords were presented.
Back-propagation networks with short-term  memory structures
Back-propagation can also be applied to temporal sequence processing by utilizing a STM mech­
anism, such as a ta p p e d  d e la y - lin e , an e x p o n e n t ia l  tra c e  m e m o r y ,  or a g a m m a  m e m o r y  [106]. Of 
these, the tapped delay-line has been the most widely used (see Figure 4.4). Using this approach, 
when an input item is presented, prior items are shifted to adjacent elements, while the current 
item is presented to the first element [a;(i)]. This causes the oldest item  to be discarded. Typi­
cally, tapped delay-line memories are incorporated into feed-forward networks in one of two ways. 
The first possibility is to focus a tapped delay-line at the beginning of the network; this is called 
a f o c u s e d  t im e - la g g e d  f e e d - fo r w a r d  n e tw o r k  (focused TLFN). The other possibility is to uniformly 
distribute the tapped delay-line throughout the network; this is called a d is t r ib u te d  t im e - la g g e d  fe e d ­
fo r w a r d  n e tw o r k  (distributed TLFN), although it has also been called a f i n i t e  im p u ls e  r e s p o n s e  
(FIR) network or a t im e - d e la y  n e u r a l  n e tw o r k  (TDNN) [6 6 ]. The focused TLFN can be trained 
w ith the basic back-propagation algorithm, while the distributed TLFN must use the te m p o r a l  
b a c k -p r o p a g a t io n  algorithm.
Input signal x(t)
Figure 4.4: A tapped delay-line memory.
These networks have been successfully used for a variety of applications; most notably, for 
phoneme recognition [146, 166] and time series prediction [106, 167]. However, we are not aware 
of many applications of these networks to music processing. One system we are aware of, known 
as SONIC, which was introduced by Marolt [91], transcribes polyphonic piano music using a 
combination of adaptive oscillator networks and a time-delay neural network.
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F igu re  4.5: The architecture of a SRN known as the Elman network.
4.4.2 Recurrent networks
Time can also be incorporated into an ANN by the use of recurrent links. These ANNs can be either 
partially recurrent or fully recurrent, both  of which are discussed in this section. S im p le  r e c u r r e n t  
n e tw o r k s  (SRNs), or s e q u e n tia l  n e tw o r k s ,  consist mainly of feed-forward connections, with a care­
fully chosen set of time-delayed feedback connections. These feedback connections can emanate 
from the hidden layer (Elman [50] —  see Figure 4.5) or from the output layer (Jordan [70]) and 
fed back to  a layer of c o n te x t  u n i ts .  SRNs can be trained with the conventional back-propagation 
algorithm provided th a t the recurrent connections are not adjustable. Typically though, the t e m ­
p o r a l  b a c k -p r o p a g a tio n  algorithm is used, which is an extension of the standard back-propagation 
algorithm.
SRNs have been a popular choice for processing musical sequences. Bharucha and Todd [7] show 
how a Jordan network can be utilized as a sequential memory for melodies, where both  veridical 
expectations (the in s ta n c e - b a s e d  expectation for the next note in a familiar melody) and schematic 
expectations (c u ltu r e -b a s e d  expectations for notes th a t typically occur in familiar contexts) were 
generated. Additionally, Todd [159] and Mozer [105, 107] have shown how SRNs can be utilized to 
compose melodies. This is achieved by training the network with a selection of melodies and then 
letting the network produce output on its own (within certain constraints) given a starting note. 
In effect, previously learned melodic structures are used to produce novel compositions.
W ith  a fully recurrent ANN, any cell can be connected to any other cell. These architectures 
can be trained using the b a c k -p r o p a g a tio n  th r o u g h  t im e  (BPTT) algorithm, where the network is 
unfolded through time into a layered feed-forward network, with an additional layer being added
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at every time step [176]. Alternatively, the r e a l - t im e  r e c u r r e n t  le a r n in g  (RTRL) algorithm can be 
utilized [174, 175, 176]. To date, as far as we are aware, fully recurrent networks have not been 
applied much to music processing. However, one example by Dolson [38] shows how rhythmic 
sequences can be learned using a fully recurrent ANN trained with the RTRL algorithm.
4.4.3 Problem s w ith  gradient descent learning algorithm s
All of the ANNs described thus far use gradient descent learning algorithms. By considering the 
error landscape in weight space, a number of features of this landscape are visible. The error 
surface tends to have hills, valleys, folds and gullies in multi-dimensional space. The goal of 
gradient descent is to find the lowest point in this landscape, which is called the global minimum, 
and avoid getting stuck in areas called local minima (the valleys and gullies). Despite the success 
of gradient descent, a variety of well known problems exist with this learning technique, which 
result in long, uncertain training procedures (see [2, Chapter 9], [34, Chapter 4], [6 6 , Chapter 4] 
and [170, Chapter 3]). These problems severely limit the use of these networks given the way we 
intend to apply network architectures and learning in this thesis. This section summarizes these 
issues.
Scalability. To ensure stability, the step size (or learning rate) must be fairly small; thus conver­
gence and run times are slow. Consequently, gradient descent requires hundreds, thousands 
or even tens of thousands of epochs for the network to achieve convergence for even the 
simplest of problems. Moreover, as the size of the network increases so too does the number 
of epochs required. Although techniques have been developed to reduce these effects, such 
as the use of a m o m e n t u m  term  during learning [139], scalability is still a serious problem.
Local minima. The presence of local minima on the error surface means th a t it is possible for 
gradient descent algorithms to get stuck within these minima, even if deeper minima exist 
nearby. Methods do exist which can prevent a gradient-based algorithms from becoming 
trapped in local minima, bu t these are slow, which further exacerbates the scaling problem 
exhibited by gradient descent methods.
Catastrophic forgetting. Suppose a BPN is taught with a particular set of training pairs. Fur­
thermore, suppose at a later time an additional training pair needs to be learned. In this 
situation, the encoding of previous information may be drastically degraded. Consequently, 
in general, if these networks are exposed to a continually changing input environment, where 
the same input vector may be seen for only a relatively short period, the training process 
may never converge. In other words, gradient descent learning does not solve the stability- 
plasticity dilemma which, for modelling human perception, is a necessity.
Optimizing the number of hidden cells. Generally, the number of hidden cells required in the 
hidden layer has to  be optimized by trial and error. If too few cells are utilized, the training 
set may not be adequately learned. If too many cells are utilized, the network may not 
generalize appropriately. This problem is exacerbated if multiple hidden layers are utilized.
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F ig u re  4.6: Kohonen self-organizing feature map.
Network paralysis. As training progresses, the values of weights can become very large, which 
in tu rn  can cause the output signals of all or most cells to become large and, as Wasserman 
[170, pg. 57] points out, this can occur “in  a r e g io n  w h e re  th e  d e r iv a t iv e  o f  th e  s q u a s h in g  
f u n c t i o n  is  v e r y  s m a l l ” and since “th e  e r r o r  s e n t  ba ck  f o r  t r a in in g  i s  p r o p o r t io n a l  to  th is  
d e r iv a t iv e ,  th e  t r a in in g  p r o c e s s  c a n  c o m e  to  -a v ir tu a l  s t a n d s t i l l ”.
Another issue which many biological purists quote is the lack of biological plausibility inherent 
in the gradient descent method. Irrespective of whether gradient descent is biologically plausible or 
not, the problems listed above mean th a t it is not a suitable model of human musical perception. 
The remainder of this section discusses a class of ANNs which use unsupervised learning and, 
consequently, through which many of the issues discussed here are resolved.
4.4 .4  Self-organizing feature maps
Section 2.2.3 pointed out th a t some underlying principle governing brain plasticity is involved in 
the mapping of sensory information from its raw stimulus to its corresponding areas of the cerebral 
cortex. The development of self-organizing feature maps was motivated by this distinct feature 
of the hum an brain. Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) axe unsupervised and competitive networks, 
consisting of two layers which are fully connected: the input layer and a competitive layer (which 
is typically organized as a two-dimensional grid) [72]. During learning, SOMs modify their weights 
to  reflect statistical similarities inherent in the input vectors presented to it (see Figure 4.6).
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Kohonen [71] describes how such a network can be utilized to convert spoken language into 
typed text. W ith regard to music processing, such a network can also be used. In particular, Leman 
[81] described results which show how a SOM organizes itself in accordance with the circle of fifths 
when presented with a set of triad and seventh chords (using a representation based on Terhardt’s 
theory of pitch extraction [157]). We consider the SOM network im portant in explaining how the 
tonotopic organization of the shared event field presented in Chapter 9 could have emerged.
4.4.5 ART
Section 4.4.3 explained th a t gradient-based learning algorithms fail to solve the stability-plasticity 
dilemma. Consequently, if these networks are exposed to a continually changing input environment, 
the network may never learn any salient aspect of this environment. To address this issue, a class 
of ANNs, collectively known as A d a p t iv e  R e s o n a n c e  T h e o r y  (ART), have been invented (ART 1 
[15, 61, 62], ART 2 [14] and ART 3 [16, 17]).
An ART network consists of an input field, T \  (which receives input from T § )  and a classification 
field, JF2 (see Figure 4.7 for an example of an ART 1 network). Feed-forward connections fully 
connect T \  to Additionally, feedback connections fully connect T i  to T \ .  The classification 
field implements on-centre off-surround competition. T hat is, each cell sends an excitatory signal to 
itself (on-centre) and an inhibitory signal to  every other cell within T i  (off-surround). Classification 
cells compete with each other to learn and classify input patterns across T \ . W hen an input pattern  
is presented, competition yields a winning cell at T i .  Then, an orienting subsystem matches the 
input vector against the feedback vector produced by the winner. If the m atch is within the 
specified vigilance, adaptive resonance is said to occur. This results in the bottom -up and top- 
down weights of the winning cell being adjusted to make them  more like the input pattern. If the 
m atch is insufficient, the current winner is temporarily disabled and another cell is chosen. This 
process continues until a suitable winner is chosen, whose pattern  matches the input within the 
specified vigilance. If no suitable cell can be found, an un-instantiated cell is chosen to learn the 
pattern. After learning, this cell is said to be committed to the pattern. No committed pattern 
is ever modified unless it matches an input pattern  within the limits specified by the vigilance 
param eter. In this way, the stability-plasticity dilemma is resolved.
Due to their ability to  solve the stability-plasticity dilemma, ART networks have become par­
ticularly popular within music research. One notable example by Griffith [59] illustrates how an 
ART 2  network can be integrated into a system of ANNs tha t shows “h o w  p a t t e r n s  o f  p i t c h  a n d  






F igu re 4.7: The architecture of ¡in ART 1 network.
Intcr-ART associative memory
ART. ART„
F igu re 4.8: ARTMAP.
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References Feed-forward Recurrent Self-organizing maps ART ARTMAP SONNET Other Application
Sano and Jenkins [140] •
Pitch perception
Taylor and Greenhough [155] • •
Scarborough et al. [141] •
Tonality
Laden and Keefe [77] •
Bharucha [6 ], Bharucha and Todd [7] • • •
Leman [81] •
Griffith [59] • • •
Page [118, 119] •




Mozer [105, 107] •
Grossberg [64] • Stream segregation
Gjerdingen [56, 57] • Miscellaneous
Table 4 .1 : A summary of well-known applications of ANNs to music processing with respect to the types ANNs described in this chapter (see Griffith and 
Todd [60] and Loy [90]).
Another variant of ART-based networks, called ARTMAP, was introduced by Carpenter et al. 
[21, 25] and Carpenter and Grossberg [18] to enable supervised learning to occur within the general 
ART framework. This architecture consists of two ART modules (ARTa and ART/,) and an inter- 
ART associative memory known as a map field (J rab). ARTn is fully connected to T ab via adaptive 
connections, whereas ART;, is connected to T ah by fixed, bi-directional, one-to-one connections 
(see Figure 4.8). During training, ART0 receives a stream of input vectors labelled a p and ARTb 
receives a stream of input vectors labelled b p . b p represent the correct predictions associated with 
each vector in a p . During learning, each categorical representation at ARTa is checked to see if 
it correctly predicts the current categorical representation at ARTf,. If it does, these categories 
become associated via map field learning. If it does not, the internal control increases vigilance at 
ARTa such th a t a search procedure commences. The goal of this procedure is to find a suitable 
category at ARTa th a t correctly predicts the outcome at ARTf,. If no suitable choices are found, 
an un-instantiated cell a t ARTa is chosen to learn the category and the corresponding association 
between ARTa and ART;,. Thereafter, given only the set a p , the system should be able to predict 
the correct outcomes. For example, Carpenter et al. [21] showed how, given a set of observable 
features of a mushroom, ARTMAP was able to classify a mushroom as either safe or poisonous.
This model has been used extensively since its introduction; for character recognition [22, 23, 
24], visual object recognition [20, 136] and medical diagnosis [19]. W ithin the musical domain 
Taylor and Greenhough [155] shows how ARTMAP was capable of classifying the pitch of four 
musical instrum ents from examples taken within the range of C3 to C6 .
Table 4.1 summarizes well-known applications of ANNs to music processing with respect to the 
types ANNs described in this chapter. The remainder of this chapter discusses the SONNET 
network and the reasons behind its choice as the foundation underlying the new work presented in 
this thesis.
4.5 C hoosing SO N N E T
Sections 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 briefly discussed the family of ANN’s collectively referred to as Adaptive 
Resonance Theory, th a t were designed to solve the stability-plasticity dilemma. However, these 
networks are unable to perform context-sensitive recognition and are therefore, unable to  recog­
nize embedded patterns. Consequently, patterns must be segmented before they are presented to 
these networks. This poses serious questions regarding the ability of these networks to  behave 
autonomously and in real-time in order to adequately process musical sequences. A second type of 
network, known as a masking field [28], has been invented to solve the problem of context-sensitive 
recognition. Furthermore, to ensure the stability of masking fields, Page [118] shows how to place 
a masking field within an adaptive resonance loop (a network known as MASKART) in a manner 
th a t solves the stability-plasticity dilemma. However, serious problems still exist with this formu­
4.4.6 A R TM A P
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lation. In particular, the hard-wiring of the masking field causes a combinatorial explosion in the 
number of classification cells required as the number of input categories increases. However, with 
the conception of SONNET [112, 114], these problems have been addressed. SONNET combines 
the stability of ART with the capacity of masking fields to achieve context-sensitive recognition. In 
addition, SONNET’s masking field self-organizes from an initial field of homogenous cells and con­
nections to the heterogeneous configuration tha t characterizes a masking field. This overcomes the 
problem of the combinatorial explosion of classification cells tha t stifled hard-wired configurations. 
In fact, it is SONNET’s ability to learn and recognize embedded patterns in an autonomous and 
robust manner tha t makes it an ideal choice as the core element of a CBR system (see Chapter 11). 
In addition, the following properties make SONNET-based networks ideal for the task of melody 
segmentation and retrieval:
Self-organizing using unsupervised learning. This property enables SONNET to au­
tonomously acquire knowledge in real-time by mere exposure to a continually changing input 
environment. Invariance within this environment is discovered and encoded, thus enabling 
SONNET to create its own segmentations in response to unsegmented sequences of events.
Form stable category codes. SONNET achieves this property by freezing the LTM state of 
committed cell assemblies. This prevents the presentation of subsequent patterns from erod­
ing prior learning.
Context-sensitive recognition. SONNET can learn and recognize embedded patterns in a con­
text sensitive manner. This achieved through SONNET’s self-organizing masking field and 
by the manner in which bottom-up links interact. One aspect of context sensitive recog­
nition is the tem poral chunking which SONNET achieves [63]. Temporal chunking allows 
significant categories to  form, even after all of a pa tte rn ’s subparts have been learned. Nigrin 
[114, pg. 23] cites the example of a category being formed for the word ca rg o  even though 
categories for the words c a r  and go  have already been formed.
Extendable architecture. One m ajor advantage of utilizing SONNET is the ease with which 
hierarchies can be formed. This facilitates the organization of melodies into hierarchies of 
phrases, thus accounting for the phrased nature of melodies. Furthermore, in Chapter 10 we 
will show how a parallel configuration of SONNET modules can be achieved. This enables 
multi-dimensional phrase hierarchies to be formed. This structure will prove invaluable 
during the CBR experiments presented in Chapter 13.
Generalization. Generalization is present in a variety of forms. Firstly, generalization is facili­
ta ted  by varying the attention th a t is given (using a vigilance parameter) between an input 
pattern  and a previously committed pattern. Consequently, SONNET is capable of perform­
ing arbitrarily coarse or fine classifications. Secondly, SONNET can vary its learning rate 
over a broad range, to achieve either fast, single-shot learning or slow to medium learning, 
which enables generalization to occur over multiple trials. Thirdly, SONNET is capable of
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operating within noisy input environments; by modifying its match param eter, previously 
learned patterns th a t are transformed in some way (for example, a noisy melodic query) may 
still be recognized. Consequently, SONNET’S performance degrades gracefully as noise levels 
increase.
In addition to these points, SONNET has a proven track record in processing melodic sequences. 
In Chapter 7, research by Page [118J and Roberts [133] show how SONNET can be applied to the 
tasks of melody recall and rhythmic segmentation.
4.6  Sum m ary
This chapter discussed the role and application of ANNs in music processing. Moreover, we re­
viewed the primary motives behind our choice of SONNET as the foundation for new research 
presented in this thesis. Consequently, in P art II of tills thesis, we describe in greater detail the 
architecture and operation of SONNET, including some advanced topics and previous applications 
of SONNET to music processing.
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To address the problem of performing stable classifications of temporal patterns in real-time, 
Nigrin [110, 111, 112, 113, 114] introduced the artificial neural network known as SONNET (Self- 
Organizing N eural N ETw ork). In this chapter, the concepts and equations behind Nigrin’s original 
network will be presented. Additionally, minor network modifications made by Page [118] and 
Roberts [133] will be discussed. This, and the remaining chapters in P art II, provide the necessary 
background for new SONNET-based research, which is presented in Chapters 8  through 11.
Other descriptions of Nigrin’s original SONNET network can be found in Page [118, Chapter 6 ] 
and Roberts [133, C hapter 3]. However, for a more comprehensive discussion of this material, see 
Nigrin [112, 114],
5.2 O verview  o f SO N N E T
5.2.1 Properties o f SO N N ET
SONNET is capable of responding, in real-time, to a continuous stream of re a l-w o r ld  input events. 
T hat is, events are unlabelled and noise is ubiquitous. W ithin such an environment, SONNET’s 
performance degrades gracefully as noise levels increase. W ith ongoing exposure to such an envi­
ronment, SONNET can self-organize, using unsupervised learning, to form stable category codes 
th a t represent meaningful patterns which are present within this environment. SONNET can vary 
its learning ra te over a broad range, to achieve either fast, single-shot learning or slow to medium 
learning th a t enables generalization to occur over multiple trials. Generalization may also be fa­
cilitated by varying the care th a t is given (using a vigilance param eter) between an input pattern  
and a previously learned archetype. This enables SONNET to perform arbitrarily coarse or fine 
classifications.
On account of its masking field structure, SONNET can classify embedded patterns in a context- 
sensitive manner. In other words, SONNET can classify patterns th a t are surrounded by extraneous
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C la s s i f ie d  o u tp u t
F igu re  5.1: The SONNET architecture. Note that each j j - X i  pair are actually connected 
by separate unidirectional bottom-up and top-down links (as shown in Figure 5.2). Here, 
however, for simplicity, these links are combined and shown as bi-directional connections.
information. However, if this additional information is not extraneous and instead contributes 
to form a larger pattern , then SONNET can learn this larger pattern  by m a s k in g - o u t  smaller, 
previously learned sub-patterns. In this way, SONNET creates its own segmentations in response 
to input sequences; thus patterns do not have to be pre-segmented before they are classified. This 
is a fundamental property of any autonomous system.
5.2.2 A rchitecture and operation of SO N N ET
A SONNET module consists of two highly interconnected fields of cells, T \  and T i  (see Figure 5.1). 
T \  is configured as a working memory th a t stores the most recently presented input events and 
the order in which they occurred, thereby transforming a sequential input pattern  into a spatial 
activity pattern . T \  contains N \  input assemblies1  (7 ,), each of which responds to a distinct type 
of event. 7 j  consists of an i n p u t  ce ll ( s j )  and a fe e d b a c k  ce ll (f j ). T z  contains N% cell assemblies 
( X i ) ,  each of which attem pts to  classify patterns th a t occur across T \ .  X i  contains an e x c i ta to r y  
c e l l  (b i), a c la s s i f ic a t io n  c e ll (cj), a, fe e d b a c k  ce ll (d i)  and an i n h ib i to r y  c e ll (e*) (see Figure 5.2).
Each 7 j  will activate when its associated event type occurs. These activation signals are prop­
agated to  X i via an excitatory weight th a t is incidental to each bottom -up link. There, X i
lrThe te rm  "fj, denoting  an  inpu t assembly, is in troduced  in th is  thesis to  acknowledge th e  use of m ore th a n  one 
cell in processing each event occurrence a t J- i. T his is consistent w ith  th e  labelling scheme used a t Ti,  w hich uses 
X i  to  label each cell assembly.
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F igu re  5.2: The cells, links and weights that define a "fj-X i pair.
competes (via the inhibitory weights z j j )  with other cell assemblies at T i  to learn and classify the 
spatial pa tte rn  across T \ .  X i  learns by adjusting its excitatory weights to  become parallel to this 
activity pattern. W hen X i has fully learned to classify a pattern  it freezes its excitatory weights and 
is said to  be committed ( x t ° m  =  t r u e ) , thus forming a stable category code. The input assemblies 
th a t form x^’s pattern  become members of X i ’s receptive field, which is specified by the set T  
In turn , Tj is derived from the secondary weights uij^ . Thereafter, when X i recognizes its pattern  
a t T \ ,  the input assemblies tha t form the set Tj will be reset (using the feedback links from T 2 
to  T \ ) .  This process, known as c h u n k in g - o u t ,  helps to allow sequences th a t are greater than  the 
t r a n s i e n t  m e m o r y  s p a n  (TMS) to  be processed (see Section 5.3.1).
As learning progresses, the T v  field self-organizes from an initially homogeneous layer into a 
non-uniform layer called a masking field. Each cell assembly is said to have a size (denoted by 
D i )  th a t is dependent on \7 \\ . Therefore, D i  increases with the length of the sequence it classifies. 
This enables larger cell assemblies to overpower smaller cell assemblies, which leads to unequal 
com petition between cell assemblies of different sizes. It is this unequal competition th a t facilitates 
context sensitive recognition and enables the te m p o r a l  c h u n k in g  p r o b le m  to be solved (see Section 
5.3.6). Furthermore, the inhibitory weights (z^) within a masking field evolve such tha t only cell
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assemblies tha t classify similar patterns will compete with one another, where similarity is defined 
in term s of the vigilance param eter p . Consequently, cell assemblies th a t do not classify similar 
patterns will not compete and, instead, may co-activate.
The top-down feedback weights ( z { j )  are modified in an analogous way to the excitatory bottom- 
up weights; thus the two sets of weights become symmetrical. The feedback weights aid with the 
chunking-out process and may be utilized to  provide plausible expectancies based on the current 
input; in other words, recall previously learned patterns (see Section 7.2).
5.3 C ell and w eight dynam ics
This section describes in detail how the cells and weights of the SONNET network evolve to behave 
in the manner described thus far.
5.3.1 Configuring T\ as a working m em ory
This section describes how a continuous sequence of arbitrary tem poral events can be transformed 
into a non-ambiguous spatial pattern  of activity across T \ .  Thus, T \  acts as a working memory 
tha t tem porarily stores event occurrences whilst preserving the order in which they occurred.
Storing order information using a decreasing activity pattern
Each T \  input assembly represents a distinct type of event.2 W hen such an event occurs, the 
corresponding input assembly (7 j )  activates (or fires) by setting its input cell (s j ) to an initial value 
of [1 . Subsequently, this activation level begins to increase at a constant rate ui. In this way, cells 
th a t fired in response to early events have higher activations than  those th a t occurred thereafter. 
Thus, order information is stored by a decreasing pattern  of activity across T \ .  Patterns stored 
in this way may also be referred to as m o n o to n ic a l l y  d e c re a s in g  or being stored with a p r im a c y  
g r a d ie n t  (see Figure 5.3).
The excitatory bottom-up and top-down weights, within a cell assembly’s receptive field (spec­
ified by the set Tj), evolve to become parallel to the normalized activity pattern  across T \  (see 
Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.7). Consequently, patterns in LTM are also stored with a primacy gradi­
ent, mirroring its STM representation at F \ .  This enables the top-down feedback weights ( z { j )  to 
generate plausible expectations in response to the current input at T \  (see Section 7.2 for more 
detail). In contrast, if increasing activity patterns are employed (where the activation levels of in­
put cells decay with tim e), the network would generate expectancy signals th a t are biased towards 
the events at the end of a learned pattern  rather than towards events occurring in the correct 
sequential order with respect to the pattern  [114, Section 2.2.1] (increasing activity patterns may
2A n event does no t have to  be  a m usical event such as a  no te  onset or a  d rum  bea t. E vents m ay include le tte r 
occurrences o r spoken syllables for exam ple. See Section 14.3.4 for a  m ore de ta iled  discussion on o th er possible 
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F igure 5.3: The activity trace of T i  in response to the sequence {A, B, C, D, E, F, G}.
This sequence could be considered as consisting of letter occurrences or notes from the to n ic  
so l-fa . In this example n  r; 0.1 and w  «  2.
also be referred to as m o n o to n ic a l l y  in c r e a s in g  or as being stored with a r e c e n c y  g r a d ie n t) .  Al­
though neural networks exist tha t can produce expectancies using increasing storage schemes, the 
circuitry of these networks are more complicated.
Another disadvantage of using recency gradient storage schemes with SONNET is tha t they 
can lead to  circumstances whereby a cell assembly responding to the beginning of its pattern  could 
receive less bottom-up input than a cell assembly th a t is responding to the end of its pattern. 
For example, suppose x a b  and x b a  have learned the sequences {A, B} and {B, A} respectively. 
Furthermore, suppose the item A  has just been presented at T \ .  The use of a recency gradient 
would cause x b a  to receive more gated bottom -up input than  X a b  , which is inconsistent with that 
fact th a t the sta rt of x a b ’s  pattern  is present at T \  [133, Section 3.2.3]. This problem does not 
occur when using primacy gradient storage schemes.
R estr ictio n s on  ¡1 and uj
To achieve a consistent primacy gradient across T i, thus allowing to code input sequence 
regularities and indeed recognize previously learned patterns, a number of restrictions need to 
be placed on the values of ¡j, and uj. Firstly, to ensure th a t S j  is always non-negative, /j must be 
greater than  zero (/x >  0). Secondly, to achieve a primacy storage gradient, the shunting parameter 
lj must be greater than  unity (w >  1). If uj was allowed to  be less than  unity (but greater than 
zero), patterns would be stored with a recency gradient which, as we have already discussed, is 
undesirable.
Furthermore, both /i and w  should remain constant. This facilitates the learning of input 
sequence regularities by cell assemblies at T i -  This is because, with constant parameters, the con­
tinuing transform ation of temporal events into a spatial pattern  of activity across T \  will preserve 
the ratio  between input cells th a t activated in response to previous input events. This solves a
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special case of the L T M  in v a r ia n c e  p r in c ip l e  tha t is relevant to SONNET [114, Section 2.2.2].
Implementing !F\ as an on-centre off-surround network
The short-term  storage of temporal events as a decreasing pattern of activity across T \  can be 
implemented using an on-centre off-surround network. The number of connections required to 
implement such a neural circuit is of the order 0 ( n 2), where n  is the number input assemblies in 
T \  ( n  =  N i ) .  However, the number of connections can be reduced to 0 ( n )  by employing the use of 
a global cell, g s , which calculates total field activity. The following input cell activation equation 
can implement the behaviour described so far:
d
Q^_Sj =  (i?s s j ) Sj  Is] v s S j[g s Sj] (5-1)
9s =  y i  s j  (5.2)
j£F1
where B s is a constant th a t represents the maximum activity level tha t .s? may reach, v s is a fixed 
connection weight on the link from g s to each input cell and I s is the external input applied to S j . 
I s is only non-zero for a time period of K i §  after an event has occurred at S j .
Nigrin [112, 114] shows how this circuit can achieve values of fj, «  0.1 and u> «  2 for an 
isochronously presented input pattern  by using the following param eter values: B s =  50, v s =
0.075, I s =  0.007 and K 16  =  0.4 seconds. Similarly, Roberts [133] shows how values of f i  «  0.003 
and lo «  3 can be achieved over the period of a tactus-span by using the following values: B s =  100, 
v s =  0.0187, I s — 0.0005 and K \ 6  =  0.06 seconds.
In summary, when an input event occurs, the appropriate input cell is set to /i . Thereafter, the
cell increases at a constant rate u>. However, constant values for fj, and u> cannot be maintained
for arbitrarily long lists using Equation 5.1. Therefore, an input cell reset mechanism is required 
in order to limit the depth and capacity of working memory at T \ . The manner by which this can 
be achieved is discussed next.
Limiting the depth and capacity of T \
Retaining order information becomes increasingly difficult, using Equation 5.1, because the total 
field activity will eventually saturate (or overload). The maximum number of items tha t can be 
stored before order information becomes confused is called the TMS (note th a t this type of confu­
sion is consistent with studies of human STM memory [114, pg. 78]). By altering the parameters 
B s , v s , I s and K \ q , the TMS may be varied. Nonetheless, to process sequences tha t are longer 
than  the TMS, it is necessary to  restrict the depth and capacity of short-term  storage at T \ .
W hen cell assemblies at T n  have learned to classify input patterns, a process known as c h u n k in g -  
o u t  (or r e h e a r s a l) is usually sufficient to prevent T \  overload (see Section 5.3.8). However, before 
then, another reset process is required. Generally, this process monitors the to tal field activity 
of T \  (remember, to tal field activity is represented by g s ). Then, when g s reaches or exceeds a
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Table 5.1: T \  overload with ~  0.1, uj «  2, K 12 =  10 and K u  =  1. Just after the seventh 
event occurs, g s will become greater than K 1 2 . In our current example this causes the three 
most active input items (A, B and C) to be reset (due to K u ) .  In this case, the next most 
highly active input cell (representing D) was not reset (remember, there is a 50% chance of 
this happening). Subsequently, just after the tenth event, gs again becomes greater than 
K \ 2 ■ In this case, due to K \ \  and the random reset element, the four most active input cells 
are reset (D, E, F and G).
predeterm ined threshold of K 1 2 , the field is considered to have overloaded. In this circumstance, 
certain input cells are reset in order to  reduce the to tal field activity to below K \ 2 -
One possibility is to reset every active input cell at T \  when g s > K \ 2 ■ However, Nigrin [114, 
Section 4.5] dismisses this method because it is highly probable th a t patterns occurring at 
which have already been learned at T 2 , will be deleted (or partially deleted) from T \  before they 
can be recognized. For example, suppose a maximum of seven input items can be represented at 
T \  before the field overloads. Furthermore, suppose X d e f g  has learned the pattern  {D, E, F, G} 
and the input sequence {A, B, C, D, E, F} has just been presented. Now, the presentation of one 
further item, for example G, would cause every input item to be removed from T \  (including G). 
Consequently, X d e f g , will not have had a chance to recognize and classify its pattern  because it 
has been deleted from T \ .
Another possibility is to reset the most highly active input cell when g s >  K i 2 . This s l id in g  
w in d o w  approach would be unsuitable for an event-driven network (see Section 6.3) because cell 
assemblies would not have had a large enough response time to process any given pattern  before 
its first item is deleted from T \  (apart from patterns at the beginning of a sequence). However, if 
one wishes to  let time have a greater influence on processing, then this scheme would be suitable, 
particularly for limiting the depth of STM [133, pg. 132]. This approach is discussed further in 
Section 7.3.2.
A final possibility is to reset all input assemblies whose activity level exceed a specified threshold 
of K u  when g s >  K \ 2 - This threshold can be varied to  enable a particular number of input cells to
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be removed from T \ .  Additionally, Nigrin [114, Section 4.5] suggests the use of a random element 
in this reset mechanism. Indeed, Nigrin and Roberts have successfully used variations of this 
approach to  limit STM capacity. For example, Roberts [133] suggests tha t g s >  should occur 
after seven items in order to  model the capacity of human STM. Furthermore, upon overload, 
the three most highly activated input cells should be deleted from working memory (specified 
using K i i ) .  A fourth item should then be deleted with a 50% probability. This scenario assumes 
four input assemblies reach the K n  threshold (for example, see Table 5.1). The use of a random 
component ensures th a t resets do not occur in the same place, although as Page [118, pg. 141] 
points out w ith respect to his SONNET experiments, ‘th e  r a n d o m  e le m e n t  i n  th e  r e s e t  p ro c e s s  
o f te n  r e s u l te d  i n  a  w o r k in g  m e m o r y  p a t t e r n  r e p r e s e n t in g  a n  “a c ro s s  p h r a s e  ” g ro u p  o f  n o te s  This 
problem is difficult to  overcome without the use of other grouping cues to  help w ith discovering 
boundary points between phrases (such as R oberts’ method of using time in the segmentation 
process, see Section 7.3).
5.3.2 E xcitatory bottom -up input to  Ti
Input cell activations at T \  are sent via the bottom -up connections to  T-i- These signals are are 
gated by the excitatory weights ( z ^ )  before reception at each excitatory cell bi (see Figure 5.2). 
Thus, the activation level of bi represents X i ’s  excitatory gated input. This excitatory signal is 
then forwarded to each classification cell Cj and each inhibitory cell e.i (see Section 5.3.5). The
Nlgated input is not calculated using the usual dot product (that is, ^  s j z Ti)i because this method
j=i
would not allow small weights to significantly affect to tal input to bi. This is due to the fact th a t 
the excitatory weights converge to decreasing activity patterns (see Section 5.3.3). Instead, the 
following non-linear rule is employed:











i f  represents the dot product between the normalized input vector at x% and the excitatory weight 
vector. i f  has a maximum possible value of 1 .0 , which can only be achieved by committed cell 
assemblies th a t respond to their full pattern. The normalization of inputs at X i (represented by 
S j i ) is dependent on membership of Xi’s receptive field, which is specified by the set T \ (see Section 
5.3.4). This dependence has the advantage of allowing patterns to be classified even when they are 
embedded within arbitrarily large input sequences. Furthermore, before a cell assembly has fully 
encoded a pattern , the S j i  calculation allows input assemblies th a t are not part of T i to influence 
processing and perhaps over time to become members of T i.
The value I *  compares the normalized weight vector against the normalized input vector, 
thus measuring the confidence with which a cell assembly matches the input sequence at T \ . The 
constants K i  and K 2 should be initialized such that: 0 <  K \  < 1 and K 1 + K 2 > 1- Together, these 
constants strongly influence the values tha t I*  may reach. For example, the maximum value I*  
may reach with |Ti| =  4 and values of K \  =  0.5 and K 2 =  1.5 is ( K \  +  K v ) '1'1'^ =  16. Furthermore, 
in this example, the absence of the final item in T i  would give a value of J* <  4. Therefore, 
the presence or absence of input items encoded by small weights significantly affect to tal input 
to  X i- Finally, the constant K $  limits the minimum value th a t may reach. This restriction 
prevents excessively slow learning times; however, it may also prevent X i from distinguishing 
between different levels of mismatch. More details on the design of the confidence formulation are 
discussed in Section 8.3.
5.3.3 Learning excitatory bottom -up weights
The categories formed at each cell assembly are encoded through the excitatory weights (2 ^). 
These excitatory weights are considered as part of SONNET’s LTM and enable a cell assembly 
to recognize the STM pattern  at T \  from which these weights originally converged. Each distinct 
category th a t is learned will be encoded by a single cell assembly at T v -  A category at X i is 
considered to have formed when the gated input, represented by i f ,  reaches unity. This occurs 
when the LTM weights become parallel to a portion of the decreasing activity pattern  across 0ri. 
Thereafter, a cell assembly is committed to this pattern  and x f ° m  is defined as true. In this 
circumstance the excitatory weights are frozen; thus a stable category code is formed. However, 
before a category is stabilized, the excitatory weights evolve (from initial values specified randomly 
within the range [ K zm in , K zm a x ]) according to the following differential equation:
d— z^ - 
d t  31
(5.9)
Li =
if z± J.J. ^  a,min
0  otherwise
(5.10)




e \ represents the learning rate and L i  is a LTM decay function. L i  prevents the LTM weights from 
becoming too small, with z m in  specifying the lower limit. This prevents a dramatic reduction in 
learning times under slow learning conditions. z \ot represents the length of the LTM weight vector.
The classification cell, Cj, contributes to the ra te of change of the LTM weights, with larger 
activities causing faster learning, q  also shunts the term  S j i \  this allows learning to take place at 
uncommitted cell assemblies without compelling those cell assemblies to fully encode a pattern. 
This is a vital property in forming stable category codes because even small Cj activities enable 
weights to become parallel to the activity traces at !F \. Note tha t adjustments to z ^  are based 
on the activity levels of c* even though the two values are disassociated from one another. This 
separation makes possible the correct operation of inhibitory learning (see Section 5.3.6).
One final value, crucial to the correct behaviour of the excitatory learning equation, is the 
le a r n in g - r a te  m o d u la to r , r j i .  This quantity was introduced by Nigrin [114, Section 3.14.4] to 
prevent cell assemblies from averaging different input patterns and forming an archetype th a t was 
never part of the input sequence in the first place. In other words, r j i  prevents a cell assembly, 
X i, from learning more than  one pattern. This problem can materialize in two different ways. 
Firstly, when different patterns consist of the same input items. For example, if the patterns 
{A, B} and {B, A} are alternately presented, it is just as likely tha t a cell assembly will learn 
an average of the two patterns as opposed to either of the individual patterns (see Experiment 7 
in [114, Section 3.15]). A second manifestation of the problem occurs when an cell assembly is 
attem pting to learn a pattern  tha t is embedded in different contexts. For example, to  generalize 
from the patterns {C, A, B}, {D, A, B} and {E, A, B} and learn the pattern  {A, B}. W ithout the 
learning-rate modulator, significant weights from s q , s d  and s e  will be learned (see Experiment 
8  in [114, Section 3.15]). The learning-rate modulator is calculated as follows:
1.0 if z \ ot <  K 5 +  K 6
l ( i Ke I
if 3 e  T i
otherwise
(5.12)
M i  =  min 1
I T
(5.13)
0  if X i° m  =  true
~ i r ax =  ' Cl (x Ci OTn =  false) and {I™ ax <  I * )  (5.14)
—eiT’oiC iI™ ax (X i° m  =  false) and (J™“* > /.x )
is set to the z \ oi value th a t X i obtains when it is judged to have a fair pattern  representation.
Typically, K 5 is set to between 0.25 and 0.3. K q  regulates the magnitude of the weight changes
as z \ ot increases above K$. Kq is typically set to 0.001. M, measures how well X i represents the 
current pattern  by comparing I * with the maximum confidence th a t can be expected (J “ 1) at 
Xi-  M i  « 1 .0  indicates a good match, while M i  «  0.0 indicates a poor match. Finally, r oi is the
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r j i  value used to modulate excitatory weights tha t are members of T i. T hat is,
/ z t o t  _  1 ~ M i  4
m = (~!~ T c r ~ )  (515)
5.3.4 Specifying the set T{
A cell assembly’s receptive field is specified by the set Ti, which consists of the set of indices that 
identify the input cells a t T \  tha t are considered to form Xi’s pattern. Initially, every connection 
from S j is considered to be part of T i . In other words, before learning has taken place, T i  is 
fully connected to T \ .  However, as learning progresses, Xi’s receptive field is effectively pruned, 
allowing only significant inputs to influence processing at X i ■ Biological evidence supports this type 
of synapse reduction as part of the learning process. For example, Squire and Kandel [154, pg. 146] 
describe the process of LTM as being “a s s o c ia te d  w i th  th e  g ro w th  o f  n e w  s y n a p t ic  c o n n e c t io n s  o r  
th e  r e t r a c t io n  o f  p r e - e x i s t in g  o n e s ”.
An excitatory weight ( z ^ )  cannot be used to determine membership of the set T t because it is 
ambiguous from the magnitude of z ^  whether or not an input item has been presented frequently 
enough to become a member [114, pg. 143]. Therefore, a secondary weight, W jt , is employed at 
the end of each connection from S j to X i ■ w j i ’s magnitude will determine whether S j should be 
included in the set Tj by measuring how often S j is active while a particular classification cell (cj) 
is simultaneously active. Initially, each w ' t  is initialized to the same value specified by K Win u  (for 
example, 0.02). Thereafter, before the secondary weights a t X i become frozen, in the same way as 
the excitatory weights at X i do, they evolve in the following way:
3  I I £irjiC i [ L iW ji  +  Cj] if K i S j i  S{
-wf- = 0 i
o z  I e iTjiC i [—L iW ji]  otherwise
where ei, r j i  and L i  are the same values used in the excitatory weight calculations. S o i is the 
largest normalized input at X i ■ K i  is a constant greater than  unity which specifies which inputs 
are significant and which inputs are treated as noise. Since input cells with activation levels below 
are treated  as noise, K 4 determines the maximum pattern  size th a t may be learned by a cell 
assembly. For example, setting K 4  =  12 with input parameters of /i «  0.1 and to «  2 will restrict 
T 2 cell assemblies to learning patterns with a maximum length of four items.
In contrast to the excitatory weight learning equation, secondary weights from active input cells 
to Xi will increase or decrease by an equal amount regardless of the activity level of any particular 
input cell. Consequently, the secondary weight on the link from S j to X i measures how often S j  
contributes to the activation of X i relative to other secondary weights on other links to X i- As a 
result, for S j to be considered as a member of the set Tj, w ^  on th a t link must be relatively large. 
More specifically, the following condition must be satisfied:
j  e  T i <=> K 3 w ±  >  w +  (5.17)
where w ^  is the largest secondary weight to X i and K 3  is a parameter (greater than unity) used to 
control how difficult it is for a link to be considered as a member of T i ,  with larger values making
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membership easier. In this respect K 3 can be considered a vigilance param eter th a t controls 
generalization at the link level. Typically, K 3 is set between 1.3 and 2.0.
5.3.5 Xi dynam ics 
Calculating activation levels at X i
The activation level of X i  is an indication of how well it represents the activity pattern  across T \  
with respect to other cell assemblies. X i ’s  activation level is given by the classification cell Cj, which 
evolves as follows:
= -Aci + D °l j^ (v^bi + ei) ~ JJ~V2Qi (5-18)
where A  represents a passive decay constant, B  is the maximum activation level c* may reach, 
V i and V2 are fixed weights th a t can be used to vary the ratio between excitatory and inhibitory 
input to Cj. D i  represents the dilution param eter or cell size, which will be described further in 
Section 5.3.6. 6 * represents the gated excitatory bottom -up input and has already been discussed 
(see Section 5.3.2). The gated inhibitory input ( Q i )  to a cell assembly is given by:
=  (5-19)
A ceiling of ( e f a K y )  is placed on Q i  for uncommitted cell assemblies, where e ™9 represents the 
largest e j  from any uncommitted cell assembly (including e*) to  c*. K-? regulates the to tal inhibition 
th a t can be received by uncommitted cell assemblies. This ceiling prevents the network from taking 
an excessive amount of time to learn new patterns th a t are similar to patterns tha t have already 
been learned.
The inhibitory cell e* is used to facilitate competition between cell assemblies th a t are competing 
to classify their respective patterns across T \ .  sends an excitatory signal to Cj (on-centre) and 
inhibitory signals to all the other classification cells Cj in T i  (off-surround). Its activation level is 
computed as follows:
e< =  b id 2i (5.20)
The feedback cell d i is used to send feedback signals to T \ .  d \ s maximum value is restricted to
1.0 in order to place a ceiling on the inhibitory signals by which cell assemblies compete. Feedback 
signals are used during the chunking-out process to reset the classified portion of an input pattern  
at which is specified by T* (see Section 5.3.8 for more details), d i s activation level is computed 
as follows:
d i =  min(cj, 1.0) (5.21)
Note th a t e i and d i are required only to enable feedback signals to be sent properly down a network 
hierarchy (see Section 7.2).
Classification cell reset mechanisms
A classification cell, q , is reset to zero if the following conditions are simultaneously met:
6 1
• There exist at least q uncommitted assemblies, X ji  such th a t K w e j  >
• There exist at least q uncommitted assemblies, Xk> such th a t > 7*
The q number of uncommitted cell assemblies in each case need not be the same. These conditions 
restrict the number of uncommitted cell assemblies tha t are allowed to activate in response to 
input patterns at T \ . This prevents too many uncommitted cells from partially encoding the same 
pattern. Consequently, a disjoint pattern  tha t is presented relatively infrequently to other patterns 
can be learned [114, Section 3.14.3]. The constant K \o (which must be less than  or equal to 1.0) 
specifies how inadequately a cell assembly must represent a pattern  before it is shut-off.
An additional benefit of this Cj reset mechanism involves a reduction in the number of cell 
assemblies th a t are adjusting their LTM weights at any one point in time (provided q is set to 
relatively small values). This helps to reduce computation time because shut-off cell assemblies 
need not adjust their activations or their weights.
5.3.6 Self-organizing into a m asking field
Masking fields are characterized by the heterogeneity of both their cells and the pattern  of the con­
nections between those cells. Cell assemblies are heterogeneous in th a t they are considered to have 
a size th a t is dependent on the length of the pattern  they code. Inhibitory connections are het­
erogeneous in th a t connections only exists between cell assemblies th a t represent similar patterns. 
This non-uniformity, coupled with an inherent bias towards the formation of large patterns over 
small patterns, enables masking fields to solve the temporal chunking problem and perform con­
tex t sensitive recognition. Furthermore, the formation of larger patterns leads to  better sequence 
compression and larger patterns also have greater predictive power than smaller patterns. This 
section describes how an initially uniform field of cell assemblies and connections can self-organize 
into a masking field at T i -
Determining the size of a cell assembly
consists of N i  heterogeneous cell assemblies. This heterogeneity stems from the fact th a t each 
cell assembly, X i > is characterized by its size, D i ,  which is derived from |Tj|. Large D i  values imply 
the encoding of large patterns. Initially, D i  is identical at every cell assembly (D i  is initialized to 
unity); however, over the course of learning, D i  is refined to reflect changes in |T,|. Consequently, 
D i  is considered to be a self-organizing quantity.
D i  is also known as a dilution param eter because in dilutes both the excitatory input and 
inhibitory input (see Equation 5.18). This means tha t larger cell assemblies are more difficult to 
tu rn  on and off. However, once they are turned on they can easily suppress smaller cell assemblies 
because they output more inhibition. Therefore, with this unequal competition, a cell assembly’s 
activity can be suppressed by a larger cell assembly even when it receives maximum input. Such 
a cell is said to be m a s k e d - o u t .  It is this masking-out tha t solves the temporal chunking problem 
and enables context sensitive recognition.
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When Xi  becomes committed, D i  is frozen in the same way excitatory weights are. However, 
before then, D i  evolves in the following way:
d
— A  =  e i£ 2 Ci [ - D i  +  I f ]  (5.22)
In effect, D i  tracks I* ,  which in turn  is derived from \T i\.
L e a r n in g  i n h i b i t o r y  w e ig h ts
This section shows how the inhibitory weights (z^) can be modified to allow a uniform inhibitory 
connectivity pattern  to evolve into a non-uniform inhibitory connectivity pattern, which is char­
acteristic of a masking field. A pair of cell assemblies should only compete if they classify similar 
patterns, in which case the inhibitory weights between them  should equilibrate to 1. If a pair of 
cell assemblies (X j  and \ i )  represent patterns tha t are not similar, the inhibitory weights between 
them  should equilibrate to 0. Consequently, if the patterns th a t X j  and X i  encode do not overlap,
th a t is T j  ft T i =  0, they may be classified simultaneously. Note th a t values of 1 and 0 do not
accurately reflect the level of similarity between the two patterns. In Chapter 7 an inhibitory 
learning equation, introduced by Roberts, will describe one method of more accurately reflecting 
this degree of similarity.
The inhibitory weight from X j  to X i is modified according to the following equation:
cic2Ci [ ~ z j t  +  l] if (fii < I f ) or ( X iOTn =  X j OTn =  true)
C\C2  Ci [ ~ Z j i  ~  l] if (p i  >  I f )  and { X i° m  =  X j° m  =  false) and ( z j l  >  0) (5.23)
0  otherwise
where p i is a vigilance param eter used to control the coarseness of the categories to be formed. 
High vigilance parameters will cause new patterns, which differ only slightly from previously learned 
patterns, to be treated as a novel. Attem pts will be made to learn these patterns. Conversely, 
low vigilance setting will allow patterns to be recognized as familiar even if relatively significant 
differences exist between these and previously learned patterns. No attem pt will be made to  learn 
these patterns. In other words, p i  is used to specify the level of generalization th a t may occur, p i  
is calculated as follows:
j  ( i f y  i f / * > i
P i =  < (5.24)
[ ( I ? )  otherwise
An inhibitory weight freezing mechanism is utilized to enable cell assemblies th a t encode non­
overlapping (or disjoint) patterns to co-activate. This is achieved by setting and freezing the
inhibitory weights between these cell assemblies to zero. For example, suppose the disjoint patterns
{A, B} and {C, D} have been learned by X j  and Xi  respectively. In this case, it is desirable tha t 
X j  and Xi  do not compete. To achieve this behaviour, learning between committed cell assemblies 
occurs differently. The weights between a pair of committed cell assemblies X j  and Xi  are set to 
and frozen at zero if the following conditions are simultaneously met:
I f  > K 9 e j l ax (5.25)
K 9 (5 .2 6 )
d _  
d t Z ji  ~
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where K g  is a constant set just below unity and e j l ax is the largest I f  value seen on the inhibitory 
link connecting X j  to X i (since the time both X j  and X i have become committed). If both of these 
conditions are simultaneously met, it is unlikely tha t X j ' s pattern  and X i s pattern  overlap. This 
is true because, if Condition 5.25 holds, Xj is  v e ry  likely to  be receiving its full input pattern. 
Furthermore, if Condition 5.26 holds, X i s pattern  is probably absent.
Equations 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 imply tha t the values I f  and I f  are known locally within Xi- 
Consequently, Nigrin postulates the existence of a multiplexing scheme whereby “tw o  in d e p e n d e n t  
v a lu e s  w i l l  be o u tp u t  by  e a ch  c e l l” [114, pg. 148]. Using such a scheme, a cell’s activation and 
confidence values will be output by each cell within a cell assembly.
5.3.7 Learning excitatory top-dow n weights
The top-down (or feedback) weights, z ( p  are modified in an analogous fashion to  the bottom-up 
excitatory weights. The feedback weights are initially set to  zero. Thereafter, their modification 
is governed by the following equation:
=  ei d i { - z { j  +  S j d i )  (5.27)
where S j  is the sum-normalized activity of Sj (S j  =  S j / g s ) . Since, S j  is similar to S j i  (used 
in the excitatory bottom -up weight learning formulation), the bottom-up and top-down weights 
effectively become symmetric. This leads to  an obvious simplification involving the use of weight 
sharing, which is discussed further in Appendix D.
Once a cell assembly has learned to  classify a pattern, its feedback weights must be stabilized 
to prevent improper weight learning. Therefore, once a cell assembly has committed to a pattern  
and X i° m  is defined as true, the feedback weights may not be modified unless X i responds to its 
full pattern . In other words, when I f  >  0.95/™axl. I™ a x l represents the largest I f  value seen on 
the j th  feedback link from X i • If an input cell S j is inactive when X i responds to its full pattern, z{ j  
(from X i  to  S j ) is set to and frozen at zero. In this circumstance z{ j cannot be part of X i s pattern. 
Furthermore, let t i  denote the first time after X i has become committed that both the conditions 
I f  >  0.95/ ” 1 “ * 1  and >  0 are satisfied. Thereafter, Equation 5.27 is only followed when both 
of these conditions are satisfied again. This prevents the possibility of inappropriate weight decay.
The manner by which these feedback weights can be utilized to generate expectancies is dis­
cussed in Section 7.2. However, for now, the use of feedback in the chunking-out process will be 
discussed.
5.3.8 Chunking-out a classified pattern from
A cell assembly X i is considered to be c o m m i t te d  if, at some time in the past, i f  >  1. In this 
circumstance X i° m  is set to  true. Later, when X i ’s  pattern  is present at Ci will reach high 
activation levels (provided it represents the input better than  any other cell assembly X j , and wins 
the competition at T<i). If c;; remains above a certain activation level ( K i s )  for a specified time 
period ( K 1 4 ) ,  X i wih reset its Cj cell to zero and c h u n k - o u t  its pattern  from working memory. This
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process is also referred to as rehearsal and works by resetting all input cells in the set Ti. At T \ , 
S j can determine if it is a member of T i  if its feedback cell’s activation level, f j ,  abruptly drops, 
which is caused by the resetting of Cj. An abrupt drop in f j  is considered to have occurred if 
f j ( t  — A t )  >  3 f j ( t ) .  Such a drop will enable S j to determine its membership of Tj. Consequently, 
S j will be reset to zero as part of the chunking-out process. The activation of the feedback cell is 
calculated as follows:
f j  =  £  d i z f j  (5.28)
ie^2-xrm
To allow cell assemblies coding long patterns to chunk-out, a large activation must be sus­
tained prior to chunking-out (remember, for a time period of K 1 4 ). This ensures th a t smaller 
cell assemblies tha t represent sub-patterns of larger cell assemblies do not prematurely chunk-out 
their patterns. At least not until larger cell assemblies have had the chance to respond to the 
presence of their pattern, if indeed their pattern  actually occurs. This chunking-out delay aids 
in solving the temporal chunking problem. Page [118, Section 7.2.3] suggests the use of variable 
length chunking-out delays across T i  which are dependent on the size of each cell assembly, while 
Roberts [133, Section 5.4.4] suggests a delay of a single tactus-span for processing rhythmic pat­
terns. Nonetheless, in order to solve the temporal chunking problem and enable longer patterns to 
be learned and chunked-out, K u  must be sufficiently large.
5.4 P a g e’s general m odifications to  SO N N E T
Over the course of Page’s experimentation with SONNET (see Section 7.2), a number of modifi­
cations were introduced to generally improve the operation of the network [118, Section 6.5.3].
5.4.1 Inhibitory weight freezing conditions
Section 5.3.6 described how a pair of committed cell assemblies, X j  and Xi> may become non­
competitive if they represent disjoint patterns. Nigrin determined th a t X j  and X i are disjoint if 
X j  responds to its complete pattern  ( I f  >  K g e j l a x ) while Xi’s pattern  is absent (bi <  1 — K g ) .  
However, Page [118, Section 6.2.6] points out th a t the second condition, which tests for a pa tte rn ’s 
absence, is unstable. Therefore, Page modified this condition to I f  ps ( K i ) \ T i \ in order to address 
this problem. The quantity ( K i ) ^  is the minimum I f  value a cell assembly can reach, which is 
usually achieved by cell assemblies whose patterns are absent from T \ .  Consequently, a pair of 
committed cell assemblies, X j  and Xi> are now considered non-competitive if I f  >  K g e J lax while 
I f  «  ( if i) lT*L In this situation, is set to and frozen at zero.
5.4.2 U sing direct reset signals to  chunk-out a classified pattern at T\
Section 5.3.8 described the chunking-out process, whereby T \  input assemblies tha t are elements 
of T i are reset when a classification is performed by an T 2 cell assembly, X i ■ An input cell, S j ,  can
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determine whether it is a member of T* by monitoring drops in feedback at f j .  Nigrin postulates 
th a t an abrupt drop in f j  is evidence of membership, th a t is, f j ( t  +  A t )  >  3 f j ( t ) .
However, Page [118, Section 6.6.2] points out th a t this mechanism for determining membership 
of Tj at S j leads to problems when top-down priming signals are to be utilized. Instead, Page 
proposed tha t X i > upon performing a classification, sends direct reset signals to each input cell in 
its receptive field, Tj. Furthermore, this reset mechanism has advantages when event repetitions 
can be represented at T \  (see Section 6.2 for more information on handling event repetitions).
5.4.3 T \ dynam ics
W hen a note onset occurs and the network is operating in event-driven mode, an attentional pulse 
is triggered for a brief time period (see Section 6.3). During this period, the evolution of cell 
activations and connection weights are enabled. However, when implementing T \  as an on-centre 
off-surround circuit (see Equation 5.1), a pa tte rn ’s complete activity trace across T \  only emerges 
at the end of the attentional pulse which was triggered by the final event onset of tha t pattern. This 
situation is particularly undesirable with respect to Page’s work on the generation of expectancies. 
Therefore, Page modified the operation of T \  such tha t changes in input cell activations are enabled 
for a shorter time period than  cell and weight changes at T 2 in response to the same attentional 
pulse. Consequently, an attentional pulse affects T \  and T \2 differently. To ensure this approach 
operates correctly, the T \  param eters must be adjusted such th a t the ratio between input cells 
th a t respond to consecutive event onsets remain the same for an isochronously presented sequence 
(that is, to «  2 ).
In order to minimize computation time, Roberts simplified the T \  dynamics further. Briefly, at 
the instant an attentional pulse occurs, every T \  cell is scaled by the factor to. Then, the cell that 
represents the event onset th a t just triggered the attentional pulse is set to p .  In effect, Page’s 
modified T \  dynamics approach those of Roberts’ simplified dynamics. Furthermore, this models 
the the on-centre off-surround network specified by Equation 5.1 when g s <  K 1 2 . In this thesis we 
adopt Roberts approach.
5.4.4 Link confidence
Another modification th a t Page introduced involves the calculation of the network’s link confidence, 
I f ,  on committed or near committed cell assemblies. Consider the following example provided by 
Page [118, pg. 206-207]. Assume the sequences {1, 2, 3, 4} and {1, 2, 5, 3} have been learned by 
X1 2 3 4  and X1 2 5 3  respectively. Furthermore, assume the input sequence {1, 2, 3} has been presented 
and is active at T \ .  Using the current link confidence formulation (see Equation 5.6), order 
information is not always adequately reflected in the overall confidence value I f .  Consequently, 
expectancies may be incorrect. In this current example, / 1x2 3 4  < / 1 2 5 3  when {1, 2, 3} is presented. 
This is inconsistent with the fact th a t the start of Xi2 3 4 ’s pattern  is present while the start of 
/iX253’s pa tte rn  is not. To remedy this problem, a cell assembly whose excitatory weight length
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(z |ot) reaches K %  (typically set to 0.7) will calculate its link confidence differently:
I < 1 +  K 2 min ^L, j j g ' j  
K i + K , m m  ( $ } , § * )
if z \ ot <  K z
i u = <  . ) , y i . K  /  . (5-29)
otherwise
In the current example, ^ * 2 3 4  > ^ 5 3  when {1, 2, 3} is presented and Equation 5.29 is used. 
Therefore, event order information has a stronger influence on the assembly’s bottom-up input 
and strengthens the quality of the pattern  representations on the excitatory weights to committed 
or near committed cell assemblies. This leads to improved expectancy generation.
5.4.5 O m itting from the w^ learning equation
The next modification Page introduced was to remove the learning-rate modulator, r j i ,  from the 
secondary weight learning equation w +  (see Equation 5.16). Page found tha t the inclusion of this 
modulator excluded partially encoded patterns from being utilized to  encode similar but longer 
patterns once the shorter pattern  had already been learned.
However, Roberts [133, Section 3.4.3] discovered tha t the omission of from Equation 5.16 led 
to two problems. Firstly, the omission of T ji does not actually ensure (in all cases) tha t an uncom­
m itted cell assembly can learn a pattern  th a t is similar to, but longer than, its current partially 
encoded pattern. Furthermore, learning could term inate at these uncommitted cell assemblies. 
Secondly, the construction of the set Tj became unstable. Consequently, Roberts retained the 
learning-rate m odulator in the secondary weight learning formulation and instead relied on par­
ticular choices for some parameter settings (see Section 5.5.3). In this thesis we adopt Roberts’ 
approach.
5.4.6 Shutting-off uncom m itted  classification cells
Section 5.3.5 specified two conditions under which uncommitted classification cells were reset. 
Nigrin introduced these conditions to  allow patterns th a t occur very infrequently, in comparison 
to other patterns, to be learned. This was achieved by shutting-off uncommitted cell assemblies 
tha t represent the current pattern  at T \  relatively poorly.
However, Page discovered th a t it was difficult for some uncommitted classification cells, which 
remained active in response to the pattern  at to learn th a t pattern  due to low M i  values. Low 
M i  values ultim ately cause low learning-rate modulator values on the links specified by the set 
T i . Consequently, Page introduced a further condition to address this problem. A cell assembly 
can only be reset if there exists a t least one other uncommitted cell assembly, X l > tha t satisfies the 
following condition:
ei >  Ci and M; >  K M  (5.30)
The K m  threshold specifies how well a cell assembly must m atch the input a t before it is 
considered to  represent th a t pattern. W ith this additional condition there are always cell assemblies 
capable of learning the input pattern  at T \ .
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5 .5  R o b e r t s ’ g e n e r a l  m o d i f i c a t io n s  t o  S O N N E T
5.5.1 A voiding spurious term ination of learning at uncom m itted cell 
assem blies
Roberts [133, Section 3.5.1] discovered th a t learning at an uncommitted cell assembly ( x i )  with a 
good pattern  representation (z \ ot > K 5  +  K e ) could term inate due to low values. This situation 
could arise if I f  was held a t values below / f 1“® causing M i  to be low. In turn, low M i  values result 
in low T ji values for j  € Ti. Since T ji is used in the calculation of I?710* when JT"ax >  I f  (see roi in 
Equation 5.12), IVriax is prevented from decreasing. This leads to permanently low T ji values for 
j  G T i ,  which effectively terminates learning at X i-
Two circumstances lead to this situation arising. Firstly, T i  could spuriously expand when M i  
was low because r j i  was large for j  ^  Ti. This situation could only occur if c t was moderately large 
when I f  was low. In this circumstance, q ’s growth should have been obstructed due to a large 
dilution param eter ( D f ) .  However, because D i  could gradually decrease towards I f ,  Ci was able 
to increase further, thus causing a spurious expansion of Tj. To hinder D i  from decreasing to I f  
in this situation, the term  roi was introduced into the D i  formulation:
~-f D i  =  £ ie 2 r 0iCi [ - A  +  I f ]  (5.31)
Secondly, Roberts discovered th a t Page’s I modification (presented in Section 5.4.4) intro­
duced a discontinuity into the I f  formulation at the point when 2:t- o t  reaches K z ■ This discontinuity 
could cause I f  to suddenly drop as z \ ot increased. This resulted in a low M i  value and conse­
quently, low values for j  G T t . Thus learning at X i would term inate. To remedy this problem, 
Roberts introduced the term  / j  into the /*  formulation. This perm itted I f  to decrease only 
gradually in this situation, thus removing the possibility of spurious sudden drops in I f :
I j i  =  K \  +  K 2 min
7.. \  q ..3l \ J1
Sji J Zji
(5.32)
■ft l  +  eioo ( K z - z \ ot) (5.33)
5.5.2 Lim iting inhibition at uncom m itted cell assem blies
Section 5.3.5 described how a ceiling of ( K - je bf 9 ) was placed on uncommitted cell assemblies to 
avoid a dram atic slow-down in learning times. However, Roberts discovered th a t e f 9 could be 
derived from a cell assembly ( x j )  with large excitatory weights (Z j0t >  +  K e) but with a low
M j  value. Furthermore, X j  could have a large 6 j  activation if the start of its pattern  is present at 
T \ .  In this situation, since M j  is low, X j  would be unable to learn from the current input pattern  at 
T i .  Consequently, the inhibition from e j  to other cells assemblies only serves to obstruct learning 
a t those cell assemblies.
To address this problem, Roberts introduced a modification whereby e bf 9 may only be derived 
from cell assemblies tha t are capable of learning patterns th a t are present at T \ . The set Q  was
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introduced, which consists only of cell assemblies ( x j )  that satisfy the following criteria:
1 . X j  must be uncommitted.
2. Z j 01 <  I<r, +  K (i or M j  >  K m  
e f 9 was then computed as follows:
e bf 9  =  m ax(e,j (5.34)
j e Q
Furthermore, only cell assemblies in the set Q  could have their maximum inhibitory input limited 
to ( K - j e ^ 9 ). This facilitated the learning of patterns at a reasonable speed, even if the input 
collection consisted of sequences with many similar patterns.
5.5.3 Exploiting cell assem blies w ith  partial pattern representations
Roberts [133, Section 3.5.3] showed th a t uncommitted cell assemblies, which have formed pattern 
representations tha t are no longer useful, could be exploited to learn different, but similar patterns. 
This could be achieved by setting certain param eters in a way th a t enables z \ ot to decrease below 
K s  +  K q  (the point a t which the learning rate modulator comes into effect) as rapidly as possible. 
This could be achieved by setting A  =  1, B  =  2, v \  =  3, v 2  =  30 and K -j =  50.
5.5.4 M odifying A
Section 5.5.1 described how Roberts introduced the learning-rate modulator into the D i  equation. 
This change made it more difficult for D i  to decrease when I f  was low, thus removing the problem 
of spurious T i expansion. However, during exploratory time-driven simulations, Roberts discovered 
th a t D i  could undesirably decrease when z \ ot <  K 5  +  K q ,  which was b e fo re  the learning-rate mod­
ulator could influence processing. Consequently, the excitatory weights could m odulate between 
different patterns th a t were presented at Thus, a cell assembly’s pattern  representation could 
be unstable at this early stage of learning. To overcome this problem, D i  was modified such th a t it 
could increase more easily than  it could decrease. This was achieved by strengthening the influence 
th a t Ci has on the evolution of D i .  T hat is, the term  c?, rather than  c,-, controlled D i  s rate of 
change:
— D i  =  El e2 r 0i m ax(c-, K D ) [ - D i  +  I f ]  (5.35)
where K d  is a small constant which specifies a floor value, allowing D i  to decrease gradually when 
Ci is very low.
5.5.5 A  new  learning-rate m odulator formulation
T he formulation presented below is a modified version [133, Section 6.7] of Nigrin’s original spec­
ification [114, Section 3.14.4]. This version removes discontinuities from the original formulation 
which caused problems with learning after a cell assembly has already achieved a fair representation
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of an input pattern.
Ta =
f t  =
0 .1  +
0 .8
1 +  e x p r « <  ( S  -  k ) ]




w here T }1 quantifies w hether or not a  bo ttom  up link is a  m em ber of th e  set T, and  / ,  enables the  
form ulation to  model the behaviour of N igrin’s original specification.
5.6 Summary
T his chap ter explained the fundam ental concepts behind SO N N ET and presented N igrin 's original 
SO N N ET specification (see Nigrin [114, A ppendix C] for a  condensed version of th is specification). 
F u rther general m odifications made by Page and R oberts were also discussed. T he next chapter 
will discuss m ore advanced SO N N ET topics, including: how event repetitions a t T \  can be handled, 






In Chapter 5 the fundamentals of SONNET’s theory and its formal specification were presented. 
In this chapter, the following advanced topics will be discussed:
1. The means by which SONNET can process input sequences containing repeated event types 
using multiple interacting presynaptic links.
2. How a non-specific attentional control signal can be utilized to  enable SONNET to become 
either event-driven or time-driven.
3. How SONNET modules can be cascaded to form a single-dimensional network hierarchy.
The topics covered in this chapter will prove particularly salient when considering the new work 
presented in P art III of this thesis.
6.2 H andling event repetitions
Since tem poral sequences may contain multiple occurrences of the same input event (this is partic­
ularly true of musical sequences), the ability to represent, learn and recognize patterns containing 
such event repetitions is essential. Moreover, this facility is a pre-requisite for new work on p h r a s e  
r e p e t i t io n s  introduced in Chapter 8 . In the meantime, however, this section describes work by 
Nigrin [114], Page [118] and Roberts [133] th a t shows how event repetitions can be processed.
6.2.1 Storing event repetitions at T\
Employing a single input cell and using the magnitude of its activation level to represent multiple 
occurrences of the same event type is clearly unfeasible. The use of a solitary activation level 
leads to difficulties in determining the number of event repetitions th a t have occurred in addition 
to retaining order information. Therefore, the use of multiple storage locations must be used to 
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A B N
Sibling groups
F ig u re  6 .1 :  The activity trace of 3~\ in response to the sequence of letters {B, A, N, A, 
N, A}. In this example, \i =  1, u> =  2 and JVS =  4. Page [118, Section 4.10.2] refers to the 
problem of representing repeated items as the “banana  p ro b le m ” due to the difficulties in 
processing repetitions of the letters A and N.
Each repetition of an event could be funnelled into one of a set of cells th a t represent the event 
type in question, with each storage location tagged with a number indicating the occurrence order. 
For example, cells representing the item A could be indexed A i, A 2, A 3 and A 4, where the first 
occurrence of A is funnelled to A i,  the second occurrence of A is funnelled to A2 and so forth. 
However, using this approach leads to practical difficulties. For example, suppose the patterns {A, 
B} and {B, A} have been learned by x a b  and X b a  respectively. Now, when the sequence {A, B, 
B, A} is presented, the cells A\, B \, B 2 and A 2 should activate. Although x a b  will recognize its 
pa tte rn  at T \ ,  X b a  will not. This is because T \  represents a list in which the occurrence of the 
p a tte rn  {B, A} is represented by input cells th a t indicate they are the second occurrence of these 
items in a list. In other words, since each storage location is tagged with an index which represents 
the occurrence number, cells tha t represent the occurrence of items A or B are not completely 
synonymous and will not be treated as such by T 2 cell assemblies. In effect, X a b  has actually 
learned the sequence th a t activates the cells A i  and B \, whereas X b a  has actually learned the 
sequence th a t activates the cells B\ and A\.
Other STM mechanisms have been developed th a t use multiple storage locations to represent 
event repetitions. These include tapped-delay lines [6 6 , Section 13.2], gamma memory [165] and
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shift registers [168, 169]. However, these methods tag each storage location with either an onset 
time or an index indicating occurrence number which, as we have just seen, is not practical. Nigrin 
[114, Section 6.1] and Page [118, Section 7.2.1] also discuss the disadvantages of these approaches 
and conclude th a t different, structurally-distinct storage locations must represent each occurrence 
of the same type of event without regard to other occurrences of tha t event.
When distinct storage locations are used within the SONNET framework, T \  is divided into 
N g sibling groups — one for each event type. Furthermore, each sibling group contains N s siblings 
(input assemblies), which determine the maximum number of event repetitions th a t each sibling 
group may concurrently store. Figure 6.1 shows how the sequence {B, A, N, A, N, A} can be 
represented at F \ .  In particular, three occurrences of the item A and two occurrences of the item 
N are stored. Any of the siblings representing the items A or N may have activated in response to 
their occurrence. In other words, siblings within the same sibling group are completely synonymous 
with one another.
The choice of storage location to be used in each sibling group may employ the use of a repeat 
selector such as those described by Nigrin [112] and Bradski et al. [11], whereby a combination 
of randomly varying connection strengths and a w in n e r - ta k e - a l l  preprocessor is used to choose an 
input assembly to  activate in response to an event occurrence. However, the behaviour of these 
circuits can be modelled by simply selecting the next available inactive input assembly. In any 
case, this scheme allows the unambiguous representation of multiple occurrences of the same input 
event at T \ .
6.2.2 U sing m ultiple links to connect each 7  — x  pair
Event repetitions are represented at T \  by structurally distinct input assemblies within the event 
type’s sibling group. Since any storage location within a sibling group may activate in response 
to each repetition, the same input sequence can be represented by numerous activity traces across 
T \ .  Therefore cell assemblies are required to recognize patterns tha t contain event repetitions 
regardless of which siblings within a particular sibling group activate. For example, Figure 6.2 
shows two possible activity traces for the sequence of notes {A, B, B, A}. Consequently, a cell 
assembly tha t has learnt this pattern, x a b b a , must be capable to recognizing when its pattern  
occurs across T \ , regardless of which input assemblies happen to activate in response to its input 
sequence. Nigrin [114, pg. 242] refers to this issue as one aspect of the s y n o n y m  p ro b le m , where 
input assemblies within the same sibling group are considered e x a c t  synonyms for one another.
A separate cell assembly at T 2 could be used to encode each possible activity trace th a t may 
occur across T \  in response to a pattern. However, the combinatorial explosion that would result 
from learning all of these permutations would lead to inefficient, bloated networks. For example, 
an input field containing a single sibling group of twenty siblings could represent a pattern  of five 
onsets in 1,860,480 (2 0 P 5 ) different ways. In fact, this is the configuration used for the CBR 
experiments described in Chapter 13. It is clearly impractical for this number of cell assemblies 
to  learn a single pattern  consisting of five onsets. Instead, Nigrin [112] introduced a solution to
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Figure 6.2: Two examples of activity traces that may occur across T \  in response to the 
sequence {A, B, B. A}. In this example, \ i  =  1, uj =  2 and N s =  4. T i  must be capable of 
recognizing both traces as the same pattern.
this problem whereby a pattern  can be recognized by a single cell assembly regardless of which 
particular input assemblies may represent the pattern  at any particular point in time. Rather 
th an  using multiple cell assemblies to learn all possible permutations, each 7 -x  pair is connected 
by m u l t ip le  b o t to m - u p  l i n k s 1 . Although other researchers have studied the use of multiple links, 
Nigrin’s mechanism is more robust because set storage locations are not required.
6.2.3 Presynaptic interactions betw een links
Nigrin [112] first described the manner by which multiple links could interact to  allow patterns 
containing event repetitions to be recognized irrespective of which storage locations, within a sibling 
group, are used. The structure of these links and the nature of their interactions is described next.
Link structure
Figure 6.3 shows the link architecture between input assemblies at T \  (that are within the same 
sibling group) and a single cell assembly at T<i. The number of links between each 7  — x  pair is 
specified by N i .  The term  l in k  c lu s te r  is introduced here to describe the set of TV; links between 
each 7  — x  pair. Each individual link is associated with two areas of locality known as r e la y  cells', 
a lower relay cell (LRC) and an upper relay cell (URC). LRCs are labelled as and URCs 
are labelled u krnj, where j  denotes the input assembly’s group, m  denotes the index of the input 
assembly within the group and k  denotes the link’s strength. In Figure 6.3, only a single sibling 
group is used, therefore the index j  is dropped. The strength of each link is defined by the extent of
1 R em em ber, in  C h ap te r 5, th e  te rm  7 j was in troduced  to  collectively refer to  each set of cells th a t  process a 
p a rticu la r  event occurrence.
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F igure 6.3: Multiple links connecting each 7 -^  pair, where 7 1  and 7 2  are from the same 
sibling group. Note the relay cells and in particular the inhibitory connections between them.
The manner by which these inhibitory links interact enables event repetitions to be handled 
properly. In this example, N e =  2  and N i =  2 .
the excitatory weight associated with tha t link, with k  =  1  indicating the strongest link and k  — N i  
indicating the weakest link. For simplicity, in all the examples and diagrams in this section, the 
strongest link is labelled with s  and the weakest link with w . Furthermore, note th a t the number 
of links (N [) may be less than  the number of siblings in each group ( N s ).  In this circumstance it 
is possible th a t some signals may not be transm itted to  J -2 at all.
W hen 7 m activates, its signal is sent to all the LRCs within each link cluster projecting to JF2. 
Each LRC will then attem pt to forward this signal to its associated URC. An URCs output is gated 
by the link’s excitatory weight before reception at X i  anfl every LRC within its link cluster (apart 
from the LRC on its own link). Each learned weight represents a particular occurrence of an item 
within the cell assembly’s pattern. The weight on the strongest link represents the first item in 
the pattern, while the weakest link represents the last item in the pattern. It is im portant to note 
that, all link clusters emanating from a particular sibling group, th a t share the same terminating 
cell assembly have an identical set of excitatory weights. It is this redundancy th a t enables the 
link architecture to operate properly. Furthermore, this redundancy can be exploited to model 
this neural circuit in an efficient manner (see Section 6.2.5). Additionally, all links which originate 
from the same sibling group, term inate at the same cell assembly and have identical excitatory 
weight values will also compete. The manner by which competition operates within link clusters
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and between link clusters will be discussed next.
Link competition
W hen an input assembly activates (for example, 7 1  in Figure 6.3), links within the cluster 7 1  — x i 
will compete to transm it this signal to Xi- Subsequently, when 7 2  activates, links within the link 
cluster 7 2  — X i  will also compete to transm it the signal from 7 2  to  xi- Additionally, the link cluster 
7 1  — x i  wiH compete with the link cluster 7 2  — X i  ■ However, this competition between different 
link clusters only takes place between links th a t code for the same list position in x i ’s pattern. 
T hat is, links which have identical excitatory weight values.
This competition is facilitated by p r e s y n a p t ic  in h ib i to r y  c o n n e c t io n s  tha t are arranged as shown 
in Figure 6.3. Two conditions specify the manner by which presynaptic inhibitory connections may 
compete:
1. At most, one link from each link cluster may be active at any given time. T hat is, links 
within a cluster are mutually inhibitory. Therefore, each link cluster will represent a single 
occurrence of an item in a cell assembly’s pattern. To achieve this condition, each URC 
sends an inhibitory signal (which is gated by its excitatory weight) to every LRC within its 
link cluster (apart from the LRC on its own link). Consequently, links with larger excitatory 
weights will initially have a competitive advantage over links with smaller excitatory weights. 
For example, the strongest link within 7 1  — Xi will always overpower the weaker link, provided 
no other input assemblies within 7 1 ’s sibling group are active.
2. Links tha t (1) originate from different siblings within the same sibling group, (2) term inate 
at the same cell assembly and (3) code for the same list position in a cell assembly’s pattern 
(that is, have identical excitatory weights) should not activate simultaneously. T hat is, these 
links are also m utually inhibitory. For example, the strongest links within 7 1  — Xi and 7 2  — Xi 
should not be simultaneously active. To achieve this condition, such links compete via their 
URCs by sending inhibitory signals to each other. Consequently, links tha t respond to older 
events will have a greater competitive advantage over links tha t respond to  more recent 
events. This is due to the short-term storage of order information using a primacy gradient 
(see Section 5.3.1). For example, if 7 1  activates before 7 2 , the strongest link within 7 1  — x i 
will overpower the strongest link within 7 2  — Xi-
Since it is the links th a t term inate on the same cell assembly tha t compete, this form of competition 
is called in tr a - c e l l  c o m p e t i t io n .
A highly contrast-enhancing type of competition is assumed to take place between compet­
ing links. This avoids excessive run times and enables a winning link to completely shut-off its 
competitors. Additionally, identical learning must take place between all link clusters th a t share 
the same sibling group and term inate at the same cell assembly. Section 6.2.5 will show how this 
behaviour can be modelled.
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The following example, with reference to Figures 6.4 and 6.5, illustrates the behaviour of these 
link interactions in achieving the recognition of phrases containing event repetitions. Suppose the 
pattern  {A, A} has been learned by x i and th a t 7 1  and 7 2  each respond to occurrences of the item 
A. x i  must be capable of recognizing its pattern  regardless of the order in which 7 1  and 7 2  activate 
in response to {A, A}. Suppose, the item A  occurs, and activates 7 1 . This signal is propagated to 
the LRCs ( I f  and Zf) and relayed to the URCs (uf and u™ ). At this point, the signals are gated by 
the excitatory weights on each link and relayed back to  the LRCs via the presynaptic inhibitory 
connections. In this circumstance, despite receiving the same input signal, the strongest link will 
overwhelm the weaker link due to its larger excitatory weight. This results in the weaker link being 
suppressed. Consequently, the strongest link will transm it the signal at 7 1  to Xi (see Figure 6.4).
Now, when 7 2  fires in response to a second occurrence of A, the signal from 7 2  is propagated to 
the LRCs (I2 and I™) and relayed to the URCs and u™ ). In this circumstance, uf will suppress
because both  links code for the same position in Xi’s pattern  and 7 1  is transm itting a stronger 
signal than  7 2  (due to the decreasing activity pattern  at T { ) .  Consequently, the weakest link in 
the link cluster from 7 2  to x i will transm it its signal because it receives no inhibition from the 
stronger link, which has been suppressed. In this way, x i  recognizes its pattern  across T \  (see 
Figure 6.5).
Conversely, if 7 2  had activated first, followed by 7 1 , similar behaviour would enable x i  to 
recognize its pattern. Therefore, regardless of the permutations in which the input assemblies 
activate, x i  will recognize if its pattern  is active at T \ .
6.2.4 R ecognizing em bedded patterns
Roberts [133] discovered th a t e m b e d d e d  patterns could not be reliably recognized using the current 
rules governing presynaptic inhibitory interactions. Suppose the pattern  {A, A, B} has been 
learned by x i  in Figure 6 .6 . Furthermore, assume 7 1 , 7 2  and 7 3  respond to occurrences of the item 
A and th a t 7 4  (not shown in Figure 6 .6 ) responds to occurrences of the item B. In this example, 
two links connect each 7  — x  Pair (N i  =  2). W ith this setup, x i  will be unable to recognize its 
pattern  if the input sequence {A, A, A, B} is presented at T \ . In other words, when {A, A, B} is 
embedded within {A, A, A, B}.
Just after {A, A} has been presented the behaviour of the circuit is identical to th a t described 
in Section 6.2.3. However, when the third occurrence of A is presented, activating 7 3 , no signal 
from 7 3  will be propagated to  x i because u 3 and u 3  will be inhibited by u \  and u™ respectively. 
Consequently, X i  is unable to respond to the third occurrence of the event A. Now, when 7 4  
activates in response to the occurrence of item B, 7 4  will propagate its signal to Xi via its strongest 
link in the usual way. Since 7 4  is in a separate sibling group, it is not involved in the competition 
occurring between the links from 7 1 , 7 2  and 7 3  to xi- At this point in time x i will be responding 
to the pattern  specified by 7 1 , 7 2  and 7 4  — {A, A, - ,  B}, rather than the pattern  specified by 7 2 , 
7 3  and 7 4  — {A, A, B}. Consequently, the match between x i ’s excitatory weights and normalized
Exam ple
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Figure 6.4: In response the first occurrence of the item A, the strongest link from 7 1  to 
Xi will transmit the input signal. This is due to its larger excitatory weight. Note, the 
grey links indicate that no signal is currently being carried on that link, which is due to its 
suppression.
F igure 6.5: In response the second occurrence of the item A, the weakest link from 7 2  to 
Xi will transmit the input signal. This is due to the suppression of the strongest link by wj.
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inputs is low, thus x i  fails to recognize the presence of its pattern  at T \ .  A modification is required 
to enable u £ and u™ to respond to 7 2  and 7 3  respectively, thus enabling x i  to recognize its pattern.
Crucial to solving this problem is an observation made by Roberts regarding the onset of the 
th ird  event A. W hen 7 3  is activated, its excitatory signal is propagated to and u™ . Both and 
u™ also receive inhibitory signals from uf and respectively. Roberts observed tha t all URCs 
from the link cluster 7 3  — x i (u! and u f ) receive s im u l ta n e o u s  s u s ta in e d  e x c i ta to r y  s ig n a ls  f r o m  
7 3  a n d  s u s ta in e d  in h ib i to r y  s ig n a ls  f r o m  u f a n d  u™ ■ The use of the word s u s ta in e d  is im portant
because it is possible for a relay cell to temporarily receive inhibition and excitation at the same
time, which would not precipitate a reset. The proposed mechanism involves the use of a r e la y -c e l l  
r e s e t  mechanism whereby URCs th a t receive sustained excitatory and inhibitory signals cause the 
URCs th a t provided the inhibitory signals to be reset to  zero and remain dormant for as long 
as their corresponding input assemblies at T \  remain active. The inhibitory links from to uf 
and from u™ to uif can be utilized to send this reset signal. This is similar to the manner by 
which feedback links are used to send direct reset signals to input assemblies in response to a 
chunk-out.
In Figure 6.7 this mechanism would cause the reset of u \  and w2 . In the case of 7 1 , all bottom- 
up links to x a a b  must be shut-off. Otherwise, the signal from u™ would suppress u™ and the 
desired behaviour would not be obtained. Therefore, in this circumstance, the relay-cell reset 
mechanism is extended so th a t the URC associated with the the strongest link can additionally 
propagate the reset signal to  each of the LRCs within its link cluster. In effect, the entire link 
cluster is reset for as long as 7 1  remains active. Therefore, in this example I f  will be shut-off and 
remain inactive for as long as it receives input from 7 1 . Consequently, no inhibitory signals will be 
sent from the link cluster connecting 7 1  to x i -  Furthermore, since u 2 will be reset by U3  , will 
no longer be inhibited by either u™ nor u f .  Therefore, will propagate its signal to x i -  Since 
the URCs in the link cluster from 7 3  are no longer receiving sustained inhibitory signals, they can 
compete in the usual way. Since will inhibit Ug, u™ will win the competition to send its signal 
to x i -  In this way the pattern  {A, A, B} will be recognized by x i  even though it is embedded
within the pattern  {A, A, A, B}.
The relay-cell reset mechanism may only be invoked in accordance with the following rules:
1. The mechanism should only be invoked by a cell assembly, X i,  if it does not m atch the current 
input at T \  well enough. T hat is, if M i  < K m - For example, the same situation can arise 
as shown in Figure 6 . 6  in response to the input pattern  {A, A, B, A}. However, in this 
circumstance, x i  would have already recognized its pattern  at T \  at the instant the item 
B occurred. Consequently, in this situation the relay-cell reset mechanism should not be 
invoked.
2. Only cell assemblies th a t have a good pattern  representation should be allowed to invoke 
this mechanism. Cell assemblies are considered to have a good pattern  representation if they 
have relatively large excitatory weights. T hat is, if z \ ot >  i^mbed- Typically, K em bed is set 
between 0.3 and 0.5.
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Figure 6 .6 : The stale of the inhibitory links in response to the sequence {A, A, A} before 
the relay-cell reset mechanism has been invoked.
F igure 6.7: The state of the inhibitory links in response to the sequence {A, A, A} after 
the relay-cell reset mechanism has been invoked.
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3. Links th a t are excluded from Tj may not inhibit links tha t are included in Tj. This enables 
cell assemblies th a t contain fewer significant links (from a particular input assembly) than 
there are actual links (specified by iVj) to recognize their pattern  when they are embedded 
within larger patterns. Roberts [133, Section 4.3.4] referred to these types of patterns as 
s h o r t  e m b e d d e d  p a t te r n s .  Furthermore, this condition emphasizes the shift in definition of 
the set Tj. Instead of Tj specifying the set of i n p u t  a s s e m b lie s  th a t form X i s pattern, Tj now 
specifies the set of l in k s  tha t form X i s pattern. Nonetheless, Tj is calculated in exactly the 
same way as before. W ith this condition, x a b  will be able to recognize its pattern  even if it 
is embedded within the pattern  {A, A, B}, when N i  >  2 .
W hen a link is reset using the relay-cell reset mechanism, the signal from this link, which is in 
the set Tj, will cause an abrupt drop in bj. Consequently, Cj will be reset. This prevents Cj from 
continually increasing when X i  is responding to different embedded patterns.
6.2.5 M odelling the m ultiple interacting links
As Section 6.2.3 has already pointed out, each link cluster from the j th  sibling group to the i th  
cell assembly contains an identical set of excitatory weights. For example, the strongest link in 
each of these link clusters (that is, k  =  1) will have identical excitatory weight values. Although 
Nigrin [114, Section 6.9] explains how identical learning can occur at each of these clusters, Page 
[118, Section 7.2.2] takes advantage of this redundancy and introduces an optimization th a t can 
be utilized when implementing the link structure and the corresponding inhibitory interactions.
Indexing scheme
Each 7  — x  Pair is connected via N i  bottom -up links. Therefore, there are N i N s bottom-up links 
connecting each sibling group to a single cell assembly. However, there are only a maximum of N i  
different link strengths. To take advantage of this redundancy, the following indexing scheme is 
employed:
• T \  is divided into N g sibling groups. Each group is indexed by j  within the range [1 <  j  <  
Ng]-
•  Each sibling group contains N s input assemblies. Each sibling is indexed by m  within the 
range [ 1  <  m  <  iVs].
•  All link clusters th a t originate from the j th sibling group at T \  and term inate at the same 
cell assembly at JF2, share a set of N [  excitatory weights. Each of these excitatory weights is 
indexed by k ,  which is within the range [ 1  <  k  <  N i ].
• T i  contains N i  cell assemblies. Each cell assembly is indexed by i  within the range [1 < i <
n 2}.
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Using this indexing scheme, the excitatory weight from the j th  sibling group to the i th  cell 
assembly on the k th  strongest link is referenced by z ^ v  Other values are referenced similarly:
W k j V  r k j i i  Z k j i i  S k j i ,  I k j i  a n d  z k i j '
Rank
Each input assembly has an associated value called a r a n k  (introduced by by Page [118, Sec­
tion 7.2.2]), labelled R m j  in the range [0 <  R m j  <  N s — 1], A cell assembly’s rank equals the 
number of other input assemblies within its sibling group with larger activation levels. In the case 
of input assemblies th a t have the same activation levels, which occurs for inactive input assemblies, 
the tie is broken arbitrarily. The cell with the largest activation will have R m j  =  0 and will have 
its activation gated by the excitatory weight on the strongest link ( z j j .  The cell with the smallest 
activation will have R m j  =  N s — 1 and will have its activation gated by the excitatory weight on 
the weakest link ( z ^  -J. This scheme minimizes computation time because the link interactions 
do not have to be explicitly simulated. Furthermore, the computation of the rank values are the 
only ex tra calculation required (apart from working out the relay-cell resets).
Relay-cell resets
W hen the relay-cell reset mechanism is invoked by X i and shuts-off the link cluster associated with 
the strongest excitatory weight, the signals from the other siblings within the group will shift to 
next strongest excitatory weight associated with their link cluster. For example, the sibling with 
R m j  =  1 will now gate the strongest link in its cluster and the sibling with R m j  =  N s will now 
gate the weakest link in its cluster. If another relay cell reset occurs, the sibling with R m j  =  2 will 
now gate the strongest link in its cluster and so forth. Generally, the strongest link will be gated 
by the sibling whose R m j  value equals the number of shut-off links to X i from the j th  sibling group. 
This models the links’ interactions described in this section whilst a t the same time minimizing 
com putation time.
6.3 A tten tion a l su bsystem  and tim ing considerations
A n o n - s p e c i f ic  a t t e n t io n a l  c o n tr o l  s ig n a l  can be used to restrict the evolution of cells and weights 
w ithin a SONNET module. The signal is considered as non-specific because it affects every cell and 
weight within the network identically, without targeting any specific network component. Network 
behaviour can be altered dramatically depending on how the attentional signal is configured. This 
section considers two possibilities th a t are pertinent to the simulations described in later chapters.
6.3.1 Tim e-driven m ode
The SONNET network described so far is considered to be in t im e - d r iv e n  mode because its cells 
and weights are continually changing, irrespective of whether events occur or not. T hat is, the
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attentional signal is always on. Networks th a t operate in this way are sensitive to the time interval 
between consecutive event onsets. The prim ary consequences of this are:
• Not only is the order in which the events of a sequence occur stored, bu t the rhythm  of a 
sequence (in terms of IOIs) is also stored. Remember, once activated, input cell activations 
continually increase at a constant ra te w  until they are reset. Consequently, the ratio between 
input cell activations tha t respond to consecutive event onsets will represent a sequence’s 
rhythm . Furthermore, since a cell assembly’s excitatory weights converge to JV s  activation 
pattern , relative weight strength will store these rhythmic patterns in LTM. In Section 7.3, 
work by Roberts will show how IOIs can be represented at T \  by relative cell activations, 
and subsequently learned by T 2 cell assemblies.
• Both sequential regularities a n d  rhythmic regularities will affect the patterns and segmenta­
tions formed. For example, relatively long IOIs allow SONNET a greater length of time to 
respond to its current input pattern  at T \ .  As a consequence, many of the segments formed 
will end in relatively long IOIs. This models the g a p  principle of rhythm  perception (see 
C hapter 2).
•  A pattern  th a t has been learned using a particular presentation ra te cannot be recognized 
in a robust manner when the same pattern  is presented using a different presentation rate. 
This is because particular param eter choices for Equation 5.1 lead to a particular value for u>. 
Therefore, if the presentation rate changes, lj changes too. Moreover, the activation ratios 
between input cells th a t respond to consecutive onsets will differ at various presentation rates. 
In other words, the rhythmic representations at T \  are highly dependent on absolute time 
intervals . 1 In musical terms, this problem is referred to as tempo invariance. Nonetheless, 
Roberts [133, Chapter 8 ] shows how a beat-tracking signal can be used to modulate the T \  
param eters (see Section 5.3.1) to allow tempo invariant pattern  recognition. This enables 
identical rhythms, which are presented at different speeds, to be recognized as the same 
rhythm.
Although time-driven networks have proven useful for modelling musical rhythms, they are not 
suitable for use at more abstract layers, when SONNET modules are cascaded to form a hierarchy. 
Therefore, these modules should operate in event-driven mode.
6.3.2 Event-driven m ode
Sometimes, it is useful to enable SONNET to operate in e v e n t - d r iv e n  mode. In this mode, the 
network pays attention and responds directly to event occurrences by firing the non-specific at­
tentional control signal. Events are considered to have occurred when an input assembly has been 
activated, whether this is directly by an input item or by a pattern  classification (in the case of 
a hierarchy). W hen an event occurs at !F \, the attentional signal activates for a brief time period 
(T a t tn i  which is typically set to between 0.15 seconds and 0.2 seconds), during which cells and
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weights are allowed to evolve at T \  and T i -  After this time period has elapsed, the attentional 
signal becomes inactive again, causing network evolution to pause until the next event occurs. In 
effect, event-driven SONNET modules consider input sequences as isochronous streams of input 
events, regardless of their rhythms or presentation rates. Consequently, event-driven networks are 
tem po invariant.
These properties afford event-driven networks with a great deal of flexibility and allow them to 
achieve the following:
• Event-driven networks are well suited to discovering sequential regularities. For example, 
Roberts [133, Chapter 4] shows how regularities in sequences of quantized IO I’s can be 
discovered using such a configuration.
• I t is also possible to enable the attentional pulse to fire when an event is expected to occur, 
whether or not one actually occurs. Page [118, Section 6.3] describes how a n e u r a l  m e t r o n o m e  
can be used to enable the rhythm  of a melody to be represented (input cells are gated by the 
neural metronome), in addition to  allowing enhanced learning for notes with relatively long 
durations (weights are also gated by the neural metronome). However, unless the metronome 
tracks beats at a sufficiently low metrical level (which is difficult [133, pg. 122]), it is possible 
th a t some notes will be filtered out. Indeed, Page’s phrase learning task  consisted of learning 
very simple nursery rhymes, which were presented isochronously with each note corresponding 
to  a beat a t a particular metrical level.
• Another benefit of enabling a SONNET module to become event-driven is th a t such modules 
can be embedded within a SONNET cascade when forming a hierarchy (see Section 6.4). 
Classifications will occur at different rates on different levels in a hierarchy. For example, 
a t J - \  events occur relatively frequently. At T i  events occur only when patterns at T \  are 
recognized and subsequently chunked-out. Consequently, events at T 2 occur at a slower rate 
than  events at T \ .  This trend continues as additional modules are appended. Therefore, 
with the use a time-driven network, it would be extremely difficult to set the operational 
param eters of the network such th a t regularities at these higher levels can be discovered. 
However, this problem can be avoided by operating the higher level SONNET modules in 
event-driven mode. Since event-driven networks are invariant of presentation rates, and 
indeed their position within a hierarchy, the number of items at the event level th a t constitute 
a learned pattern  is of no concern. This enables the same operational param eters to be used 
at every level of the hierarchy.
Nigrin [114, Chapter 5] proposes making SONNET partially time-driven and partially event- 
driven by altering the way in which the attentional signal operates. Rather than  the attentional 
signal being binary as described thus far, the signal could be made continuous. For example, 
by allowing the signal to reach high levels when an event occurs (say unity) and then letting the 
signal gradually degrade over time to low levels (but never to zero), the network would effectively be
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operating partially in event-driven mode and partially in time driven mode. For more information 
on the use of attentional signals with SONNET see Nigrin [114, Section 5.3],
6.4  C ascading SO N N E T  m odules to  form a hierarchy
This section will describe how separate SONNET modules can be cascaded to form a hierarchy 
(see [114, Chapter 5] and [118, Chapter 7]). Hierarchies allow categories to form for more abstract 
concepts, such as phrase sequences. Such a configuration of SONNET modules is hugely advanta­
geous, particularly because regularities at the phrase level can be used to unambiguously generate 
specific, veridical expectations, leading to accurate melody recall (see Section 7.2). Furthermore, 
in addition to  recognizing singular phrases, the provision of a hierarchy enables information re­
garding phrase sequences to be utilized to provide a global context, thus significantly enhancing 
melody recognition (see Chapters 11 and 13). This section will show how tw o  SONNET modules 
can be joined to form a hierarchy. To distinguish the fields of each module composing the hierar­
chy, two additional alphabetic indices are utilized. and refer to the fields used to process 
event occurrences, whereas and refer to the fields used to process sequences of pattern 
classifications.
Thus far, each field of a SONNET module performs a unique task. T \  transforms a temporal 
pattern  of input items into a non-ambiguous spatial pattern  of activity, whereas T i  classifies these 
spatial activity patterns. However, when SONNET modules are cascaded, (classification layer) 
needs to be am algamated with T \  (input layer) to form a two layer homologous field at the point of 
contact between the connecting SONNET modules. In future we refer to this amalgam as simply 
T i  (see T i  in Figure 6 .8 ). So, spatial patterns at T \  are classified by F i .  These classifications, 
and the order in which they occur are then classified by T j , . Thus, T \  represents familiar items, 
T-}, represents familial- sequences of items and T j , represents familiar sequences of sequences. Thus, 
the use of a hierarchy allows sequences longer tha t the TMS to be learned by a single cell assembly 
at T 3 . Note th a t the first and last fields of a hierarchy do not need this two-layer structure as they 
communicate directly with their external environment, in the same way as a standard SONNET 
module does. The manner by which SONNET modules are joined is straightforward. In fact, the 
ease with which SONNET modules can form hierarchies is one advantage SONNET has over some 
other forms of neural network hierarchies.
The propagation of classifications at the classification layer to the input layer within is 
m ediated by an additional cell called a latch cell, which is denoted by k .  Classification cells at 
operate in the same way as before. W hen a cell assembly at T i  recognizes its pattern  across T \  
and reaches its classification threshold, K 1 3 , for a time period of K n ,  it chunks-out its pattern 
and resets its classification cells in the normal way. At this point, in addition to  sending direct 
chunk-out signals to  a signal is also sent to the latch cell. In response, Zj will activate for a 
short time period of K i atch and trigger the attentional pulse at the phrase sequence module. This 
in tu rn  activates s* at the T 2 input layer, indicating to To, the occurrence of a classification at T<i.
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Figure 6.8: Cascading SONNET modules to form a hierarchy. Note that the cells p and 
m  are used to percolate expectancies clown the hierarchy and will be discussed at greater 
length in Section 7.2.
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The input layer a t T i  records these classifications and the order in which they occurred as usual, 
with a decreasing activity pattern. Note that it makes no difference whether s.L is activated by an 
external environmental stimulus or internally due to  a classification; its behaviour is identical.
In addition to recording the order of classifications, Sj cells inhibit Ci cells for as long as they 
remain active. This ensures tha t Cj does not respond to another occurrence of its pattern  while 
Si is active. This would result in T i  failing to  correctly communicate a phrase repetition to 
However, this leads to  the im portant question of which cell assembly should respond to a phrase 
repetition if Ci is inhibited in this manner. The answer is to arrange into siblings and groups in 
the same fashion as T \ . This will enable phrase repetitions to be represented. However, although 
phrase repetition can be represented at T 2 using this structure, the manner by which they can be 
correctly processed has, thus far, undergone little investigation. Nonetheless, new work in Section 
8.2 introduces a mechanism tha t enables phrase repetitions to be handled correctly.
6.5 Sum m ary
This chapter presented some of the more advanced topics in SONNET research; repetition handling, 
the use of attention and the formation of hierarchies. In addition to Chapter 5, the groundwork 
necessary to  discuss recent applications of SONNET to melody processing has been laid. Moreover, 
the issues discussed in this chapter provide the necessary background information for new research 
on SONNET and the CBR of melodies, which is discussed in P art III of this thesis.
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Chapter 7
Previous A pplications of SO N N ET 
to  M elody Processing
7 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
Chapters 5 and 6 presented the SONNET neural network (both fundamental and advanced topics), 
which was designed by Nigrin to process temporal patterns. This chapter presents further advances 
in SONNET research, which corroborate the strength of SONNET for processing tem poral pat­
terns, and in particular, musical sequences. Research by Page [118, 119] shows how SONNET 
hierarchies can utilize feedback in order to provide plausible, veridical expectancies, which enable 
the recall of entire melodies. Further research by Roberts [133, 134, 135] demonstrates how SON­
NET can be modified to enable it to segment rhythmic patterns in a manner consistent with certain 
aspects of rhythm  perception.
7 . 2  P a g e ’s  w o r k  o n  g e n e r a t i n g  e x p e c t a n c i e s
Page trained SONNET w ith an input set consisting of twelve simplified nursery rhyme melodies. 
Melodies were represented as sequences of diatonic scale notes (of which there are seven), with 
each note lasting the duration of an attentional pulse, which was fired in response to a beat at 
the appropriate metrical level. The primary goal of Page’s work, once learning had already taken 
place, was to utilize the top-down feedback weights to  produce plausible, veridical expectations in 
response to  incomplete melodic phrases presented a t T \ . This enabled the recall of entire melodies.
7 .2 .1  G e n e r a t in g  e x p e c ta n c ie s  u s in g  to p - d o w n  fe e d b a c k
The expectation, p mj , for an event occurrence is defined in terras of the feedback signals received 
a t f mj X, with greater top-down signals yielding greater expectations. Provided smj  (at 7mj ) 2 is 
not already active (as events tha t have already occurred cannot be expected), the expectation at 
an input assembly is calculated as follows:
. / mj  if Smj  = 0
Pmj =  ^ t 7 ' 1)
0 otherwise
f m j  =  rnax(diz{k j) (7.2)
Note th a t f mj  is calculated using the maximum top-down signal rather than  the sum of the top- 
down signals (see Equation 5.28). Consquently, only the feedback signal from the cell assembly at 
T i  which best represents the partial input pattern  a t T \  is utilized.
During Page’s preliminary expectancy work, various interference effects were discovered tha t 
prohibited accurate expectancy generation. To overcome these interference effects, Page introduced 
a modification th a t placed restrictions on the set of cell assemblies, labelled P , which are
perm itted to  generate top-down priming signals at T \ .  To aid in the construction of P , the
following calculations were introduced:
= E  Wkji (7-3)
k,j£Ti
1 if K ^S kji > S oi and 5 0i >  0 
0 otherwise
W - =  max ( I ]  W * i r K s ) (7.5)
Kk,jeTi
w X  _  K i + K 2 if K 4S k j i  >  S 0 i  and S 0i  > 0  
K \  otherwise
These calculations are analogous to those used to compute a cell assembly’s gated input (7+ ) and a 
cell assembly’s confidence ( 7 * ) .  However, their calculation is based on the secondary weights 
rather than  the excitatory weights 2^ .  Using these quantities, the following conditions specify 
which cell assemblies may become members of the set P  and provide expectancy signals to T \  
input assemblies:
1Page used th e  label t  for identifying th e  cell a t each F i  in p u t assem bly th a t  com putes th e  feedback signal from 
T i . However, in N igrin 's o rig inal SO N N ET specification, th e  label f  was used. T his thesis will rem ain  consistent 
w ith  N igrin’s original specification.
2R em em ber, in C h ap te r 5, th e  te rm  7 j was in troduced  to  collectively refer to  each se t of cells th a t  process
p a rticu la r  event occurrences. F u rtherm ore, since J~i is now organized in to  sibling groups (see Section 6.2), each
in p u t assem bly is labelled accordingly — 7 m j-
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X i  is com m itted . By ensuring tha t a cell assembly is committed, before it is allowed to become 
a member of the set P , interference effects from cells assemblies tha t have yet to fully learn 
a pattern  will be eliminated.
Xi is o n - ta rg e t.  Xi is considered as on-target if the pattern  it encodes is entirely consistent with 
the current input at T \ .  For example, suppose the sequences {1, 2, 3, 4} and {1, 3, 2, 4} 
have been learned by X1234 and X1324 respectively. Furthermore, suppose the sequence {1, 2, 
3} has been presented at T \ . In this case, X1234 is consistent with the pattern  at T \  because 
the beginning of its pattern  is active. Therefore, X1234 is considered as on-target and will 
become an element of the set P . However, X1324 is inconsistent with the pattern  at Jr i and is 
not considered as on-target. Consequently, X 1324 should not become an element of P. This 
will prevent any interference effect from X i324- The quantity W *  can be utilized to discover 
if Xi is on-target or not. Since W *  represents the largest possible I*  at Xi a particular 
point in time, a value of I f  «  W *  signifies tha t a cell assembly is on-target. T hat is, a cell 
assembly is on-target if:
I?  > W * K on_ target (7.7)
Kon-target should be set within the following range [0.7 <  K on^ target <  0.9].
Xi is warranted. Another form of interference concerns the problem of unwarranted expectations. 
Consider the cell assemblies X1234 and X345 tha t have learned the sequences {1, 2, 3, 4} and 
{3, 4, 5} respectively. Suppose th a t both cell assemblies are responding to the input pattern  
{1, 2, 3, 4} at T \ .  In this circumstance, both cell assemblies are committed and are on-target; 
however, an expectation for the occurrence of a 5 would be yielded. This is inconsistent with 
the fact th a t Xi234’s complete pattern  has been presented, indicating the closure of a phrase. 
Consequently, the expectation of a 5 is considered unwarranted. To avoid interference from 
such cell assemblies the quantity W f  may be utilized. Therefore, the following condition 
must also be met before a cell assembly may become a member of the set P:
W + > W + axK warranted (7.8)
where W + ax is the largest W + value found at a committed, on-target cell assembly. Fur­
thermore, ^warranted  should be set within the following range [0.8 <  K waTTajlted <  1 -0]
If no input assembly at is active, then all committed T'z cell assemblies will be included in 
the set P. These restrictions on membership of P  removed all of the interference effects described 
and provided a dramatic improvement in the expectations th a t were generated in Page’s empirical 
results.
Note th a t Page originally used different parameter names for K on- target  and K w a rranted  (A'is 
and K iq  respectively). However, these parameter names had already been reserved for use by 
Nigrin. Consequently, to  avoid a name clash, these new param eter names are introduced here.
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7 .2 .2  H ie r a r c h ic a l  e x p e c ta t io n  a n d  c o m p le te  m e lo d y  r e c a l l
Section 6.4 showed how SONNET modules can be organized in a hierarchical fashion and how 
classifications of patterns occurring at T \  can be communicated to higher levels. This section 
shows how Page [118, Chapter 7] utilized this hierarchical organization to enable SONNET to recall 
entire melodies. However, instead of propagating classifications up the hierarchy, expectations are 
propagated down the hierarchy.
Page showed tha t a larger context was sometimes needed to produce correct expectations at 
phrase boundaries due to the problem of smaller phrases dominating larger phrases with regard to 
produced expectancies. This context can be provided using a SONNET hierarchy. Consequently, 
Page introduced the means by which SONNET hierarchies can be utilized “in order to provide 
veridical m em ory o f extended, multi-phrase sequences" [118, pg. 241] (note th a t Chapters 10 and 
12 illustrate the additional need to arrange SONNET modules in a parallel fashion). The manner 
by which phrase expectations can be sent down through a hierarchy is now explained.
U sin g  an in ter-m odule prim ing field for com m unicating phrase exp ecta tion s
An abstract SONNET module (for example, and J-^) can communicate its phrase expectations 
to a lower level SONNET module (for example, T *  and ) using an inter-module prim ing field, 
consisting of priming cells labelled m*, located between T 'l  and T \ .  There is a one-to-one cor­
respondence between each priming cell ro  ^ and its associated input assembly (7* at and cell 
assembly (Xi a t T $ )  (see Figure 6.8). This priming field is analogous to the field of latch cells used 
to propagate classifications from the bottom  upwards. Instead, however, phrase expectations are 
propagated from the top downwards. Each priming cell’s activation level is calculated as follows:
{1 if Pi >  0.85pmax and pmax > 0 (7.9)0 otherwise
where Pi refers to the expectation at 7* in and pmax is the maximum expectation found at 
The constant 0.85 ensures tha t only genuine ambiguity is propagated, whilst filtering out 
interference from expectations for phrases tha t are not expected next, but perhaps at some time 
in the future. In this way, J-3 can communicate phrase expectations to T i  (remember, in the case 
of a hierarchy, T i  is considered an amalgam of and The activation level of the priming 
cells can now be utilized to  influence processing at .Ff and .
P erco la tin g  phrase exp ectan cies dow n a hierarchy
In order to allow the generation of veridical expectations, a phrase expectation can be percolated 
down a hierarchy to T \  via the feedback cells (dj) at each JF2 cell assembly. To achieve this, d{ is 
now calculated as follows:
di = min(Cj -t- rfliKprime, 1*0) (7.10)
where K prime is set to 0.3.
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Phrases tha t are expected can be chunked-out immediately, once they receive their full input. To 
achieve this:
F acilita ting  th e  chunking-out of expected  phrases
1 . A primed cell assembly is given a competitive advantage by modifying the excitatory cell bi 
in the following way:
f 21+1* i f  rm =  1
m  ; ;  (7.H)
I I {  o therw ise
2. Cell assemblies th a t are primed (m* =  1) and respond to their complete pattern  (M, >  K m ) 
are not subject to any chunking-out delay.
In this way, an expectation can enable a cell assembly tha t represents the expected phrase to be 
instantly processed and chunked-out out in response to its complete pattern  at T \ . This facilitates 
the generation of expectations for the subsequent phrase. Thus, a network hierarchy provides 
the context necessary to avoid the domination of small patterns over large pattern  with respect to 
generating expectancies. In fact, complete expectancies for the next phrase at T \  can be generated, 
even before any note of th a t phrase has actually been presented. This is what is referred to as 
melody recall within the SONNET framework.
7 . 3  R o b e r t s ’ w o r k  o n  i n t e r p r e t i n g  r h y t h m i c  s t r u c t u r e s
This section describes research by Roberts [133] tha t shows how SONNET can be configured to 
respond directly to the IOI between consecutive event onsets using a time-driven network con­
figuration. Therefore, the rhythmical features of an input sequence can be processed. Although 
Roberts does show how isochronous sequences of quantized IOIs can be processed using an event- 
driven network, no new concepts or modifications are required to achieve this task, over what has 
already been presented in this thesis so far. Furthermore, for processing time intervals, Roberts 
has shown tha t the methods and modifications described next, better model certain aspects of 
rhythm  perception over the use of quantized IOIs.
7 .3 .1  R e p r e s e n t in g  I O I s  a t  T \ u s in g  c e l l  a c t iv a t io n  r a t io s
Using a time-driven SONNET configuration to process IOIs requires the use of only a single sibling 
group, which represents event onsets. Since only a single sibling group is utilized, the indexing 
scheme can be simplified from tha t presented in Section 6.2.5. In this section, each input assembly 
is denoted by S j , and each excitatory weight from to each T i  cell assembly will be denoted by 
Zfci , where k =  1 references the strongest link and k =  N i references the weakest link.
By allowing the network cells and activations to continually change, the relative activation 
levels between input cells, which respond to consecutive event onsets, will represent each IOI (refer 
back to Section 6.3.1). Although Equation 5.1 may be used to achieve this behaviour, Roberts
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introduced a simplified version of this to minimize processing time. Therefore, input cells are 
governed by the following equation:
S j(t +  A t)  =  u j^ S j( t )  (7-12)
where A t  = T span/ 2A and T span represents a melody’s tactus-span. In effect, the time interval
between consecutive event onsets, in terms of the tactus-span, is represented. Since a single sibling 
group is used, the bottom -up input to each T i  cell assembly is insensitive to the spatial arrangement 
of T \  . Consequently, it is more difficult to  distinguish different but similar activity traces across
T \ .  To help with this, u> =  3 in order to provide a greater degree of contrast between similar but
different patterns.
7 .3 .2  U s in g  a  s l id in g  w in d o w  o v e r lo a d  s c h e m e
Section 5.3.1 discussed various possibilities for limiting the depth and capacity of STM at T \ .  
Among these possibilities was the use of a sliding window storage scheme, so called because it 
behaves like a fixed size window (specified by K 12) that continually shifts across an input sequence, 
one event at a time. Roberts chose this mechanism in preference to others because it enables time 
to have a greater influence over processing, which is necessary when processing sequences of time 
intervals. In Roberts experiments, every input cell was reset to zero once it had been active for at 
most six tactus-spans ( K n  =  w6).
Using the techniques described so far, IOIs can be represented at T \  by the relative activations 
between input cells representing consecutive event onsets. Furthermore, the overload mechanism 
enables time to  have a greater influence on processing. However, patterns th a t are represented 
by activity traces alone are much more difficult to process than those whose spatial dimensions 
are available for utilizing. Although increasing w at T \  helps the situation somewhat, a number 
of modifications at T i  are still required. These modifications, which were introduced by Roberts 
[133, Chapters 5 and 6], are briefly discussed next.
7 .3 .3  M o d i f i c a t io n s  t o  t h e  s e t T?:
Roberts [133, Section 5.8.2] points out two problems with the current secondary weight formulation 
(Equation 5.16) when it is utilized to process IOIs using a single sibling group:
1. Using Nigrin’s original formulation, T, identifies the specific input items th a t cause Cj’s ac­
tivity to become high. However, when T \  uses a single sibling group, which represents the 
same type of item (that is, event onsets), this mechanism does not work.
2. The maximum \Ti\ was restricted by using the term  K ^ S ji  > Soi- This compared normalized 
input cell activations with one another. In this way K 4 specifies the maximum length of the 
set Tj. However, when timing information is being represented at T \  in the form of IOIs, 
this restricts the duration of each rhythmic pattern, rather than  the specific number of event 
onsets th a t may comprise a pattern.
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— wfi =  e ir ji min (c* ,K w) [ - U w +  I ^ a ]  (7.13)
where ei, rji and L i are the same values used in the excitatory weight calculations. K w is a small 
constant, which ensures th a t a cell assembly can improve its pattern  representation before the set 
Tj changes. This formulation measures the frequency at which a specific pattern  of relative cell 
activities occurs at T \ ,  ra ther than measuring the frequency at which individual input items are 
presented at T \ .  The term I £  was incorporated into the wj~t formulation to achieve this behaviour.
Since Ci is generally high when it responds to its pattern, each link tha t forms \ i ' s pattern  will 
have a high confidence value (J* « 1 ) .  Consequently, links th a t have high confidences simultane­
ously with large c* values will evolve to have large secondary weights; therefore these links become 
members of T*. Conversely, low confidence values when Cj is high will reduce the secondary weights 
on these links, which will not become members of T*. In this way, the secondary weight formulation 
is insensitive to the spatial layout of T \ ,  which addresses the first issue. (Note that, Nigrin [114, 
Section 3.16.2] introduces a  similar mechanism in an attem pt to use a separate vigilance at each 
bottom -up link).
The second problem was addressed by removing the term  K ^S k ji > i from the the secondary 
weight learning equation. Instead, the number of bottom-up links to each cell assembly (specified 
by K i) is used to restrict the maximum number of grouped onsets of a rhythmic pattern. In 
R oberts’ simulations, Ki was set to 5 in order to encode a pattern  consisting of four IOIs, which 
is consistent with studies in human rhythm  perception.
To avoid learning single onsets, which do not encode any IOI information, Roberts points out 
th a t having the Z ji  calculation analogous to the S ji calculation should be avoided. Instead, is 
normalized over the length of the entire weight vector (z \ot) to bias the network against encoding 
patterns consisting of a  single onset. In fact, there is practically no difference between the two 
normalization strategies once Xi has formed a good pattern  representation. Consequently, no 
restriction was placed on the minimum number of grouped onsets allowed.
7 .3 .4  M o d i f y in g  t h e  c h u n k in g - o u t  m e c h a n is m
Roberts [133, Section 5.7) identified a problem th a t occurs with the chunking-out mechanism when 
T \  represents IOI information using cell activation ratios. When a pattern  is chunked-out, it is 
highly probable th a t the last onset of the pattern  may encode the beginning of the subsequent 
pattern. Therefore, IOI information may be lost from T \ .  This problem can be easily avoided by 
ensuring that the input cell th a t represents the last onset of every pattern  is not reset during the 
chunking-out process.
To address these issues, Roberts introduced the following secondary weight formulation:
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7 .3 .5  I n i t i a l i z i n g  t o  b ia s  t h e  n e tw o r k  to w a r d s  g r o u p in g  b y  t e m p o r a l  
p r o x im i t y
The excitatory weights, z^ , are initialized within the range [.K zmin ,K zmax]. Setting K zmin and 
K Zmax over a broad range would bias SONNET towards encoding rhythmic patterns consisting 
of relatively long IOIs. This is because relative excitatory weight values would more easily match 
patterns presented at T \  th a t consist of relatively long IOIs. Consequently, cell assemblies 
would initially gain higher activations in response to these patterns.
However, as Chapter 2 pointed out, rhythmic events are more likely to be grouped if they occur 
relatively close together in time; this is known as grouping by temporal proximity. Therefore, 
in order to bias the network towards grouping by temporal proximity, K zmin and K zmax should 
be initialized over a narrow range. Roberts [133, Appendix D] used values of K zmin =  0.06 and 
K Zmax =  0.08 to achieve this.
7 .3 .6  C o n t r o l l i n g  t h e  in f lu e n c e  o f  I O I s  o n  T i a c t iv a t io n s
Due to the operation of SONNET in time-driven mode, relatively long IOIs may act as phrase 
boundary indicators th a t separate different IOI patterns. This is consistent with the gap principle
of rhythm  perception. However, the gap effect exhibited by SONNET can be too extreme for
modelling rhythm  perception. This is because long IOIs enable Cj to have a large activity for the 
entire duration of the IOI. In turn, the large Cj activity causes the pattern  at Xi to be learned very 
quickly. However, as Roberts [133, Section 5.8.4] points out, studies into rhythm  perception have 
shown th a t long IOIs do not have such a pronounced effect on learning as time passes. This is 
because long IOIs (greater tha t 2 seconds) are difficult to perceive. To curtail this effect, Roberts 
introduced a tim e dependence param eter, 7j , to limit a cell assembly’s activation growth:
d  a , ( B  ~  ( v i b i  +  e A  Q i— d  =  - A a  +  ( ——  ) ( ---- ------] -  —  v2Qi (7.14)
where,
( t ^ r n  (7.15)
. U  if t i  > 0.3 
U =  { (7.16)
0.3 otherwise
where l f m a x  =  h i / I f  whenever M *  >  K m - Ti  divides excitatory input, similarly to the dilution 
param eter D i} but it is time-based rather tha t |Tj|-based. Since Tj increases with absolute time, a 
cell assembly’s competitive strength does not continually increase, thus curtailing excessive learning 
a t Xi due to relatively long IOIs.
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7 .3 .7  A d d i t iv e  c o n f id e n c e  f o rm u la t io n
Section 5.3.2 described the confidence value I f ,  which compares the normalized weight vector
against the normalized input vector, thus measuring the confidence with which a cell assembly
when processing IOIs using a time-driven network. Firstly, due to K s , I f  is unable to distinguish
7 .3 .8  I n h i b i t o r y  w e ig h ts
Nigrin’s original inhibitory weight-learning mechanism (see Equation 5.3.6) evolved such that:
•  If the patterns coded by Xj and Xi had any input items in common, the inhibitory weights 
between these cell assemblies would equilibrate to  unity ( z ^  =  z^ =  1 ).
• If the patterns coded by the com m itted  cell assemblies Xi and Xj have no input items in com­
mon, the inhibitory weights between these cell assemblies would be set to and frozen at zero 
(z.^ =  zfj =  0). These cell assemblies can classify their respective patterns simultaneously.
However, when using a single sibling group representing event onsets, all items are common across 
all patterns learned at T i .  Consequently, similarity cannot be defined in terms of common input 
items because every pattern  will have an input item in common; th a t of an event onset. Therefore, 
Nigrin’s inhibitory weight freezing mechanism cannot be utilized when a single sibling group is 
used at T \ .  Consequently, disjoint patterns cannot be classified simultaneously. Since the ability to 
classify disjoint patterns simultaneously enhances context sensitive recognition, Roberts introduced 
a new inhibitory weight formulation, in which similarity is defined in terms of pattern  overlap rather 
th an  common input items. This is achieved by comparing the confidence values between competing 
cell assemblies:
and I f  are simultaneously large, then tends to unity; thus the cell assemblies compete. The 
connection becomes stronger at the cell assembly with the lower confidence, and weaker at the 
cell assembly with the higher confidence. In this way, over time, two cell assemblies can become
equilibrate to values th a t represent the level of overlap between these patterns, rather than the
matches the input pattern  at T \ .  However, a number of problems exist with this formulation
between arbitrary levels of mismatch between normalized excitatory weights and normalized inputs. 
Secondly, I f  tends to discriminate against small patterns, which hindered Roberts’ modelling of 





This formulation is stable because it depends on the simultaneity of bottom-up inputs. If I f
non-competitive if the patterns they are encoding do not overlap. Furthermore, since the weights
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binary values of 1 or 0 th a t characterize Nigrin’s formulation, the contrast between bottom-up 
inputs is emphasized.
The term  min [(I+max)~ 5, K inh] allows weights to become effectively frozen when cell assem­
blies commit to their pattern. However, before then, the weights can evolve quickly. In effect, 
this learning-rate regulator provides “selectivity when learning and co-activation when classifying” 
[133, pg. 169]. Finally, the vigilance param eter, pi, is given by:
(7.20)
Note th a t p does not need to  be an exponent (as in Nigrin’s formulation) because I*  increases
linearly with |Tj|.
7 .3 .9  C o n t r a s t  e n h a n c e m e n t
Due to the introduction of the new confidence formulation and the new inhibitory learning formu­
lation, Roberts found that, during preliminary network simulations using his rhythm  test suite, 
the network failed to adequately differentiate between different input patterns across T \ .  Con­
sequently, slow learning resulted. To address this issue, Roberts introduced simple modifications 
th a t enhanced the contrast between cell assembly activation levels.
F aster-than-linear signals
Since cell assemblies compete via the inhibitory cells e*, the contrast between cell assemblies can 
be increased by altering the activation equation for inhibitory cells (df rather than  d'f):
To increase the contrast between bottom-up links, the learning equations a t these links were 
also modified sightly by introducing the term  c? rather than c*:
These changes enhanced the stability of learning because the weights were prevented from mod-
(7.21)
(7.22)
eir ji  min ( c j ,K w) [ -L iW ji +  I ^ a ] (7.23)
ulating in response to significantly different patterns. Note th a t the contrast enhancement at the 
secondary weights are provided by the term  min (cf, K w) , which has already been specified in
Section 7.3.3.
Additionally, I " iax was also governed by cj when /™ax >  J * :m a x
(7.24)
This modification was required because the difference between I " lax and J*  was now smaller due 
to  the new confidence formulation.
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M od ify in g  an T i  cell assem b ly’s exc ita to ry  input
Roberts [133, Section 6.5.2] found, due to the additive J* formulation (see Section 7.3.7), tha t a
cell assembly, Xii with a good pattern  representation could achieve high activations in response to
patterns at T \  th a t differ significantly from Xi’s encoded pattern. Consequently, \ i  could inhibit
competing cell assemblies, which hindered the learning of other patterns.
To overcome this problem, Roberts noted th a t (due to the modification discussed in Section
5.5.4), th a t D i can increase more easily than  it can decrease. Consequently, I*  <  D, when it is
i xresponding to patterns other than th a t which it encodes. Therefore, the ratio can be used to 
provide a greater contrast between T i  cell assemblies:
^  jr  “j-  'ifLCLZC
(7.25)
B -  cA (  Vibi + ei \  ( I*
D i  J  \  Ti )  \ D  
M odifications to  th e  link interactions
Thus far, the application of multiple interacting bottom-up links enables a cell assembly Xi to 
respond to  the |Tj| most recent event onsets, provided has not already recognized its pattern. 
However, when the |Tj| most recent onsets do not represent the pattern  encoded by Xi> it is useful 
for Xi to respond to fewer than the |Tj| most recent onsets. This would enable Xi to recognize 
when the beginning of its pattern  is present at T \ . This helps thwart the formation of overlapping 
patterns by other cell assemblies, which could potentially lead to inefficient sequence segmentations. 
The modification presented here, enables Xi to respond to fewer than the |T,| most recent event 
onsets.
To achieve this, all active URCs on links to Xi will be reset when I £  <  K j .  A reset URC 
will remain inactive for as long as its associated input cell is active. Furthermore, if the URC is 
associated with the strongest link, the reset signal is propagated to all the LRCs within its link 
cluster, thus shutting-off the entire link cluster. This reset mechanism should not be invoked when 
Xi is responding to a single event onset. This is because it takes at least two event onsets to 
define an IOI when cell activation ratios are used to represent IOIs. For more information on this 
mechanism, see Roberts [133, Section 6.6.1].
B o o stin g  Cj at on -target cell assem blies
The term  W *  was introduced by Page [118, Section 6.6.1] and employed by Roberts to enable 
activation levels to be boosted at on-target cell assemblies. This reduces the number of overlap­
ping patterns formed, thus enhancing pattern  recognition. However, since Roberts modified the
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w x  i f  j+ rn a x  K
Wi  = {  (7.26)
Di  otherwise;
/  \  2
K2
confidence formulation (see Section 7.3.7), this needed to be reflected in the calculation of W * :
, 1 if Su >  0
w *  =  ■’ (7.28)
0 otherwise
where the term I V', was introduced into the c, activation equation as follows:
't r+wmi
m  m  ® ) ■
Consequently, for on-target cell assemblies, the dilution parameter is reduced causing a boost to 
d  for as long as these cell assemblies remain on-target.
7 . 4  S u m m a r y
This chapter presented previous applications of SONNET to melody processing. In particular, 
work by Page showed how phrase expectancies can be produced, thereby enabling the complete 
recall of entire melodies. Further work by Roberts was presented, which showed how SONNET 
could be utilized to segment rhythmic patterns. Even taking these modifications into account, a 
number of problems still exist with the SONNET formulation. These problems will be discussed 
in the next chapter, which introduces solutions to these problems.
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Im provem ents to  SO N N ET
8.1 Introduction
C hapters 5, 6, and  7 presented all of th e  developm ents m ade in  SO N N ET research, from its 
inception  by Nigrin, to  its applications in m elody recall by Page and th e  m odelling of rhy thm  per­
ception by  R oberts. However, w ith  the  advances m ade in this d isserta tion  regarding architecture, 
rep resen ta tion  and application to  m elody retrieval, a num ber of lim itations and problem s w ith 
the incum bent form ulations were identified. This chapter discusses these problem s and specifies 
im provem ents th a t  address these issues. In  particular:
•  No previously described SO N N ET form ulation can process phrase repetitions adequately.
•  No previous m ultiplicative I*  form ulation adequately m easures a rb itra ry  levels of m ism atch 
betw een STM  and LTM.
A dditionally, to  show th a t  these m odifications operate as intended, we reproduced previous SON­
N E T  experim ents by N igrin [114, C hap ter 4], Page [118, C hapter 7] and  R oberts [133, C hap ter 6].
8.2 P rocessin g  repeated  phrases at T<i
Section 6.2 describes how p a tte rn s  containing event repetitions can be represented a t T \ and 
subsequently  recognized a t This involves presynaptic interactions betw een links th a t  em anate 
from  different inpu t assemblies a t T \  (w ithin the same sibling group) and  term inate  a t th e  same 
cell assem bly a t Ti- This form of com petition  is called intra-cell com petition. In  contrast, th is 
section introduces a new m echanism  modelled on similar principles, which enables to  represent 
and  recognize phrase repetitions a t T \. This involves presynaptic in teractions betw een links th a t 
em anate  from  the same inpu t assembly a t T \  and term inate  a t different T 2 cell assemblies (w ithin 
the  sam e sibling group). This form  of com petition is called inter-cell com petition.
T he ability  to  represent and  recognize phrase repetitions is essential for the  correct operation  of 
SO N N ET hierarchies and, in  particu lar, for th e  new work on SO N N ET-M A P which is in troduced 
in  C h ap ter 10. Nigrin [114, C hap ter 6] in troduced the  general principles of how this functionality
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can be achieved. However, no definitive mechanism or implementation was presented. In this 
section, one theoretical neural circuit, which would enable SONNET to process phrase repetitions, 
is introduced. Furthermore, it is shown how this circuitry can easily be modelled and implemented 
with very little additional computational cost.
8 .2 .1  U s in g  m u l t ip le  c e l l  a s s e m b lie s  t o  r e p re s e n t  e a c h  le a rn e d  p a t t e r n
Suppose tha t a single SONNET module has learned the phrase {A, B}, which is represented by 
X a b ■ Furthermore, suppose consecutive occurrences of this phrase have been presented to T \.  
T hat is, the sequence {A , B, A, B} is active at T \ .  The second occurrence of the phrase {A , B} 
may be recognized by X ab  only after the first occurrence of the phrase has been classified and 
chunked-out. In the case of a SONNET hierarchy (see Section 6.4), the situation is more complex. 
The second occurrence of the phrase {A , B} may only be completely processed when:
1. The first occurrence of the phrase has been classified and chunked-out by Xa b - This will 
result in the activation of 7a b  via its associated latch cell Ia b -
2. 7a b  has been reset, either by the chunking-out mechanism at T z  or by an input field overload 
a t the T 2 input layer.
In fact, it is unlikely th a t the second occurrence of the pattern  {A , B} will be propagated to the 
T i  input layer at all. This is because the interactions between T i  and T z  occur over a slower time 
scale than  the interactions between T \  and T i  (see Section 6.3.2). Therefore, by the time 7a b  has 
been reset at it is very unlikely th a t the second occurrence of the pattern  {A, B} will still be 
present at F i,  due to  the input field overload mechanism.
To overcome this problem, Nigrin [112, Chapter 8] suggested the following organizational and 
functional arrangement for the provision of a SONNET hierarchy (described in Section 6.4). T-i 
should be organized into sibling groups in the same way as T \ .  T hat is, T i  should consist of 
iV® sibling groups, each containing iVJ siblings. Each sibling1 within a sibling group at T i  will 
represent the same learned pattern. Furthermore, classification cells within the same sibling group 
will not compete with each other. The introduction of sibling groups at T 2 requires the indexing 
scheme of cell assemblies to be altered. The n th cell assembly within the ith sibling group will be 
referenced by \n i-
Using this configuration, all cell assemblies within a sibling group will respond identically to 
event occurrences at T \ . Therefore, to  ensure tha t only one cell assembly activates its corresponding 
input assembly at the T'i input layer in response to the classification of a single phrase, some form 
of competition must be implemented. This competition is implemented at the field of latch cells. 
Only latch cells th a t originate from within the same T i  sibling group should compete, where the 
winning latch cell will communicate the occurrence of a classification to its corresponding input
!A t F \ ,  each sibling consists of a  single in p u t assembly, 7 mj .  In co n trast, in th e  case of a  hierarchy, each T i  
sibling consists of a  cell assem bly, X n i> a t th e  classification layer and  its corresponding inpu t assembly, 7 nj, a t  th e  
inpu t layer above.
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Figure 8.1: The T i  classification layer and the T i  input layer for representing repetitions 
of the phrase {A, B} using Nigrin’s approach. X a b  and X a b  respond identically to phrases 
at J-\, while the latch cells l \ B and l \ B compete such that only one cell assembly will 
communicate the occurrence of the phrase to the T i  input layer.
cell. Additionally, while snj remains active it will inhibit cni. Consequently, in response to the 
repetition of a phrase, a different cell assembly within the i th sibling group will activate.
Referring back to the example above, suppose two cell assemblies (x^ab and X ab)  are utilized 
to represents the phrase {A, B} (see Figure 8.1). W hen the the sequence {A, B, A, B} is presented 
to  F i ,  bo th  X ab  and X ab  wiH activate and respond identically to the first occurrence of their 
pattern . At some stage, bo th  cell assemblies will pass their classification threshold K n  for a time 
period of K 14. This results in the chunking-out of the first occurrence of the pattern  {A, B} from 
T \ .  Both cell assemblies will activate their corresponding latch cells l lAB and l \ B , which in turn 
will compete for the right to activate their input cells at 7\ B and ^ \ B respectively. Suppose in 
this case, l \ B wins the competition and activates s \ B . At this point, bo th  cell assemblies are free 
to  respond to the second occurrence of the phrase at T \ . However in this situation, since clAB will 
be inhibited by s \ B, the second occurrence of the pattern  will be processed by Xab- This results 
in the activation of l \ B and ultimately, the activation of 7\ B . Consequently, both occurrences of 
the phrase will be recognized at the T i  classification layer and communicated to the T 2 input layer 
for processing by cell assemblies at F 3.
8 .2 .2  C e l l  a s s e m b lie s  w i t h i n  a  s ib l in g  g r o u p  s h o u ld  n o t  r e s p o n d  id e n t i ­
c a l ly  t o  p h ra s e  r e p e t i t io n s
As described thus far, cell assemblies within a sibling group at T 2 respond identically to events at 
T \ .  Therefore, using the example from above, the second occurrence of the phrase {A, B} cannot 
be processed until the preceding occurrence has been classified and chunked-out. This is true 
whether or not a hierarchy is used. Consequently, X ab  wiH have a significantly shorter time period
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during which to respond to the second occurrence of {A, B} than x \ b  did to respond to the first 
occurrence of {A, B}. This reduces the chances of x \ B classifying and chunking-out its pattern 
before it gets deleted from F i,  due to  the input field overload mechanism. In other words, when 
cell assemblies within a sibling group at T i  respond identically to phrases at T \ , the recognition of 
phrase repetitions can be very sensitive to the parameters that govern the T \  overload mechanism 
(K 12) and the chunking-out mechanism ( i f i3 and ^ 14).
Another problem with this approach relates to  the formation of multidimensional phrases where 
separate categories for pitch sequences and rhythms are fused using the boundary point alignment 
process introduced in Chapter 10. Unless patterns are recognized as soon as they occur across 
•T-i, this process cannot operate correctly. For example, consider the SONNET-MAP architecture 
which contains two SONNET modules; one for processing pitch sequences and one for processing 
rhythms. Suppose the pitch module has learned the following sequence of pitch-intervals {1, 2, 1} 
and th a t the rhythm  module has learned the following IOI sequence {0.5, 0.5, 1.0}. Furthermore, 
suppose the following melodic input has been presented to SONNET-MAP:
{{1, 0.25}, {2, 1.0}, {1, 0.5}, {2, 0.5}, {1, 1.0}, {2, 1.0}}.
From this example, it can be seen tha t two overlapping occurrences of the pitch-interval sequence 
are present at T \ .  In this circumstance, it is very desirable for the second occurrence of the 
pitch interval sequence to be bound to its rhythm  representation at the other SONNET module. 
However, this would not be possible using the current formulation for handling phrase repetitions 
at J-2- This is because the current scheme does not provide the framework for handling repetitions 
of phrases th a t overlap. Therefore, the second occurrence of the phrase will never be recognized. 
Consequently, the pitch-interval sequence will not be bound to its corresponding rhythm  unless 
both patterns occur again in a different, more suitable context.
Both of these issues are serious drawbacks and need to be resolved. This can be achieved by 
utilizing a special form of competition between cell assemblies th a t classify the same pattern  ([114, 
Section 6.11]). This competition must take place, such tha t cell assemblies within the same sibling 
group at JF2 do not respond identically to input items presented at T \ . This competition must not 
take place between the cell assemblies themselves, either via lateral inhibition between classification 
cells or latch cells, for the reasons just described. Instead, a more selective form of competition must 
take place. This competition should take place between the links entering different cell assemblies 
(within the same sibling group at F 2) rather than between the cells themselves. This approach will 
enable the repetition of a phrase to be processed (including an overlapping repetition) as soon as it 
occurs, rather than relying on previous occurrences of the phrase being completely processed first. 
In other words, no two siblings, within the same sibling group at F 2, may begin their trajectory 
a t the same time, in response to the same note onset.
Remember, links emanating from the j th sibling group at T \  to a particular cell assembly at 
•7-2, compete (via intra-cell competition) to  enable item repetitions to be processed. In contrast, 
links th a t originate from a particular input assembly at T \ , and term inate at the i th sibling group 
at T 2 should compete (via inter-cell competition); this time to enable phrase repetitions to be
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F ig u r e  8 .2 : In ter-cell com petition . X a b  an d X ab  m ust n o t respond  iden tica lly  to  event 
occurrences across In  th is  exam ple, X a b  responds to  th e  first occurrence of {A, B}, 
w hile x a b  responds to  th e  second occurrence. In te r-link  com petition  should  enab le  x a b  to  
re sp o n d  to  th e  second occurrence of th e  ph rase  {A, B} as soon as i t  begins.
processed. For example, X a b  (o r Xa b ) should respond to the first occurrence of its phrase in the 
pattern  {A, B, A, B}, while x \ b  (or Xa b ) should begin responding to the second repetition as 
soon as it occurs, even in the the case when identical phrases overlap (see Figure 8.2). The manner 
by which this competition is achieved will be described next.
8 .2 .3  U s in g  fe e d b a c k  t o  im p le m e n t  p r e s y n a p t ic  in t e r - c e l l  c o m p e t i t io n
Section 6.2 showed how the use of multiple interacting links enabled SONNET to process repeated 
items. The interactions were implemented by a form of feed-forward competition, whereby only the 
activity of the links themselves were utilized (see Figure 8.3(a) and 8.4(a)). In this circumstance, 
the activity level of each link provided enough information to enable sufficient contrast enhancement 
to occur. This is because, in this circumstance, the competing links emanated from input cells at 
T \  with different activity levels. However, when links from the same input assembly at T \ , which 
term inate at different T i  cell assemblies (within the same sibling group), compete to enable phrase 
repetitions to  be processed, link activity does not provide enough information. This is because, 
in this circumstance, the competing links emanate from the same input cell a t T \ .  Therefore, to 
allow sufficient contrast enhancement, only feedback from  the lin k ’s cell assembly will be used to 
im plem ent competition  (see Figure 8.3(b) and 8.4(b)). To facilitate this new competition between 





Figure 8.3: (a) Feed-forward com petition enables item repetitions to be processed, (b) 
Feedback com petition enables phrase repetitions to  be processed.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.4: (a) Intra-cell com petition utilizes feed-forward com petition, (b) In contrast, 
inter-cell com petition utilizes feedback com petition.
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Figure 8.5: Inter-cell architect lire showing the links required to process item repetitions 
and phrase repetitions. Note that, since only a single input assembly and a single sibling 
group at J~2 is illustrated, the m  and n indexes are dropped.
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F e e d -fo r w a r d  r e la y  c e lls .  Previously, the activity from the links of each link cluster2 fed directly 
into their corresponding excitatory cell. However, since it is unclear how the interactions 
between inter-cell competition and intra-cell competition would behave, all excitatory signals 
from a link cluster will be received by a single feed-forward relay cell (FFRC), labelled 
rm jn i’ instead. This has the effect of separating the processing of item repetitions from the 
processing phrase repetitions. Therefore, item repetition handling will behave in exactly the 
same manner as described before. Furthermore, an entire link cluster can be shut-off if it 
receives an inhibitory signal from its associated feedback relay cell (FBRC), thereby shutting- 
off any excitatory input to its corresponding cell assembly. In effect, inter-cell competition 
can be viewed as occurring between link clusters rather than  individual links.
F e e d b a c k  r e la y  c e lls .  A feedback relay cell (FBRC), labelled -ni, receives an excitatory input 
signal from its corresponding cell assembly’s feedback cell, dni, and a signal from the link 
cluster’s strongest link. FBRCs may only compete with one another if, (1) they originate 
from the same input assembly at T \ ,  (2) they term inate at different cell assemblies within the 
same T 2 sibling group and (3) the active link in the cluster is the strongest link. Such FBRCs 
are mutually inhibitory, therefore only a single link cluster from 7mj  to the i th sibling group 
at T 2 may activate. Initially, in response to an event occurrence at 7mj,  each link cluster is 
as likely to win this competition as any other. Therefore, each FBRC activation is gated by 
an inhibitory weight from every other FBRC; this facilitates the emergence of a clear winner 
among the competing links. These weights are initialized over a narrow range and enable 
one of the FBRCs to gain an initial competitive advantage. These inhibitory weights act as a 
repeat selector, similar to tha t described by Bradski et al. [11], The third condition specified 
above enables overlapping phrase repetitions to be recognized.
8 .2 .4  R u le s  g o v e r n in g  in t e r - c e l l  c o m p e t i t io n
In addition to  the structure describes so far, the following rules govern the operation of the inter-cell
competition used to  enable phrase repetitions to be processed:
1. Link clusters may only compete if their strongest link is active. A FBRC can determine if 
the strongest link in its associated link cluster is active, by directly examining the output 
from this link (see Figure 8.5).
2. Any FBRC th a t loses the competition will shut-off its corresponding FFRC and, consequently, 
reset the entire link cluster. The entire link cluster will remain shut-off until its corresponding 
input cell a t T \  has been reset.
3. Inter-cell competition may only take place within a sibling group when th a t sibling group 
has committed to a pattern  (that is, XnT" =  tru e). To achieve this, initially only a single
2 R em em ber, th e  te rm  link  c luster was in troduced  in C h ap te r 6 to  describe th e  set of Ni  links betw een each 7  — x
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F igu re  8 .6 : R ecognizing overlapping ph rase  repe tition : {A, B, A, B , A}.
cell assembly within each group may respond to events at T \ . Then, when this cell assembly 
commits to a pattern , the entire group is considered to have become committed too. In 
this circumstance, any cell assembly within the sibling group at T i  may respond to  patterns 
across T \ .
8 .2 .5  E x a m p le
The behaviour of the presynaptic inter-cell interactions will now be explained with reference to 
Figure 8.6, which illustrates the competition between link clusters from representing occur­
rences of the items A and B, and cell assemblies at representing occurrences of the learned 
sequence {A, B, A}. In this example, N { =  3, iV| =  2 and the input pattern  {A, B, A, B, A} is 
presented to which represents two overlapping occurrences of the pattern  {A, B, A}.
Item  A  W hen the first event occurs, any sibling within the group representing the item A may 
activate. In this example, 7^ is activated. Firstly, in this circumstance, both  the link 
clusters 7^ — X a b a  a,n(l 7a  — Xa b a  wiU compete among themselves in the normal way, in 
order to process item  repetitions at T \ . The strongest link in each link cluster will activate 
and propagate their excitatory signals to their respective FFRCs. These signals are then 
forwarded to their respective cell assemblies X a b a  and Xa b a - Secondly, a t this point, due
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to the activation of these cell assemblies, the FBRCs will receive excitatory signals from 
their corresponding feedback cells (d lABA and dABA respectively). Since the strongest link 
is active in both link clusters, inter-cell competition is initiated between X a b a  and Xa b a ■ 
Initially, since the excitatory input to the FFRCs will emanate from the strongest link in each 
link cluster, and since the signals on these links will be identical (same input and excitatory 
weight values), there will be little or no difference between the feedback signals received by 
the FBRCs. Consequently, in this circumstance, the inhibitory weights between the FBRCs 
will be utilized to resolve the winning link. Suppose, for the current example, th a t the link 
cluster 7 ;^  — X a b a  wins and suppresses the link cluster 7^  — x \ b a  ■ This will cause the entire 
link cluster 7^  — X a b a  to I36 reset. Since X a b a  wiH n° longer receive an excitatory signal, 
its activation will decay back to zero.
I t e m  B  W hen the second event occurs, any sibling within the group representing the item B 
may activate. In this example, 7^  is activated. Firstly, in this circumstance, both the link 
clusters 7^  — X a b a  an(i 7 s  — X a b a  wiU compete among themselves in the normal way, in 
order to process item repetitions at T \ .  The strongest link in each link cluster will activate 
and propagate their excitatory signals to their respective FFRCs. These signals are then 
forwarded to their respective cell assemblies X a b a  a n d  X a b a -  Secondly, at this point, due 
to the current activation of these cell assemblies, the FBRCs will receive excitatory signals 
from their corresponding feedback cells (dABA and dABA respectively). This initiates the 
inter-cell competition between X a b a  and X a b a -  In this circumstance however, X a b a  wiH 
have a higher activation than  x \ b a -  ^ ue to X a b a ’s competitive advantage at this point, 
the link cluster *yB — X a b a  b e reset.
I t e m  A  When the th ird  item occurs (which is the second occurrence of the item A ), the last item 
of X a b a ' s pattern  and the beginning of the second phrase repetition, either 7^  or 7^  may 
activate. In this example, 7^  is activated. In this circumstance, the weakest link in the 
link cluster 7^  — X a b a  active. Furthermore, since the link cluster 7A — X a b a
already been shut-off, the strongest link will become active in the link cluster 7\  — x \ b a - 
Consequently, these link clusters will not compete. In this situation, X a b a  wiU completely 
recognize the first occurrence of the phrase {A, B, A} across T \ .  Furthermore, Xa b a  wiH be 
responding to the beginning of the second occurrence of the phrase {A, B, A}.
I t e m  B  W hen the fourth item occurs, which is the second occurrence of the item B and the 
second item in the second phrase repetition, either 7^  or 7^  may activate. In this example, 
•yB is activated. Since X a b a  has already recognized its pattern  and, since the link cluster 
7s  — X a b a  ^ as already been shut-off, the strongest link in 7^  — x \ b a  "will activate.
I t e m  A  When the fifth item occurs (which is the third occurrence of the item A and the final 
item of the second phrase repetition), 7^  will activate. Again, since X a b a  has aheady 
recognized its pattern , the weakest link in 7^ — X a b a  wiU activate, thus leading to the 
complete recognition of the second phrase by X a b a -
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This section described the application of the link interactions in enabling the repetition of 
phrases to be recognized and correctly processed. The manner by which this mechanism can be 
modelled and implemented is described in the following section.
8 .2 .6  M o d e l l in g  t h e  p r e s y n a p t ic  in t e r - c e l l  in t e r a c t io n s
To model the behaviour described thus far, only active cell assemblies may modify their cell 
activations and adjustable weights before a sibling group at T-i has become committed. A cell 
assembly is defined as being active if X n ftve = tr u e ■ Initially, only one cell assembly within each 
sibling group may be active. This remains true until tha t cell assembly learns, and commits to, a 
pattern , thereby committing the entire sibling group to th a t pattern. This ensures th a t no inter­
cell competition take place unless tha t sibling group represents a pattern  (see Section 8.2.4). Note 
th a t if 7V| =  1 , no phrase repetition handling needs to  occur.
W hen a cell assembly, Xni, becomes committed, inter-cell competition may occur by simply 
activating additional cell assemblies within the sibling group at the appropriate times and in 
the appropriate manner. It is the means by which this activation occurs tha t enables the link 
interactions th a t have been described so far to be modelled. Either of two approaches can be taken 
when activating an additional cell assembly:
1. An additional cell assembly within a sibling group may become active only when one of the 
other active cell assemblies is responding to the beginning of its pattern. It can be determined 
th a t a cell assembly is responding to the beginning of its pattern  if it is on-target. T hat is, 
if «  W *t . For SSG architectures encoding interval information, it must be ensured that, 
in addition to being on-target, the cell assembly must be responding to at least two onsets. 
This is because at least two onsets are required to encode a single interval.
2. An additional cell assembly within a sibling group may become active only when (a) one of 
the other active cell assemblies is responding to its entire pattern, and (b), when an event 
occurs which is part of the the i th sibling group’s learned pattern. It can be determined tha t 
a cell assembly is responding to its entire pattern  if >  K M .
Both approaches will achieve the behaviour described thus far. However, in this thesis, the second 
approach is used. This is because, using the first approach, it is possible for numerous cell assem­
blies to  become active (particularly for SSG architectures) in response to input patterns at T \ .  
This is due to the fact th a t only the beginning of a pattern  needs to be recognized for additional 
cell assemblies to be activated. This is undesirable because it is computationally more expensive. 
Note, in the case of a hierarchy, a cell assembly may only become active if its corresponding input 
cell in the layer above is inactive.
W hen a cell assembly becomes active it must, at the very least, respond to events tha t occurred 
after the oldest onset represented by the cell assembly th a t triggered the activation of the additional 
cell assembly. For example, consider the state of T \  in response to the input pattern  {A, A, A, B,
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F igu re  8.7: The activating cell assembly should respond to event onsets 3 and 4, whereas 
the newly activated cell assembly should respond to event onsets 5 and 6.
group at T i ,  which consists of two siblings per group (iV| =  2). Furthermore, from Figure 8.7,
it can be seen th a t two occurrences of the phrase {A, B} are present at T \ , events 3 — 4 and
events 5 — 6 respectively. Also note th a t the first two events, {A, A}, do not form part of the
i th sibling group’s pattern . Consequently, the links from the event onsets 1 and 2 to X a b  will 
have been reset due to the relay-cell reset mechanism. In this example, by the time the fifth event 
has occurred, X a b  responding to its entire pattern  and the beginning of the second phrase
repetition will be present. Consequently, X a b  be activated in preparation for the occurrence of 
the second phrase repetition. Since X a b  h08 n° t been active until now, initially it would respond 
to events 1 — 2 because no relay cell resets would have occurred. This is not the desired behaviour. 
We require X a b  respond to  the event onsets th a t occur subsequent to those onsets th a t X a b  
responds to. T hat is, onsets 5 — 6. To achieve this, the number of relay-cell resets from each of the 
T \  sibling groups (which are elements of T \ B ) to the activating cell assembly must be propagated 
to the newly-activated cell assembly. At this point, the newly-activated cell assembly would now 
be responding to the same pattern  as the activating cell assembly. Therefore, an additional reset 
is also triggered from each sibling group at T \ . This enables the newly-activated cell assembly to 
respond to later events as required. In this case, events 5 and 6. The number of reset links, n , j m i ,
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from the j ih sibling group at T \  to a newly-activated cell assembly, Xmi, is given as follows:
Hjmi Tljni
where rijra, represents the number of resets in the activating cell assembly.
Once a cell assembly has caused an additional cell assembly within its sibling group to activate, 
it may not cause another cell assembly to activate until after it has become reset, and subsequently 
becomes active again. W hen a cell assembly is reset to zero and becomes inactive; X n f lve =  false. 
Note also, when a cell assembly becomes inactive, it must be ensured th a t there is at least one 
other active cell assembly within its sibling group available to  respond to input patterns at T \ .  
Finally, since all cell assemblies within a sibling group encode the same pattern, there are only 
\Tni\ weights. The weights from T \  to T 2 are indexed in exactly the same way as before. For 
example, the link from 7mj to xm  is referenced by z ^ n i.
In summary, an active, committed cell assembly which matches its pattern  may cause another 
cell assembly within its sibling group to become active. Once a cell assembly has activated another 
cell assembly, it may not activate another unless it has been reset (either by the chunking-out 
process or by one of its active links becoming reset). Relay cell resets are propagated from the 
activating cell assembly to the newly-activated cell assembly. In addition, one further link is also 
reset from each sibling group at T \ . This enables the newly-active cell assembly to respond to the 
appropriate event onsets.
8.3 A new  m ultip licative /*■ form ulation
quantifies the m atch between the normalized weight vector and the normalized input vector 
specified by Xni’s receptive field Tni. In other words, 7*4 measures how well Xni represents the 
current input pattern  at T \ . Since excitatory weights converge to  decreasing activity patterns (see 
Section 5.3.1), weights th a t code for items near the end of a sequence are relatively small compared 
with those th a t code for items near the beginning of a sequence. 7,* allows the presence or absence 
of input activities tha t are gated by small weights to have a significant effect on the to tal input 
to Xn%■ This ability is crucial to solving the temporal chunking problem because, in addition to 
affecting to tal input to Xnii the size of a cell assembly D ni is directly related to and, as Sections 
5.3.5 and 5.3.6 have shown, D ni dilutes both the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to Xni- 
To achieve this behaviour, a confidence formulation must posses the following properties:
P r o p e r ty  1. Larger cell assemblies should have higher maximum confidence values than  smaller 
cell assemblies. This enables larger cell assemblies to mask-out smaller cell assemblies.
P r o p e r ty  2. W hen a cell assembly’s pattern  is not completely present at T \ , its confidence value 
must accurately reflect the level of mismatch between its normalized weight vector and its 
normalized input vector.
P r o p e r ty  3. 7*4 should increase with a decrement in |Tnj| to avoid a spurious term ination of 
learning at Xni-
1 1 3
I n p u t X a b X a b c XABC D
A 0.92 0.45 0.23
AB 4 1.93 0.96
ABC 4 8 3.95
ABCD 4 8 16
Table 8.1: V arious confidence values ob ta in ed  w ith  K \  =  0.5, K 2 =  1.5 an d  Kg =  0.05.
For exam ple, th e  confidence value of x a b c  =  1-93 w hen th e  p a tte rn  {A, B} is active a t  !Fi.
8 .3 .1  P r e v io u s  /,*  f o r m u la t io n s
Nigrin’s original specification, with improvements by Page (expectation) and Roberts (to avoid 
spurious term ination of learning), is repeated here for convenience (with indices for multiple sibling 
groups):
(8.2)
Tkjm  =  K x + K 2 m m
(  Z k jni f n i  q\ &kjni
\  &kjni j' ^ k jn i
(8.3)
f ni 1 _|_ e 100(/sTz -z £ f )
This formulation satisfies Property 1. For example, suppose the patterns {A, B}, {A, B, C}, {A, 
B, C, D} have each been learned by x a b ,  X a b c , X a b c d  respectively. Furthermore, suppose the 
pattern  {A, B, C, D} is present at T \ .  Table 8.1 shows the various confidence values at each 
cell assembly. From Table 8.1, it can be seen tha t larger cell assemblies, which respond to their 
complete pattern, have higher confidence values than smaller cell assemblies, which also respond 
to their complete pattern. For example, I ^ b c d  =  16 (I ABCD(m a x ) =  + K 2)^T abcd^), whereas
rx _ o
A B C  ~~
Property 3 is also satisfied. Suppose the input sequence {A, B, C} is repeatedly presented to 
a SONNET module. In this circumstance, a number of cell assemblies will compete to encode the 
pattern  {A, B, C}. This will lead to significant links being formed from the input assemblies at 
T \  representing A, B and C to these cell assemblies. Eventually one of these cell assemblies will 
completely learn the pattern  and become committed to it. Then, there will be a number of cell 
assemblies with partial learning of the pattern  {A, B, C}. Now, suppose the input sequence {A, 
B} is repeatedly presented. In this circumstance, it is likely th a t a t least one of these partially 
encoded cell assemblies will compete to  learn the smaller pattern  {A, B}. For convenience we label 
this cell assembly Xpartial- Since Xpartial has previously competed to learn the pattern  {A, B, C}, 
its confidence value will be equal to 1.93 when {A, B} is present at T \  (see Table 8.1). Suppose 
th a t Xpartial was to learn the pattern  {A, B}, then the link from the input assembly 7c  to Xpartial 
would be removed from Tpartiai, thus decrementing |TpartjQ;|. In this circumstance, l£ artiai will
1 1 4
increase to 4. Thus, l£artial increases with a decrement in \Tpartial\ satisfying Property 3.
Due to the Kg param eter in Nigrin’s original confidence formulation, Property 2 is not always 
achieved. Kg is required to prevent from becoming arbitrarily small, which would cause very 
slow learning. The difficulty with Kg is particularly evident for cell assemblies tha t respond to 
long patterns. For example (see Nigrin [114, Section 3.16.3]), suppose Xni receives input from 25 
input assemblies. Furthermore, suppose th a t the absence of 10 of these input assemblies causes /,* 
to reduce to K g • Whenever is reduced to this floor value it is not possible to tell how much of a 
cell assembly’s pattern  is present or absent. This leads to ambiguities when comparing confidence 
values. For example, vigilance is hampered during inhibitory weight learning. Although with 
judicious param eter setting these problems may be overcome, they tend to be application specific 
and will not apply generally. Therefore it is desirable to remove the K$ param eter from the 
confidence formulation altogether.
O ther multiplicative confidence formulations have also been previously introduced. However, 
each formulation fails to satisfy at least one of the properties outlined above. For example, the 
formulation presented by Nigrin [114, Section 3.16.3] satisfies Property 1 and Property 2 bu t fails to 
satisfy Property 3. Additionally, the formulation presented by Roberts [133, Section 5.8.1] satisfies 
Property 1 and Property 3 but fails to satisfy Property 2.
8 .3 .2  M u l t i p l i c a t i v e  v e rs e s  a d d i t iv e  1 ^  f o r m u la t io n s
Nigrin’s confidence formulation increases exponentially with |Tn i|. Consequently, this formulation 
favours the encoding of the largest possible pattern. This is advantageous because larger patterns 
give more predictive power and lead to better sequence compression. Additionally, larger patterns 
have a greater discriminatory power when retrieval is the primary goal. However, Roberts observed 
that, for modelling rhythm  perception, small patterns were discriminated against, which could
lead to  inefficient sequence segmentations. To address this problem, Roberts [133, Section 6.3]
introduced an additive confidence formulation (which satisfied all of the properties listed above):
=  l + j £ j i  E  (8-5)
\kij€.rTni J
rX * ( ^ k j n i  $ k j n i \
kjni =  mm (8*6)\  °k jn i kjni J
Although Roberts shows how this formula can solve the temporal chunking problem and allow 
context sensitive recognition (for example x a b  and x c d  can combine to mask-out Xa b c  when {A,
B, C, D} is present a t F i) ,  Roberts analysis is based upon the following assumptions:
1. All classification cell activations are identical: cni =  c < 1 .
2. All cell assemblies have been active for the same length of time: rni =  r .
These assumptions are only true when all inputs are presented simultaneously (that is, a spatial 
pattern), which is not the case when sequences are presented item by item in real-time. Through
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extensive preliminary SONNET simulations, it was discovered th a t this formulation often suffers 
from the following problems:
• Small patterns will generally overpower larger patterns if they overlap with each other. This is 
because cni will become sufficiently large, along with I,* , to overpower any of its competitors 
regardless of their size. Therefore, although this formulation does not discriminate against 
small patterns, it does discriminate against large patterns and can therefore lead to inefficient 
sequence segmentations.
•  Once smaller sub-patterns are learned, it is extremely difficult or even impossible for larger 
patterns th a t contain these sub-patterns to be learned (see Roberts [133, Section 6.8.2] test 
results). Thus in general, this formulation fails to solve the temporal chunking problem.
Although this formulation can work well for modelling rhythm  perception, in this thesis we favour 
the use of a multiplicative confidence formulation. Particularly one which satisfies all of the prop­
erties listed above. Such a formulation will be introduced next.
8 .3 .3  T h e  n e w  c o n f id e n c e  f o r m u la t io n
This section introduces a new multiplicative confidence formula, which satisfies Property 1, Property
2 and Property 3:
/  . =  ni I<x + I Tn (8.7)
= E  % «
k)j€Tni
rx ■ I ^k jn i $kjr,
h jn i  = mm  1 - Ç  > 7“fcin .i ^k (8.9)' kj i A jni ,
where K x represents the minimum value th a t /,* may reach, K x > 1. Furthermore, this parameter 
also helps define the maximum a cell assembly may obtain. This is true because when a cell 
assembly matches its input at F i ,  the term  j ^ y  reaches unity. This is due to the fact th a t the 
division of by |Tnj| is effectively a normalization process. Thus, the maximum confidence value 
a cell assembly may reach is (K x +  l) lTniL
W ith  a typical value of K x =  1, Table 8.2 illustrates possible confidence values. By examining 
the table it can be seen th a t Property 1 is satisfied because larger cell assemblies always have larger 
confidence values than  smaller cell assemblies when they respond to their complete patterns at T \ . 
Furthermore, Property 2 is also satisfied. This is because there is no param eter (Kg) required for 
preventing the confidence values from becoming arbitrary small. As a result, if no input is present, 
reduces to its minimum value, which is unity. Furthermore, if any of a cell assembly’s inputs 
are present, /,* will always be greater than  unity. Finally, since /,* increases with a decrement in 
\Tni\, Property 3 is satisfied too.
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In p u t X a b X a b c X a b c d
No Input 1 1 1
A 1.18 1.07 1.04
AB 4 1.99 1.51
ABC 4 8 3.74
ABCD 4 8 16
T ab le 8.2: V arious confidence values o b ta in ed  w ith  K x =  1. For exam ple, th e  confidence 
value of x a b c d  =  3.74 w hen  th e  p a tte rn  {A, B, C} is active a t  T \ .
Since will never fall below unity, the vigilance formulation is modified slightly:
Pni — {Ini)p (8.10)
Additionally, the quantity W**, used in Page’s expectancy work (see Chapter 7), should be analo­
gous to this new confidence formulation. Therefore, if this expectancy work is to be used with the 
new formulation described above, the following W *L formulation should be used:
w;.
W x =rr m K x +
W *n
I Tni (8.11)
= £  w fXkjni (8.12)
k , j € T n
W i n  =  I 1 i fS ‘’” > 0  (8-13)0 otherwise
(8.14)
8.4 R ep eatin g  previous SO N N E T  experim ents
In order to  verify the implementation, operation and behaviour of the SONNET network with the 
new modifications described in this chapter, the simulations described by Nigrin [114, Chapter 4], 
Page [118, Chapter 7] and Roberts [133, Chapter 6] were reproduced. This section briefly describes 
the results we obtained.
8 .4 .1  N i g r i n ’ s e m b e d d e d  p h ra s e  le a r n in g  e x p e r im e n ts
Nigrin [114, Section 4.6] reported simulations th a t verified the behaviour of his SONNET speci­
fication. In these simulations, isochronous sequences consisting of either letters or numbers were 
presented to SONNET using an event-driven SONNET configuration (see Appendix A). The task 
was to  discover any sequential regularities inherent in these input sequences.
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These simulations were reproduced, using the same parameter values as used by Nigrin [114, 
Appendix C], and the results were practically identical. Although minor variations existed due to 
randomness inherent in the network (see below), the desired sequential regularities were discovered 
in every case. For example, ten epochs of the following sequence were presented to SONNET in 
order to verify if the significant patterns {0, 1, 2} and {24, 25, 26} could be learned (see Simulation
3 [114, Section 4.6])
0 1 2 3 4 5 24 25 26 6 7 8 9
0 1 2 10 1 1 12 13 24 25 26 14 15 16
0 1 2 17 18 19 24 25 26 20 21 22 23
In our simulations, the pattern  {0, 1, 2} was learned on the 5th epoch, while the pattern  {24, 25, 
26} was learned on the 6th epoch.
One point emerged during these experiments, with respect to the use of randomness in the 
network. Randomness is present in two forms. Firstly, in the initialization of the excitatory 
weights, and secondly, in the use of a random element in the T \  overload scheme. It was observed 
th a t the behaviour of the network was somewhat dependent on how the network was initialized 
and the manner in which the random element in the T \  overload scheme operated. Consequently, 
minor differences between simulation runs were observed. For example, differences arose in the 
number of epochs required to learn each pattern.
8 .4 .2  P a g e ’s m e lo d y  le a r n in g  ta s k  a n d  e x p e c ta n c y  g e n e r a t io n  e x p e r i ­
m e n ts
Section 7.2 described research by Page th a t showed how a SONNET hierarchy could learn simple 
nursery rhyme melodies and how feedback could be utilized to enable melody recall. This section 
reproduces Page’s hierarchical learning and expectation experiments [118, Section 7.3]. As far as 
we are aware, this is the first time th a t Page’s expectancy work has been reproduced.
Learning the nursery rhymes
Page trained SONNET using an input set consisting of twelve simplified nursery rhyme melodies. 
The melodies were represented as sequences of diatonic scale notes each lasting the duration of 
an attentional pulse (in Page’s experiments, T attn =  0.2). Each note occurred in synchrony with 
this pulse. Consequently, Page used an event-driven SONNET configuration (see Section 6.3.2). 
Additionally, some notes at the end of a phrase, which last two beats, enjoy an extended learning 
period. The nursery rhyme Boys and Girls Come Out to Play, for example, would be represented 
as follows:
{{5, 4, 5, 1} {2, 4, 5, 1} {5, 4, 5, 1} {2, 4, 5, 1}}
To learn the nursery rhymes, SONNET was configured as a hierarchy. The first module learned fa­
miliar phrases at the note level while the second module learned familiar phrase sequences (phrases
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of phrases). The learning of phrase sequences at Tj, may only occur when the phrases themselves 
are sufficiently familiar to have been learned by cell assemblies at T 2. Consequently, the learning 
of phrase sequences was disabled until the constituent phrases of each melody were learned. When 
this occurs, learning at the higher level was enabled.
T \  consisted of 7 sibling groups, each containing 4 siblings; T i  consisted of 45 sibling groups, 
each containing 4 siblings; while F 3 consisted of 30 sibling groups with a single sibling in each 
group. Each melody was presented incrementally to SONNET. W ith the increm ental presentation 
regime, a single melody is presented repeatedly, until it is completely learnt by SONNET, before the 
next melody is presented. Ten epochs of each melody was presented in each case, which was more 
than  adequate to learn the phrases comprising each melody. Then, each melody was presented an 
additional ten times in order for the phrase sequence of each melody to be learned. The network 
was trained using the same parameters used by Page. In particular, no random element was used 
in the T \  overload mechanism. Instead, when gs reached the overload threshold, K 12, the four 
oldest events were deleted from T \
Note that, due to the fortuitous structure of each melody and the T \  overload mechanism 
employed, this scheme should be considered as processing pre-segmented input. This is because 
each phrase consisted of four beats, and the overload mechanism deleted the four oldest events when 
the K 12 threshold was reached. Indeed, Page [118, pg. 237] points out th a t ‘in  general, we m ay  
not be able to rely on judicious settings o f fixed T \  reset parameters to “discourage” the learning of 
“across-phrase” groupings from  continuous presentations, and that the alternative “clues” to the 
likely location o f phrase boundaries m ight thus have to be invoked’. In fact, the work presented in 
Section 7.3 represents the first step towards using such alternative “clues” . Nonetheless, irrespective 
of the means by which SONNET is populated with melodic phrases, expectancies are generated in 
the same way.
M e lo d y  r e c a l l  u s in g  a  S O N N E T  h ie r a r c h y
Once each of the twelve melodies was learned, melody recall was tested. To achieve this, each 
melody was effectively named. Then the task was to  produce expectancies consistent with the 
pitch sequence of the named melody. Naming a melody was achieved by activating the feedback 
cell, and pegging it to unity, at the cell assembly representing the desired melody at F 3. The 
expectations generated at T \  were then recorded before each note of the melody was presented. 
This processes continued until the entire melody was presented. In every case the most expected 
item was always the next note in the melody. In effect, the network was capable of perfectly 
recalling every melody.
For example, the expectancies generated when the cell assembly at Tj,, representing the melody 
Boys and Girls Come Out to Play, had its feedback cell pegged at 1, are presented in Table 8.3. 
The expectancies obtained are consistent with the results obtained by Page [118, Table 7.8].
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Melody {{5, 4, 5, 1} {2, 4, 5, 1} {5, 4, 5, 1} {2, 4, 5, 1}}
Items at T \ Expectations at T \
5(0.261) 4(0.130) 5(0.065) 1(0.031) —
5 4(0.157) 5(0.079) 1(0.050) 2(0.050) 3(0.027)
5,4 5(0.097) 3(0.070) 1(0.049) 6(0.048) 2(0.033)
5,4,5 1(0.072) — — — —
— 2(0.261) 4(0.131) 5(0.065) 1(0.033) 6(0.001)
2 4(0.157) 5(0.079) 3(0.051) 1(0.039) 2(0.026)
2,4 5(0.099) 1(0.049) 3(0.033) — —
2,4,5 1(0.072) 3(0.016) — — —
— 5(0.261) 4(0.131) 5(0.065) 1(0.033) 3(0.001)
5 4(0.157) 5(0.079) 1(0.051) 2(0.051) 3(0.027)
5,4 5(0.097) 3(0.069) 1(0.049) 6(0.047) 2(0.03)
5,4,5 1(0.072) — — — —
— 2(0.261) 4(0.131) 5(0.065) 1(0.033) 3(0.001)
2 4(0.157) 5(0.079) 3(0.051) 1(0.039) 2(0.026)
2,4 5(0.098) 1(0.049) 3(0.033) — —
2,4,5 1(0.072) 3(0.016) — — —
— — — — - —
T able 8.3: E xpectancies ob ta in ed  for th e  m elody Boys and Girls Come Out to Play.  In  th is  
tab le , th e  first item  in  each cell rep resen ts th e  expec ted  note , w hile th e  second item  rep resen ts 
th e  a c tu a l ex p ec ta tio n  level for th a t  note . In  every case, th e  exp ec ta tio n  p ro d u ced  m atch ed  
w h a t w as due  to  occur nex t.
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Roberts [133, Chapter 6] described experiments th a t showed how a set of ten diverse rhythms could 
be processed using a time-driven SONNET configuration (see Appendix A). At J-1 , the content 
of each rhythm  is represented using the IOI representation described in Chapter 7. Each rhythm  
was presented ten times, with the chunk-outs on the final presentation constituting the performed 
segmentation.
8 .4 .3  R o b e r t s ’ r h y th m  s e g m e n ta t io n  e x p e r im e n ts
L a b e l R h y t h m ic  p h r a se E p o c h
A 1







B  V  C  C  Q A  J L i _ J
B  V  C  C  e  T  i ___ J
(b)
Table 8.4: The (a) learned patterns and (b) segmentation for the Pink Panther rhythm.
In our simulations, we were able to reproduce the segmentations reported by Roberts [133, Sec­
tion 6.8.2]. For example, Table 8.4 shows the segmentation performed for the P ink P anther  rhythm. 
As far as we are aware, this is the first time th a t Roberts’ rhythm  experiments have be reproduced.
8.5 Sum m ary
This chapter pointed out a variety difficulties with the existing SONNET formulation and intro­
duced modifications to  address these difficulties. In particular, phrases repetitions can now be 
adequately processed and a multiplicative I f  formulation can now adequately measure arbitrary 
levels of mismatch between STM and LTM. These modifications were verified by reproducing pre­
vious SONNET experiments by Nigrin [114, Chapter 4], Page [118, Chapter 7] and Roberts [133,
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Chapter 6].
These modifications are necessary to enable SONNET to be used and further extended in a 
more versatile manner. The coming chapters will show how SONNET can be extended to represent 




R epresenting  M elodies in 
SO N N ET
9.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a shared event field, labelled Fo, th a t temporarily records the notes of a 
melody as they occur. M ethods are presented th a t show how certain characteristic features of a 
melody, discussed in Chapter 2 (IOIs, IPCs, pitch-intervals and melodic contours), can be derived 
from T q and represented at T \  where they are further encoded in LTM. A generalized T \  equation 
is introduced th a t can be used to  represent each of these features at T \ .  This facilitates the use of 
a new m ethod of representing pitch-intervals and melodic contours. In particular, the use of pitch- 
intervals for melody segmentation will prove beneficial (see Chapter 12). Furthermore, methods 
of combining different melodic features at T \ ,  which facilitate improvements in melody processing 
(see Chapter 1 1 ), are presented. Although a single T \  field can represent two melodic features, 
this chapter argues th a t such a configuration is unfavourable. Instead, the use of a separate T \  
field to process each feature independently is favoured. Finally, the manner by which SONNET 
stores melodies in LTM is discussed. Although the storing of melodies using connection strengths 
is not new with respect to ANNs, it is a novel approach with respect to melody retrieval.
Many illustrated examples will be used to explain the rhythm  and pitch representations in this 
chapter. Therefore, in order to have a common point of reference, all examples will be based on 
the melodic fragment shown in Figure 9.1.
»— p---- —---- 1f ■---- i -----
3-- i = i M h
c
F ig u r e  9 .1 : T he  first six no tes of th e  m elody  The Long and Winding Road.
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9.2 U sing an event field at JF0 to  record note occurrences
In order to receive melodies and temporarily store the notes tha t comprise these melodies, an 
event field a t JFo is introduced. From J-,q, a myriad of information is available to derive IOIs, IPCs, 
pitch-intervals and melodic contours, each of which can then be represented at the T \  field of a 
SONNET module. The manner by which these features can be derived from T o and represented 
at T \  is described in Sections 9.5 and 9.6. Furthermore, Section 9.7.2 shows how T q can be shared 
by any number of fields, each processing a separate feature. For now however, the remainder 
of this section presents the details of .TVs architecture and operation.
9 .2 .1  E a c h  JF0 c e l l  re p re s e n ts  a  c a te g o r ic a l  p i t c h - h e ig h t
Complex tones, despite consisting of several harmonics, are generally associated with a single pitch; 
th a t of the fundamental frequency. Therefore, the pitch sensation of both simple and complex tones 
can be considered as perceptual units known as a pitch-heights (see Section 2.3). Furthermore, 
an infinite number of pitches exist in the pitch-height continuum. However, for representational 
purposes, a finite number of cells need to approximate this infinite range. Tq could consist of a 
single cell for each JND spanning the entire range of usable pitches, which is approximately eight 
octaves. According to Sano and Jenkins [140], approximately 1,852 cells would be required to 
achieve this. For practical purposes however, this thesis uses buckets at the semitone foci instead, 
w ith each octave containing twelve chromatic pitch categories. Furthermore, analogous to the 
layout of a piano keyboard, each semitone is tuned with respect to middle C at concert pitch. 
Therefore, a categorical pitch-height (CPH) representation is used at jFo to model pitches rather 
than  an absolute pitch-height representation. Consequently, Tq  is divided into a field containing 
88 cells, each responding to a particular CPH (see Figure 9.2): spanning low A to high C. In line 
with Sano and Jenkins [140], an absolute pitch-height th a t is not represented by an Fo cell will be 
incorporated into the nearest CPH represented at Tq. Therefore at Fo, a melody may be defined 
as a sequence o f categorical pitch-heights that occur at particular points in  tim e, each lasting fo r  a 
particular length o f time.
Event field
F ig u re  9.2: The To field consist of cells that represent CPHs spanning the entire audible 
range. To some degree, !Fo is a very simple model of a tonotopically organized echoic memory. 
For more information, refer to Chapter 2.
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Each note of a melody is represented by a duple containing a CPH and its corresponding duration; 
{C PH , duration}. The labels applied to each CPH are its tone chroma and octave number. Rests 
and beats are special cases and are represented by the duples {R , duration} and {B , duration} 
respectively. Beats are useful for simulating recency effects (see Chapter 12) and are also used by 
Page [118, Chapters 6 and 7]. The tonal and metrical structure of each melody is also provided. A 
melody’s key is required in order to represent pitch sequences using IPCs at T i, while the tactus- 
span of a melody is provided in order to represent rhythm s using IOIs at T \ .  In effect, melodic 
input is represented in much the same way as a musical score is. Table 9.1 shows the structure of 
a melodic input file representing the fragment from Figure 9.1.
9 .2 .2  P r e s e n t in g  m e lo d ie s  t o  !Fq
Tactus-span 0.89 seconds








T ab le 9.1: A melody is presented to To as a sequence of {CPH, duration} duples. A 
melody’s tactus-span and key are also supplied. Note also that the durations are given in 
terms of the tactus-span. For example, the duration of the first note is |  of a tactus-span, 
which is approximately equal to 0.22 seconds (0.25 x 0.89). By specifying each duration 
in terms of the tactus-span, the tempo of a melody can be changed by altering this single 
quantity rather that by altering each individual duration.
Initially, every J-q cell is set to  zero. Then, each duple is presented in sequence to  T o- The 
tonotopic organization of T q solicits the activation of the appropriate cell in response to  the CPH 
specified by each duple. This cell activates to unity and remains active for the duration specified. 
W hen the specified tim e duration has elapsed the cell is reset back to zero. W hen a rest is 
presented, T q will remain inactive for the duration of the rest. Although the activation of each 
cell is only fleeting, all of the required information is available to derive and represent IOIs, IPCs, 
pitch-intervals and melodic contours at T \  (see Sections 9.5 and 9.6).
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9 .2 .3  A s s u m p t io n s  r e g a r d in g  m e lo d ic  i n p u t  t o  Tq 
P it c h  a n d  r h y th m
In addition to raw acoustic signals, melody sources include various file formats such as WAV, 
MP3, WMA and MIDI. For each of these sources, techniques exist th a t can extract pitch and 
rhythm  information with varying degrees of success. The information required by this thesis is 
the CPH and duration of each note occurrence of a melody. However, the extraction of such 
information can encompass an entire research field in itself, and therefore is beyond the scope of 
this thesis. Consequently, the preliminary analysis of a melodic source is assumed to have already 
been performed by a subsystem capable of extracting a melody’s CPHs and their corresponding 
durations.
Although ANN research exists which investigates the low level perception of pitch [64, 140, 155], 
most ANNs th a t perform high-level musical tasks, such as learning, recall, composition or tonal 
analysis, work with a similarly high level melody representation and make the same assumption 
regarding their derivation from a melody source (including previous SONNET-based research and, 
indeed, CBR research) [5, 6, 7, 56, 57, 59, 73, 78, 87, 105, 107, 119, 141, 159]. Decoupling abstract 
notions of pitch and rhythm  from their low level representation in a melody source enables a 
research project to remain independent of the methods available to extract this information from 
an ever-evolving and ever-increasing range of melody sources. Furthermore, from a design and 
implementation point of view, adaptors for note extraction engines w ritten for a particular melody 
source can be developed and plugged in as the demands of a specific application domain require. 
We consider this advantageous.
T o n a l a n d  m e tr ic a l  s t r u c tu r e
The tonal and metrical structure of a melody is a core aspect of music cognition. Recent research 
has utilized ANNs in studying tonality [6, 7, 59, 81, 141] and tempo [133]. Although a melody’s 
metrical and tonal structure can be inferred from J-o, this inference process is beyond the scope of 
this thesis. Therefore, in addition to assuming a mechanism for deriving categorical pitch-heights 
and their durations, this thesis also presupposes the existence of mechanisms for determining a 
melody’s key and tactus-span.
9 .2 .4  C o m p a r is o n s  w i t h  P a g e ’s e v e n t  m o d u le
Page [118, pg. 247] uses an event module at the root of each SONNET hierarchy. This module is 
similar to  the To field presented here in tha t this event module consists of an array of cells, each of 
which responds to the occurrence of a note onset. However, To  differs from Page’s event module 
in a variety of ways.
1. Each To cell represents a CPH, whereas each cell of Page’s event module represents a diatonic 
scale note (see Section 7.2).
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2. The cells of Page’s event module are latch cells th a t activate for a predetermined length of 
time in response to a note onset. Whereas, each To cell activates and remains active for the 
entire duration of each note.
3. Page’s event module is intended to model the communication of classifications between ad­
jacent SONNET modules within a hierarchy. Consequently, there is a one-to-one correspon­
dence between each latch cell at the event module and each input cell a t T \ .  In effect, there 
is little difference between activating T \  cells via the event module and activating T \  cells 
directly when a note is presented. In comparison, the activation of each To cell is merely used 
to temporarily record a note occurrence, from which the characteristic features of a melody 
can be derived. There is no one-to-one correspondence between T o and T \ .  Instead, com­
putational maps (or gating mechanisms) are used to facilitate communication. Furthermore, 
as Section 9.7.2 shows, To can be shared by separate, parallel SONNET modules, each of 
which processes a specific melodic feature.
9.3 M ethods of representing inform ation at T \
Using the current SONNET architecture, there are two methods of representing information at T \ .  
Each method stores order information in the usual manner — using a decreasing activity pattern 
(5.3.1). The methods differ however, in term s of how individual categories are represented. Both 
approaches have been implicitly described in previous chapters. However, this chapter explicitly 
identifies each method and discusses the various issues involved in making a suitable choice between 
them.
9 .3 .1  U s in g  a  d is t in c t  s ib l in g  g r o u p  p e r  c a te g o r y
This scheme uses a distinct sibling group per category (GPC), utilizing a multiple sibling group 
(MSG) architecture at T \ .  In response to the presentation of an input category, any sibling within 
the appropriate sibling group fires. This scheme, which is arguably the most obvious, is used by the 
m ajority of ANNs. This includes the work by Nigrin [114], Page [118] and Roberts [133, Chapter 4] 
to  represent letter sequences, scale-notes and quantized IOIs respectively (see Section 8.4). This 
scheme is particularly well suited to categories tha t are completely defined by a single event (IPCs 
for example).
9 .3 .2  U s in g  c e l l  a c t iv a t io n  r a t io s
This scheme utilizes cell activation ratios (CARs) to represent categories at T \ .  T hat is, a category 
is represented by the ratio of the activation levels between two input assemblies tha t fired in 
response to  consecutive event onsets. Consequently, only a single sibling group which represents 
event onsets is required to store information using CARs. This method is particularly well suited 
to  categories tha t are defined in terms of the interval between two events. For example, IO I’s (see
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C hapter 7), pitch-intervals and melodic contours. Additionally, when using CARs to represent 
categories, the last event onset of one pattern  may actually be the first event onset of a different 
pattern. Consequently, the last onset of a pattern  should not be reset during the chunking-out 
process (K chUnk =  false) when CARs are used to represent categories (see Section 7.3.4).
A combination of the CAR and GPC schemes may be utilized to  represent two melodic fea­
tures using a single T \  field. However, Section 9.7.1 discourages this approach. Therefore, unless 
stated  otherwise, a single sibling group (SSG) architecture should be assumed when the CAR 
representational scheme is utilized.
9 .3 .3  C o m p a r in g  T \  r e p r e s e n ta t io n a l  s ch e m e s
The choice of representational scheme at T \  will depend on the quality of the information tha t is 
available and the target application. The advantages and disadvantages of each scheme need careful 
consideration. This section discusses the m ajor issues to be investigated in making a suitable choice 
of representational scheme (note th a t some of the points raised here relate to those discussed by 
Roberts [133, Section 5.2] with respect to the benefits of time-driven networks over event-driven 
networks, paying particular attention to IOIs).
P r e -p r o c e s s in g .  Generally, when dealing with a melody source, the GPC scheme requires more 
pre-processing than the CAR scheme. For GPC schemes, each musical event (whether an 
IOI, an IPC, a pitch-interval or a contour) needs to be classified or quantized to a category 
th a t exists a t T \ .  Then, the event’s category needs to be mapped to a particular sibling 
within the appropriate sibling group. Using CARs, the level of processing depends on the 
musical feature to be represented at T \ .  For example, pitch intervals still require knowledge 
about the absolute pitch-heights th a t bracket the interval. However, no mapping to any 
particular sibling group is required. In response to a note onset, the only requirement is the 
activation of any inactive input assembly. For IOIs, other than identifying the onset of each 
note, no pre-processing is required at all nor is any mapping to any particular sibling group.
P r io r  k n o w le d g e  o f  in p u t  c a te g o r ie s .  For GPC schemes, each possible category needs to be 
known in advance. Otherwise, the mapping of specific input events to specific sibling groups 
cannot occur. In contrast, using CARs, an arbitrary number of categories can be represented 
at T i. Furthermore, these categories need not be known in advance.
E x t e n s ib i l i ty .  For GPC schemes, prior knowledge of input categories is a requirement. However, 
it is not always possible nor desirable to know every possible input category in advance. Ty­
ing each input category to a specific sibling group is restrictive because only input sequences 
containing known categories may be processed. This limits the extensibility and adaptabil­
ity of architectures th a t use GPC representational schemes. For example, expressive timing 
cannot be exploited using a predetermined set of IO I’s. Similarly for pitch categories, un­
less categories have been specified over a broad range, the music of other cultures may not
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be adequately represented. In contrast, using CARs, expressive timing can easily be repre­
sented and processed. Indeed, sequences containing any combination of pitches can be easily 
represented because intervals are not tied to any particular musical culture, such as Indian 
ragas and Western popular music. Furthermore, a singers inability to perfectly reproduce the 
pitches of a melody may be represented, which is im portant for query-by-humming retrieval 
systems.
T h e  n u m b e r  o f  T \  in p u t  a s s e m b lie s .  W hen processing input sequences, the size of T \  needs 
to be at least as large as the maximum number of events tha t can be concurrently stored in 
STM. For example, using the GPC scheme, 84 input assemblies are required to represent the 
thirteen pitch-interval categories of Western tonal music (including the unison), assuming a 
maximum of seven items can be concurrently stored at T \  ( N f  =  12 and N f  =  7 giving 
N f  x N f  =  84). In contrast, a CAR schemes only requires eight input assemblies ( N f  =  1 
and N f  =  8 giving N f  x N f  =  8). Remember, eights note onsets will represent seven 
pitch-intervals. This is a practical advantage tha t comes into its own when scalability is an 
issue.
S e g m e n ta t io n .  The segmentations formed may depend greatly upon the representational scheme 
used. For example, large pitch-intervals may be more difficult to learn than  small pitch- 
intervals using CARs. This is particularly true if the excitatory weight vector is initialized 
in a manner th a t biases learning towards forming phrase categories with relatively small 
intervals (modelling pitch proximity, which would be desirable when trying to model pitch 
perception). Whereas, using a GPC scheme, the size of the interval has no influence on 
the segmentation process whatsoever without additional network structure [88], where only 
sequential regularities are discovered.
R e c o g n it io n .  The ability of cell assemblies to recognize learned phrase categories across T \  
is of great importance; particularly for applying SONNET-based networks to the problem 
of CBR of melodies. Recognition is considerably easier using GPC schemes when input 
environments contain low noise levels. However, recognition is not robust for GPC schemes 
when noise levels are relatively high. For example, \ i  will not recognize a phrase (or query) 
containing an incorrect pitch, even if the pitch is out by only a single semitone. Xi makes no 
distinction between an incorrect pitch and an absent pitch. This is because an incorrect pitch 
will activate an input assembly th a t is not a member of Xi s receptive field Tj. In contrast, 
although the recognition of phrases is more difficult using CARs, recognition degrades more 
gracefully as noise levels increase. This is because, although a pitch may be incorrect, its 
occurrence is still acknowledged. Furthermore, a measure of by how much it differs from the 
expected pitch is built into the recognition process by virtue of the comparison performed 
between normalized excitatory weights and their corresponding normalized input during the 
/j* computation. In effect, the similarity between the pitches at T \  and those of a previously 
learned phrase category is directly measured. This turns out to be a considerable advantage
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and is illustrated in Chapter 13,
Each of the representational schemes discussed in this section can be implemented using the equa­
tion th a t is introduced in the next section. Following that, it will be shown how the characteristic 
features of rhythm  and pitch can be represented at using this formula.
9.4 M odifications to  th e  T \ dynam ics
This section introduces generalized T \  dynamics. This facilitates the use of a new method of 
representing pitch-intervals and melodic contours using CARs, which cannot be easily achieved 
using previous T \  dynamics. In particular, the use of pitch-intervals for melody segmentation will 
prove beneficial (see Chapter 12).
9 .4 .1  G e n e r a l iz in g  a n d  s im p l i f y in g  th e  i n p u t  c e l l  d y n a m ic s
Equation 5.1 models the dynamics of an on-centre off-surround circuit. This circuit can be used to 
store event occurrences in the order in which they occurred. Section 5.4.3 presented a simplification 
of this equation, which was introduced by Roberts for networks th a t operate in event-driven mode. 
Roberts further introduced Equation 7.12, which is used to represent IOIs when SONNET is 
operating in time-driven mode. Although this equation is simplified with respect to Equation 
5.1, a further simplification is introduced in this section, which generalizes across all SONNET 
processing modes (whether using an event-driven or a time-driven configuration) and across any 
possible T i encoding schemes (see Sections 9.5 and 9.6). In general, when an event (e*) occurs:
1. Every input cell is scaled using the following equation:
Smji'i') Smjii 1)^ J (9*1)
2. Any inactive input assembly within e^’s corresponding sibling group is set to /i.
i represents the current event number and A is a value dependent on the type of representation 
desired. A value of A =  1 indicates an isochronously presented input pattern. Whereas a value of 
A =  0.5 could represent an IOI of 300ms assuming T span =  600ms. Later in this chapter we show 
how A can be used to allow pitch-intervals and melodic contours to be represented at
9 .4 .2  T \  o v e r lo a d  b a s e d  o n  a c t iv a t io n  t im e
Section 5.3.1 described how input assemblies are reset to limit the depth and capacity of STM. 
This reset mechanism is based on to tal field activation (gs) for networks operating in event-driven 
mode or individual input assembly activations (smj ) for networks operating in time-driven mode. 
Therefore, activation levels at T \  provide the information required to control T \  resets. In event- 
driven mode, with /i =  1, cj =  2 and T attn =  0.2 seconds, an activation level of 64 at 7mj 
indicates this assembly has been active for six event onsets (w6 =  26 =  64). Therefore, 7mj  has
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e N o te  v a lu e IO I S ca le T o ta l S3
1 — — — 1
2 J> 14 1U) 4 14 1.32
3 J 1 w1 3.95
4 J 1 a;1 2I 11.85
5 J> 12 1LO 2 2 - 20.52
6 J 1 w1 3 f 61.55
7 J+J> 2-2 U2i 959.42
T ab le 9.2: T his  tab le  shows th e  ac tiv a tio n  level of a  single in p u t cell Sj a fte r  th e  events of 
F igure  9.1 have been  presen ted . In  th is  exam ple, \i =  1, lo =  3 and  K 12 =  to6 =  729.
been active for 1.2 seconds. Similarly, in time-driven mode, with f i  =  1, u  — 3 and T span =  0.6 
seconds, an activation level of 729 at 7j indicates this assembly has been active for six tactus spans 
(to6 =  36 =  729). Therefore, 7j has been active for 3.6 seconds. From these examples, it can 
be seen th a t there is a correlation between an input assembly’s activation level and the length of 
time it has been active for. Consequently, T \  overloads are related to the length of time input 
assemblies have been active for.
Basing T \  overloads on input assembly activation levels leads to difficulties when generalizing 
and simplifying the dynamics over all possible representational schemes. In particular, the use 
of activation levels cannot generally be used to  determine T \  overloads for representations based 
on CARs. To provide an example of this, Table 9.2 shows the activation level of Sj after the six 
notes from Figure 9.1 have occurred. In this example, T \  represents IOIs using CARs. Utilizing 
the generalized and simplified input cell dynamics, Sj will have exceeded K 12 at the instant the 
seventh event onset has occurred. However, at this point in time, Sj will have been active for 6|  
tactus-spans. This is incorrect, because according to K 12, the input cell should have been active 
for a maximum of six tactus-spans before being reset. This problem occurs because, using the 
simplified T \  dynamics, the activation level of Sj is not directly correlated with the length of time 
it has been active for. Therefore, it is unclear how the overload threshold should be chosen. This 
problem is even more pronounced when representing pitch-intervals using CARs.
A capacity based overload scheme could be utilized to limit the depth and capacity of STM. 
For example, the to tal number of active input cells could be restricted to a maximum of seven. 
Suppose seven input assemblies are active when an eight event occurs. This situation would lead 
to T \  overload and subsequent input cell resets. Although this solution would work well before 
cell assemblies have learned any patterns, problems occur for networks th a t have already learned 
patterns. W hen patterns have been learned, it is more likely th a t T \  cells will be reset due to 
chunking-out rather than  by T \  overloads. Then, onsets tha t do not belong to any learned pattern 
may never be reset because the field never has more than seven active input assemblies. This is 
clearly undesirable.
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Instead, a simple solution to resolve these issues is to base T \  overload on cell activation tim es1 
rather than  activation levels. Therefore, regardless of the specifics of a particular representational 
scheme a t T \ ,  cells will reset consistently. Therefore, in the example above, Sj will be reset between 
the occurrence of the 6th and 7th events.
In the case of an event-driven network which uses a GPC representational scheme, T \  overload 
and reset occurs as follows. W hen any input assembly has been active for a time period of K 12, 
a t most four input assemblies which have been active for a time period of K n  are considerred 
for reset. Of this set, the three input assemblies th a t represent the oldest input events are reset. 
Additionally, the input assembly tha t represents the fourth oldest input event may also be reset. 
There is a 50% chance of this happening.
For both  event-driven and time-driven SONNET configurations, this mechanism provides the 
exact same functionality as before. However, this mechanism is more flexible and extensible to 
other encoding schemes.
9.5 R epresenting rhythm  at T \
R oberts’ work on interpreting rhythmic structures showed how IOIs can be represented at T \ .  Two 
possibilities exist to achieve this:
1. A GPC scheme can be used to represent IOIs at T \  [133, Chapter 4]. IOIs from a melody 
source can be quantized into standard notation for musical time categories (for example: 
quavers, crotchets and minims). Then, a separate T \  sibling group will respond to each 
distinct category as a rhythm  is presented (see Figure 9.3).
2. CARs can be used to represent IOIs at T \  [133, Chapter 5]. Note onsets are represented by 
a single sibling group. The activations levels of input assemblies, which have responded to 
note onsets, continuously change. Consequently, the ratio between activity levels associated 
with consecutive onsets will represent IOIs (see Figure 9.4).
The simplified T \  dynamics introduced in Section 9.4.1 can be utilized to  enable IOIs to be 
represented at T \  using CARs. This entails calculating the quantity A, which in th is1 circumstance 
represents the time interval between consecutive note onsets in terms of the tactus-span. To this 
end, a timing cell labelled t j o i ,  is introduced at T \ .  t j o i  represents the time interval th a t has 
elapsed since the occurrence of the most recent note onset, t i o i  is similar to  the t ni quantity 
used in the time dependence function rni (described in Section 7.3.6). W hen an event occurs, the 




1T h e  use of activation  tim es is not new to  SO N N ET; for exam ple, th e  chunking-out delay  ( K 1 4 ) and th e  tim e 
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Figure 9.4: STM storage of Fragment 9.1 at T\ using CARs to represent lOls.
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In effect, t i o i  represents the actual 101 in seconds, whereas A represents the IOI as a fraction of 
the tactus-span.
These simplified dynamics behave in exactly the same manner as R oberts’ original specification. 
However, the input assembly activation levels are computed only once per note onset instead of on 
a continuous basis (that is, after each time step of T step). This reduces computation time, which 
is a t a premium when scaling-up to larger problems. Furthermore, since a time-based overload 
mechanism is now used at T \  (see Section 9.4.2), the resetting of input assemblies will occur 
at the same points as specified by Roberts’ original sliding window mechanism (see Section 7.3.2).
9.6 R epresenting pitch sequences at T \
Possible representations for pitch sequences in STM and LTM include: IPCs, pitch-intervals and 
melodic contours. The choice of representation to be used for pitch is a contentious issue and there 
has been a great deal of debate regarding which is the most appropriate representation to use 
for neural networks. This thesis argues tha t each of these representations exist and the question 
should not be one of choice between each possibility, but one of how these representations can 
complement each other. This point is particularly im portant for the work presented in Chapter 13, 
where the use of particular representation may depend on the quality of the input query. For now 
however, the remainder of this section will show how each of these representations can be encoded 
in working memory at T i .
9 .6 .1  I P C  r e p r e s e n ta t io n
The IPC representation can be derived in the following way. First, CPH is collapsed across all oc­
taves. This reduces the pitch range to a single octave containing pitch-classes; thus accounting for 
octave equivalence. However, since absolute pitch levels within this collapsed octave are preserved, 
invariance under transposition is not accounted for. This problem is addressed by normalizing each 
sequence with reference to  a tonal centre, or key. In the case of Western tonal music employing 
equal-tempered tuning, each pitch is represented by one of twelve chromatic pitch categories de­
pending on a melody’s tonal centre. These categories are labelled from 0 — 11. For example, the 
tonic will always be represented by 0, regardless of its absolute pitch.
A  neural gating mechanism for computing IPCs
Bharucha [6] describes how IPCs can be derived from a pitch-height representation using the 
MUSACT neural network. A similar mechanism is also described by Scarborough et al. [141], The 
gating m echanism  presented here is derived from MUSACT’s gating mechanism and is used to 
determine the IPC of each note using two pieces of information; the CPH of each note and the 
melody’s key, both  of which are supplied as input. The gating mechanism consists of a pitch- 
class field containing a cell for each of the twelve chromatic pitch categories, a tonal centre field 
containing a cell for each possible key and a set of 7r cells th a t multiply both their input signals
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F ig u r e  9 .5 : The neural gating mechanism used to compute IPCs from a CP II and a 
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Invariant pitch-classes
F ig u r e  9 .6 : STM  sto rage  of fragm ent specified in F ig u re  9.1 using th e  invarian t p itch-class 
rep resen ta tio n  w ith  fi =  1 an d  w =  2. T he  p itch-class sequence of th is  fragm ent is {D, Eb,
D, Bb, G , C}. W h en  norm alized  to  th e  invarian t p itch-class rep resen ta tion , th is  sequence is 
coded w ith  respec t to  its  to n a l centre, w hich is Eb m ajo r, giving an  IP C  sequence of {11, 0,
11, 7, 4, 9} illu s tra te d  above.
together — one from a pitch-class field and the other from a tonal centre field (see Figure 9.5). 
The CPHs are collapsed across all octaves by simply connecting all octave equivalent pitches at 
to  the same chromatic pitch category at the pitch-class field. For example, all of the CPHs at T q 
th a t represent the pitch E (E l, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, and E7) are connected to the same chromatic 
pitch cell a t the pitch-class field.
On presentation, a melody’s key activates the appropriate cell in the tonal centre field to  unity. 
This cell remains active for the entire duration of the melody or until a key changes is indicated. 
The signal from this cell is then propagated to each 7r cell it is connected to. When a pitch-class 
cell is activated to unity, via !Fq, the signal from this cell is also propagated to every 7r cell it 
is connected to. W hen a tonal centre cell and a pitch-class cell are simultaneously active, the 
connectivity pattern  of the gating mechanism will cause a single 7r cell to  activate. This cell 
identifies the IPC, which in turns activates a sibling within the appropriate sibling group.
R e p r e s e n t a t io n  I P C s  a t  T \
Applying this to  the input field of a SONNET module is straight forward. T \  consists of twelve 
sibling groups ( N f  =  12), one for each invariant pitch category. When an IPC event occurs, one 
of the siblings within the appropriate group activates to an initial value of ¡1 (due to the gating 
mechanism), while every other cell activity is scaled by a factor of w. Note, since the relative 
activation between input assemblies is only required to preserve order information, A remains 
constant at unity. In this way, the pitches and the order in which they occurred is stored in 
working memory in a octave and transpositional invariant manner (see Figure 9.6). Furthermore, 
since IPCs are defined by a solitary event (as opposed to being defined by two events, such as in
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interval representations), the only representational scheme tha t can be used is the GPC scheme.
IPCs have been used frequently by researchers in the field of M usic and Neural Networks 
[60, 160]. For example, Page [118, 119] used an IPC representation consisting of only the di­
atonic categories or scale notes, (see Section 7.2). Page’s work was primarily concerned with 
the phrase structures of very simple melodies th a t are based on nursery rhymes. Therefore, such 
a restricted category set was adequate. The IPC representation has not been used very much 
by CBR researchers, who predominantly use pitch-interval and contour representations. These 
representations are described next.
9 .6 .2  P i t c h - in t e r v a l  r e p r e s e n ta t io n
Using the pitch-interval representation, a pitch sequence is represented by the distance in pitch 
between consecutive notes. Again, in the case of Western tonal music employing equal-tempered 
tuning, thirteen interval categories need to be represented. One for each of the twelve intervals 
within an octave (including the octave interval) and one to represent sequences of identical pitches 
(see Table 9.3). It is im portant to point out tha t pitch-intervals must be computed in terms of 
pitch-heights to remove any ambiguities that may occur if they were computed using either the 
pitch-class or IPC representations. For example, using the IPC  representation, the interval between 
the first two notes of Figure 9.1 would be computed as a m a jo r  7th (or 11 semitones) when in fact 
the interval is actually a m in o r  2nd (or a single semitone).
Octave at middle C C Ctf D E F n G G« A At) B C
Interval in semitones 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12
Table 9.3: Pitch-interval categories spanning an octave.
U s in g  a  n e u r a l d if fe r e n c e  g a t e  fo r  c o m p u t in g  p itc h - in te r v a ls
Pitch intervals which are presented to T \  are computed using a difference gate (see Figure 9.7), 
which is similar in operation to the gating mechanism used to compute IPCs. The difference gate 
consists of the To field, another identical field of CPHs labelled T q and a set of 7r cells. W hen a 
note onset is presented to  To, the current activity of this field is transferred to T q using a shift 
mechanism before To  is reset. Then, the appropriate T q cell activates in response to a new note 
onset in the usual way. The active cells at To and T q propagate their activity to every n  cell. 
Due to the connectivity pattern  of the difference gate, only a single difference cell will receive 
two inputs. This cell identifies the pitch-interval category, and is utilized differently depending 




F ig u r e  9 .7 : Pitch intervals are computed using a difference mechanism, which is similar in 
operation to that presented in Figure 9.5 for deriving IPCs. When new items are presented, 
a shift mechanism copies the current activity pattern across from J-q to J-'Q. This is similar 
to a tapped delay-line memory or a shift register. For simplicity, only the notes E and Eb 
are illustrated.
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Pilch Intervals
F ig u r e  9 .8 : STM storage of Fragment 9.1 using the pitch-interval representation. In music 
theoretic terms, the sequence consists of {minor 2m/, minor 2nd, major 3rrf, minor 3rrf, perfect 
4"*}
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Pitch-intervals can be represented in working memory using the GPC scheme. In other words, 
every sibling group at will represent one of the thirteen pitch-interval categories described 
above. In this circumstance, the difference gate operates in exactly the same way as the IPC 
gating mechanism. T hat is, each difference cell multiplies its input, leaving a single it cell active. 
This cell identifies the interval, which in tu rn  activates an input assembly within the appropriate 
sibling group (see Figure 9.8).
This scheme cannot directly measure the similarity between pitch-intervals stored in STM and 
pitch-intervals stored in LTM. This is problematic for input environments containing noisy input 
which leads to problems with CBR. A new mechanism, which addresses this problem, is introduced 
next.
Representing pitch-intervals at T \  using CARs
An alternative approach for represented pitch-intervals at T \  is introduced here. A single sibling 
group, which represents pitch onsets, is utilized. Then, the pitch-interval between successive notes 
in a melody is represented using CARs. The method described here is analogous to Roberts IOI 
representation, but novel with respect to pitch sequences.
A pitch-interval, and its associated IOI, are braced by the same note onsets. In fact, the only 
difference between this representation and the IOI representation is the calculation of the term  A 
in their respective T \  activation equations. For the IOI representation, A measures the distance 
in time (with respect to  T span) between consecutive note onsets. Whereas, for pitch-intervals, A 
measures the distance in pitch between consecutive note onsets (in semitones). W ith some slight 
adjustments, the difference gate can be used to compute A. The difference gate’s 7Tj cells operate 
as before in order to identify the pitch-interval between consecutive note onsets. An additional 
cell representing A is connected to every 7r* cell. Each connection has a fixed weight (P i t ) tha t 
represents the size of the pitch-interval identified by the 7r*. In total, 88 distinct pitch-interval 
categories exist (including the unison), representing every pitch-interval within the 88 possible 
C PH ’s at T \ .  A is calculated as follows:
A = X > i ( ^ i  + l)] (g3)
intervals
where Kintervais is a quantity analogous the tactus-span for the IOI representation. For the seg­
m entation experiments presented in Chapter 12, K intervais =  8, which is the number of semitones 
spanning the interval of a perfect 5th . For the retrieval experiments presented in Chapter 13, 
K intervais =  13, which is the number of semitones spanning the interval of an octave.
This scheme is more advantageous than  the IPC representation because less preprocessing is 
required (remember for IPCs, the tonal centre of the melody is required). Furthermore, the simi­
larity between the intervals represented at T \  and those stored in LTM can be directly measured. 
Both of these advantages are beneficial for the CBR experiments described in Chapter 13.




F igu re  9,9: The difference mechanism for use with pitch-intervals represented by CARs. A 
is calculated using the active it, cell and the strength of the connection from n, to A. For 
simplicity, only the notes E and Eb are illustrated.
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Figure 9.10: STM storage of Fragment 9.1 using CARs t,o represent pitch-intervals.
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The IPC  and pitch-interval representations described so far do not take into account the contour 
of a melody at T \ .  For example, the pitches G to C would activate their respective cells at T \.  
However, it would be impossible to tell whether the C in question is lower than the G (the interval 
of a perfect fifth) or the higher (the interval of a perfect fourth). Contour information is particularly 
useful for CBR when the input environment is noisy with poorly specified pitches. This is because 
pitches th a t are very poorly degraded can still be utilized to perform a retrieval, so long as the 
contour of the original melody has not been altered. Since contour information is im portant, it 
must be taken into consideration.
The contour representation can utilize the same techniques used by the pitch-interval represen­
tation. Three contour categories exist — S (same), U (up) and D (down), where U represents an 
increasing interval, D represents a decreasing interval and S represents a repeated pitch. Applying 
this to  a GPC representational scheme in the usual way is simple. Encoding contours using CARs 
is also simple. By applying distance measures to each contour category (for example, S (1), U (2) 
and D (3)), contours can be processed in the same way as pitch-intervals tha t use CARs.
9.7 C om bining different m elodic dim ensions
9 .7 .1  U s in g  a  s in g le  T \  f ie ld  t o  r e p re s e n t  m u l t ip le  d im e n s io n s
Combining the techniques of the GPC and CAR representational schemes, it is possible for two 
dimensions of an input stimulus to be represented at a single T \  field. For example, pitch categories 
can be represented using sibling groups, while IOIs can be represented by CARs (see Figure 9.11). 
In fact, Lewis [88] brings both of these dimensions to bear on the problem of interpreting melodic 
structures. However, this approach suffers from a variety of problems. Firstly, it does not allow the 
recognition of a rhythm  independently of its corresponding pitch sequence and vice versa. Roberts 
[133, Section 5.2] also considers the use of combining the CAR scheme with the GPC scheme and 
points out this problem too. Furthermore, this scheme is not extensible beyond two dimensions. 
Since almost all interesting input stimuli are multidimensional, SONNET needs the ability to 
represent every possible dimension of an input stimulus. These issues are a serious drawback and 
are clearly at odds with human melody recognition.
Secondly, this method is restrictive in terms of which representational schemes may be used 
together. For example, pitch-intervals and IOIs can not be represented at a single T i  field if the 
CAR representational scheme is employed. Because of these problems, the combination of multiple 
dimensions in this way is generally disadvantageous and is discouraged.
9 .7 .2  U s in g  a  s e p a ra te  T \  f ie ld  f o r  e a c h  d im e n s io n
This section proposes th a t each input dimension should be processed by separate but parallel T \  
fields, with interactions and associations forming between these fields as appropriate (see Figure
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F ig u r e  9.11: STM storage of Fragment 9.1 using IPCs and IOIs at a single T\ field.
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F ig u r e  9 .1 2 : STM storage of Fragment 9.1 using pitch-intervals and IOIs at separate T\ 
field labelled T\ and respectively.
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F ig u r e  9 .1 3 : LTM representation of the IOI sequence for the first four segmented phrases 
of Across the Universe. Refer to Section 12.4 for the complete segmentation of tins melody, 
which was performed by SON NET-MAI'.
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9.12). Indeed, this point has already been observed by Nigrin, Page and Roberts. In particular, 
Page [118, pg. 317] postulates the existence of parallel hierarchies suggesting th a t “the interaction  
between parallel hierarchies, describing different aspects (pitches, rhythm s etc.) o f the same stim ­
ulus sequence needs to be investigated. ”. However, the means by which this can be achieved for 
SONNET, and more generally, for temporal patterns, has undergone little investigation. Conse­
quently, the next chapter introduces mechanisms by which this can be achieved using a parallel 
architecture introduced as SONNET-MAP.
9.8 LTM  representation o f m elodies in SO N N E T
Thus far, this chapter has shown how melodies can be represented at the input fields of SONNET 
modules. In contrast, this section illustrates SONNET’s LTM phrase structure for learned melodies. 
As Section 5.3.3 explained, the categories formed at each cell assembly are encoded through the 
excitatory weights which are considered as SONNET’s LTM. Figure 9.13 illustrates the
LTM structure of the first four segmented phrases of the melody Across the Universe. Each phrase 
contains four IOIs which are encoded by five excitatory weights. Note th a t although four phrases 
exist, only two cell assemblies are required to  encode them. This is because three out of the four 
phrases contain identical IOI sequences. Furthermore, from a hierarchical point of view, only a 
single cell assembly at T 3 is required to  encode the entire phrase sequence. Thus, this way of 
organizing melodies in LTM is very efficient.
9.9 Sum m ary
This chapter showed how it is possible to represent the characteristic features of a melody at T \  
using a variety of schemes and techniques. IOIs, IPCs, pitch-intervals and melodic contours can 
be derived from an event field, T{\, and represented at T \  using either the GPC scheme or the 
CAR scheme. Moreover, the manner in which melodies are represented in LTM was illustrated. 
Finally, we also briefly discussed the desirability of enabling more than  one of these features to 
interact in order to process and recognize melodies in a more effective manner. The next chapter 
expands on this point and introduces a neural network architecture, known as SONNET-MAP, 
which addresses this issue.
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SO N N ET-M A P: A ssociating 
Parallel SO N N ET M odules
10.1 Introduction
The use of a single SONNET module (or hierarchy) limits its applicability to processing one­
dimensional input patterns (see Section 9.7.2). Therefore, in order to process multidimensional 
input patterns, a new architecture is required. To achieve this, a number of issues need to be 
addressed, which relate specifically to  the use of parallel architectures tha t process unsegmented 
tem poral patterns.
This chapter introduces a network, known as SONNET-MAP, th a t addresses these issues. 
SONNET-MAP can automatically process unsegmented, multidimensional tem poral patterns to 
form a parallel (and hierarchical) memory structure tha t encodes the significant patterns contained 
within an input stimulus (in this case, the pitch and rhythm  dimensions of a melody). This is the 
first time th a t SONNET modules have been configured to operate in this way and will prove an 
invaluable precursor for work on melody segmentation and retrieval presented in Chapters 12 and 
13.
10.2 N om enclature
Before we describe the architecture and operation of SONNET-MAP, we introduce a number of 
new concepts and term s below:
T h e  s e t  A :  The set of input assemblies {7 1 , 72,- , 7n - i , 7n}, which specify a pattern  that is
embedded within the input sequence at T \ .  A  is used in boundary po in t alignm ent and 
classification synchronization. Its derivation is facilitated by the use of associative map fields 
th a t tem porarily connect input assemblies from different T \  fields. Associations only form 
between input assemblies at different dimensions if these input assemblies fired in response 
to different dimensions of the same note onset (see Section 10.5.2).
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The set J v 1: The set of cell assemblies {x i, X 2, ' ' '  > X n - i ,  X n } ,  which match the pattern  specified 
by the set A .  A cell assembly Xi is considered to match A  if its set T* is a l i g n e d  with A  and 
its LTM weight vector matches its STM weight vector (M i > K m )-
Alignment: A cell assembly Xi is considered to be aligned with A  if T* =  A .
Boundary point alignment: A process which guarantees tha t every dimension of a phrase is 
learned. Boundary point alignment is necessary when parallel hierarchies are used to  process 
unsegmented input patterns.
Classification synchronization: A process which ensures th a t every dimension of a learned 
phrase is chunked-out at approximately the same time. Classification synchronization is 
necessary when parallel and hierarchical architectures are used.
10.3 S O N N E T -M A P  overview
SONNET-MAP (see Figure 10.1) is composed of two parallel SONNET modules; one which rep­
resents pitch sequences and another which represents rhythms. Since multiple SONNET modules 
are used within a single framework, an additional alphabetic index is used to distinguish the fields, 
cells and weights of separate modules where ambiguities may arise. In this thesis T f  and T%
represent the input field and the masking field of the pitch module, while and represent the
input field and the masking field of the rhythm  module. Furthermore, all input assemblies and cell 
assemblies at J 7“ , T \  and T \  are indexed as follows:
input assemblies are indexed using m  and j ,  where 7mj- represents the m th input assembly 
within the j t h  sibling group.
T 2 cell assemblies are indexed using n  and i ,  where X n i  represents the n t h  cell assembly within 
the i t h  sibling group.
input assemblies are indexed using k  and I ,  where 7m represents the k t h  input assembly within 
the Ith sibling group.
T 2 cell assemblies are indexed using p  and q ,  where Xpq represents the p t h  cell assembly within 
the q t h  sibling group.
These modules are connected via associative maps, derived from the ARTMAP architecture [21], 
th a t associate these modules at the note level and at the phrase level. At the note level, temporary 
associations are formed between input assemblies at and th a t activate in response to different 
features of the same note onset. Meanwhile, a t the phrase level, pitch sequence categories are 
bound to their corresponding rhythm  categories. These associations allow the construction of 
rigid, two-dimensional representations of melodic phrases. In addition, a further SONNET module 
may be utilized to  aggregate the phrases learned by the parallel modules. This forms a parallel 
and hierarchical memory structure which encompasses the significant patterns contained within a
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melody. W ith such an organization, a single classification cell at the most abstract level in the 
hierarchy represents the entire melody. In order for this configuration to work properly, a number 
of technical and practical issues need to be overcome. Most of these issues are interdependent and, 
therefore, must be considered with respect to one another.
C o n s is te n c y  o f w o rk in g  m em ory . Since multiple input fields are used to represent input se­
quences, with each field representing a distinct input dimension, the entire collection of input 
fields constitute SONNET-MAP’s working memory. In this thesis, a melody is represented 
by the dimensions of pitch and rhythm, therefore J 7“ and T \  represents SONNET-M AP’s 
entire working memory. Since two input assemblies activate in response to each note onset, 
mechanisms are required to ensure the coordinated reset of these input assemblies. Oth­
erwise, due to input field overloads and the chunking-out process, the STM memory trace 
for the melody will become inconsistent across the entire working memory. This issue is 
discussed at greater length in Section 10.4.
F o rm in g  c o n s is te n t b o u n d a ry  p o in ts . Unless a set of well-defined interactions are specified 
between the input fields ( T f  and J-\) and the classification fields (¿Fg and of each parallel 
SONNET module, the categories formed at each of these fields may conflict. Since the input 
sequences th a t are presented to  SONNET-MAP are unsegmented, it is highly unlikely that 
every-single dimensional phrase formed at module a will be aligned along the same boundary 
points as module b (and vice versa). This is because different grouping cues at J 7“ (pitch- 
based) and T \  (rhythm-based) determine the boundary points at those modules. Unless this 
issue is addressed, the overlapping nature of the learned categories at each module will hinder 
the formation of multidimensional phrase representations. This prevents the development of 
a meaningful phrase hierarchy and the maintenance of a consistent working memory. Issues 
relating to boundary point alignment are discussed further in Section 10.5.
F o rm in g  m u ltid im e n s io n a l p h ra se  re p re s e n ta tio n s . A solution to the boundary point prob­
lem does not imply the synchronous chunking-out of the categories formed at these boundary 
points. This is because the parallel modules would be still operating in isolation from one 
another in terms of actually performing the chunking-out of a pattern. As a consequence, con­
tradictory chunk-outs will lead to an inconsistent working memory and its related problems. 
Furthermore, unless multidimensional phrase representations can form, neither multidimen­
sional phrase hierarchies nor associative priming can be utilized. Therefore, a method of 
binding categories th a t represent different dimensions of the same melodic phrase is required. 
These issues are discussed further in Section 10.6.
F o rm in g  a  h ie ra rc h ic a l p h ra se  s t ru c tu re .  Once the problems discussed so far have been ad­
dressed, a multidimensional phrase hierarchy can form. However, unlike the SONNET hi­
erarchy described in Chapter 7, input to a single classification field will originate from 





F igu re  10.1: T he SO N N ET-M A P architecture with a cascaded SO N N ET  modulo.
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only minor modifications are required, this is the first time tha t such a structure has been 
introduced (see Section 10.7).
O p tim iz a t io n  o f  r e s o u rc e s . To allow SONNET-MAP to process larger input sequences, the op­
timization of resources becomes an im portant requirement. Section 10.8 shows how SONNET- 
MAP can be empowered to dynamically determine its own size depending on how learning 
progresses.
As far as we are aware, the work presented in this chapter represents the first self-organizing 
neural network capable of autonomously learning unsegmented, temporal, multidimensional input 
patterns using parallel SONNET modules. Furthermore, Chapters 11 and 13 will show how this 
approach is beneficial for CBR. However, for now, the remainder of this chapter will focus on the 
details of how each of the issues raised in this section are addressed.
10.4 Synchronizing 7  resets across J~'(' and T \
Due to the parallel configuration of SONNET modules within the SONNET-MAP architecture, 
s e p a r a t e  pitch and rhythm  input fields (labelled T f  and •T7]’ respectively) will respond to the same 
melody, albeit to its different dimensions. Therefore, each note onset in a melody will activate 
two input assemblies; one in each input field. In this respect, both  input fields, J 7“ and are to 
be considered as SONNET-M AP’s working memory, which forms a distributed representation of 
each melody by virtue of the fact th a t two input assemblies represent each note onset. However, 
difficulties may arise if input assembly resets are not synchronized across and !F \ ,  such tha t 
the i n p u t  a s s e m b l i e s  t h a t  h a v e  a c t i v a t e d  a t  t h e  s a m e  t i m e  i n  r e s p o n s e  t o  t h e  s a m e  n o t e  o n s e t  are  
a lso  r e s e t  a t  t h e  s a m e  t im e .  Remember, an input assembly may be reset by either an input field 
overload (see Section 5.3.1) or a cell assembly chunk-out (see Section 5.3.8). The coordination 
of input field resets helps maintain a consistent representation of the input stimulus in working 
memory, which is fundamental to addressing the issues presented in Section 10.3.
10.4.1 Inconsistencies due to  input field overload m echanism s
In order to illustrate this problem, consider the situation tha t occurs when the following overload 
schemes are operating together:
1. Suppose the input field representing pitch sequences (specifically, pitch-intervals at F f )  has 
its input parameters set such th a t T overloads when seven note onsets have been presented. 
Furthermore suppose that, when this occurs, three or four (with 50% probability) of the 
oldest active input assemblies are reset.
2. On the other hand, suppose th a t the rhythm  module (specifically, IO I’s at T \ )  is configured 
in the manner described by Roberts [133, Chapter 6]. T h at is, each input assembly is reset 
after it has been active for six tactus-spans.
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Furthermore, suppose th a t the notes of the melody shown in Fragment 9.1 are presented to 
SONNET-MAP, giving the activity traces shown in Figure 10.2. After the final IOI has been 
completed, the oldest event onset at will reach its overload threshold, causing the deletion of 
this event onset from T \ .  Since J 7“ will not have reached its overload threshold yet, no resets will 
have occurred there. This situation gives rise to the activity trace shown in Figure 10.3. At this 
point, working memory is inconsistent, which hinders the correct operation of the boundary point 
alignment process (see Section 10.5).
Both overload schemes are reasonable and appropriate when they operate in isolation from 
one another. However, when they are integrated within an interacting parallel architecture, these 
overload schemes conflict and lead to inconsistencies between the input fields representing the 
melody. To address this problem, we found it was beneficial to initially allow the SONNET-MAP 
input fields and to operate independently, but only for a specified number of epochs. This 
allows pitch sequences and IOI sequences to form independently from one another, which enables 
the nuances of each representation to contribute to the formation of patterns.
Then, after the specified number of epochs when patterns have had a chance to form at 
and both  overload reset mechanisms are disabled. At this point, input cells a t T f  and T \  will 
be reset solely on the basis of the chunking-out processes at and Additionally, to ensure 
consistency at this point, any input cells th a t are older than the oldest input cell just chunked-out 
are also reset. Further consistency is ensured by the boundary point alignment and classification 
synchronization processes specified in Sections 10.5 and 10.6 respectively.
10.4.2 Inconsistencies due to  chunking-out
Another source of inconsistencies across SONNET-MAP’s working memory is chunking-out. Sup­
pose a cell assembly at recognizes the occurrence of its pattern  across JF“ , and as a consequence, 
classifies this pattern. This will result in the reset of input assemblies at T *  (7 ^  due to
the chunking-out process. If the rhythm  at th a t corresponds to this pitch sequence at 
has not yet been learned, or has not yet chunked-out its pattern  at T \ , inconsistencies across 
SONNET-M AP’s working memory will occur (see Figure 10.4).
To ensure th a t chunking-out does not cause inconsistencies across SONNET-M AP’s working 
memory, two conditions must be satisfied before a cell assembly chunks-out its pattern:
1. All the other dimensions of the pattern  must be learned. T hat is, if a pitch sequence is 
learned at T S ; , its corresponding rhythm  at T \  must also be learned (and vice versa).
2. All the other dimensions of the pattern  must also be chunked-out. T hat is, if a pitch sequence 
is chunked-out at , its corresponding rhythm  at T \  must also be chunked-out (and vice 
versa).
These problems are not easily solved and will be discussed in Sections 10.5 and 10.6 respectively.
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Figure 10.2: T he sta te  o f SO N N ET -M A Ps working memory (F" and J -\)  in response to  
the presentation of Fragment 9.1.
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Figure 10.3: C onflicting overload schem es at T ” and J-\ lead to an inconsistent melody 
representation across SO N N E T -M A P’s working memory. In this case, the oldest event onset 
at has reached its overload threshold and has therefore been reset.
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F igu re  10.4: Unless both the pitch and rhythm  dim ensions of a melodic phrase are chunked- 
out at approxim ately the sam e tim e, an inconsistent working memory will result. In this 
case, the pattern consisting o f the 4 th, 5th and 6"' notes are recognized causing the 4 th and 
5"' note onsets to b e deleted from T '{. Remember, using interval encoding schem es, th e  last 
onset of a pattern is not deleted.
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1 0 . 5  B o u n d a r y  p o i n t  a l i g n m e n t
In Section 10.3 the requirement of forming consistent boundary points across each dimension of 
an input stimulus was illustrated. It is imperative th a t this issue be addressed; otherwise the 
problems illustrated in Section 10.3 will arise. For example, inconsistent boundary points will 
lead to an inconsistent working memory. Conflicting classifications will hinder the formation of 
multidimensional phrase categories, which in turn  prevents the formation of meaningful phrase 
hierarchies. Furthermore, SONNET-MAP would be unable to process unsegmented input patterns. 
This would negate the entire justification for using SONNET modules in the first place.
This section introduces a mechanism called b o u n d a r y  p o i n t  a l i g n m e n t  to address these problems. 
Boundary point alignment is only allowed to occur during a single epoch and is initiated when a cell 
assembly in any dimension chunks-out its pattern  during this epoch. Boundary point alignment 
ensures th a t every dimension of a melodic phrase is learned when separate modules are used to 
process different dimensions of the phrase. Consequently, only cell assemblies which contribute 
to the segmentation of a pattern  will have their associated patterns at other dimensions learned. 
It is essential when a pattern  is learned and subsequently chunked-out in one dimension (for 
example, a pitch sequence at T% )  tha t its alternate dimension also be learnt and chunked-out 
i m m e d i a t e l y  (that is, the pitch sequence’s rhythm, at As a result, phrase categories that
have formed at different, but parallel, SONNET modules are aligned along the same boundary 
points. Furthermore, boundary point alignment ensures th a t all of the dimensions of a melodic 
phrase are learnt, regardless of which classification field first learns its own dimension of the phrase. 
This immediacy removes the potential for any future inconsistencies. In particular, this process 
facilitates the binding of different dimensions of a single phrase through the process of classification 
synchronization, which is discussed in Section 10.6.
The chunking-out of a cell assembly’s pattern  is monitored by an o r i e n t i n g  s u b s y s t e m ,  which en­
sures th a t every dimension of the pattern  is learned. On chunking-out, a boundary point alignment 
signal is triggered by the orienting subsystem. This signal initiates a search process (analogous 
to the ART search process described in [15]) in each of the other dimensions. Provided the pat­
tern has not been learned already at these dimensions, the search process will find cell assemblies 
th a t are suitable for learning the pattern. The pattern  to be learned is specified by the set A, 
which is specific to each dimension; A a and *4 .^ The set A,  although analogous to the set T, is a 
module-wide set and is used by every cell assembly to determine its suitability for learning. When 
the search process establishes the choice of cell assembly to learn the pattern  specified by A,  a 
fast-learn process is initiated that encodes the pattern there and then. The set A  is constructed 
using associative map fields at .T7“ and the details of which are described next. See Figure 10.5 
for an overview of the boundary point alignment process.
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Boundary point alignment scarch
F ig u r e  10 .5 : T he boundary point, alignment, process. T he note onsets represented at 
and !F\ arc from Fragment 9.1. T he chunking-out process is monitored by an orienting  
subsystem , which ensures that every dim ension of a melodic phrase is learned and chunked- 
out. In this exam ple, the pilch-interval sequence represented by the 4 th, 5"' and 6 th note 
onsets have been learned at and are in the process of being clnmked-out. T his causes 
the pitch-interval sequence’s  corresponding rhythm to  be learned and subsequently chunked- 
out. T his ensures that consistent boundary points are formed across SO N N R T -M A P’s entire 
working memory.
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10.5.1 Tem porarily associating input assem blies
In order for boundary point alignment to work, it must be possible to identify the specific input 
assemblies at T \  th a t fired in response to the same note onsets comprising any pattern  learnt by 
J ~2 , and vice versa. These sets of cells are labelled A a and A b respectively. Note tha t =  A a if 
the pattern  was classified at effect, for a two-dimensional hierarchy, only the construction
of the set A b is required in response to a category forming at (although, the set A a will be 
created by default due to the signals tha t arrive from T $ ) .  Furthermore, it is im portant to point 
out th a t this step would not be necessary if we were dealing with pre-segmented input patterns 
because each melodic phrase would be presented in isolation, rather than embedded within larger 
patterns. However, since we are dealing with an unsegmented stream of input events, the pattern 
of interest will generally be embedded within this stream; thus the problem is more challenging.
Two associative maps are employed between each input field in order to construct the sets A a 
and A b. These associative maps require the following properties:
Temporary associations. Input assemblies th a t respond to the same note onset need to be 
tem porarily associated. Associations are tem porary because input assemblies are only active 
for a short period of time in working memory. Consequently, when an input assembly is 
reset in one dimension, it is unlikely, upon re-activation, to be associated with the same 
input assembly at the other dimension. Therefore, learned associations must be u n l e a r n e d  
at the same time as the input assemblies at either end of the association are reset. This can 
be regarded as a form of active forgetting, which is considered by many researchers, as a 
necessity for complex behaviour to  occur.
Fast learning. Unless the formation of tem porary associations occurs quickly (in fact, during the 
time period of -Fi/nich), it may be impossible at a later time to form these associations. This 
is due to  the fact th a t numerous input assemblies at J-’f  and will be active simultaneously. 
In fact, tem porary associations are formed at the instant an event onset causes a set of input 
assemblies across J 7“ and to activate.
One-to-one correspondence. Each active input assembly at jFf should only be associated with 
a single active input assembly at !F \  and vice versa. Consequently, a one-to-one correspon­
dence is said to  exist between such input assemblies. This differs from the associative map 
field th a t will be described in Section 10.6, where each category formed may be associated 
with multiple categories at another dimension. For example, a single rhythm  may be associ­
ated with many pitch sequences.
Binary operation. Binary latch cells, at each input assembly, are responsible for communicating 
the occurrence of events at tha t input assembly to its associated map fields (whether it is a 
note event or a chunk-out event). The operation of the associative map field is also binary, 
because associative cells are either active or inactive. Similarly, since the associative weights 
converge to the map field’s binary activity pattern, associative weights are also binary. This
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Priming. In order to construct the set A  at each dimension, associative priming signals need to 
be propagated via the learned associations between input fields. These priming signals are 
instigated by the chunking-out signals sent via the feedback links at the time a cell assembly 
classifies its pattern.
The map fields described here are derived from those introduced in Carpenter et al. [21] and 
described in Chapter 4. Consequently, where appropriate, the terminology will remain consistent. 
Furthermore, the input fields T f  and T \  are connected via two associative maps — one in each 
direction, T *  —> T \  [ T i b) and T b —> T f  (-^1 °). However, since their architecture and operation 
are identical, their behaviour will be described in term s of the map field from T f  —> T b (see Figure 
10.6).
Map field architecture
For the map field architecture to form tem porary associations between input assemblies, two ad­
ditional cells a t each input assembly are introduced (see Figure 10.7). The first is a latch cell, 
labelled I , which behaves in the same way as the intermediate latch cells used in cascading SON­
NET architectures (see Section 6.4). T hat is, these latch cells are activated (and set to  unity) by 
the occurrence of a note onset at T o ,  and remain active for a brief time period of K i atch ■ Input 
cells s are now activated by the latch cells rather than  directly by T q . Apart from this minor 
change, there is no difference in the way input cells operate. Note that K i atch must be sufficiently 
small so th a t multiple latch cells will not be simultaneously active at any one input field due to 
input sequences th a t are presented rapidly.
Additionally, a prime cell a  is also utilized. Prime cells behave in a similar manner to latch 
cells. Once activated (to unity) they remain active for a brief time period, which is also specified 
by K ia tc h  ■ Prime cells may be activated in either of two ways; via I due to a note onset a t T o  or via 
d  caused by a chunk-out at T z -  Once activated, prime cells will either cause associative learning 
or associative priming, depending on the state of the network at that time. The use of a  enables 
priming to  occur without affecting the activation levels of the input cells in any way.
T f ' b, which associates T f  with T b, consists of N f ' b sibling groups each containing N f ’b siblings 
(or associative cells), labelled x ^ t -  There is a one-to-one correspondence between input assemblies 
at T \  and each map field’s associative cell (see Figure 10.6). A fixed connection linking a bkl to 
Xki  communicates the occurrence of an event at T b. A reverse connection linking Xki  to a bkl is 
used to send associative priming signals, in order to construct the set A b. Each cell at T f  is 
connected to  every T f b cell by adjustable excitatory weights, labelled u m j k i , which communicate 
event occurrences a t T%  to  T “b. Remember, only the map field, T i b , is being described here.
binary operation facilitates the fast creation of temporary associations.
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F ig u r e  10 .6 : T he associative map between JFf and .F? is used to form tem porary associ­
ations between input assemblies that respond to  the sam e note onset. In this exam ple, the 
activation of the the event held due to a  note occurrence causes 7 ? at JF" to  activate and 7 !’ 
at T \  to activate. T h is in turn causes a tem porary association to form between 73 and 75 
via the associative map field T f ’.
F ig u r e  1 0 .7 : Tw o additional cells (I and a)  are used at each input assembly to facilitate 
the tem porary associations between input assem blies that respond to  the sam e event onset.
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Since these map fields respond directly to event occurrences, they are considered as event-driven 
(see Section 6.3.2). Events tha t cause map field cells to activate take two distinct forms:
Note events at cause associative learning. A latch cell activates in response to a note 
onset at T q .  This in turn  causes its corresponding prime cell to activate. W hen an input 
field responds to  an event in this way, its corresponding map fields are activated for a brief 
time period. Since an event onset results in two input assemblies activating (one at T f  and 
one at J rj’), an association between these input assemblies will form.
Chunk-out signals from T 2 cause associative priming. The chunking-out of a cell assembly 
X ch u n k  at cause the prime cells a t J7“, which are members of T chUn k , to activate in
response. Prime cells combine with learned associations at in order to attentionally 
prime any associated input assemblies at The primed input assemblies at J - b become 
members of the set A b.
Associative learning and priming are considered to take place so rapidly th a t no other network 
component will evolve during this minute time span. Consequently, K ia tc h  must be sufficiently 
small to accommodate this. The idea of differing time scales is not new to neural network research. 
In fact, the search process in the ART 1 neural network is considered to take place on a much 
quicker time scale than  learning [21]. Since associative learning and priming take place on such a 
small time scale, the chunking-out of other cell assemblies will not interfere with these processes.
Associative cell activations
The activation of each ! F f b associative cell is governed by a 2 /3 ’s rule, similar to th a t employed 
by ART 1 neural networks. T hat is, each associative cell can receive input from three different 
sources: T f ,  and a binary gain control signal G\. For an associative cell to activate, two out of 
three of these input signals must be active. Furthermore, associative cells may only evolve during 
the brief time period of K i atch following an event’s occurrence. This is due to  the event-driven
operation of the map field. The activation equation for each J7“6 associative cell, X ki ,  is given by:
f 1 if O-l-i + Ik lab Gi 2
Xki =  I  (10.1)
I 0 otherwise 
N f ' a N¡•a
IkCb = amjumjkl (10 .2)
j =1 ro=1
{
0 if T f  and are both active
(10.3)
1 otherwise
where a hkl is the input on the fixed link from !F \ .  is the gated input received via the adjustable 
weights from each prime cell, at J-f. Finally, G\ is a binary gain control signal, which is based 
on the activity of both  T f  and T \ .  In the scenario presented here, JF“ or T \  are considered as
M a p  fields are event-driven
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being active if any one of their priming cells are active. Since the only points in time of interest 
are when note events or chunking-out events occur, the input cells are not considered because they 
remain active for relatively long periods. Consequently, the brief activation of prime cells are used 
to trigger the formation of tem porary associations.
Map field learning
The tem poral overlap resulting from the simultaneous activation of input assemblies at T f  and 
(for example, 7 a and j b), will cause an J F fb associative cell to activate. This in turn  causes 
the formation of a temporary association between these two input assemblies. This is achieved 
by adjusting the connection weights from T f  to T * b. Initially, each of these adjustable weights, 
u m j k i , is set to  unity. Thereafter it is modified according to the following outstar learning rule:
~jT^ Urnjk l  =  CLrrlj U rnjk l ( X k l  (1^.4)
In effect, the adjustable weight vector u m jk i  (from T f  to J - f b) tracks the T f b activity vector x.ab, 
provided an prime cell is active.
Note, however, before any learning has occurred, the activation of a priming cell at J -“ in the 
absence of an active priming cell at J-"b would cause every T f 3 cell to activate. This is due to the 
initialization of uai> to unity. This, in turn, would cause every prime cell to activate, which is 
clearly undesirable. However, this situation never occurs because an associative priming cell only 
ever becomes active in following circumstances:
In response to an event onset at T q .  In this circumstance, a single priming cell at both T "  
and T \  will become active. This in turn  causes a single associative cell a t T * b to become 
active (see Equation 10.1). Consequently, the weight vector uab will converge to this activity 
pattern  at JF“6, thus forming a tem porary association (see Equation 10.4).
In response to a cell assembly chunking-out at • In this case, multiple priming cells at 
T f  will activate. However, tem porary associations will have already been formed due to the 
previous activation of prime cells when a note onset occurred. Remember, this note onset 
is now contributing to the chunk-out at . This activation of priming cells at T *  will 
activate multiple associative cells at T f b, which will lead to associative priming at T \  and 
the construction of the set A b.
As outlined, a major property of the map field at this level is th a t associations are only temporary. 
In fact, associations should only last as long as the input cells themselves remain active. Therefore, 
when an input assembly 7 m j  is reset, the corresponding adjustable connections to  T ^ b should also 
be reset. As opposed to being reset to zero, as in the case of s m j , the adjustable weights u m j k i  are 
reset to  their original values of unity. This allows them to be used again to form other associations 
between input assemblies in response to other note onsets.
In summary, the adaptable weights from T f  —> are modified such th a t the activation of an 
associative priming cell at 7 in the absence of any input event a t JF0, will cause its associated
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input assembly 7 ^  to be associatively primed. As Section 10.5.2 will show, input assemblies th a t 
are primed in this way will form the set A b.
Activation scenarios
Due to the map field dynamics, the following activation scenarios and subsequent responses are 
possible:
T f  active - T \  active. This situation arises when a note onset occurs at T o ,  thus activating the 
appropriate input assemblies at T f  and T \ .  Since both input fields are active, the binary 
gain control signal will be inactive (G 1  =  0 ) and a single associative cell at T f b will activate 
(see Equation 10.1). In this circumstance, associative learning will form a link between the 
active input assembly at T f  and the active input assembly at T \  (see Equation 10.4).
T f  active - T \  inactive. This situation arises when a chunk-out event occurs at which 
causes a ^ -  G to activate. Since only the T f  field becomes active, the binary gain control 
signal will activate to unity (G 1  = 1 ) -  In this circumstance, due to previous associative 
learning, multiple J - f b associative cells will activate (see Equation 10.1). These activations 
will prime T b when constructing the set A b (see Section 10.5.2).
T f  inactive - active. This situation arises when a chunk-out event occurs at T \ .  Since only 
the T \  field becomes active, the binary gain control signal will activate to unity (Gi =  1). In 
this circumstance, multiple associative cells at F ± b will activate due to the one-to-one fixed 
links from T \ .
T l  inactive - T b inactive. In this case, since neither input field is active, the binary gain control 
signal will be active (G \  =  1). However, no associative cells at will activate.
10.5.2 C onstructing the set A at each dim ension
This section describes how chunking-out signals received at J - f  from T%  can be used to associatively 
prime input assemblies at T \  via T f h . It is these associatively primed input assemblies at T b that 
form the set A b. Priming operates in a similar fashion to ARTMAP priming. Since the problem 
to be solved is th a t of boundary point alignment, priming occurs at the instant a cell assembly 
at begins chunking-out its pattern. Signals are fed back, via the feedback connections, to the 
associative priming cells at T *  tha t are members of the set T “4. Each associative priming cell 
activates in response to  this signal.
Due to the J rf b associative cell activation equation and prior learning (see Equations 10.1 and
10.4 respectively), a set of cells at T f *  will activate. These signals are then propagated, via the one- 
to-one connections, from T f b to T \ .  There, an input assembly can determine if it is associatively 
primed by examining the state of its priming cell and latch cell. In general, a cell assembly is 
considered to be a member of the set A  a t its dimension if its prime cell is active while its latch 
cell is inactive:
7fci G A b -*=>■ aki = 1 and = 0 (10.5)
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10.5.3 Initiating a search procedure on ‘chunking-out’
The chunking-out process is monitored by an orienting subsystem similar to the non-specific at- 
tentional pulse used to govern SONNET’s mode of operation (see Section 6.3). The orienting 
subsystem initiates a search process at T \  in response to a cell assembly chunking-out at T% .  The 
ultim ate goal is to ensure th a t all of the dimensions of a multidimensional phrase are learned. The 
search process at finds the cell assembly (Xchoice) that best matches the input pattern  specified 
by the set A b. Providing the pattern  has not already been learned by any other cell assembly, 
Xchoice  will f a s t - l e a r n  the pattern  and commit to it using single-shot learning. Consequently, a 
pitch sequence at T f  and its corresponding rhythm  at T \  are learned and independently repre­
sented. Note th a t the ART 1 subsystem initiates a search process in a similar way. However, the 
ART 1 search process occurs within a single module, whereas with SONNET-MAP, the search 
process is initiated at one module and occurs at another.
Once initiated, the search procedure checks to see if the pattern  has already been learnt. If not, 
partially encoded patterns are checked. A partially encoded pattern  is defined as having z l °q >  K $ .  
If no partially encoded patterns are currently learning the pattern, a cell assembly with a poor 
pattern  representation is chosen. Such an assembly is defined as having z < I<5 . The following 
formulation achieves this behaviour:
f m a x P:qeM  ( z to t ) if M  ±  0
Xchoice =  < (10-6)
 ^ minp , q g M  {Zpq ) otherwise
where M .  is the m a t c h  se t ,  which consists of cell assemblies th a t have learned or are attem pting 
to learn the pattern  specified by the set A b. A cell assembly must satisfy the following criteria to 
become a member of A b:
X bpg E M b T bq =  A b and M bpq >  K M  (10.7)
In effect, a cell assembly’s receptive field must equal A b. Furthermore, the normalized F b activity 
pattern  specified by must also m atch the normalized excitatory weights specified by Tj. The 
use of Zp°* ensures tha t the cell assembly th a t has performed the greatest amount of learning 
will be chosen. If z =  1, the cell assembly has already learned the pattern. This is the best 
case scenario because no further effort needs to be made. In fact, it is likely th a t this will occur 
frequently because different pitch sequences are likely to have the same rhythm  (and vice versa). 
This is one of the advantages of using parallel hierarchies over the scheme proposed by Lewis [88]; 
a more compact melody representation is learned. Furthermore, if no cell assembly matches the 
desired criteria, the cell assembly with the least amount of learning is chosen so tha t as little 
interference as possible with any previous learning occurs.
10.5.4 Perform ing the alignm ent
In the case where no cell assembly has learned the pattern  specified by the set A b, the boundary 
point alignment process will initiate a fast-learn pulse, which causes Xchoice to learn the pattern  
specified by A b by modifying its LTM state. The following steps are required:
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1. If T choice ±  A b, then set T choice =  A b. This can be achieved by setting all of Xchoice’ s 
secondary weights in the set A b to unity, while setting every other secondary weight to zero. 
At this point, the normalized input vector S choice should be re-computed.
2. The excitatory weight vector z+hoice should converge to the normalized input vector. This 
can be achieved by setting z+hoice =  S choice. At this point, I * hoice should be re-computed.
3. D c}loice should converge to I* hoice (that is, D choice =  I ? hoice).
4. Set Xchoice =  t r u e  to indicate tha t learning is now complete at Xchoice-
W hen the alignment has been performed, Xchoice chunks-out its pattern. Chunking-out should 
occur whether or not Xchoice had previously learned its pattern  or not. As a consequence of 
chunking-out X choice , and the cell assembly at which initiated the search process, associations 
will form between and F \ .  This is achieved using the classification synchronization process 
which will be discussed next.
10.6 C lassification synchronization
The previous section showed how both the pitch and rhythm  dimensions of a melodic phrase can be 
learned and chunked-out using the boundary point alignment process. In addition to contributing 
to the maintenance of a consistent working memory, this process ensures tha t each dimension of 
such a phrase is learned at the same time. This guarantees th a t any SONNET module at will 
be able to learn and recognize such pitch-rhythm  pairings; thus forming a multidimensional phrase 
hierarchy.
However, is not desirable to  operate the boundary point alignment search process indefinitely, 
particularly once a stable segmentation of the input sequence has been formed. Consequently, there 
comes a time when it is more efficient to use learned associations between and T \ .  The use of 
these learned associations should guarantee tha t every dimension of the phrase is chunked-out in a 
reliable manner, maintain the consistency of SONNET-MAP’s working memory and facilitate the 
formation of multidimensional phrase hierarchies. In addition, due to the formation of associations 
between pitch sequences and their corresponding rhythms, multidimensional phrase representations 
are formed across and T \ .  As Chapter 13 will show, this organization proves invaluable for the 
CBR of melodies. This section introduces the term  c la s s i f i c a t i o n  s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n  to describe the 
process whereby associations are formed between and T \  and how these associations may be 
utilized.
Classification synchronization ensures tha t every dimension of a multidimensional phrase is 
classified and chunked-out at the same time. Associative maps are used to b in d  the cell assemblies 
th a t represent the different dimension of a pattern  together. In this case, pitch sequence represen­
tations at are bound to their corresponding rhythm  representations at T \ -  Then, the neural 
pathways th a t exist between each dimension may be used to perform associative priming. Priming 
signals can be used to ensure th a t classifications are synchronized across all dimensions. This is
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achieved using two associative map fields (T % b and T \ a ). The manner by which these associative 
maps operate is described in the remainder of this section.
10.6.1 B inding cell assem blies using associative map fields
This section addresses the problem of how the independent representations of a melodic phrase 
(in this case, the phrase’s pitch sequence and rhythm) can be bound, thus forming a unified 
representation of the phrase. This problem, known as the b in d in g  p r o b l e m , can be addressed using 
two associative maps; associating pitch sequences with their corresponding rhythms and vice versa. 
These associative maps require the following properties:
Perm anent associations. Unlike the requirement to form tem porary associations between input 
assemblies at J7“ and associations between and T \  should be permanent. This is 
because the stable category codes formed by and T \  cell assemblies are persistent, unlike 
the activation of input assemblies, which respond to note onsets only briefly. Furthermore, 
any particular phrase will always consist of the same pitch sequence and rhythm.
Multiple associations. Again, unlike the one-to-one associations between input assemblies at 
T f  and F \ ,  a single cell assembly (or sibling group) at may have associations with many 
cell assemblies (or sibling groups) at T \ .  This is because a single pitch sequence may be 
associated with many rhythms and vice versa. It is im portant to  point out that, although a 
single cell assembly at may be associated with many cell assemblies at a single melodic 
phrase is uniquely defined by two cell assemblies; one at and one at Furthermore, 
the use of multiple associations also implies the use of multiple predictions when associative 
priming is applied. Due to this requirement, the operation of the map field is markedly 
different to tha t used for boundary point alignment.
Fast learning. Due to boundary point alignment, each classification field will learn its own di­
mension of a melodic phrase in response to chunking-out events. In response, a prime cell 
(similar to tha t used for boundary point alignment) will activate in response to each chunk- 
out. Since prime cells only activate for a brief time period, associations between these cell 
assemblies only have a short time period during which to learn. Therefore, learning must 
occur quickly.
Binary operation. Binary latch cells, a t each cell assembly, are responsible for communicating 
the occurrence of chunking-out events to their associated map field. The operation of the 
associative map field is also binary because associative cells are either active or inactive. 
Similarly, since the associative weights converge to the map field’s binary activity pattern, 
associative weights are also binary.
Associative priming. The associations formed between a pair of cell assemblies can be utilized 
to send priming signals between J-% and T \  in response to chunk-out events. These priming 
signals are used to increase the competitive strength of the primed cell assembly. This forces
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th a t cell assembly to chunk-out its dimension of the pattern  in synchrony with the other cell 
assemblies representing the pattern ’s other dimensions. However, since multiple associations 
may exist, multiple cell assemblies may be primed in this way; therefore the set A  will be 
utilized to determine which cell assemblies should be primed.
Similarly to boundary point alignment, the associative maps described herein are derived from 
the ARTMAP architecture introduced by Carpenter et al. [21]. Consequently, where appropriate, 
the terminology will remain consistent. The masking fields and T \  are connected via two 
associative maps — one in each direction, TS; —> T \  and However, since
their architecture and operation are identical, their behaviour will be described in terms of the map 
field from —> T \  (see Figure 10.8). Additionally, note that, similar to boundary point alignment, 
associative learning and priming at the phrase level is considered to take place so rapidly th a t no 
other network component will evolve during this minute time scale. This is similar to the operation 
of the ART search process and guarantees tha t no interference from other network processes will 
occur.
Map field architecture
For the map field to operate correctly, an additional cell at each cell assembly is introduced (see 
Figure 10.9). This cell, an associative prime cell labelled a, behaves in exactly the same way as the 
prime cell described in Section 10.5.1. T hat is, once activated to unity through chunking-out, it 
remains active for a brief time period of K i at ch- Associative prime cells will either cause associative 
learning or associative priming depending upon the state of the network.
The map field architecture is identical to th a t presented in Section 10.5.1. T % b, which associates 
J ~2 with consists of N f 'b sibling groups each containing N 2 b siblings (or associative cells), 
labelled x p q . There is a one-to-many correspondence between cell assemblies at T \  and each map 
field associative cell (see Figure 10.8). A fixed connection linking a hpq to x pq communicates the 
occurrence of a chunk-out event at T \ .  A reverse connection linking x pq to a pq is used to send 
associative priming signals when synchronizing chunk-outs across all fields. Each associative 
prime cell at is connected to every associative cell by adjustable excitatory weights, 
labelled u n ip q , which communicate chunking-out event occurrences at to T % b. Remember, only 
the associative map field, is being described here.
M ap fields are event-driven
Since these map fields respond directly to chunk-out events they are considered as being event- 
driven, similar to the map fields described in Section 10.5.1. Chunk-out events affect the the map 
field differently depending on the state of the network:
Simultaneous chunks-outs at and T \  cause associative learning. Due to the bound­
ary point alignment process during the segmentation phase, when a chunk-out occurs at 
one dimension, a search process is initiated at every other dimension to ensure th a t the
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Figure 10.8: The associative map between and !F* is used to form permanent associ­
ations between cell assemblies (or groups) that represent the pilch sequence and rhythm of 
the same melodic phrase.
F i g u r e  10.9: An additional cell (a) is used at each cell assembly to facilitate the learning 
of permanent associations between cell assemblies that respond to the pitch and rhythm 
dimensions of the same melodic phrase.
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entire multidimensional phrase is learned. As a consequence of this search process, each
to chunk-out events at This in turn  causes their corresponding prime cells to activate. 
W hen a masking field responds to an event in this way, their corresponding map fields are 
activated for a brief time period (of K i atch ) causing associations to form between these active 
masking fields.
Chunk-out signals from a single T i  field causes associative priming. The chunking-out 
of a cell assembly Xchunk  at a single T i  field (say TS; ) subsequent to the boundary point 
alignment process will cause the prime cell a t X ch u n k  to activate in response. Prime cells 
combine w ith learned associations at b in order to attentionally prime any associated cell 
assemblies at T \ .  The primed cell assemblies at T \  gain a competitive advantage and may 
chunk-out their patterns more easily.
Since associative learning and priming are considered to take place so rapidly th a t no other net­
work component will evolve during this minute time scale, K i atch must be sufficiently small to 
accommodate this. Since associative learning and priming take place on such a small time scale, 
the chunking-out of other cell assemblies will not interfere with these processes.
Map field cell activations
Each associative cell, x p q , receives input from two sources: and T \ .  The activation of each
associative cell is governed by the following equation (during the time period of K i atch after a 
chunk-out event has occurred):
(which is typically set to 0.1). Thereafter, the weights are adjusted according to the following 
(Hebbian-type) learning rule:
dimension of the phrase will chunk-out at the same time. Latch cells activate in response
pq (10.8)
N S ,a  N ,,o .
= E E a n i u nipq (10.9)
¿ = 1  71=1
where a bpq is the input on the fixed link from T \ .  v c is a fixed weight on this link, which is typically 
set to 0.1. I pqab is the gated input received via the adjustable weights from each associative prime 
cell, a an i , at,a’n i i
Map field learning
The tem poral overlap, due to the synchronous chunking-out of cell assemblies at and (due 
to boundary point alignment), causes the adaptive pathways of T 2 b to adjust such th a t the two 
cell assemblies become bound. Initially, the adjustable weight from to are set to K u i„itu i n i t
if (a“4 =  1) and ( x pq >  K althresh) and (u; 
otherwise
( 1 0 . 1 0 )
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where K aithresh (the associative learning threshold) is the activity an associative cell must reach 
in order for learning to  occur. Typically, K a.ithresh is set to  0.2 ( K u in it  +  v c ). Similarly to 
individual weights become committed (or frozen) when their adjustable weights reach unity. When 
this occurs, =  t r u e .  The third condition ensures th a t any previous learning is not erased,
enabling multiple associations to form.
Note th a t the same cell assembly, representing a pitch sequence, can be associated with many 
different rhythmic patterns and vice versa. This one-to-many association is essential, particularly 
for the current application of segmentation and retrieval. For example, it is common for the same 
rhythm  to be associated with many pitch sequences. Indeed, this illustrates the compact nature of 
the current method of using separate modules to represent each dimension of an input stream. For 
instance, using the method proposed by Lewis [88] would mean a separate cell assembly would be 
required to learn each pitch-rhythm pair. This would cause an unnecessary proliferation of learned 
phrases at T 2 .
Another im portant issue involves the representation of phrase repetitions at T 2 and T \  (see 
Section 8.2). According to Equation 10.10, associations are learnt between X n i  (a pitch sequence at 
T % )  and X p q (its corresponding rhythm  at T ^ ) .  However, in addition, it is necessary th a t every cell 
assembly within X n i ' s sibling group becomes associated with every cell assembly within X p q 's  sibling 
group. Otherwise, due to the manner by which repetition handling operates, priming may not be 
able to occur between these two fields. This is because there are no guarantees th a t the two specific 
cell assemblies, which originally formed the association, will respond to a repeated occurrence of 
their pattern  at jFf and T \  respectively. In this sense, associations should be considered to form 
between sibling groups rather tha t individual cell assemblies. Consequently, identical learning must 
occur on the adjustable weights connecting every cell assembly within a sibling group at to 
every associative cell within a sibling group at b- Since learning should occur identically between 
these sibling groups, every one of these weight will be the same. This redundancy is similar to the 
redundancy tha t exists between the interacting bottom-up links described in Section 6.2.5. For 
example, suppose contains four siblings in each sibling group and T % b contains three siblings 
in each group. In this situation, there would be twelve adjustable weight connecting each sibling 
group from to T 2 b. However, each weight will be identical. Consequently, a single value should 
be shared between these sibling group pairs. To achieve this, each associative weight is referenced 
via its originating and term inating groups. For example, the associative weight from the X n i  t°  x pq 
should be references as Uiq . This obtains the desired behaviour and has the beneficial side-effect 
of minimizing com putation time.
A ctiva tion  scenarios
Due to Equations 10.8 and 10.10, the following activation scenarios and responses are possible:
J ~2 active  - T \  active . This situation arises when synchronous chunk-out events have occurred 
at both and T \  due to the boundary point alignment process. Before learning, every 
associative cell will activate to K Uin u ,  apart from the cell tha t connects directly to  which
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will activate to K uin it  +  vc. In this situation, x° and X b are clearly related. Consequently, 
associative learning will occur between these assemblies. In the case where learning has 
already occurred, the appropriate associative cell will activate to 1 +  vc, while every other 
associative cell will activate to K u in it .
J ~2 active  - inactive. This situation arises when a chunk-out event has occurred at T 2 . Pro­
vided no learning has occurred, every associative cell at T % b will activate to K u in i t . However, 
if an association has been learnt, a single associative cell will activate to unity. This 
activation will prime an T \  cell assembly, causing the synchronization of cell assembly chunk- 
outs.
J ~2 inactive  - active. This situation arises when a chunk-out event has occurred at T \ .  In
this case, a single associative cell will activate to v c due to the one-to-one fixed links from 
T \ .  This occurs regardless of whether learning has occurred or not.
JT" inactive  - inactive. In this case, since neither input field is active, no associative cell at
will activate.
10.6 .2  S ynch ron izing  classifications using  assoc ia tive  prim ing
The associations formed between cell assemblies allow a classification at one module to influence 
the classification process at another module. This is because associative priming can be utilized. 
The classification of a pattern  at !F2 activates the cell assembly’s associative prime cell, which in 
tu rn  causes one or more associative cells, x pq , to  fully activate —  provided previous associations 
have been learnt. The activity of xpq is used to prime apq using the following rule:
b _  j  1 if ( G 2 =  1) and ( x pq =  1) and ( T bq =  Ab and M bq >  K m )
a PQ ~  1 (,-1-0.11}
| 0 otherwise
. 0  if JR? and are both active 
G2 = { (10 .12)
1 o t h e r w i s e
Ab is utilized to determine whether or not the prime cell should become active or not. As Section
10.5 has already pointed out, the set A b will be constructed at in response to a chunk-out at 
T 2 . Requiring T pq =  Ab, enables the classification synchronization process to ensure tha t both
cell assemblies (one at and one at F 2 ) actually respond to the same set of note onsets. This
is im portant because, x b’s pattern  may be present at !F\, but in a different context. Furthermore, 
the m atch requirement (M pq =  K m ), guarantees tha t the desired phrase at T \  is synchronized.
Once apq has been primed, it can influence processing in a similar way to how hierarchical 
priming does (see Section 7.2.2). Cell assemblies th a t are primed and respond to their complete 
pattern  (M pq >  K m )  are not subject to any chunking-out delay and will therefore, chunk-out 
their pattern  immediately. This associative priming signal ensures th a t all of the dimensions of a 
melodic phrase are classified together. Thus, boundary point alignment and binding combine to
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allow classification synchronization, which enables the formation of a unified phrase representation 
across T 2 and T 2 . This configuration of rigid associations between parallel modules is advantageous 
because it enables additional SONNET modules to aggregate sequences of phrase classifications 
(consisting of pitch-rhythm  pairs) forming a hierarchical memory structure tha t encodes an entire 
melody. As Chapter 13 will show, it is this binding and hierarchical structure tha t improves melody 
recognition, in the form of i?eTREEve, over previous SONNET research.
Furthermore, the binding of dimensions in this manner allows associative priming. Associative 
priming enables more robust recognition when presented with incomplete and/or noisy input. 
For example, suppose the melodic phrase was presented with the pitch dimension being poorly 
specified, leading to ambiguities over the recognition of the pitch sequence. Nevertheless, the 
classification of the rhythm  can send a priming signal to its corresponding pitch sequence allowing 
correct classification, thus resolving the ambiguity. Indeed, poor melodic queries in both pitch 
and rhythm  may lead to a situation where mutual associative priming leads to the resolution 
of ambiguities and correct recognition. Such ambiguities cannot be resolved using only a single 
melodic dimension.
10.7 Learning m ultid im ensional phrase sequences
In Section 6.4, the manner by which SONNET modules can be cascaded to form a hierarchy was 
described. In particular, the interactions between the masking field and its adjacent input field in 
the higher layer was detailed. Apart from the parallel organization of SONNET modules within 
SONNET-MAP, the interactions and the process of propagating phrase classifications upwards 
through the hierarchy are identical, and facilitate the learning of two-dimensional phrase sequences 
(see Figure 10.10).
At the note level, input assemblies at JF“ and T \  (representing pitch categories and IOIs 
respectively) will activate in response to the same note onset. Similarly, two input assemblies at T%  
and T \  (representing pitch sequence categories and rhythm  categories respectively) will activate in 
response to a multidimensional phrase classification. Multidimensional phrase classifications occur 
when the separate dimensions of a single melodic phrase are chunked-out at a t T 2 and T \  (at 
approximately the same time) due to the processes of boundary point alignment or classification 
synchronization. Both chunk-out signals are propagated to  their corresponding input assemblies, 
which in tu rn  activate. This indicates the occurrence of a multi-dimensional phrase occurrence to 
T z  (see Figure 10.10). Unlike at the note level, a single classification field is used at T z -  Therefore, 
T z  learns sequences of p i t c h - r h y t h m ,  p h r a s e  p a i r in g s .  Nonetheless, although this is the first time a 
SONNET module has been configured in this way, the cell activities and adjustable weights evolve 
in the usual way.
The hierarchical SONNET module, consisting of the input fields at T%  and at T \  and the 
masking field at T z ,  operates in event-driven mode. Furthermore, since T z  processes pitch-rhythm 
pairings, the attentional signal governing the network dynamics at this level must be gated by the
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Figure 10.10: The activation of latch cells due to the synchronous classifications at T% and 
T \  cause input cells in the higher layer to activate. The activation of pitch-rhythm pairs in 
this manner enables to learn multidimensional phrase sequences.
occurrence of two input events before it activates; one at TS; and one at T \ .  This ensures th a t T 3 
only ever responds to  the classification of pairings.
Allowing phrases consisting of pitch-rhythm pairings to be aggregated in this way enables 
SONNET-MAP to autonomously learn two-dimensional, parallel and hierarchical representations 
of entire melodies. This behavioural and organizational configuration is also utilized by the 
iieTREEwe network introduced in Chapter 11, which is essential for the recognition process. This 
is because a form of hierarchical expectation is used to  resolve ambiguities in a similar fashion 
to the way the associative maps described in Section 10.6.2 do. Furthermore, although recall is 
not the focus of this thesis, Page’s work on hierarchical expectation of pitches could be applied to 
SONNET-MAP and extended to include rhythmic expectation, allowing complete recall of both 
pitch sequences and rhythm s (see Section 14.3).
10.8 D ynam ic allocation  o f resources
Due to the increased scale of the SONNET-MAP architecture, coupled with the potential size of 
the test suites to  be used, the optimization of resources may become an im portant consideration. 
W ith  previous SONNET research, the network size could be predicted easily due to the small size 
of the melody sets used. For example, Page’s phrase learning task only consisted of twenty nine 
phrases. A more difficult test by Roberts [133] showed how rhythmic patterns could be segmented 
into their constituent phrases. Although Roberts’ experiments used ten rhythms ranging from
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Figure 10.11: The dynamic allocation of resources. A cell assembly group at is ap­
pended due to a low cell assembly population. As a result, updates in other areas of the 
network are also required.
classical to popular music, the network was re-initialized at the end of each rhythm  presentation. 
Consequently, a set of twenty T i  cell assemblies could reliably learn any of the rhythm s presented 
in these experiments. In this thesis a smimilar approach is taken to segment the B e a t l e s  test suite.
However, in order to enable SONNET-MAP to process arbitrarily long input sequences, a very 
large network would be required, which in many circumstances would be excessive. In other words, 
in real-world situations it may not be possible to predict how large a SONNET-MAP network 
should be. Instead, a more desirable solution is to enable the network to  dynamically determine its 
own size depending on how learning progresses. This takes considerable pressure off the network 
designer. To this end, the param eters K pop and K growth  are introduced:
• K pop specifies the minimum number of uncommitted cell assembly groups th a t must always 
be available to  learn.
• K growth  specifies the number of cell assembly groups to be allocated when the K pop threshold 
is breached.
Usually, the number of input assemblies at T \  can be predetermined and remain fixed. For 
example, the number of sibling groups ( N f )  may equal the number of IPCs in Western tonal
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music, which is twelve (see Chapter 9). The number of siblings within each group ( N ( )  may be 
commensurate with the STM span of human memory, which is approximately seven. Initially, the 
number of cell assemblies in the remainder of the network should be relatively small. This enables 
SONNET-MAP to proceed relatively quickly at first. Furthermore, there should be no need to 
dynamically allocate any new resources for a reasonable period of time. However, once the K pop 
threshold has been breached (that is, the number of uncommitted cell assemblies <  K pop), the 
additional resources to be allocated is given by K gTOwth ■ Again, K growth should be large enough 
tha t the network can proceed, uninterrupted, for a reasonable time period, but not so large as to 
unnecessarily slow down the network. In effect, a designer’s task is migrated from deciding the 
exact size of the network towards deciding a strategy on how the network should grow as resource 
levels become depleted.
W hen appending a cell assembly (typically at T 2 or J~2 ), due to the low resources threshold 
specified by K pop, the following resource allocation ensues (in this case, it is assumed tha t a cell 
assembly at T 2 is appended) (see Figure 10.11):
• A cell assembly (X n e w ) is appended to the masking field th a t is running low on resources. In 
this case, at T 2 -
• The corresponding input assembly ( j n ew) a t T 2 is also appended. This ensures th a t any new 
phrase categories can be communicated to JF3 when forming hierarchical phrase sequences. 
Furthermore, fixed one-to-one connections in both  directions need to be added. This facili­
tates communication between X new  and 7 n e w .
•  An additional associative assembly (x n e w ) is also required at F 2a . Furthermore, fixed one- 
to-one connections in both directions need to be added to facilitate communication between 
X new  and %new ■
As a consequence of the allocation of these cell resources, additional connections are also required:
• Excitatory bottom -up connections from each T *  input assembly to X new  are required. Fur­
thermore, reciprocal feedback connections from X new  to every J 7“ input assembly are also 
required.
•  Excitatory bottom -up connections from 7 „eUi to every cell assembly at T z  are required. 
Furthermore, reciprocal feedback connections from T 3 to 7 „eu, are also required.
• Adjustable associative connections from every T 2 h cell to X new  are required.
•  Adjustable associative connections from every T 2 cell assembly to x new  are required.
Using this scheme, preliminary simulations showed a significant improvement in the perfor­
mance of the network, particularly at its initial operational stage.
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1 0 . 9  S u m m a r y
Chapter 9 showed how each dimension of an input stimulus could be represented by distinct and 
parallel input fields (J-" and .Ff), representing SONNET-MAP’s working memory. This chapter 
extended this idea by showing how parallel SONNET modules can be associated at the note level 
and at the phrase level to form parallel and hierarchical melody encodings. Since this is the first 
time a SON NET-based neural network has been used to automatically segment a multi-dimensional 
input stimulus using a parallel neural architecture, the new techniques of boundary point alignment 
and classification synchronization were introduced. Page showed the benefits of using a SONNET 
hierarchy over a single SONNET module. The coming chapters will show the benefits of using 
SONNET-MAP over the use of single dimensional SONNET hierarchies.
1 7 3
C h a p t e r  1 1
.ReTREEve
11.1 Introduction
Chapters 10 and 12 introduce SONNET-MAP and show how its extended architectural config­
uration enables bo th  pitch and rhythm  to be utilized in discovering phrase boundaries within a 
melody. P itch sequence and rhythm  categories are formed (using information at the note level) 
and represented independently at separate parallel modules. Related pitch and rhythm  sequences 
are bound using associative maps, forming multidimensional phrase representations. However, 
problems exists when using SONNET-MAP in its current form as a CBR system for melodies. 
The traditional w i n n e r - t a k e - a l l  (WTA) competitive strategy does not fare well when applied to 
CBR, because global constraints cannot be used to aid in the recognition process. Furthermore, 
SONNET-M AP’s operation does not scale well to  large data sets, particularly when implemented 
on serial computers. This is primarily due to the differential equations used to model the passage 
of time.
Consequently, this chapter introduces a new network, known as .ReTREEue, which adopts many 
aspects of the SONNET-MAP network (particularly its novel organizational structure) and ad­
dresses the issues relating to  competition and performance. These modifications enable -ReTREEve 
to be used as an efficient, robust and accurate CBR system. Note th a t some of the symbols used 
to  represent certain components of this network may overlap with previous chapters. Therefore, to 
avoid confusion, it is best to  consider these components independently of previous work, although 
some of the concepts behind them may be similar or identical.
11.2 A pplying S O N N E T -M A P  to  th e  C B R  of m elodies
This section illustrates the problems associated with using SONNET-MAP as a retrieval system,
11.2.1 B usiness as usual
An obvious approach to using SONNET-MAP as a CBR system for melodies is to allow weights 
and cell activations to  evolve in the usual way. Then, once a collection of melodies have been
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learned, queries can be presented to SONNET-MAP in the same way as a normal melody would. 
The cell assembly (and its corresponding melody) with the largest activation at the most abstract 
layer in the network would constitute the retrieved melody in response to a query. However, this 
approach proved problematic during preliminary simulations for the following reasons:
• Previous SONNET-based research has dealt with relatively small data sets [114, 118, 133]. 
These data  sets served their purpose in illustrating SONNET’s operation at the task in ques­
tion (for example, melody recall and rhythm  perception). However, when the task at hand 
is CBR, large data  sets are common. Therefore, scalability and performance considerations 
need to be taken into account.
• So far, SONNET-based research has focussed on the problems of segmentation, learning and 
recall. The desired behaviour was achieved using WTA competitive fields at T i ,  which only 
required a local context to function as intended. However, when the task is th a t of CBR, 
global constraints need to to be satisfied too. Section 11.2.3 shows tha t WTA competition is 
too restrictive for CBR.
These issues are discussed in more detail in the remainder of this section. Following that, the 
manner in which these problems are resolved using iieTREEve are introduced.
11.2.2 Perform ance considerations
Human ability to process, organize and recognize the multifaceted features of an ever-evolving 
musical pattern  is vastly superior than  the performance achieved by any serial machine produced 
thus far. W hen one considers tha t the response time of a neuron is relatively slow when pitted 
against modern digital sequential processors, one can appreciate the advantages gained from par­
allel architectures. The simulation of any inherently parallel architecture on a sequential processor 
restricts the scale of the problems th a t can be tackled by th a t system. This is particularly true for 
neural networks due to  the granularity at which parallelism operates. Thus, the performance gain 
enjoyed by parallel architectures somewhat evaporates when they are simulated on serial machines. 
This point is further reinforced by Page [118, pg. 317] in relation to SONNET:
‘T h e  i n t r i n s i c a l l y  “p a r a l l e l ” n a t u r e  o f  m a n y  o f  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  p e r f o r m e d  d u r i n g  s i m u l a ­
t i o n ,  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  c o m p u t a t i o n a l  lo a d  a c r o s s  m a n y  p a r a l l e l  p r o c e s s o r s  
m i g h t  p r o v i d e  a  s o l u t i o n  to  t h e  p r o b l e m  o f  e x c e s s i v e  r u n - t i m e ’
Moreover, when one is trying to process melodies, the complexity of modelling time comes to 
the fore. The evolution of classification cells and adjustable weights must be specified in terms 
of differential equations th a t are integrated at sufficiently small time intervals (at most 2ms) 
so as to  model the passage of time in a stable manner (refer to Section D.5). This places a 
considerable strain on computation time. These problems are further exacerbated by SONNET- 
M A P’s multidimensional (and potentially hierarchical) configuration. In fact, the simulations 
reported in Chapters 12 and 13 represent the largest test of SONNET-based neural networks
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reported to date. This includes its architectural specification, such as the quantity of input cells, 
classification cells and connections, as well as its application to a difficult real-world problem. 
Nevertheless, since massively parallel architectures are not commonplace, and in order to  apply 
neural network technology in the real-world, compromises must be made in order to  produce 
industrial strength applications.
11.2.3 Suitability o f winner-take-all com petition  for m elody retrieval
In general, SONNET uses a WTA competitive strategy, with one caveat: if the winners are disjoint, 
SONNET does allow multiple winners (see Section 5.3.6). The utilization of a WTA strategy for 
implementing competition at T i  has, thus far, served SONNET-based research well. Using this 
scheme, phrase boundaries in a melody can be discovered and learned. Moreover, feedback can be 
used to  bias expectations and recall entire melodies. However, when the problem is to  retrieve a 
melody based on an input query, a WTA competitive strategy is too restrictive. To illustrate this 
point, consider the following example with reference to Figure 11.1.
Suppose M e l o d y  1 and M e l o d y  2  have been learned at T 3 . Furthermore, suppose a query 
is presented at JFi and th a t this query originates from M e l o d y  1. When the fourth note (E) is 
presented, the phrases {B, C, D, E} and {C, D, E} will be recognized by their respective cell 
assemblies, X b c d e  and x c d e ■ However, due to the WTA competitive strategy of SONNET, only 
one of these cell assemblies will perform a classification, and chunk-out its pattern  from T \ .  This in 
turn  will trigger the activation of its corresponding latch cell, which communicates the occurrence 
of its classification to  T j , .  Due to the competitive strength th a t larger cell assemblies have over 
smaller cell assemblies (see Section 5.3.6), x b c d e  will win this competition, and at this point, will 
lead to  the retrieval of M e l o d y  2. Due to the chunking-out of X b c d e ,  the occurrence of the phrase 
{C, D, E} will never be known to T 3 .
On presentation of the eight note B, the phrase {F, G, A, B} will be recognized and classified 
by X f g a b • Although the classification of {F, G, A, B} will contribute to the retrieval process at
, M e l o d y  1 will never be retrieved ahead of M e l o d y  2. This is because it is connected to X f g a b  
by a weaker excitatory weight than  the connection from x b c d e  to M e l o d y  2. This is due to the 
m anner in which excitatory weights evolve towards a decreasing activation pattern  (see Section
5.3.1).
This scenario points out SONNET’s inability to behave in a manner tha t allows the satisfaction 
of global, context-sensitive constraints. In other words, the winner at one particular point in time 
does not necessarily emerge as the winner once the global context emerges. Section 11.5 will show 
how {B, C, D, E}, {C, D, E} and {F, G, A, B} can all contribute to the retrieval process at 
JT3. This will lead to the recognition of M e l o d y  1 as the query’s source, thus achieving correct 
recognition and overcoming this problem.
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F ig u r e  1 1 .1 : A W TA strategy Tails to  allow both x c d b  and x f g a b  to  contribute to the 
correct retrieval o f M elody 1. For simplicy, the use of a single SO N N ET  hierarchy is used to 
illustrate th is problem.
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1 1 . 3  I n t r o d u c i n g  R e T R E E v e
In order to address the issues raised above, this chapter introduces a new retrieval architecture 
and algorithm known as üeTREEue, which adopts many aspects of the SONNET-MAP network 
(particularly its novel organizational structure). This structure, and the modifications introduced 
in this chapter, enable iîeTREEiie to be used as an efficient, robust and accurate CBR system. 
The architectural configuration and LTM structure for /ZeTREEve is specified in this section.
11.3.1 Architecture
• J-o is divided into a field containing 8 8  cells labelled e;, each responding to a particular CPH 
spanning the usable pitch range of human hearing. Communication between J -q and each 
input field is achieved using the appropriate gating mechanism (see Chapter 9).
• Each input field (J7“ and jF-f) consists of N g sibling groups. Each sibling group contains N s 
siblings labelled s m j , where j  indexes a specific sibling group and m  indexes a specific sibling 
within tha t group. In addition to the activation of each cell, the event number of the note 
which caused the cell to activate is also recorded. For example, the event number associated 
with the tenth note of a query is 10. The structure of the input fields of iîeTREEwe are 
identical to those of SONNET-MAP.
• Each m atch field and •T'f) consists of iV2 match nodes labelled m*. This is a marked sim­
plification when compared against SONNET-MAP’s JF2 architecture. In particular, no sibling 
group architecture is required and no inhibitory or feedback connections exist. Initially, every 
m atch node is considered to be connected to every input cell at its corresponding input field. 
Furthermore, the excitatory weight on each connection is initialized to zero. Consequently, 
multiple links and presynaptic inhibition need not be used. Instead, pattern  tracking (rep­
etition handling) is achieved by ensuring tha t all match nodes always respond to the most 
recent note onsets at their corresponding input field.
• The tem plate field at T 3 consists of N 3 template nodes labelled t k -  Again, this is a marked 
simplification when compared against SONNET-MAP’s J - 3  architecture — no sibling group 
architecture, no presynaptic inhibition, no inhibitory connections and no feedback connec­
tions. However, unlike at the match fields, no pattern  tracking needs to occur. Furthermore, 
every tem plate node is considered to be connected to every m atch cell a t both  and T \ .  
Each connection has a fixed weight of unity, and their only function is the communicate the 
occurrence of each pitch-rhythm  pair at T%  and T \  th a t match their input patterns at T f  
and T \  respectively.
11.3.2 Long-term  m em ory structures
iüeTREEve’s LTM contains three data  structures (analogous to those of SONNET-MAP’s) which 
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Figure 11.2: iieTREEne CBR system.
T he learned w eigh ts at J--±. Each m atch node, to*, contains a set Xj, which consists of the set 
of indices th a t identify the specific sibling groups at T \  tha t constitute m^’s learned pattern. 
Each index in T!; has a corresponding excitatory weight, z+i: which encodes the content of tha t 
pattern . T; is specified in descending order of excitatory weight strength. Phrase tracking is 
achieved by ensuring tha t Tj always responds to the |Tj| most recent note onsets occurring 
at its corresponding input field.
T he learned associations at JF2. Each m atch node, m*, contains a set of indices specified by 
A i ,  which identify the m atch nodes, rrij , th a t they are associated with. T hat is, each pitch 
sequence has a list of associated rhythm s and vice versa. This models the associations formed 
between the classification fields of the SONNET-MAP network.
T he learned m elody  tem pla tes at T z -  The set T k  at each T z  tem plate node, t k ,  specifies all 
of the pitch-rhythm  phrase pairings of a particular melody. T hat is, the set of index pairs 
(representing and T \  m atch nodes) which encode the phrase sequence of a melody. In 
addition, the order in which these these pairings are expected to  occur is also specified. In 
this regard, T k  represented a melody’s phrase template, which is matched against during the 
retrieval process. The set T k  is constructed during the time i?eTREEue is being populated 
w ith melodies. The first member of each pair denotes the i th pitch sequence represented by 
rrii a t while the second member denotes the j th  rhythm  represented by rrij a t T \  (see 
Figure 11.3).
Pitch phrases Rhythm phrases
F igure  11.3: The set Tk  specifies each pitch-rhythm phrase pairing of a melody. In addition, 
the order in which these pairings are expected to occur is also specified. In this regard, Tk  
represents a melody’s phrase template, which should be matched against during the retrieval 
process.
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1 1 . 4  P o p u l a t i n g  R e T R E E v e  w i t h  m e l o d i e s
Before TieTREEw. can be used for retrieval purposes, it must first be populated with melodies. 
Chapters 10 and 12 show how SONNET-MAP can be utilized to discover boundary points in a 
melody. These boundary points are recorded in the original melody files presented to SONNET- 
MAP. Then, each phrase which is braced by a pair of boundary points is learned directly by 
iieTREEw;. This is achieved through the use of a boundary-indicator cell, which fires in response 
to the boundary point representing the end of each phrase. Note also, since JieTREEi/e learns 
pre-segmented input sequences, the melody files do not need to have been created by SONNET- 
MAP. This allows other segmentation regimes to operate, which would be of particular value when 
comparing the retrieval performance of /ieTREEw; using SONNET-MAP segmentations with the 
retrieval performance of iteTREEwe using other regimes.
11.4.1 Boundary-indicator cell
Section 10.5 described the process of boundary point alignment, which occurs when a cell assembly 
in either the pitch or rhythm  dimensions becomes committed to a pattern. This section describes 
a similar process, whereby a boundary-indicator cell is activated in response to a boundary point 
indicating the end of a phrase. W hen the boundary-indicator cell is fired, one or both of the 
following happens:
• Each m atch node is checked to see if it has already learned the pattern.
•  If the pa tte rn  has not previously been learned, the next available m atch node will be utilized 
to  learn the current pattern  at T \ .
11.4.2 Learning each phrase at T i
To ensure th a t only a single m atch node learns each phrase of a melody presented to  T \ ,  the 
activation ( m i )  of each m atch cell must be computed, ra* is the only value required to quantify 
the m atch between a cell assembly’s LTM weight vector and its STM input pattern. This value 
is computed similarly to  SONNET-M AP’s m atch value, M i .  Although minor changes as to how 
this quantity is usually calculated are introduced here, the concept of a match between a cell 
assembly’s excitatory weights and its pattern  in working memory remains identical, m» only needs 
to  be calculated once per event onset, and is computed as follow:
1 8 1
( 1 1 . 1 )
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Although this formulation is similar to  th a t presented in Section 5.3, I f  is removed from the 
formulation. This is due to a shift away from the WTA competitive strategy employed thus far, 
towards multiple winners. This slimmed down version of m i  reduces computation time consider­
ably. However, the prim ary reduction in computation time is due to fact th a t no cell activations or 
weights need to evolve at any m atch node during learning and retrieval. A node at is considered 
to  m atch its pattern  when m* reaches its m atch threshold K m  (ttc* >  K m )- For learning, K m  
should be set fairly high because the goal is to perfectly learn each phrase of every melody.
If m i  >  K m  and \Ti\ is equal to the number of active input assemblies at T \ ,  no further action 
is required because the pattern  at has already been learned. However, if no m atch cell satisfies 
these conditions, the phrase at T \  must be learned by an un-instantiated m atch node. Learning 
the input pattern  at T \  is simply a m atter of constructing the set T i  at m i -  To achieve this, the 
weight on every connection to each input cell at T \  is set to the normalized input of th a t cell, 
which is represented by S m j .  Each S m j  is calculated as follows:
Sr;
S m j  —
Drij
1/2 (11.6)
Furthermore, if S m j  >  0, its associated group becomes a member of T i .  At this point, m i  >  K m  
a t the newly instantiated m atch node.
After each phrase has been presented and learned, the entire input field is reset for the forth­
coming phrase. However, if the last onset of a phrase represents the beginning of a subsequent 
phrase (which will be indicated by the boundary point recoded in the melody input file), this onset 
will not be reset.
11.4.3 Learning associations betw een phrases at and
Binding must take place between m atch nodes th a t represent different dimensions of the same 
melodic phrase, in response to the commitment process described above (see Section 10.6.1). It 
is imperative th a t these associations are learned because they are vital for the CBR algorithm
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described in Section 11.5. W hen a boundary point occurs in a melody and the phrase at this 
boundary point has been learned, there will be two match nodes m* and rrij (at and T \  
respectively) which will have reached their match thresholds. Furthermore, the length of the 
pattern  they encode will equal the length of the phrase just presented. In this situation, m* will 
add the index j  to *4“ . Conversely, rrij will add the index i  to A ’j .  Furthermore, no duplicates are 
allowed in the sets A f  and A j  in response to  multiple occurrence of the same input pattern.
11.4.4 Learning the phrase sequence tem plates at
Chapters 6 and 10 showed how the hierarchical structure of a melody can be discovered by cascading 
multiple SONNET modules. However, if the task at hand is to recognize sequences of notes th a t 
form phrases and the order in which these phrases occur, there is no need to employ more than 
one additional module. Consequently, T z  learns the entire phrase sequence of every melody.
Again, when a boundary point occurs in a melody, there will be at most two match nodes m* 
and rrij (at T $  and T \  respectively) which reach their m atch thresholds and K hM  and whose 
pattern  lengths equals the length of the phrase currently presented. In this circumstance, the 
indices i  and j  form a pair which will be added to the set 7jt a t T z -  Each melody will be stored 
using a separate tem plate node at T z -
11.5 R etriev ing  m elodies
Section 11.4 showed how the melodies segmented using SONNET-MAP can be used to populate 
the iieTREEve network. The task of pattern  recognition faces different constraints than  those of 
pattern  segmentation and learning. Furthermore, in light of the need to perform as efficiently as 
possible, the operation of iieTREEwe is markedly simplified compared to SONNET-MAP, and yet 
remains robust when applied to pattern  recognition. This section shows how information encoded 
in the iieTREEve network can be utilized to retrieve melodies.
11.5.1 R esetting  T \ cells
The activity of the input cells operate in exactly the same manner as described previously, with 
one exception. Every m atch node at T 2 only responds to the |Tj| most recent note onsets at T \ .  
Furthermore, the maximum size of this set is five; |T,| =  N i  =  5. Therefore, only the five most 
recent events need to  be stored at T \ . Consequently, input cells which are older than the five most 
recently activated input cells are reset.
11.5.2 Phrase m atching and m ultiple winners at
mj (see Equation 11.1) is the only value required to quantify the match between a cell assembly’s 
LTM weight vector and its STM input pattern. A node at T 2 considered to m atch its pattern  
when rrii reaches the m atch threshold K m - ,  which can be specified so as to enable noisy input to be
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processed. Therefore, all m atch nodes th a t reach their match threshold will influence recognition 
at T z -  In other words multiple winners are allowed, which resolves the issues discussed in Section
11.2.3. m , is calculated when each note of a query is presented to .ReTREEve.
11.5.3 Specifying associated pitch-rhythm  phrase pairs
Thus far, this chapter has described how pitch phrases and rhythm  phrases are recognized inde­
pendently by their respective modules. This section shows how complete multidimensional phrases 
(that is, a pitch sequence and its associated rhythm) can be recognized as an amalgam of two in­
dependent dimensions. As Chapter 13 will show, a single dimensional hierarchy retrieves melodies 
more poorly than  a two dimensional hierarchy. When pitch and rhythm  information is available, 
only associated pitch-rhythm  phrase pairs are allowed to contribute towards the recognition of a 
melody at T 3 . Therefore, recognition at T z  is not thwarted by the proliferation of unwarranted 
single dimensional phrases. Indeed, Chapter 13 shows th a t if either of the dimensions of pitch 
or rhythm  is poorly specified relative to the other, the associations th a t exist between the pitch 
phrase and the rhythm  phrase can be used to resolve any ambiguity, which enhances the retrieval 
results. This is not possible with systems tha t use a single dimension. Associated pitch-rhythm 
pairs are recognized using the associations formed between pitch sequences and their corresponding 
rhythm s, which are specified by the sets A “ and A ij .  This section shows how these associations 
can be utilized to propagate associated pitch-rhythm pairings to T z -
To achieve this, the set V  is introduced, which is constructed at T 2 - The set V  is used during 
retrieval to yield a match at each tem plate node at T z -  V  contains a list of the pitch sequence- 
rhythm  pairs th a t m atch the current input query at T \ . The i th node at T%  and the j th  node at T \  
are considered to be a matched pair (and consequently, members of V )  if the following conditions 
are met:
• m “ has a learned association with m b, tha t is if j  6  A {  (or vice versa).
• If m f  and m!j both m atch their corresponding input patterns at T f  and T b respectively.
T hat is m f  >  K ^  and >  K bM .
• If m f  and are aligned at the event level. This can be determined if |T “ | =  |T b \.
M athematically, a tem plate node at T z  can determine if a pitch-rhythm  pair specified in its tem ­
plate Tfe is member of V'-
T ki] G V  ^  (m? >  K aM ) and ( m )  >  K bM ) and { m )  G A f )  and ( \ J f \  =  \T * \ )  (11.7)
In effect %  deals with expected matched pairs, whereas V  deals with actual matched pairs tha t 
currently exist, based on the current input query. Note also, associated with each matched pair is 
a set of indices th a t identify the event numbers of the notes which resulted in the recognition of 
the matched pitch-rhythm  pair. This set is labelled £ .
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Each tem plate node, i*>, at T 3 matches the phrase pairs specified by V  against its melody tem plate 
T k . The length of the largest phrase sequence, V Seq , consistent with 7^ constitutes t ^ ' s  m atch value. 
Adjacent elements of the set V seq must be aligned. A pair of adjacent elements are considered to 
be aligned if:
1. They occur in the correct order with respect to 7 fc-
2. The note onsets of each element are contiguous. This can be determined by examining the 
event numbers specified by each pitch-rhythm pair (that is, £ ) .  To enable a certain degree of 
overlap, which is required by interval representations, note onsets may overlap by a certain 
amount. The degree of overlap allowed is specified by the param eter K overia p , which is 
generally set to  1. Remember, for interval encoding schemes, the last onset of one pattern  
may represent the beginning of a subsequent pattern.
The length of V aeq is measured in terms of unique onset occurrences, represented by each phrase 
pair in the set. Consequently, a phrase sequence consisting of two phrases may give a m atch value 
greater than  a phrase sequence consisting of three phrases, depending on the size of the phrases 
in each sequence. It is these match values that are used to produce a descending list of matches 
known as a ranked list. In light of the work presented so far, the m atch value for each tem plate 
node at T ,3 is specified by Algorithm 11.1.
Due to restrictions imposed on the number of pitch-rhythm pairs allowed to  be considered for 
matching at each node, the search space has been significantly reduced. However, Algorithm
1 1 . 1  performs an exhaustive search in which every T 3 node is considered. Consequently, scaling 
issues need to be examined as the number of melodies stored at JF3  increases. Although these issues 
are not addressed in this thesis, we do believe tha t improvements can be made to Algorithm 1 1 .1 , 
whether implemented on a serial or parallel computer, which may further restrict the search space; 
thus affording the algorithm greater scalability. One possibility would be to classify the genre of 
each query and to only search the nodes tha t are within th a t genre.
This algorithm can be explained with reference to Figure 11.4. To compute the match value 
a t an T s  tem plate node, each pitch-rhythm  pair in the tem plate T  will be matched against the 
actual pitch-rhythm  recognitions tha t have been performed at and JF| and specified by V .  In 
this example,
T  =  {{0 ,2},{1 ,3} ,{2 ,4} ,{3 ,5} ,{4 ,6 },{5,9}}
V  =  {{1,3},{4,6 },{ 2 ,4 } ,{ 0 , 2 },{3,5},{5,9}}
Now, consider the following lines of enquiry (LOE) with respect to Algorithm 11.1:
LOE 1: The first pair specified by T  is {0, 2}. Therefore, the phrase encoded by mg and m \  
represents the first pattern  th a t is expected to occur. At this point t pair  - T [l] (see line
4 of Algorithm 11.1). In this example, { m ^ m ^ }  do in fact form a matched pair because
1 1 .5 .4  C o m p u t in g  th e  r a n k e d  l is t  a t  Tz
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A lgorithm  11.1 The ReTREEve algorithm.
1: procedure C o m p u t e M a t c h ( T  )
2: m atch  =  0
3: for n  =  1 to |T| do
'1: ¡‘pair =  I  [^  ]
5: Psub = P\tpair]
6: for m  = 1 t;o \V„„b\ do
7: P =  V sub[m\
8: cu rren tM atch  =  SequenceP hrases(p , T .n - t -1)
9: if cu rren tM  atch > m atch  th en




14: return  m atch
15: end procedure
16: procedure S E Q U E N C E P H R A S E S (  p, T , n )
17: p a ir M atch  =  \p.S\
18: seq M atch  =  0
19: if n 7  ^ |T| then
20: tpuir — T[7l]
21: 'P.tub — 'P\t'patr\
22: for rn =  1  to |P*ub| do
23: Pncxl ~  Psub[^]
24: if A reC ontiguous(p ,p„cXi) = =  true then
25: cu rren tM  atch =  Sequence P h rases(pnext, T ,n  +  1 )
26: if cu rren tM  atch >  seqM  atch then




31: end  if
























F igure 11.4: The operation of the fleTREEve CBR algorithm. In this diagram, a single 
template cell, t, is illustrated along with its melody template T. For simplicity, the twelve 
notes Lhat have occurred in this example arc indicated by their event numbers at JF(). Fur­
thermore, the current list of matched pairs (V) is also specified with their associated sets £  
indicated at J'o.
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their input is present and they are elements of V .  At this point, V su b =  {{0,2}} (see line 5 
of Algorithm 11.1). Note th a t since many occurrences of the same matched pair may occur 
in different contexts within an input query, the set V su i> may contain many matched pairs 
representing the same pattern. In this example \ V sub\ =  1- Currently, the occurrence of the 
matched pair { m Q , m 2 } is consistent with T . Therefore, the remaining elements of T  are 
considered (see line 8 of Algorithm 11.1). Remember, each matched pair specified in the 
set V  is associated with a set of indices (labelled £ )  tha t identify the event numbers of the 
notes which resulted in the recognition of the pair. Therefore, at this point the current match 
equals the \£\ associated with {mg, '»"4}, which in this case is 4 (see line 17 of Algorithm 11.1). 
Then, the next pair specified in T  is considered, which is {1, 3} (see line 20 of Algorithm
11.1). From Figure 11.4, it can bee seen tha t { m 1 , m 3 }  do in fact form a pair which is an 
element of V .  However, the recognition of this pair is inconsistent with the previous pair 
{mg, m^}. This is because the pattern  specified by {m“, m \ } does not occur after the pattern 
specified by {m g,«^}. Therefore, the note onsets they responded to are not contiguous (see 
line 24 of Algorithm 11.1). Consequently, this line of enquiry is ended and the current best 
m atch is 4.
L O E  2: The next line of enquiry begins with the pair {1, 3}, which is the second phrase specified 
in T .  As the previous line of enquiry has already shown, {m“,m |}  does form a pair which 
is an element of V .  Therefore, the remaining elements of T  are considered (see line 8 of 
Algorithm 11.1). At this point the current match equals the length of the pattern  encoded 
by {m J.m j} , which in this case is 3 (see line 17 of Algorithm 11.1). Then, the next pair 
specified in T  is considered, which is {2, 4} (see line 20 of Algorithm 11.1). From Figure
11.4, it can bee seen th a t {mf^m^} does in fact form a pair which is an element of V .  
Furthermore, recognition of this pair is consistent with the previous pair This is
because {mf, m b} does occur after { m f ,  m 3 } and the note onsets they are responding to are 
contiguous (see line 24 of Algorithm 11.1). At this point the m atch equals 5 (|£ i,3 | +  1^ 2,4 |)- 
The next pair specified in T  is now considered, which is {3, 5}. Once again, this pair is an 
element of the set V  and is contiguous with its preceding pair {777,2 , m |} . At this point the 
m atch equals 9 (|£ i,3 | +  \£ 2 ,4 ) +1^3,s|)- Then, the next pair specified in T  is considered, which 
is {4, 6} (see line 20 of Algorithm 11.1). From Figure 11.4, it can bee seen tha t {m |,m g} 
does in fact form a pair which is an element of V .  However, the recognition of this pair is 
inconsistent with the previous pair { m , 3 , m b} .  This is because {777,3 , 7 7 15} is not contiguous 
with { m l ,  m l } .  Consequently, this line of enquiry is ended with a match value of 9.
LOE 3 and 4: Since the second, th ird  and fourth pairs in the set T  combined to yield a match, 
the next lines of enquiry begin with the fifth entry in T , which is {4, 6 }, and the final entry 
in T , which is {5,9}. However, similarly to the first line of enquiry, although both {m“,TOg} 
and {m!?, m \ }  are elements of V , these pairs are not contiguous and consequently yield match 
values of 2 and 4 respectively.
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From examining these lines of enquiry, it is dear that the set P.,,.,, = {{1,3}, {2,4},  {3,5}} consti­
tutes the best match. Since |P«eq| =  9, a match value of 9 is returned for this template node.
11.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced the 7?eTREEue algorithm which can be populated using the boundary 
points discovered using SONNET-MAP. Furthermore, the information contained in /fcTREEve’s 
LTM can be utilized to perform melody retrieval using Algorithm 11.1. Together, the SONNET- 
MAP and VieTREEve networks constitute the first multidimensional, self-organizing neural system 
to be applied to the problem of CBR of melodies, where a unified framework tackles the issues of 
segmentation, learning, recognition and retrieval. Chapter 13 will describe the empirical results 
obtained using JieTREEve.
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C h a p t e r  1 2
Segmenting M elodies using 
SO NNET-M AP
12.1 Introduction
Chapters 8, 9 and 10 have shown how parallel SONNET modules can process different facets of a 
melody simultaneously using the SONNET-MAP architecture. In this chapter, which presents the 
largest empirical test of a SONNET-based network reported to date, it is proven that:
1. SONNET-MAP can form multidimensional melodic phrases where each dimension of a phrase 
is represented independently by parallel SONNET modules and unified through the use of 
associative map fields.
2. SONNET-MAP is capable of discovering plausible boundary points within a melody using a 
pitch-interval and IOI representation, where grouping cues such as proximity, repetition and 
STM limitations influence the learning of patterns.
3. Illustrate the benefit of utilizing parallel SONNET modules to segment melodies.
The boundary points discovered during these experiments will be utilized in Chapter 13 to  effi­
ciently populate a iteTREEue network with the entire collection of the B e a t l e s  melodies. From 
this, the -ReTREEve CBR algorithm (introduced in Chapter 11) will be empirically tested.
12.2 E xperim ental setup
12.2.1 U sing pitch-interval and IOI representations
Section 3.3 discussed possible representations for the pitch and rhythm  dimensions of a melody — 
IPCs, pitch-intervals, melodic contours and IOIs. Additionally, Chapter 9 discussed the manner 
by which these representations can be encoded within the framework of a SONNET-based neural 
architecture.
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W ith regard to  representing IOIs at jFi, Roberts has convincingly shown tha t a SONNET 
module operating in time-driven mode, and using a SSG architecture to represent IOIs, better 
models aspects of human rhythm  perception than  one operating in event-driven mode, utilizing an 
MSG architecture to represent quantized IOIs. Consequently, in line with Roberts, the same IOI 
representational scheme will also be employed in this chapter.
W ith regards to representing pitch sequences, either an IPC representation or a pitch-interval 
representation should be utilized. This is because melodic contours do not provide enough infor­
mation from which to produce adequate segmentations. The choice made here is based purely 
on practical grounds. The use of the IPC representation with the IOI representation is simply 
incompatible. This is due to the following reasons:
1. Suppose tha t the first five notes from the melody D a y  T r ip p e r  have been learned by SONNET- 
MAP. Furthermore, suppose IPCs are used to represent pitches and IOIs are used to represent 
rhythms. In this case, pitch information on all five notes will be completely represented by 
the following IPC sequence {5, 4, 2, 0, 0}. However, rhythm  information on the same five 
notes will be represented by the following IOI sequence {0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0}, because the first 
interval is only created when the second note occurs, and so on. From this example, it can 
be seen th a t there is a mismatch between the amount of information contained within each 
sequence, although |Tnj| =  5 in both cases.
2. Due to their respective chunking-out protocols, particularly the K chUnk  setting, the last onset 
of an IOI pattern  is not chunked-out (for the reason discussed in Section 7.3.4). However, 
the last onset of an IPC pattern  is chunked-out. Consequently, the working memories of the 
pitch and rhythm  modules will become inconsistent after chunking-out occurs.
As a result, a pitch-interval representation is preferred. Furthermore, pitch-intervals should be 
represented using a SSG architecture with CARs, which is precisely analogous to the IOI repre­
sentation utilized for rhythms. Additionally, the use of pitch-intervals enables segmentation at the 
pitch module to be biased towards proximal pitches, which is an additional advantage of using 
this scheme. This is the first time th a t a SONNET-based network has been utilized to process 
pitch-intervals in this manner.
Finally, once boundary points have been discovered, a ReTREEwe network can be fast-trained 
with any of the representational schemes presented in Chapter 9. This is particularly useful for 
CBR because, in certain circumstances, some representations are better for the purposes of retrieval 
than  others (see C hapter 13).
12.2.2 M ode of operation
The mode of operation employed by each SONNET-MAP module has a significant effect on the 
segmentation process. T hat is, whether a module is operating in event-driven mode or time-driven 
mode (see Section 6.3). In the simulations presented in this chapter, the pitch module operates 
in event-driven mode, while the rhythm  module operates in time-driven mode. In event-driven
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mode, a network adapts its cells’ activations and weights for a time period of T attn  after an event 
has occurred. On the other hand, in time-driven mode a network continuously adapts its cells’ 
activations and weights, regardless of whether an event has occurred or no t1. Additionally, the 
mode of operation significantly affects when input assemblies at T \  may be reset, either due to T \  
overload or to the chunking-out process at
T \  o v erlo ad . Together with the mode of operation, the parameters /x, uj and K \ 2  are used to 
specify the behaviour of the input field at T \ .  W hen an event occurs, the appropriate 
input assembly is set to f i, which is equal to unity for both  the pitch and rhythm  modules. 
Thereafter, the input assembly increases at a rate of w ,  which is set to 3 for the pitch and 
rhythm  modules in this this chapter. K i 2 specifies the overload threshold, above which input 
assemblies are reset. The actual cells th a t are reset depend on the overload scheme employed 
by the module in question (see Section 5.3.1). For the pitch module isT1 2  =  7, while for the 
rhythm  module K 1 2  =  6 . In event-driven mode, K 1 2  represents the time in terms of T attn - 
Meanwhile, in time-driven mode, K 1 2  represents the time in terms of T sp a n .
C h u n k in g -o u t a t  J - 2 . Together with the mode of operation, the param eters i f  1 3  (which is 
generally equal to B / 2 ), K n  and K chunk  govern the chunking-out process. For pitch se­
quences and rhythms, the last onset of a pattern  is not reset during the chunking-out process 
( K ch unk  =  f a l s e ) .  In event-driven mode, K u  represents the time in terms of T a t tn . Mean­
while, in time-driven mode, K 1 4  represents the time in terms of T sp a n .
An additional point must also be discussed with respect to event-driven networks and the value 
afforded to T0.ttn. Due to the wide variety of IOIs inherent in melodies, the time period of T attn 
may not have elapsed by the time the subsequent note has occurred. Thus, on certain occasions 
the network will not adjust its cells and weights for the entire duration of T at tn  but instead, for the 
duration of the IOI. For example, the duration of the shortest IOI in the set of B e a t l e s  melodies 
is 95ms (from A l l  M y  L o v i n g ) .  T a t tn  could be set in accordance with the shortest IOI in an 
input set. However, for real-time systems, this quantity would be impossible to  know in advance. 
Furthermore, if T attn  is set too small, extremely slow learning will ensue, which was discovered to be 
the case when T at tn  was set to 95ms during preliminary SONNET-MAP simulations. Consequently, 
T at tn  should be considered as the maximum time for which an event-driven SONNET module may 
adjust its cells and weights after a note has occurred.
12.2.3 A rchitectural configuration
The architectural configuration of the SONNET-MAP network used in this chapter is described in 
this section (see Table 12.1 and Section A.2).
1 R em em ber, cells and  weights are calcu la ted  a t  po in ts in tim e th a t  a re  sep ara ted  by th e  tim e  interval Tstep (see 
Section  A .4.1).
1 9 3
Param eter s a S b
■Fo N o 88
n 9 1 1
N s 30 37
N g 30 30
N s 7 7
T i
N i 5 5
K±vzrmn 0.06 0.06
K  Zm ax 0.08 0.08
K-winit 0.05 0.05
Maps K u i n i t 0.1 0.1
Table 12.1: The architectural configuration of the SONNET-MAP network used in this 
chapter, where S a represents the pitch module and S b represents the rhythm module.
Event field at T § .  T o  is divided into a field containing 88 cells, each responding to  a particular 
CPH. J -o is connected to T \  using the appropriate gating mechanism and in accordance with 
the representational scheme employed. See Section 9.2.1 for more detail.
Input fields at J 7“ and T \ .  T [ l (at the pitch module) consists of a single sibling group contain­
ing th irty  siblings. Although only a maximum of seven items can be held in working memory 
at any particular point in time, the additional siblings are required during the segmentation 
phase. This issue is discussed further in Section 12.2.6. (at the rhythm  module) consists 
of a single sibling group containing thirty-seven siblings, which enables melodies containing 
a rapid succession of notes to be represented adequately.
Masking fields at a n d  At both the pitch module and the rhythm  module contain 
th irty  sibling groups, each containing seven siblings. Thirty sibling groups are chosen to 
ensure th a t there are a sufficient number of cell assemblies available to represent the patterns 
learned from each melody. However, this number is kept at a minimum so as to reduce 
computation time. Seven siblings (N 2) are chosen in each group so th a t boundary point 
alignment can operate correctly, whilst also modelling the human STM span.
Link architecture. The pitch module and rhythm  module contain five interacting links between 
each 7  — x pair. The initial bottom-up weights on these links should be carefully chosen; 
th a t is, the values for K zm in  and K z m a x . For instance, these should be set such th a t the 
initial value of z*°4 does not exceed K $ ,  because a cell assembly is considered to have a 
reasonable pattern  representation when z*“4 >  K 5 . This would be inconsistent with the fact 
th a t no learning has taken place yet. Additionally, in order to prevent extremely slow initial 
learning, z*“4 should not be too small. In other words, K zm in  and K zm a x  must be set in 
accordance w ith the minimum bottom-up excitatory weight vector length, z m in . Remember,
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Zm in is used to prevent an excessive slowdown in learning times by setting a floor value, 
which may not fall below. Typically, z m in  is set between 0.05 and 0.1. In the simulations 
presented in this chapter, initial values for K z m in  and K zm a x  are set such th a t z* ° l marginally 
exceeds z m,in . These initial param eter values can have a profound effect on the segmentation 
process. For the pitch module, having K z m in  and K zm a x  set over a narrow range biases cell 
assemblies towards phrases containing proximal pitches. Likewise, for the rhythm  module, 
having K z m in  and K zm a x  specified over a narrow range biases cell assemblies to  perform 
grouping by temporal proximity.
Map fields. The map fields connecting T f  and T \  [ T f '  and and the map fields connecting
T 2 and T \  (T 2 b and F 2a ) mirror the architecture of their source fields (see Chapter 10). For 
example, the map field connecting T 2 to T 2 { ^ 2 ° )  will have an identical configuration to  the 
masking field T 2 , th a t is N ba =  30 and N ba =  7. Initially, the adjustable weights at the T \  
map fields are set to unity. Meanwhile, the adjustable weights at the T 2 map fields are set 
to K Uin it (which typically equals 0.1). Finally, K am ires il (the associative learning threshold) 
is set to 0.2 (K u in it  +  v c , where v c =  0.1).
12.2.4 Param eter settings
A variety of param eters are used in the operational specification of the SONNET-MAP network. 
The use of these param eters has been discussed during the presentation of the networks in Chapters
5 through 11 and indeed, some have already been discussed in this chapter. In many instances, 
it is adequate to  simply examine the function played by a particular param eter when setting its 
value. In other instances more careful consideration is necessary, where the role played by a 
particular param eter is best determined under experimental conditions. For other discussions on 
setting SONNET-based parameters, see Nigrin [114], Page [118, Section 6.5.2] and Roberts [133, 
Section 3.3.4].
e i is the excitatory learning rate. This param eter can be set to enable fast, single-shot learning, 
where a cell assembly can become committed to a pattern  only after a single trial. Slow to 
moderate learning rates allow SONNET to generalize in a context-sensitive manner over mul­
tiple epochs. To discover the sequential regularities embedded in the pitch-interval sequences 
and the IOI sequences, a moderate learning rate is used.
V \  and v 2  are constants used to specify different path  strengths between cell assemblies at T 2 . 
These param eters allow the dynamics of competition to be altered by varying the ratio be­
tween excitatory and inhibitory input signals [114, pg. 119]. V\ and v 2 also play an im portant 
role in the learning ra te [133, Section 3.3.4].
K x  is used to calculate i,* , which ultimately specifies how a cell assembly’s size, D n i , increases 
as the length of its pattern  increases. In the simulations presented in this chapter K x  =  1. 
Consequently, D ni will grow by a power of two per increment in |Tni|. In other words, 
D n i  =  \Tn i \K * + 1  for committed cell assemblies.
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K &  represents the value z^ °* must reach before a cell assembly is considered to have a reason­
able pattern  representation. Thus, z^f measures the strength with which X n i  represents its 
pattern. Higher values indicate better pattern  representation. When z*“* exceeds the K 5 
threshold, z*°* is considered to have performed a significant amount of learning. At this 
point the learning ra te modulator is utilized, which increases the stability of X n i  s pattern  
representation. Typically, K $  is set to between 0.25 and 0.3. Additionally, -Kembed (used for 
repetition handling) should take into account the value of K $ .  Since repetition handling is 
only allowed to occur once a cell assembly has a good pattern  representation, K embed should 
be greater than  K § .
K z  is used to determine whether a secondary weight is sufficiently large to become a member of 
the set T n i. Thus, K 3 has an influence on the length of encoded patterns. The value of 
K 3: which should always be set greater than  1, has consequences for the number of contexts 
required to learn a pattern  th a t is embedded within a larger pattern. In other words, the 
ease at which generalization can occur. Relatively low values for K 3 reduce the number of 
contexts required for generalization, while relatively high values for K 3 increases the number 
of contexts required. Consequently, low K 3 values make it easier for smaller patterns to be 
learned. Therefore, K 3 should be optimized and chosen carefully according to the particular 
types of input sequences to be learned. The learning rate should also play a role in selecting an 
appropriate value for K 3 . W hen fast learning is required, the value of K 3 is not particularly 
significant. However, when attem pting to learn temporal regularities from multiple trials, 
the learning rate will usually be relatively small and K 3 should be chosen carefully.
K j  contributes to the ceiling placed on the maximum inhibition an uncommitted cell assembly 
may receive and is instrum ental in determining the speed at which patterns th a t are similar 
to previously learned patterns can be learned. Relatively low values aid learning when the 
sequences contain many similar event types, although extremely low values may cause unsta­
ble learning and obstruct the chunking-out of previously encoded patterns. Since melodies 
contain many phrases with similar notes, K - j  was set relatively small.
q  specifies the minimum number of cell assemblies tha t should respond to a given pattern  across 
T \ .  Since run-times are approximately proportional to  (TVf x iV |)2, it is desirable to keep q 
fairly small in order to minimize computation times.
K 1  Setting K j  for pitch-interval or IOI representations requires taking the worst case scenario 
in each case into consideration. For pitch-intervals, a pattern  consisting of four identical 
pitch-intervals derived from a phrase consisting of five identical pitches represents the worst 
case scenario. This is because, when the first two onsets of such a sequence is presented, 
the difference between Z j ni and S j n i is maximal. In this situation, K j  should be set to 0.75 
(see Table 12.2). Similarly for IOI representations, the worst case scenario is generally a 
pattern  consisting of four IOIs, each equal to one quarter of a tactus-span. In this situation 
K j  should be set to  to  be set to 0.84 (see Table 12.3).
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L in k  in d ex  (j) 1 2 3 4 5
Z j n i 0.567 0.494 0.431 0.376 0.327
^  ■'-'jm 0.754 0.657 0 0 0
7X .j m 0.752 0.752 0 0 0
Table 12.2: Setting K i  for the pitch-interval representation. With u> =  3, K i ntervais =  8 
and N i  =  5, K j  should be set to 0.75. This is derived from considering the I*ni value in 
the worst case scenario, where a pattern consisting of four identical pitch-intervals is derived 
from a phrase consisting of five identical pitches (represented by five event onsets at T i).
Link index (j) 1 2 3 4 5
Z j n i 0.672 0.511 0.388 0.295 0.224
<7- 0.796 0.605 0 0 0
i x . jm 0.844 0.844 0 0 0
Table 12.3: Setting K i  for the IOI representation. With uj =  3, and N i  =  5, K j  should 
be set to 0.84. This is derived from considering the the I*ni value in the general worst case 
scenario, where a pattern consists of four IOIs each equal to one quarter of a tactus-span 
(represented by five event onsets at T i).
12.2.5 Presentation  regime
Each melody is presented to SONNET-MAP repeatedly until the prescribed number of epochs 
(K epoch ) has elapsed. After each epoch, the entire SONNET-MAP network (its cell activations) 
is reset in preparation for the forthcoming epoch. After each melody cycle, the network’s LTM 
state and simulation logs are saved (see Sections D.6 and D.7). Then, a new network is created to 
process the subsequent melody. Thus, only a single SONNET-MAP network is utilized per melody. 
This enables the network to remain small and keep run times at a minimum. Indeed, a similar 
learning strategy was employed by Roberts [133, Chapters 5, 6 and 7].
The number of epochs employed for each melody should generally be determined by the size 
of the learning ra te (ei). Low leaning rates require more epochs, while high learning rates require 
fewer epochs. In the simulations presented in this chapter, for each melody the pitch module runs 
for 30 epochs, while the rhythm  module runs for 10 epochs. As a consequence, the number of 
epochs required by the pitch module differs from th a t of the rhythm  module. Therefore, after the 
lQ th  epoch has expired, the rhythm  module is disabled for the remainder of the pitch module’s 
epochs.
Additionally, an isochronous sequence of 7 tactus-span beats is appended to each melody. This 
has the effect of giving the final phrase of each melody an additional time period to learn, which 
helps model the recency effect.
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Param eters Pitch module Rhythm  module
A 1 1
B 2 2
K althresh 0.2 0.2
K ch unk false false
K D 0.01 0.01
K  encoding pitch-interval using CARs IOI using CARs
K epoch 30 10
A-embed 0.4 0.4
K , 0.75 0.84
K i n h 2000 2000
K-latch 0.004 0.004
K m 0.95 0.95
K m o de event-driven time-driven
K y 1 1
k 3 1.5 2
k 5 0.25 0.25
K j 50 50
K w 0.5 0.5
k 12 7 events 6 tactus-spans (T sp a n )
k 13 1 1
k 14 1 attentional pulse (T att n) 1 tactus-span (T sp a n )
Q 2 2
T a t tn 150ms N /A











Table 12.4: Parameter settings (alphabetically ordered).
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A melody segmentation is formed when the patterns learned by SONNET-MAP are chunked-out. 
The boundary points bracing each chunked-out pattern are directly recorded in the input files 
which represent each melody, where the beginning and ending of each pattern  is clearly distin­
guished. However, during extensive preliminary SONNET-MAP simulations, a number of issues 
were discovered which sometimes obstructed the desired chunking-out of the patterns learned by 
SONNET-MAP. This hampered the formation of consistent and clean segmentations during the 
prescribed number of epochs. These problems stem from the fact th a t SONNET-MAP’s operation 
was optimized to discover regularities within input sequences. Consequently, the network is con­
tinually learning and revising the manner in which input sequences are processed. However, when 
the goal is simply to extract the information contained within SONNET-MAP at a particular point 
in time (in this case, after a fixed number of epochs have elapsed), SONNET-MAP’s operation 
must be adapted to achieve this. Consequently, the actual segmentations which are presented in 
Section 12.4 are generated during an additional step called the s e g m e n t a t i o n  p h a s e .  This step is 
simply an additional epoch dedicated exclusively to generating a segmentation based on the p a t­
terns discovered by SONNET-MAP during normal network operation. The following operational 
modifications are introduced during the segmentation phase:
F i  overload disabled. In some circumstances, there may be a gap of several notes between two 
patterns learned in a melody. If this gap is sufficiently large, an T \  overload will occur. 
This overload may cause part of the subsequent pattern  to  be deleted from T \ .  Thus, the 
second pattern  may not be recognized at all and may never form part of the segmentation. 
Obviously, this is undesirable. For example, suppose the pitch-interval patterns {1, 1, 2} 
and {3, 3, 3, 3} have been learned. Furthermore, suppose these patterns occur within the 
following sequence {0, 1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1}. In this circumstance, the pattern  {1, 1, 2} 
will be chunked-out soon after it has occurred. Now, just after the onset which defines the 
last pitch-interval of the second pattern has occurred, the T \  overload threshold will have 
been exceeded (remember th a t K \ 2 =  7 events). Depending on the random element, the first 
item of the second pattern  may be completely or partially deleted from T \ .  If this transpires, 
the second pattern  will no longer be completely present at T \  and consequently will not 
be recognized nor chunked-out. To overcome this problem, the overload mechanism is 
disabled during the segmentation phase.
Chunking-out is extended. As a consequence of disabling 3~\ overloads, some events at T\  
may not be reset a t all. These include events tha t do not form part of any pattern. To 
overcome this, when chunking-out, events older than  the oldest event being chunked-out are 
also deleted from T \ .
Restricted cell assembly activation. To avoid interference from uncommitted cell assemblies 
whose partially encoded patterns may overlap with committed cell assemblies, only commit­
ted cell assemblies may activate during the segmentation phase. This is similar to Pages’
1 2 .2 .6  P e r f o r m in g  t h e  s e g m e n ta t io n
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expectancy work and use of the set P .  This prevents competition from uncommitted cell 
assemblies from interfering with the chunking-out process of committed cell assemblies. Fur­
thermore, only cell assemblies th a t represent patterns greater than  two intervals may activate 
during the segmentation phase (that is, |Tnj| >  3). This restriction is purely intended to aid 
in the CBR experiments presented in Chapter 13, because larger patterns provide greater 
discriminatory power for retrieval purposes
Restricted module interaction. Modules may only interact during the segmentation phase. 
This allows pitch-interval sequences and IOI sequences to  form independently from one an­
other. This restriction enables the nuances of each representation to contribute to the seg­
mentation process. See Section 10.4.1 for more details on this approach.
Rhythm  module dominates pitch module. One intricacy related to the interaction of parallel 
modules during the segmentation phase regards the actual chunking-out of learned phrases. 
Unless this is controlled in the following way, the final segmentation formed may become a 
mishmash between patterns formed at the rhythm  module and the pitch module. To avoid 
this potential problem, one module will dominate the segmentation process during this phase. 
Since, as was discussed in Chapter 2, time dominates the perception of melodies, the IOI 
module will dominate the pitch-interval module. This is achieved by suppressing the pitch 
module when any cell assembly at the rhythm  module recognizes its full pattern; th a t is,
3 X n i  I M n i  >  K m - In this circumstance, the attentional signal at the pitch module will be 
set to, and remain set to, zero until such a time as -G X n i  | M n i >  K m  at the rhythm  module. 
This approach has the effect of segmenting each melody based of the rhythmic content of the 
melody, with certain segments not classified by the rhythm  module being classified by the 
pitch module.
Although SONNET-MAP frequently learns every note of a melody, it is possible th a t some 
notes remain unlearned during normal network operation. This could have been solved by simply 
increasing the learning rate, ei- However, as we have already mentioned, SONNET-MAP’s para­
meters were optimized to  discover regularities within input sequences. Consequently, the learning 
ra te  was not sufficiently high to learn every note during the specified number of epochs. Another 
solution would have been to increase the number of epochs used. However, this would have un­
desirably increased network run-times. Since it is desirable for the iieTREEne network to  learn 
every note of every melody in the B e a t l e s  test suite, we introduce a simple algorithm to group 
the remaining unlearned notes into phrases. This algorithm is solely used for efficiency reasons. 
Therefore, after the segmentation phase, the input files used to record each melody segmentation 
are further processed to eliminate any g a p s  which may exist. This step is required so th a t the 
.ReTREEw network can be populated with complete melodies.
Generally, when a sequence of notes have not been learned the resulting group usually consists 
of N i  onsets or less. In this circumstance, since the maximum group size allowed is iV; (remember 
N i  =  5), these onsets are simply bundled into a single phrase. In circumstances where this sequence
2 0 0
of notes is greater than  N i ,  the sequence is processed in chunks of N i  in the following way. The 
the largest IOI within a chunk will indicate a phrase boundary. In cases where there is a tie, the 
IOI closest to the end of the melody is chosen, which guarantees tha t the patterns formed are as 
large as possible. Following that, the next TV; note onsets are chosen from the point a t which the 
previously grouped pattern  ends. The process continues in this manner until the entire sequence 
of unlearned notes have been grouped. Similar to the chunking-out process, the boundary points 
bracing each grouped pattern  are directly recorded in the input files which represent each melody.
12.3 Interpreting th e  results
The segmentation results for ten of the melodies used in this thesis are presented in Section
12.4. The segmentation for each m elodyis described using three tables. The first table lists each 
pattern , which contributes to  the segmentation of the melody, learned by SONNET-MAP. The 
order in which each pattern  was committed is also reflected in this table. Each pattern  is labelled 
and illustrated in music notation. Furthermore, the primary factors th a t influenced the formation 
of each pattern  are also listed (see Section 2.7 for more information on these factors). Each factor 
is abbreviated as shown in Table 12.5. Note also, due to the fact th a t interval representations are 
being used, the last note-head of each phrase is simply used to complete the interval of each phrase. 
The second table illustrates the order th a t each pattern  illustrated in the first table is chunked- 
out. Replacing the labels associated with each pattern  will yield the entire melody segmentation 
in music notation. This table also reflects any higher level structure tha t can be inferred from 
the segmentation performed. For example, verse and chorus repetitions or the beginning of a new 
section. The final table illustrates the placement of boundary points using pitch-interval and IOI 
notation. Each segment is accompanied by its music notation label and melody lyrics. This table 
is intended to give the reader a greater feel and understanding of each of the formed segmentations. 
Note also, the final note of some phrases are accompanied by the i symbol. This means th a t the 
interval information at this point has not been learned, only the fact th a t a note onset occurs. In 
almost every case, this occurs at places where relatively large IOIs exist and SONNET-MAP was 
unable to  learn the IOI. This is consistent with studies in human rhythm  perception which has 
found th a t humans find long IOIs difficult to learn.
2 0 1
alg Segments formed due to unlearned notes during normal 
SONNET-MAP operation.
chunk Influence from previously chunked-out patterns.
ctx Multiple contexts.
dom The dimension which influenced the formation of the pattern. 
That is, either pitch or rhythm; dom(p) or dom(r) respectively.
gap Gap principle.
prim Primacy effect.
prox Pitch proximity, prox(p), or temporal proximity, prox(t)
rec Recency effect.
rep Pitch repetition, rep(p), or rhythm repetition, rep(r).
Table 12.5: Factors influencing segm entation. Note that, when the dom inance factor is 
present, all other grouping factors relate to  the dimension which is dominant. For example, 
if dorn(r) and prox  are listed, the proximity factor relates to temporal proximity. Where 
no dom inance factor is specified, prox  would relate to both temporal proxim ity and pitch 
proxim ity unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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^ . V— h—4— 1 ctx, dom(r), gap
t ........... ctx, dom(r), gap
(a)
Figure 12.1: T he boundary points discovered for the melody Yesterday (see Appendix 
E.4.1). W here (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates th e segm entation  








2 0 4* 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 0 0*
0.5 0.25 4.25* 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.5 3.0*







































d o m ( r ) ,  rep
c h u n k ,  d o m ( r ) ,  g a p
V d o m ( r ) ,  rep
W m & c h u n k ,  d o m ( r ) ,  g a p
T
%
c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  g a p
----- f5— S----
« — , * c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  g a p
n h — -- c h u n k ,  d o m ( r )
p m
c h u n k ,  c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  p r o x ,  ree
(a)
Figure 12.2: The boundary points discovered for the melody M o t h e r  N a t u r e ’s S o n  (see 
Appendix E.4.2). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the 
segmentation formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the 




T  Q H  1
(b )
A B C
0 2 0 0 0 2 5^ 0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.5 2.0* 1.0
B orn a poor young coun- -try boy Mo-
£ T
1 1 2 21 2 7 5
1.0 0.5 0.5 4.0* 1.0 0.25 0.5
na- -tu- -re ’s Son All day —
Q n X
2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3
1.0 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.25 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.5










L a b e l
A
B
P h r a s e F a c to r s
alg
c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  p r o x
c t x , d o m ( r )
V W c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  p r o x
c h u n k ,  d o m ( r ) ,  gap ,  p r o x
T c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  p r o x
m c h u n k ,  d o m ( r ) ,  p r o x
n ÉS d o m ( p ) ,  c tx
c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  p r o x
(a)
F igure 12.3: The boundary points discovered for the melody H e y  J u d e  (see Appendix 
E.4.3). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the segmentation 





fC É c tx ,  d o m ( r ) ,  p r o x
alg
(a )  (continued)
A B C V £
T Q 7Ï
Z J IC C
(b)
A B C
3 0 3 2 7 0 * 2 1 7 0*
1.0 2.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.0* 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5*
Hey .1 ude d o n ’t make it bad take a sad  song
V e T
1 4 2 2 2 1 3 2 0  0
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 2.5 0.5 0.5 1.0
and m ake it bet- -ter — — Re- -m em - -ber
G n %
5 2 1 1 3 2 7 2 2 5
0.5 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.5 2 . 0 0.5 0.5 0.5
to  let her in- -to your h eart then you can
J AC C
2  0 2 1 5 0 1 *
0.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 t











g a p ,  p r o x ( p ) ,  r ep
c h u n k ,  d o m ( p ) ,  c t x
V F#' I J 1 -1— J— t— ì------¥ ---C--- C------m c h u n k , d o m ( p )
= |
■ 1
d o m ( r ) ,  gap ,  p r o x ,  rep
T alg
r H -
¥ t * =
alg
(a)
F igure 12.4: The boundary points discovered for the melody T w o  o f  Us (see Appendix 
E.4.4). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the segmentation 
formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the pitch-interval and 
IOI representations.
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3 2 2 2 2 2* 2 2 2
0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.5* 1.0 0.5 1.0
of us rid- -ing no- -where spend- -ing some-
C A B
1 2 7* 2 2 2 2 2 2*
2.0 2.0 2.0* 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.5*
hard earned pay You and me Sun- -day driv- -ing
B C V
2 2 5 1 2 0 2 5
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2,0 3.5
ar- -riv- -ing on our way back home
£ c T
2 1 1 9* 7 2 1 1 1
0.5 0.5 1.0 3.5* 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 3.5

















V chunk, ctx, dom(r), gap
dom(p), prox






Figure 12.5: The boundary points discovered for the melody Here Comes the Sun (see 
Appendix E.4.5). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the 
segmentation formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the 













4 2 2 0 * 2 2 5 2 3*
0.5 0.5 0.5 2 .0 * 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.5 0.5 1 .0 *
Lit -tie dar -ling I t ’s been a — long
C V A
;i 7 2 2 3 2 9* 4 2 2 0 *
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 4.5* 0.5 0.5 0.5 2 .0 *
cold — lone- — 4 y win- ter L it- -tie dar- -ling
B £
2 2 5 2 7* 2 2 1 5*
1 . 0 1 . 0 0.5 0.5 1.5* 0.5 1 . 0 1 . 0 5.5*
It feels like __ years since i t ’s been here
2 2 4 4* 4 2 2
0.5 1 . 0 1 . 0 1.5* 0.5 0.5 0.5
Here comes the sun do do do
F Q n
2 2 4 3* 7 I 2 4 2 2
0.5 1 . 0 1 . 0 1.5* 0.5 0.5 0.5 2 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0









Label P hrase Factors
A
« 2 = ~m----• - gap, prox, rept
B gap, proto, rep
10 i 1m
tJ t D L
C chunk, cfcr, dom(r), gapTO *—----
V ¿V- 5— ft • chunk, ctx, dom(r), gapl e
£ prox, rep
■■
JF H A  r  - V - s— dom(r), prox, rept
Q dom(r), gap, rep
*8




i F*=i A  . > ■> y— t,— alg1— >
Ca)
Figure 12.6: The boundary points discovered for the melody Don’t Lei Me Down (see 
Appendix E.4.6). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the 
segmentation formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the 
pitch-intervai and IOI representations.
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A B C
A  V  B  C
E T  Q U  T
(b)
a b e
2 2 35 2 - 0 0 ■4 3 2 9*
0.667 0.667 0.667 5.5* 0.667 0.667 0 .6 6 '7 0.75 0.25 5.0*
D on’t let m e  dow n. D on’t let me down — —
A V 0 c
2 2 % 2 3 7* 0 o: 4 3 2 3*
0.667 0.667 0.667 0.75 0.25 5.0* 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.75 0.25 3.0*
D on’t let me down — — D o n 't let me down — -
£ T 9
3 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 5 7*
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.5*
No- -bo- -dy ev- -er loved me like she does —
i rI
«1 2 2 3 5 0 2 t
0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 2.5 0.5 0.25 *






r W m—m—• -/  /
Factors
prox, rep
B chunk, prox(p), rep





ctx, dom(r), gap, prox
T Û 1 ■ pi— 1/— t T prox, rep
i sà ■P—P—P-
ctx(r), gap, prox, rep(p)
n * * m—r P = i^ = L J <— i ------h dom(r), gap, prox
p m chunk, dom(r), gap
(a)
Figure 12.7: The boundary points discovered for the melody Come Together (see Appendix 
E.4.7). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the segmentation 
formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the pitch-interval and 
IOI representations.
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Label P h rase Factors
J 4 % ^ chunk, dom(r), prox, ree
(a) (continued)







0 ti 0 3 2 2 3 0
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 . 0 1 . 0
He wear no shoe shine He got toe
C ■D £
0 ;i 2 2 3 0 0 3 2 2
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
jam foot- -ball He got m on- key fin- -ger He
P C £
3 0 0 3 2 2 2 * 0  2 2 0 *
1 . 0 1 . 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 .0 * 0.5 0.5 0.5 2 .0 *
shoot Co- -ca  Co- -la He say I know — you
0 2
1
2 1 * 0
¥
0 0 0
0.5 0.5 0.5 2.5» 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
you know - me One thing I can
r Q
0 0 o 0 0 0 0 3*
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5*
tell you is you got to be free
H 1
0 7 5 1 1 * 2 2 3 0 *
0.5 0.25 0.5 0.25 2.5» 1 . 0 0.25 0.25 2.5*









¡3 =— ^ v - i - ctx, dom(r), gap, prox
C RlH f $ r r algMa ft* r f ~  -  g
T> dom(r), prox, rep;;
9 f c = M t I
£ - H A n r m—• - prox, repî ?—
T *---4. • alg. - t- ?
G chunk(p), prox, rep: y
n chunk, dorn(r)¥ ^ = L
(a)
Figure 12.8: The boundary points discovered for the melody The. Ballad of Jolm and Yoko 
(see Appendix E.4.8). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the 
segmentation formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the 
pitch-interval and 101 representations.
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Label Phrase Factors
J ■i dom(r), prox, repP t d t # = p =
J s M A .  1 .  ,  - alg•  ■ / w
K ' iH A  . dom(r), prox, rep= # =
C h i « A  -  . dom(r), ctx, gap, proa;
F = F = ~—• -
M H A — v  r -  * prox, rep(r)
N algr * 7 '
O P é r r v t —ff— dom(r), prox, repy  P P P - y —r -
V dom(r), ctx, <?ap, proa;
(a) (continued)
B C A B
P S T S G n
X J K C


















































































0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 1
0.5 0.5 1 . 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
to go back you know they did- -n ’t ev- -en give
n
2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 4
0.5 0.5 1 . 0 1 . 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 . 0




































































L a b e l P h r a s e F a c t o r s
A a prox, repi -  r— r-— r--------




chunk , p ro x (p ) , rep
V c h u n k , p ro x (p ) , rep:
Î  -
£ =  *L  = d o m (r ) , gap, p rox , rep
T I  tA  .  . alg
Q gap, p rox , rep
= * = ¥ v =
n I  tJv  - ch u n k , d o m (p ), p ro x , rep
P = ÿ= - 9 —
(a)
F ig u re  12.9: The boundary points discovered for the melody Across the Universe (see 
Appendix E.4.9). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the 
segmentation formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the 




S t i n t i J }  —*-—«h r------♦--
Factors
chunk, dom(p)
J 1  A - . — alg
K P ctx, dom(r), gap
$
alg
M Œ E E E ? dom(r), prox, rep
AT t cte, dovi(r), gap
O ctx, clmnk(p), gap, ree
(a) (continued)
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A B B C V 8
A B B H B 1
J K, C
M M A O




0 0 0 1 2 2 2  2 2 2 2
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
W ords are lly- -ing out like end- -less rain in- -to
C V e
2 2 2 4 2 2 2  2 2 2 2
0.25 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25
pa- -p e r cup T hey slith- -er while they pass th ey slip
Q A
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 * 0 0 0
0.75 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.5 2.25* 0.5 0.5 0.5
-way a- -cross the u- -ni- verse Pools of sor-
B B n
2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75
waves of joy are drift- -ing through  my o- -pen m ind
B X J
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 7 3 3 5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
-sess- -ing and ca- -ress- -ing me __ Jai _ Gu-
K L M
3 2 0 5 7 0 0 0 2 2 9
1 . 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 4.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 . 0 0.5
De — va Om no- th in g ’s gon- -na change my
A O M
0 0 0 1 1 8 1 0 * 0 0 0
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 4.5* 0.5 0.5 0.5
No- th in g ’s gon- -na change my world No- th in g ’s go 11
M A O
2 a 7* 0 0 0 1 1 8
1 . 0 0.5 4.5* 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5






























dom(r),  gap, prim,  prox, rep
B chunk, dom(r), gap, rep
dom(r), gap, rep
V dom(r), prox, rep
f t  •  •
chunk, dom(r)
T i alg





chunk, dom(r), gap, prox, rep
(a )
F ig u re  12.10: The boundary points discovered for the melody When I ’m Sixty Four (see 
Appendix E.4.10). Where (a) illustrates the learned melodic phrases, (b) illustrates the 
segmentation formed and (c) illustrates the placement of each boundary point using the 











M dom(r), prox, rep
N chunk, dom(r), gap, rep
O alg
V dom(r), gap, rep
Q alg






V V £ T G
A B n
I J K C
M M M M Ö
V Q n S
(b)
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A B  C
1 1 3 3 3 2 2 5 o* 4 4 f 5
0.333 0.167 0.333 0.667 0.5 0.333 0.167 0.333 1.17* 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.333
W h en ] get old- -er los- -ing my hair ma- -ny years from
v  v  e
1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1
.333 0.167 0.333 0.167 0.333 0.167 0.333 0.167 0.25 0.5 1.25 0.5
vili you still be send- -ing me a va- -len- -tine birth-
F S A
1 1 2 I i  2  a* 1 1 3 3
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.333 0.167 0.333 1.17* 0.333 0.167 0.333 0.667
-day greet- -ing bot -tie  o f wine If I ’d been ou t
B n
3 2 2 5 4* 0 2 5 3 0*
0.5 0.333 0.167 0.333 1.17* 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.333 2.17*
till quar- -ter to  th ree would you lock the door
1 3
3 3 3 1 2* 3 3 1 2
0.333 0.167 0.333 0.417 0.75* 0.333 0.167 0.333 0.417
will you still need me will you still feed
K. c M
7 0 0 0 4 0 3 3 3 3
0.75 0.25 0.75 0.25 0.5 2.25 0.333 0.167 0.333 0.167
me when I ’m six- -ty four ev- -ry sum - -m er
M  M
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
0.333 0.167 0.333 0.167 0.333 0.167 0.333 0.167
we can rent a cot- -tage in the
N O V
8 3 0 0 0 2 5 5 2 1 7 3 0*
0.5 0.333 0.667 0.333 0.167 0.25 0.5 2.25 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 6.0*
Isle of W ight if i t 's not too dear You'll be old- -er too
Q ■R S
2 •2 2 0 5 1 3 2 2 3 t
1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 %
A nd if you say th e word I could stay with you
(c)
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1 2 . 5  A n a l y s i s
P roxim ity: Generally, the  proxim ity of notes in term s of p itch  and tim e contribu ted  frequently 
to  the  form ation of melodic phrases. Tim e in particu lar had  a significant influence, not only 
in term s of closeness, bu t also in term s of distance. This is because relatively large gaps 
betw een notes alm ost always indicated  a phrase boundary. Consequently, the  rhy thm ic cues 
of tem poral proxim ity and the  gap principle were m odelled well during the segm entation 
process. See phrases T> and T  from Yesterday for exam ples of tem poral proxim ity and  the 
gap principle. P itch  proxim ity also influenced the form ation of phrases, b u t to  a lesser extent 
(see phrase B  from Yesterday).
R ep etition : R epetition  also played a v ital role in the form ation of melodic phrases. R hythm ic 
repetition  was m ore prevalent in the melodies and frequently contributed to  the  form ation of 
phrases, although p itch  repetition  did play a role (see phrase B  from Across the Universe). 
Frequently, the  repetition  of phrases resulted in a strong indication of a m elody’s structure; 
such as a verse repetition  or the  beginning of a new section. See Two o f Us, Here Comes the 
Sun, D on’t Let M e Down  and  Across the Universe for good examples of this.
C ontext: The same p a tte rn  occurring in different contexts contribu ted  the form ation of melodic 
phrases. For rhy thm s, this often occurred (see phrases £, T  and Q from Yesterday). P itch  
sequences occurring in different contexts only sometimes influenced the segm entations formed 
(see phrase 7i from H ey Jude).
C hunking-out: Influences from previously learned p a tte rn s  m ade a large contribution to  the 
form ation of phrases. W hen a p a tte rn  was chunked-out, subsequent p a tte rn s  had  an extended 
tim e period in STM  before the  T \  overload m echanism  kicked in. This extended tim e period 
enabled these p a tte rn s  to  be learned w ith  greater ease. See phrase B  from  Here Comes the 
Sun.
P rim acy  and recency effect: Prim acy  and  recency effects were also contributing factors in  the 
segm entation process. A t the  s ta r t of a melody, a period of seven a tten tiona l tim e-spans 
occurred a t the  p itch  m odule and a period of six tactus-spans occurred a t th e  rhy thm  module 
before the ir first inpu t assembly was reset. This provided cell assemblies an  extended tim e 
period to  learn p a tte rn s  a t the  beginning of a melody. Furtherm ore, due to  the  addition  of 
seven ex tra  bea ts  a t  the  end of each m elody (see Section 12.2.5), an extended tim e period 
was also afforded to  cell assemblies in order to  learn phrases a t the  end of a melody.
M em ory restrictions: T he size of the  phrases learned were restric ted  by the d ep th  and  capacity 
of STM  (specified by K x l, K i2  and K chunk) and the lim its im posed on the  m axim um  sized 
chunk a  cell assem bly m ay learn (N i). Consequently, th e  m axim um  sized p a tte rn  th a t  could 
be form ed consisted of five onsets, which is consistent w ith the transien t m em ory span of 
hum an STM .
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D om inance: D uring the  segm entation process the  dim ension of rhy thm  was dom inant. A lthough 
th is condition was explicitly bu ilt in to  the segm entation process (see Section 12.2.6), pre­
lim inary SO N N ET-M A P sim ulations showed th a t, in  general, th is proved to  be th e  case 
anyway. This is consistent w ith  studies in m elody perception  which show th a t, in general, 
tim e dom inates the  perception  of melodies.
Finally, although m ost melodic phrases were discovered using SONNET-M AP, th e  algorithm  
presented  in Section 12.2.6, used to  fill in  the gaps, helped form  some of the  phrases. However, 
in m ost cases the  sequences of notes th a t were not learned by SO N N ET-M A P consisted of five or 
less note onsets. As a consequence, a  group could be directly  form ed from these onsets. In  this 
sense, th e  m ajor contribu to r to  the  form ation of these p a tte rn s  was in  fact SONNET-M AP. This 
is because the  boundaries of each phrase were specified by th e  preceding and  subsequent phrases 
w hich brace th e  unlearned phrase.
12.6 Summary
In  th is  chapter, the  m anner by which SON N ET-M A P can be used to  segment melodies was exper­
im entally  illustrated . T he em pirical setup and  results were discussed in  detail. In  was found th a t, 
in general, the  segm entations form ed were consistent w ith  m any aspects of hum an m elody percep­
tion. Using the boundary  points discovered during these experim ents, C hapter 13 will em pirically 
show how iüeTREEue netw orks can be tra ined  w ith  the entire set of fifty Beatles melodies, and  in 
tu rn  utilized as a C B R  system  using the  algorithm  in troduced in C hapter 11.
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C ontent-Based Retrieval of 
M elodies using iieTREE-ue
13.1 Introduction
C hapter 11 in troduced ReTREEw . and showed how it can be applied to  m elody retrieval. In  order 
to  illustra te  th a t  iieT R E E ve functions as intended, th is chapter presents em pirical resu lts which 
evaluate its retrieval perform ance on the  Beatles te st suite. In particu lar, this chapter dem onstrates 
th a t:
•  Queries th a t  are aligned along phrase boundaries are retrieved m ore effectively th a n  queries 
th a t  are no t aligned along phrase boundaries. In  o ther words, fewer notes are required 
to  achieve a correct retrieval. This indicates th e  benefits of m elody segm entation and, in 
particu lar, pursuing hum an-based segm entation techniques. This is because phrases are 
more likely to  coincide w ith  the places in a m elody th a t  hum ans consider m ost mem orable, 
and  therefore the  m ost likely places a query will begin. In  th is sense, th e  organization of 
melodies into hum an-inspired, m ultidim ensional phrase hierarchies effectively reduces the 
retrieval search space. Consequently, not only does the  accuracy and  am ount of inform ation 
contained in  a query affect retrieval perform ance, so too  does the  m anner in which m elody 
segm entation is perform ed.
•  T he com bination of two dim ensions (pitch and rhythm ) significantly improves retrieval per­
form ance over th e  use of a single dimension (either p itch  or rhythm ). Using two dimensions 
yields significantly b e tte r  retrieval accuracy and  retrieval tim es for b o th  perfect and  im­
perfect queries. This is because two dimensions contain m ore inform ation from  which to 
facilitate the  restric tion  of possible m atches to  a relatively sm all num ber of p itch-rhythm  
pairs. Consequently, th e  retrieval search space is m arkedly reduced.
•  R etrieval perform ance degrades gracefully as the  quality  of the  queries degrade. Hence, 
recognition perform ance is robust. This is achieved by varying th e  m atch, or tolerance
C h a p t e r  1 3
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param eter K m  to  coincide w ith the level of query degradation perm itted . Thus, phrases 
w ith in  im perfectly specified queries are more likely to  pass the  tolerance threshold and be 
considered during the tem plate  m atching phase of the .R eTR EEw  algorithm .
•  P articu la r m elody representations are more suited to  particu lar query types. For example, 
a p itch-interval represen tation  is b e tte r  suited to  very noisy queries th a n  an IP C  represen­
ta tion . This is because, even if p itch  inform ation is badly  specified in a query, recognition 
rem ains robust because th e  sim ilarity between notes can be m easured. Conversely, an IPC  
represen tation  is m ore suited to  perfect queries th an  pitch-intervals because more inform ation 
is available from which to  b e tte r discrim inate between po ten tia l retrievals.
Before the em pirical results are presented, the m anner in which the  iieT R E E ve network was 
popu la ted  and its experim ental setup will be discussed.
1 3 . 2  P o p u l a t i n g  R e T R E E - u e  w i t h  T h e  B e a t l e s  m e l o d i e s
C hapter 10 in troduced th e  SO N N ET-M A P network and specified how it can be utilized to  au­
tom atically  segm ent melodies. Subsequently, C hap ter 12 described em pirical results showing the 
segm entations SO N N ET-M A P formed using a selection of the  B eatles melodies catalogued in A p­
pendix  E. These results illu stra ted  the boundary  points along which each melody is grouped into 
phrases. These boundary  points are utilized to  populate  the i?eTREEi>e networks used in this 
chapter. Refer to  Section 11.4 to  see how this is achieved.
In  th is chapter, separate  iieT R E E ve networks are evaluated; one which processes IP C  and IOI 
inform ation, another which processes pitch-interval and IO I inform ation and, finally, one which 
processes contour and IO I inform ation. A lthough it is possible to  combine each of the these 
features into a four-feature parallel network (see Section 14.3), here we evaluate each com bination 
separately.
1 3 . 3  E x p e r i m e n t a l  s e t u p
13.3 .1  A u to m a tica lly  generatin g  th e  te s t  queries
Once th e  iieT R E E ve netw ork is popu lated  w ith  melodies, it can be tested  w ith melodic queries to 
evaluate its  ability as a  C B R  system . iieT R E E ve is tested  using th ree different types of queries; 
perfect queries, noisy queries and  noisy queries with insertions and deletions. Rem em ber (see 
C hap ter 3), these queries m odel th e  types of errors th a t hum ans could make when composing a 
query. This section describes how these queries are generated.
A set of queries is generated  in  the following way (see Table 13.1). Firstly, a set of perfect 
queries, of length Q iength , are generated  from the entire set of Beatles melodies. This is achieved 
by selecting th e  first Qiength notes from each melody, then  the second Qiength notes, and so forth  
un til the  final query of Q iength is selected. From th is set, a num ber of queries are chosen th a t
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P aram eter D escrip tion
Q bound T he num ber of queries to  be used which are aligned along boundary  
points.
Qnbound T he num ber of queries to  be used which are not aligned along boundary  
points.
Qlength T he length  of each query.
^ Q n m in > ^Q nm ax The m inim um  and  m axim um  num ber of notes to  be transform ed from  the 
perfect query of length  Qiength ■ The actual num ber is chosen random ly 
w ith in  th is range.
^Qpm.im  ^Q pm ax If a  n o te ’s p itch  is to  be altered, these param eters specify the  m inim um  
and m axim um  num ber of semitones by which the  p itch  should be changed. 
T he actual num ber of semitones to  be changed is chosen random ly w ithin 
th is range. Furtherm ore, there is a  50% chance th a t th e  p itch  is either 
increased or decreased.
A Qrmini ^Q rm ax If a no te’s IO I is to  be altered, this p aram eter specifies th e  m inim um  and 
m axim um  percentage (in term s of the  IO I) by which th e  IO I should be 
changed. T he ac tual percentage is chosen random ly w ith in  th is range. 
Furtherm ore, there  is a 50% chance th a t  the  change either increases or 
decreases th e  length  of th e  IOI.
A Q im ini ^Q im ax Specifies th e  m inim um  and m axim um  num ber of insertions to  be made. 
T he actual num ber of insertions is chosen random ly w ith in  th is  range.
^■Q drain, ^Q dm ax Specifies th e  m inim um  and  m axim um  num ber of deletions to  be made. 
T he ac tual num ber of deletions is is chosen random ly w ithin th is range.
T a b le  13 .1 : P aram eters used to  generate  te s t  queries.
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are aligned along boundary  points (Qbound) and  a  num ber are chosen th a t are not aligned along 
boundary  points (Qnbound)■ These are the queries to  be transform ed and used to  te s t retrieval 
perform ance. N ext, a  set of note indices, ranging from zero to  Qiength — 1 is generated, which is 
random ly  shuffled. Then, th e  first A Q nmax indices from th is set are used to  identify th e  set of 
notes to  be altered  according to  the  param eters specified in Table 13.1. For example, Figure 13.1 
shows two queries generated  as described above. B o th  queries are generated from  the  first tw enty 
notes of th e  m elody Here Comes The Sun. F igure 13.1(a) illustrates an  exam ple of a perfect query, 
w hereas Figure 13.1(b) illustrates an  exam ple of a noisy query. T he settings used to  generate all 
of th e  queries used in  th is chapter are sum m arized in  Table 13.2.
IPC 4 0 2 4 4 2 0 7 9 0 9 4 2 0 9 7 4 0 2 4
IOI 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 4.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.0
(a) Perfect query.
IPC 4 0 6 4 7 2 0 9 9 0 9 4 2 10 9 7 0 1 4 4
IOI 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.58 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.17 4.5 0.5 0.5 0.58 2.0
(b ) Noisy query.
F ig u r e  1 3 .1 : T h is is  an  exam ple o f a p erfect query and a  n o isy  query derived from  th e  
m elo d y  Here Comes The Sun. In th ese  exam p les Qiength, =  20 and  th e  notes orig in ate  from  
th e  b eg in n in g  o f th e  m elody, (a) T h is  query y ie ld ed  a  correct retrieval after th e  p resen ta tio n  
of ju s t  four n otes, (b) T h e  param eters th a t generated  th is  query are as follows: AQnmi„ = 5 , 
A Q nm ax  =  10, A Q pm in  =  l j  ^Q p m a x  — 4 , A Q rm in  =  10%, A Q rm ax  — 25%. N o in sertion s  
nor d e letion s are presen t. T h is  query y ie ld ed  a  correct retrieval after  th e  p resen ta tion  o f th ir ­
teen  n otes. Furtherm ore, an y  n o te  can  have b o th  its  p itch  an d  corresponding IO I changed.
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P e rfe c t N o isy In s e r t /D e le te




13.21 -  13.23
Abound 100 180 180 180 180 180
Qnbound 20 100 20 20 20 20
Qlcntjlh 20 20 20 20 20
¿V nm in 0 2 - 8 2 5 2
AQiirnax 0 2 - 8 5 10 5
0 0 1 1 1
A Qpm ai 0 0 4 4 4
&Qrmin 0 10% 40% 10% 10% 10%
¿ Q rm a i 0 10% 40% 25% 25% 25%
^Q im in 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 2
^Qrim in 0 0 0 0 1
&Qdma* 0 0 0 0 2
T ab le  13.2: Parameter values used to generate the test queries.
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As described in  C hap ter 11, the  arch itecture  of iieTREEwe m irrors th a t  of the  SO NNET-M AP 
network. In th is chapter the  arch itectural configuration of iieT R E E ve is described in Table 13.3.
13 .3 .2  A rch itectu ra l configuration
IP C P I Contour IOI
N g 12 1 1 1
N s 20 20 20 20
n 2 1000
n 3 50
T a b le  1 3 .3 : T h e  arch itectu ral configuration  o f  th e  iie T R E E w . netw ork u tilized  in  th is  
chapter. N o te  th a t th e  num ber o f sib lings (Ns) is alw ays at lea st as large as Qiength, w hich  
is equal to  tw enty. T h is  ensures th a t  there  is alw ays adequ ate  w orking m em ory to  represent 
each  m elod ic  feature.
13 .3 .3  P aram eter  se ttin g s
T his sections outlines the  small num ber of param eters required for th e  operation  of EeTR EEve. 
T he p aram eter of p rim ary  im portance is th a t  of K m - The lower K m  the  greater the  num ber of 
phrases th a t  will m atch. Conversely, the  higher K m  the sm aller the  num ber of phrase th a t  will 
m atch. Consequently, to  enable noisy queries to  m atch, K m  should generally be  set relatively low. 
If queries are fairly well preserved versions of th e  ta rg e t melody, K m  should be set relatively high.
IPC P I Contour IO I
K enCode MSG CAR CA R CAR
Lü 2 3 2 3
Kintervals N /A 13 3 N /A
Koverlap
K m 0.8 - 0.99
T a b le  1 3 .4 : T h e  param eter values u tilized  b y  th e  E eT R E E u e  netw ork.
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E a c h  q u e ry  is p re s e n te d  to  T ieT R E E w e o n ce . A fte r  th e  p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  e a c h  n o te , th e  f te T R E E  we 
a lg o r i th m  w ill r e tu r n  a  ra n k e d  l is t c o n ta in in g  th e  to p  five b e s t  m a tc h e s . W e  h av e  ch o sen  to  
c o n s id e r  th e  to p  five ra n k s  r a th e r  th a n  ju s t  th e  to p  ra n k e d  m a tc h  fo r a  n u m b e r  o f  re a so n s . F ir s tly , 
i t  so m e tim e s  t r a n s p ir e s  t h a t  so m e  o f  th e  r a n k  1 re s u lts  h av e  id e n tic a l m a tc h  v a lu e s  to  th e  r a n k  2, 
3 , 4  o r  5 re s u lts .  C o n se q u e n tly , a l th o u g h  th e r e  m a y  b e  a  tie , th e  d e s ire d  re tr ie v a l m a y  in  fa c t h av e  
o c c u r r e d . S eco n d ly , i t  is g e n e ra l p ra c t ic e  to  is su e  a  lis t o f p o ss ib le  m a tc h e s  (fo r e x a m p le , in te r n e t  
s e a rc h  e n g in e s ) , a s  in  m a n y  c a se s  (p a r t ic u la r ly  w ith  b a d ly  d e g ra d e d  im p e rfe c t q u e rie s )  i t  is u n lik e ly  
t h a t  p e r f e c t  re tr ie v a ls  w ill o c c u r  a t  r a n k  1.
E a c h  s e t  o f  q u e ry  r e s u l ts  a re  p re s e n te d  in  a  ta b le  w h ich  spec ifie s  th e  p e rc e n ta g e  o f  c o r r e c t  
r e t r ie v a ls  a t  a  p a r t ic u la r  r a n k  a t  a  p a r t ic u la r  n o te . F o r ex a m p le , in  T a b le  13.5 , 99%  o f  th e  q u e rie s , 
w h ic h  a re  a lig n e d  o n  b o u n d a ry  p o in ts ,  a re  c o r re c tly  id e n tif ie d  a s  o n e  o f  th e  to p  2 ra n k e d  m e lo d ie s  
b y  th e  5 U‘ n o te . R e m e m b e r , each  t e s t  u ti l iz e d  200 q u e rie s  (Q bound+ Q „bound)- F u r th e rm o re , u n le ss  
e x p lic it ly  n o te d , w h en  a  p a r t ic u la r  p itc h  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  is m e n tio n e d  i t  s h o u ld  b e  a s s u m e d  t h a t  
i t  is c o u p le d  w ith  the: u se  o f  th e  IO I re p re s e n ta t io n . T h is  c o n v e n tio n  is e m p lo y e d  for th e  sa k e  o f 
c o n v en ie n ce .
13.3 .4  In terp retin g  th e  resu lts
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1 3 . 4  R e t r i e v a l  r e s u l t s
13.4.1 P erfect queries
B o u n d a r y  (% ) N o n - b o u n d a r y  (% )
R a n k 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 36.00 38.00 38.00 38.00 38.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
4 59.00 61.00 61.00 61.00 61.00 21.00 21.00 23.00 23.00 23.00
5 96.00 99.00 1 0 0 .0 0 100.00 100.00 35.00 35.00 37 .00 37.00 37.00
6 96.00 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 62.00 64.00 65.00 65.00 65.00
7 99.00 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 83.00 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.00
8 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.00 97.00 97.00 97.00 97.00
9 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
10 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
11 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
12 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
13 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
14 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
T a b le  1 3 .5 : A ggregated  retrieval resu lts for IPC’s and IOI’s usin g  p erfect queries. In  
th is  ta b le  a  d istin c tio n  is m ade betw een  queries th a t  are a lign ed  along  b ou nd ary  p o in ts  and  
queries th a t  are not a ligned  along  b ou nd ary  p o in ts . In th is  experim en t, 100 b ou nd ary  queries 
an d  100 n on -bou ndary  queries w ere te sted . It is clear from  th is  tab le  th a t  queries w h ich  are 
a lign ed  along  b ou nd ary  p o in ts  are retrieved  sign ifican tly  quicker. For ex am p le, by th e  5th 
n o te , 100% of queries are correctly  identified  as b e in g  taken  from  one o f th e  to p  3 ranked  
m elo d ies if  th e y  are a ligned  along  bou n d ary  p o in ts . O n th e  other hand, queries th a t  are not 
a lig n ed  along  b o u n d ary  p o in ts  are on ly  retrieved  correctly  37% of th e  tim e  by th e  5 th note .
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B o u n d a r y  (% ) N o n - b o u n d a r y  (% )
R a n k 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 32.00 36.00 37.00 40.00 40.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
4 54.00 57.00 60.00 64.00 64.00 16.00 20.00 21.00 23.00 24.00
5 88 .00 94.00 97 .00 99.00 100.00 26.00 31.00 35.00 38.00 39.00
6 90.00 96.00 98.00 99.00 99.00 51.00 55.00 61.00 63.00 65.00
7 95.00 98.00 98.00 99.00 99.00 75.00 77.00 82.00 83.00 84.00
8 96.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 89.00 91.00 94.00 95.00 95.00
9 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.00 96.00 97.00 98.00 98.00
10 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
11 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
12 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
13 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
14 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00




















B o u n d a ry  (%) N o n -b o u n d a ry  (%)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
28.00 36.00 41.00 41.00 41.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
43.00 53.00 58.00 63.00 63.00 15.00 18.00 21.00 23.00 26.00
78.00 5.00 9 5 .0 0 98.00 100.00 18.00 28.00 3 3 .0 0 37.00 38.00
84.00 92.00 95.00 98.00 99.00 43.00 49.00 56.00 60.00 64.00
92.00 96.00 96.00 98.00 98.00 65.00 71.00 75.00 77.00 81.00
94.00 99.00 99.00 100.00 100.00 80.00 87.00 89.00 90.00 94.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 84.00 90.00 91.00 95.00 96.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 93.00 96.00 96.00 99.00 99.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 96.00 98.00 98.00 99.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
T a b le  1 3 .7 : A ggregated  re trieval resu lts  for contours and I O I ’s using  p e rfec t queries.
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R a n k  (% )
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 1.00 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50
3 25.50 31.50 36.00 36.50 36.50
4 39.00 44.50 48.50 53.00 53.50
5 69.50 82.00 87.50 91.00 91.00
6 73.00 87.50 91.00 93.50 93.50
7 81.50 91.50 94.00 97.00 97.50
8 89.50 97.00 98.00 100.00 100.00
9 96.50 98.50 98.50 100.00 100.00
10 97.50 99.50 99.50 100.00 100.00
1 1 98.50 99.00 99.50 100.00 100.00
12 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
13 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
14 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
T ab le  13.8: Aggregated retrieval results for IPG ’s using perfect queries. In this experiment 
and the remaining experiments described in this chapter, 90% of test queries will be aligned 
along phrase boundaries and 10% will not be aligned along phrase boundaries. This is 
an attem pt to model more accurately the types of queries a human might produce. Note 
also, th a t the remaining experiments in this section only use a single melodic feature. As a 
consequence, retrieval performance is poorer than when two features are utilized.
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R a n k  (% )
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 2.00 2.50 2.50 2.50 3.00
3 10.50 18.50 27.50 34.50 39.50
4 13.50 21.50 25.50 32.50 39.50
5 40.00 59.00 65.50 73.00 77.50
6 41.50 55.50 63.00 71.50 77.50
7 50.00 66.00 75.00 79.00 84.00
8 66.50 78.00 84.00 87.50 93.00
9 80.00 89.50 94.00 95.50 96.50
10 88.50 94.50 96.50 98.00 98.50
1 1 92.00 97.00 98.00 98.00 99.00
12 93.50 97.50 98.50 99.50 100.00
13 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
14 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
20 100.00 100.00 100:00 100.00 100.00
T able 13.9: Aggregated retrieval results for pitch-intervals using perfect queries.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 2.50 4.50 7.00 7.00 7.00
3 2.50 5.00 11.00 18.00 21.00
4 4.50 10.50 15.50 18.00 22.00
5 15.00 27.50 35.00 44.00 53.50
6 13.50 25.00 32.50 38.00 46.50
7 24.00 36.50 46.00 53.50 57.00
8 31.00 46.00 53.50 61.00 64.50
9 48.00 60.50 72.50 80.00 83.50
10 57.50 66.50 81.00 87.50 90.50
1 1 63.00 78.50 84.00 89.00 92.00
12 65.00 81.50 90.50 93.00 94.50
13 75.50 89.50 94.00 96.50 97.50
14 83.50 95.00 96.50 99.00 99.00
15 91.50 96.50 97.50 99.00 99.50
16 90.00 95.50 98.50 99.00 100.00
17 91.00 97.50 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 95.00 99.00 99.50 100.00 100.00
19 97.00 99.00 99.50 100.00 100.00
20 98.00 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00
T ab le  13.10: Aggregated retrieval results for contours using perfect queries.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 3.50 4.50 4.50 5.50 5.50
3 14.50 22.50 25.50 28.00 31.00
4 18.50 28.00 34.50 39.00 39.50
5 44.00 56.00 68.00 70.50 71.50
6 48.00 58.50 64.00 71.00 74.50
7 58.00 73.50 78.50 83.50 85.00
8 68.50 81.00 83.00 88.00 92.00
9 76.50 87.50 91.50 93.00 94.00
10 81.50 89.50 91.50 94.00 94.50
1 1 87.00 93.00 96.00 97.00 97.50
12 89.50 95.50 96.50 98.00 98.50
13 93.50 98.00 99.00 99.00 99.00
14 93.00 98.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 96.00 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 96.50 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 99.50 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
20 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
T able 13.11: Aggregated retrieval results for IO I’s using perfect queries.
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1 3 .4 .2  N o is y  I O I ’s g r a c e f u l  d e g r a d a t i o n  a n d  a s s o c ia t iv e  p r im in g
R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 30.50 31.00 31.50 31.50 31.50
4 52.50 53.00 53.50 53.50 53.50
5 85.50 91.00 91.50 92.00 92.00
6 90.00 95.00 95.00 95.00 96.00
7 95.50 98.00 98.00 98.00 99.00
8 99.00 99.50 99.50 99.50 100.00
9 99.00 99.50 99.50 99.50 100.00
10 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1 1 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
12 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
13 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
14 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
T ab le  13.12: Aggregated retrieval results for perfect IP C ’s and noisy IO I’s. In this exper­
iment, the IOI of two notes are degraded by 10% and K m = 0.9. Despite this, by the 10th 
note at rank 1 , 100% accuracy is achieved.
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R a n k  (% )
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 31.00 31.00 31.50 31.50 31.50
4 53.00 54.00 54.50 54.50 54.50
5 84.50 89.00 90.00 90.50 90.50
6 88.50 94.00 95.00 95.00 95.50
7 92.00 95.50 96.50 97.00 97.50
8 96.50 99.00 99.50 99.50 100.00
9 97.50 99.00 99.50 99.50 100.00
10 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1 1 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
12 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
13 99.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
14 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
T ab le  13.13: Aggregated retrieval results for perfect IP C ’s and noisy IO I’s. In this exper­
iment, the 101 of four notes are degraded by 20% and K m  =  0.85. Despite this, by the 10th 
note at rank 1, 99% accuracy is achieved.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 27.00 29.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
4 43.50 46.00 48.00 48.50 48.50
5 69.00 75.00 76.00 77.50 77.50
6 73.50 80.50 82.50 83.00 83.00
7 80.50 87.00 90.00 90.50 90.50
8 85.50 90.00 92.50 93.50 93.50
9 90.00 94.00 97.00 97.50 97.50
10 90.00 94.00 98.00 98.50 98.50
1 1 92.50 95.50 98.50 98.50 98.50
12 93.50 96.00 98.50 98.50 98.50
13 96.50 98.00 99.00 99.00 99.00
14 97.00 98.00 99.00 99.00 99.00
15 98.00 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
16 97.50 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
17 97.00 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
18 97.50 99.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
19 97.50 99.00 99.50 99.50 100.00
20 97.50 99.00 99.50 99.50 100.00
T ab le  13.14: Aggregated retrieval results for perfect IP C ’s and noisy IO I’s. In this exper­
iment, the IOI of eight notes are degraded by 40% and K m  = 0.8. Despite this, by the 10t,‘ 
note at rank 1, 90% accuracy is achieved.
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13 .4 .3  N o isy  queries
R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
3 16.50 16.50 16.50 16.50 16.50
4 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00
5 43.50 44.50 44.50 44.50 44.50
6 50.00 51.50 51.50 51.50 51.50
7 55.50 56.50 57.50 57.50 57.50
8 61.00 62.50 63.50 63.50 63.50
9 69.50 71.50 72.00 72.00 72.50
10 74.50 77.00 78.00 78.00 78.50
1 1 80.00 82.50 83.50 83.50 84.00
12 81.00 84.00 85.00 85.00 85.50
13 82.50 86.00 87.00 87.00 87.00
14 85.00 88.50 89.50 89.50 89.50
15 87.00 90.00 91.00 91.00 91.00
16 88.50 92.00 93.50 93.50 93.50
17 89.00 93.00 94.50 95.00 95.00
18 89.50 94.00 95.50 96.00 96.00
19 90.50 95.50 96.50 96.50 96.50
20 91.50 96.50 97.50 97.50 97.50
T ab le  13.15: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy IP C ’s and noisy IO I’s. In addition to 
the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K%t = 0.99 and K bM =  0.9. The queries 
in this experiment are significantly degraded; nevertheless, 97.5% of queries were correctly 
retrieved by the 20th note at rank 5.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
4 12.00 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50
5 14.50 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00
6 16.50 18.50 18.50 18.50 18.50
7 20.50 22.00 22.50 22.50 22.50
8 24.50 25.50 26.00 26.00 26.00
9 27.50 29.50 30.00 30.00 30.00
10 31.50 33.00 33.50 33.50 33.50
1 1 34.00 36.00 36.50 36.50 36.50
12 35.50 38.00 38.50 38.50 38.50
13 38.50 42.00 43.00 43.00 43.00
14 41.00 44.50 46.00 46.00 46.00
15 44.00 47.50 49.00 49.00 49.00
16 44.50 49.00 50.50 50.50 50.50
17 45.00 50.50 52.00 52.50 52.50
18 46.50 52.00 53.50 54.00 54.00
19 48.50 54.00 56.00 56.50 56.50
20 50.50 56.50 58.50 59.00 59.00
T ab le  13.16: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy IPG ’s and noisy IO I’s. In addition to 
the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K%t =  0.99 and K bM — 0.9. The queries 
in this experiment are highly degraded, with 59% of queries being correctly retrieved by the 
20th note at rank 5.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
3 16.50 17.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
4 26.00 27.50 29.00 30.00 30.00
5 38.00 44.00 46.50 47.50 47.50
6 41.00 49.00 52.50 54.00 55.00
7 44.00 53.50 57.00 59.00 61.00
8 48.50 59.00 62.00 64.50 67.50
9 56.50 65.50 69.00 70.00 73.00
10 61.00 68.50 72.50 75.00 77.50
1 1 65.00 74.00 78.00 79.00 81.50
12 68.00 76.00 80.00 81.00 83.50
13 71.00 79.00 81.50 83.00 85.50
14 74.50 82.00 84.00 86.50 88.00
15 78.00 84.50 87.50 89.00 90.50
16 79.00 85.50 88.50 90.50 92.00
17 79.00 86.00 89.00 91.00 92.00
18 78.00 87.00 89.00 91.50 92.50
19 78.50 88.50 90.50 91.50 92.50
20 79.00 89.50 91.50 93.00 94.50
T ab le  13.17: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy pitch intervals and noisy IO I’s. In 
addition to the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K aM = 0.99 and K bM = 0.9. 
The queries in this experiment are significantly degraded; nevertheless, 94.5% of queries were 
correctly retrieved by the 20th note at rank 5.
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R a n k  (% )
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 1.00 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.00
3 7.00 15.00 21.50 27.00 28.00
4 7.00 14.50 20.50 26.00 30.50
5 15.50 21.50 30.00 33.50 38.50
6 14.00 24.50 29.00 31.00 37.00
7 24.00 35.50 39.50 45.00 49.50
8 25.50 38.00 41.00 45.00 50.50
9 28.50 40.50 47.00 52.00 57.50
10 36.00 45.00 51.00 57.00 63.00
1 1 36.50 49.50 54.50 60.50 64.00
12 35.50 46.00 55.00 60.50 66.00
13 36.50 48.00 57.50 64.00 68.00
14 36.50 48.50 57.00 62.00 67.00
15 39.50 50.50 60.50 65.50 70.00
16 42.50 55.50 63.00 67.50 72.00
17 44.00 56.50 64.50 68.00 72.50
18 46.00 58.50 66.00 70.00 74.50
19 47.00 60.00 67.00 73.00 77.00
20 50.50 59.50 69.00 76.50 80.50
T ab le  13.18: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy pitch intervals and noisy IO I’s. In 
addition to  the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K%t = 0.85 and K ^  = 
0.85. The queries in this experiment are highly degraded, with 80.5% of queries being 
correctly retrieved by the 20th note at rank 5. This represents a significant improvement in 
performance compared with the use of IPC ’s for the same degraded query set.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 2.00 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
3 18.50 24.50 28.50 29.00 29.50
4 23.50 32.00 37.00 41.00 43.50
5 38.00 52.00 59.00 65.00 65.50
6 38.00 49.50 60.50 65.00 70.00
7 43.00 53.50 62.50 66.50 70.00
8 47.00 58.50 67.00 70.50 73.50
9 58.00 66.00 72.50 74.00 76.50
10 61.50 67.00 75.50 78.00 81.00
1 1 62.00 69.50 79.50 82.50 85.50
12 65.00 71.50 80.00 84.50 86.00
13 67.00 75.50 80.00 86.50 87.50
14 67.00 76.00 82.50 87.00 88.00
15 71.00 77.00 85.50 89.00 89.50
16 73.00 80.50 85.00 88.50 91.50
17 75.00 83.50 87.00 88.50 91.50
18 75.00 84.50 87.50 89.00 91.00
19 78.00 85.00 87.00 89.00 91.00
20 80.50 86.00 89.00 90.50 93.00
T ab le  13.19: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy contours and noisy IO I’s. In addition to 
the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K %f =  0.99 and K bM =  0.9. The queries 
in this experiment are significantly degraded; nevertheless, 93% of queries were correctly 
retrieved by the 20th note at rank 5.
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R a n k  (% )
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 1.00 1.50 1.50 2.00 2.00
3 11.00 18.00 21.50 23.00 23.50
4 14.00 20.50 25.00 29.00 31.50
5 21.50 31.00 37.00 42.00 43.50
6 20.50 30.00 35.50 42.00 44.00
7 24.50 34.00 40.50 45.00 47.50
8 24.00 38.00 45.00 49.00 52.50
9 30.00 40.00 48.50 53.00 56.50
10 33.50 43.00 52.50 58.00 62.00
1 1 35.50 44.00 53.50 60.00 64.50
12 38.50 47.00 55.00 61.00 65.50
13 41.00 48.00 56.50 62.00 65.50
14 42.00 49.00 56.00 63.50 68.50
15 43.50 51.50 56.00 66.00 68.50
16 43.50 51.50 57.50 63.00 68.50
17 43.00 51.50 59.00 64.00 71.00
18 43.50 52.50 60.50 66.00 70.00
19 45.00 55.50 61.00 68.00 72.00
20 45.50 56.00 63.50 70.50 73.50
T ab le  13.20: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy contours and noisy IO I’s. In addition to 
the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K aM =  0.99 and K hM =  0.9. The queries 
in this experiment are highly degraded, with 73.5% of queries being correctly retrieved by 
the 20th note at rank 5.
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13 .4 .4  Q ueries w ith  in sertion s and d eletion s
R an k  (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
3 17.50 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00
4 30.00 30.50 30.50 30.50 30.50
5 42.50 44.00 44.00 44.00 44.00
6 46.50 49.00 49.00 49.00 49.00
7 51.00 53.50 53.50 53.50 53.50
8 55.00 58.00 58.50 58.50 58.50
9 60.00 63.00 63.50 63.50 63.50
10 65.00 67.50 68.00 68.00 68.00
1 1 68.50 72.00 72.00 72.00 72.00
12 71.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00
13 73.50 77.50 78.50 78.50 78.50
14 76.50 81.00 81.00 82.00 82.00
15 79.50 85.50 86.00 86.50 86.50
16 80.50 87.50 88.00 89.00 89.00
17 84.00 89.50 90.00 91.00 91.00
18 87.50 92.50 93.00 94.00 94.00
19 88.50 93.00 93.50 94.50 94.50
20 75.50 78.50 79.00 79.50 79.50
T able  13.21: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy IP C ’s and noisy IO I’s with insertions 
and deletions. In addition to the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K = 0.99 
and K m  =  0.9. The queries in this experiment are highly degraded, nevertheless 88.5% of 
queries were correctly retrieved by the 19th note at rank 1. Note that there is a discrepancy 
between the performance at rank 19 and rank 20. This discrepancy is due to the fact that 
some queries may have less than twenty notes due to deletions.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
3 16.50 18.50 20.00 20.50 20.50
4 27.00 29.50 32.00 33.00 33.50
5 39.50 43.00 45.50 46.50 47.00
6 41.50 46.50 49.50 51.00 52.00
7 46.00 50.50 53.00 55.00 56.00
8 50.00 54.00 58.00 60.00 61.00
9 55.00 59.50 61.50 64.50 66.50
10 60.00 64.50 66.50 69.50 71.00
1 1 65.50 69.50 71.00 74.00 74.50
12 62.00 69.50 73.50 76.50 77.50
13 64.50 72.50 76.50 79.00 80.00
14 67.50 75.50 78.50 80.50 82.00
15 70.00 78.50 83.00 85.00 86.50
16 71.50 80.50 84.50 87.50 89.00
17 73.00 84.00 86.50 90.00 91.50
18 75.00 84.00 89.00 90.50 93.00
19 74.50 84.00 90.00 91.00 93.00
20 64.50 72.00 76.50 77.00 78.50
T ab le  13.22: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy pitch intervals and noisy IO I’s with 
insertions and deletions. In addition to the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, 
K m  = 0.99 and K bM =  0.9. The queries in this experiment are highly degraded, nevertheless 
74.5% of queries were correctly retrieved by the 19th note at rank 1.
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R ank (%)
N o te 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
3 13.50 20.00 24.50 26.50 27.00
4 24.00 32.50 39.00 41.50 42.00
5 36.50 47.00 53.00 57.00 58.00
6 36.50 46.50 52.50 59.50 61.50
7 43.00 52.50 55.00 60.50 64.50
8 46.50 54.00 61.00 66.50 70.50
9 49.00 57.00 62.00 68.50 72.50
10 54.00 62.00 67.00 70.50 73.00
1 1 57.00 65.00 70.50 74.50 77.00
12 58.50 66.50 71.50 75.50 79.00
13 59.00 68.50 71.50 75.00 80.50
14 61.00 69.00 74.00 78.50 82.50
15 65.50 72.50 79.50 81.50 85.00
16 65.00 74.50 80.50 83.00 87.50
17 67.50 75.00 82.50 84.50 88.50
18 70.50 77.00 82.00 85.00 90.00
19 70.50 78.50 83.00 86.50 91.50
20 57.50 65.50 70.00 72.00 75.50
T ab le  13.23: Aggregated retrieval results for noisy contours and noisy IO I’s with insertions 
and deletions. In addition to the parameter values already specified in Table 13.2, K ^  = 0.99 
and K bM = 0.9. The queries in this experiment are highly degraded, nevertheless 70.5% of 
queries were correctly retrieved by the 19th note at rank 1.
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1 3 . 5  A n a l y s i s
P e r f e c t  q u e r ie s
T he experim ental results presented in Tables 13.5 to  13.11 illustra te  .ReTREEue’s perform ance a t 
retrieving perfect queries. Regarding these experim ents there are a num ber of po in ts to make:
•  Tables 13.5, 13.6 and 13.7 illustrate  th a t  phrases which are aligned along phrase boundaries 
are retrieved significantly quicker th a n  phrases which are no t aligned along phrase boundaries. 
Overall retrieval perform ance for perfect queries is excellent.
• By com paring the  results shown in Tables 13.5, 13.6 and 13.7 (two melodic features) against 
the results shown in Tables 13.8, 13.9, 13.10 and 13.11 (one melodic feature), it can clearly be 
seen th a t  the  use of b o th  p itch  and  rhy thm  inform ation during retrieval improves perform ance 
over the use of either p itch  or rhy thm  inform ation alone.
•  R esults show th a t, for perfect queries, the use of the IPC  represen tation  achieves the  most 
accurate  results, com pared w ith  the pitch-interval and melodic contour representations. This 
is because IPC s specify more inform ation and  thus provide m ore discrim inatory power from 
which to  yield more accurate results.
N o is y  q u e r ie s  —  g ra c e fu l  d e g r a d a t io n  a n d  a s s o c ia t iv e  p r im in g
T he experim ental results presented in Tables 13.12, 13.13 and 13.14 refer to  queries whose rhythm ic 
content was gradually  degraded. These experim ents illustra te  th a t iieTREEw e ’s perform ance 
degrades gracefully as queries become m ore degraded. This is due to  th e  use of the  m atch param eter 
K m  and  th e  m anner by which the  IP C  m odule can influence the  IO I m odule. Additionally, although 
the IO I content of each query is degraded in these experim ents, retrieval perform ance is still b e tte r 
th a n  in  the  case where the  IO I representation  was solely used (see Table 13.11).
N o is y  q u e r ie s
Tables 13.15, 13.17, 13.19 presented the  experim ental results for queries which were significantly 
degraded. Nevertheless, perform ance rem ained robust. In  particu lar, the  IP C  represen tation  ou t­
perform ed the p itch-interval and  contour representations. This was due to  the fact th a t enough 
p itch  inform ation still rem ained to  allow the  IP C  represen tation  to  significantly influence recogni­
tion  and yield good results.
Tables 13.16, 13.18, 13.20 presented  the experim ental results for queries which were highly 
degraded. Overall, retrieval perform ance for the pitch-interval represen tation  proved m ost accurate.
N o is y  q u e r ie s  w i th  in s e r t io n s  a n d  d e le t io n s
Finally, Tables 13.21, 13.22 and  13.23 illustrated  retrieval perform ance using noisy queries w ith 
insertions and  deletions. These types of queries are particu larly  difficult to  process. However, once 
again, retrieval perform ance rem ained robust. In particular, Table 13.21 shows th a t enough pitch
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information still remained to allow the [PC representation to significantly influence recognition 
and yield good results.
1 3 . 6  S u m m a r y
This chapter presented the experimental results obtained using /ieTREEwe on a wide range of query 
types: perfect queries, noisy queries and noisy queries with insertions and deletions. It was shown 
that queries which are aligned along boundary points are retrieved faster than queries which are 
not aligned along boundary (joints. Moreover, using multidimensional configurations of ÆeTREEue 
outperformed single dimensional configurations. Also, retrieval performance degraded gracefully 
as noise levels increased. Finally, different representations were more suited to different types 
of queries. Generally, the IPC representation coupled with the IOI representation outperformed 
all other representations, except in the case when very noisy queries were presented, In these 
circumstances, the pitch-interval representation coupled with the IOI representation performed 
hest.
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C h a p t e r  1 4
Conclusions
1 4 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
T his thesis in troduced SONNET-M AP, w hich is a self-organizing neural netw ork th a t can process 
m ultidim ensional inpu t sequences autonom ously, in  real-tim e and in real-world environm ents. In 
th is  thesis, SO N N ET-M A P has been applied to  th e  problem  of how melodies can be segm ented 
using hum an-based perceptual cues. The boundary  points discovered using SO N N ET-M A P were 
utilized to  popu late  the  iîeTREEwe netw ork in troduced in C hapter 11. Using i?eTREEve, melodies 
can be retrieved in an efficient, robust and  accurate m anner using melody fragm ents taken  from the 
original melody, which may even be inaccurate  reproductions. As far as we are aware, SONNET- 
M A P and  i?eTREEi>e constitu te  the first self-organizing neural network system  to be applied to  
the  problem  of retrieving melodies by content.
This chap ter synopsizes the m ajor contributions of this thesis and suggests avenues of fur­
th e r investigation for SO N N ET-based research, m elody segm entation and retrieval, applications in 
m usic processing and to  o ther disciplines.
1 4 . 2  C o n t r i b u t i o n s  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s
1 4 .2 .1  I n n o v a t i o n s  in  r e p r e s e n t i n g  m e lo d ie s
Generally, in term s of short-term  and long-term  storage, th is thesis challenges m any common 
assum ptions regarding the represen tation  of melodies in CBR system s. Firstly, C hap ter 9 identified 
different m ethods of representing the p itch  and rhythm ic dimensions of a m elody in STM  using cell 
activations. Furtherm ore, we discussed how the organization of parallel inpu t fields can facilitate 
th e  parallel n a tu re  of LTM desired by SO N N ET-M A P and iüeTREEfje. To this end, the  following 
in troductions were m ade in this thesis:
•  A shared event field a t To  was introduced, which tem porarily  records th e  notes of a melody 
as th ey  are presented. Each To cell represents a CPH, which rem ains active for the  entire 
d u ra tion  of each IOI.
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• M ethods were presented th a t show how certa in  characteristics of rhy thm  (IOI) and pitch 
(IPC , p itch-in terval and  melodic contour) can be derived from T q and represented  a t T \  
(using a  variety  of gating m echanism s). In particu lar, a new m ethod of representing pitch- 
intervals and melodic contours was introduced. This m ethod, which is sim ilar to  how R oberts 
represented IOIs using CARs, enables a direct com parison of pitches in STM  w ith pitches 
stored  in a cell assem bly’s LTM tem plate . Currently, this is not possible using a G PC 
representational scheme, which m ost previous SO N N ET research focussed on. This new 
ability  to  m easure pitch sim ilarity proved advantageous for segm enting melodies because 
grouping by pitch proxim ity could be used as a grouping cue. Furtherm ore, the im perfect 
query te s ts  described in C hapter 13 showed th a t  this representation  enabled retrieval results 
to  be im proved when very degraded queries were presented to  i?eTREEwe.
•  A generalized and simplified !F\ equation was in troduced in Section 9.4.1. This equation 
worked extrem ely efficiently and its generality enables any melodic feature to  be represented 
a t T \ .  T he only difference betw een each representation was the  calculation of the  term  A. 
An inpu t assembly overload scheme based on activation tim e ra th e r th a n  activation levels 
was also in troduced, which enabled the  new inpu t cell dynam ics to  operate  correctly.
Secondly, in addition  to  the  short-term  storage of melodies in working memory, new work 
was also in troduced  which organizes a melody as a learned hierarchy of autom atically  segmented 
phrases, w ith  two parallel SO N N ET m odules representing the  pitch  and rhy thm  sequences inde­
pendently. T his represen tation  m irrors the  concept th a t  m any researchers now believe abou t the 
organization of melodies in the hum an bra in  (for example, the  dissociation betw een different mu­
sical functions such as p itch  and rhythm ). This s truc tu ra l organization of melodies, utilized by 
b o th  SO N N ET-M A P and iieT R E E ue, is the  first tim e such a s truc tu re  has been used in either 
SO N N ET-based research or in CBR-based research. Indeed, such an organization has proven ben­
eficial for b o th  m elody segm entation and  m elody retrieval. For instance, combining more th an  one 
melodic feature  a t a  single T \  field is unfavourable because p itch  sequence categories and rhythm  
categories can not be recognized independently  of each o ther a t T i .  Indeed, the  design of the 
event field (J-q) facilitated  this parallel and d istribu ted  representation  of a melody. Furtherm ore, 
th e  separation  of d istinc t features also yields a b e tte r  compression of each learned melody. This 
is because each individual p itch  sequence and  rhy thm  only need to  be learned and stored once 
in  LTM. For exam ple, the  same rhy thm  can be associated w ith  m any p itch  sequences (and vice 
versa). This would no t be the  case if more th a n  one feature was represented a t a  single SONNET 
inpu t field.
1 4 .2 .2  I m p r o v e m e n t s  t o  S O N N E T
W ith  th e  advances m ade in this dissertation  regarding architecture, representation and  applica­
tio n  to  m elody segm entation and retrieval, a num ber of lim itations and problem s w ith  previous 
SO N N ET form ulations were discovered. To solve these problem s, the  following m odifications were
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introduced:
•  New work on presynaptic inhibition showed how m ultiple cell assem bly representations al­
lowed repeated  phrases to  be adequately processed, even if th e  repeated  phrases overlap. This 
m odification proved v ita l for the  segm entation work (described in C hap ter 12) because cell 
assemblies can b e tte r  track, and therefore recognize, the ir p a tte rn s  when they  are em bedded 
w ith in  a large inpu t stream . This is the  first tim e th a t a SO N N ET im plem entation has been 
capable of handling phrase repetitions properly.
•  A new m ultiplicative confidence form ulation, which adequately m easures a rb itra ry  levels of 
m ism atch betw een STM  and LTM was introduced. This form ulation is not in troduced as 
a  replacem ent to  R oberts additive confidence form ulation, b u t merely an  alternative to  be 
used depending on the  requirem ents a particu lar application dem ands.
1 4 .2 .3  I n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  S O N N E T - M A P
T he organization  of SO N N ET modules in a parallel fashion has undergone little  or no investiga­
tion. To redress th is balance, C hapter 10 in troduced the  SON N ET-M A P neural network, which 
is configured in a parallel fashion. Each parallel SO N N ET m odule can represent a distinct fea­
tu re  of a  m ultidim ensional, tem poral inpu t sequence; in th is case, a  melody. In  th is thesis, the 
first m odule processes p itch  sequences, while the  second m odule processes rhythm s. An additional 
hierarchical m odule may be used to  aggregate classifications of p itch  sequences and their corre­
sponding rhy thm s in order to  form a parallel and hierarchical organization of memory. However, a 
variety  of practical, technical and operational problem s arose when a ttem pting  to  achieve such a 
parallel and  hierarchical configuration of SO N N ET modules. These problem s and the ir solutions 
are sum m arized next.
C o n s is te n c y  o f  w o rk in g  m e m o ry . Since m ultiple input fields are used to  represent inpu t se­
quences, w ith  each field representing a d istinct input dimension, the  entire collection of input 
fields constitu tes SO N N ET-M A P’s working memory. In th is thesis, a m elody is represented 
by the  dim ensions of p itch  ( T f  and  ) and rhy thm  (.Fi and  T ^). Since two input assemblies 
activate in  response to  each note onset, m echanisms are required to  ensure the coordinated 
reset of these inpu t assemblies. O therw ise, due to  input field overloads and  the  chunking-out 
process, th e  short-term  m emory trace for the  melody will become inconsistent across the  en­
tire  working memory. This problem  was addressed by allowing the overload reset mechanisms 
to  opera te  independently  a t first. T hen, when each m odule has had  a sufficient tim e to  learn 
p a tte rn s  a t the ir respective dimension, the chunking out process will m ain tain  consistency, 
of working memory. This is achived by using the new m ethods of boundary  point alignm ent 
and  classification synchronization.
B o u n d a r y  p o in t  a l ig n m e n t  —  fo rm in g  c o n s is te n t  b o u n d a r y  p o in ts .  Unless a set of well
defined interactions are specified betw een the inpu t fields (T “ and  J 1^ ) and  the  classification
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fields (T% and !F,f) of each parallel SO N N ET module, the  categories used to  perform  a 
segm entation  a t separate SONNET m odules may conflict. This is because it is highly unlikely 
th a t  every phrase formed a t these modules will be aligned along the sam e boundary  points. 
T his is due to  the  fact th a t different grouping cues a t T *  (pitch-based) and  T \  (rhythm - 
based) determ ine the  boundary  points a t those modules. Unless th is  issue is addressed, 
th e  overlapping na tu re  of the learned categories a t each m odule will hinder the  form ation 
of m ultidim ensional phrase representations. This prevents the  m aintenance of a consistent 
w orking memory. To resolve th is issue, a m ethod called boundary  po in t alignm ent was 
in troduced. B oundary point alignm ent occurs only during the  segm entation phase when 
w hen a  cell assembly is chunking-out its  pa tte rn . This process ensures th a t  every dimension 
of a melodic phrase is learned w hen separate  m odules are used to  process different dimensions 
of th e  phrase. This was achieved using associative m aps a t T \  and an  orienting subsystem  
which m onitors the  chunking-out process a t T i.
C la s s if ic a t io n  s y n c h ro n iz a t io n  —  fo rm in g  m u l t id im e n s io n a l  p h r a s e  r e p r e s e n ta t io n s .
Subsequent to  the  the  segm entation phase and boundary  poin t alignm ent, there  is no 
guaran tee of the  synchronous chunking-out of the  categories form ed a t boundary  points. 
This is because the parallel m odules would be still operating in isolation from one another 
in term s of actually  perform ing the chunking-out of a p a tte rn . As a consequence, the 
possibility of contradictory  chunk-outs subsequent to  the  segm entation phase m ay lead 
to  an inconsistent working m em ory and  its related  problem s. Furtherm ore, unless mul­
tidim ensional phrase representations are formed, m ultidim ensional phrase hierarchies can 
no t form. Therefore, a m ethod  of binding categories th a t  represent different dimensions 
of the  sam e melodic phrase is required. Classification synchronization ensures th a t every 
dim ension of a m ultidim ensional phrase is classified and chunked-out a t the same time. 
Associative m aps are used to  bind the  cell assemblies th a t represent the  different dimensions 
of a p a tte rn  together. In th is  case, p itch  sequence representations a t are bound to  their 
corresponding rhy thm  representations at T \ .  Then, the  neural pathw ays th a t exist between 
each dim ension m ay be used to  perform  associative prim ing. P rim ing signals can then  be 
used to  ensure th a t chunking-out is synchronized across all dimensions.
F o rm in g  a  h ie r a r c h ic a l  p h r a s e  s t r u c tu r e .  Once th e  problem s discussed so far have been ad­
dressed, a m ultidim ensional phrase hierarchy can be formed. However, unlike the  SONNET 
hierarchy described in C hap ter 7, inpu t to  a  single T z  classification field will originate from 
two different sources; a p itch  sequence classification and a rhy thm  classification. A lthough 
only m inor m odifications are required, th is is the  first tim e th a t such a s tru c tu re  has been 
specified using SO N N ET-based networks, (see Section 10.7).
O p t im iz a t io n  o f  r e s o u rc e s . If SO N N ET-M A P is to  be scaled-up to  very large inpu t sets, the 
op tim ization  of resources becomes im portan t. Section 10.8 shows how SON N ET-M A P can 
be em powered to  dynam ically determ ine its own size depending on how learning progresses.
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As a consequence of SO N N ET-M A P’s arch itecture  and the  techniques listed above, th is is the  first 
tim e a  SO N N ET-based neural network has been capable of all of the  following:
•  A utom atically  segm enting a m ulti-dim ensional tem poral inpu t stim ulus. This allows more 
th a n  one dim ension a t a tim e to  influence the segm entation process.
•  A ssociating (or binding) phrases th a t represent different dimensions of the  sam e tem poral 
inpu t stim ulus.
•  Form ing a two-dim ensional phrase hierarchy.
T his parallel and  hierarchical configuration has a num ber of advantageous over single dimensional 
m odels. In  addition  to  im proving recognition and  yielding a  greater compression of learned se­
quences, the  use of parallel modules allows m ultiple dimensions to  be utilized during category 
form ation, which generally improves the segm entations formed. Furtherm ore, th is architecture 
provides a  fram ework th a t  may be used to  investigate how other tem poral p a tte rn s  m ay be as­
sociated. For exam ple, o ther cognitive tasks like sign language and speech recognition, or even 
applications outside cognition such as w eather forecasting or stock m arket prediction (see Section 
14.3.4).
In th is thesis, SO N N ET-M A P was solely used for segm enting melodies, utilizing the  perceptual 
grouping cues of p itch  and  rhy thm  to enhance the  segm entation process. T he boundary  points 
form ed using SO N N ET-M A P were then  used to  populate the  .ReTREEve network. M ore on these 
segm entation results will be discussed in Section 14.2.5.
1 4 .2 .4  I n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  .R e T R E E v e
A lthough SO N N ET hierarchies and  SO N N ET-M A P can be used effectively to  segm ent melodies, a 
num ber of issues arise w hen the these networks are applied to  the problem  of th e  CB R  of melodies. 
These problem s prevent efficient, accurate and  robust m elody recognition and retrieval:
•  Previous SO N N ET-based research has dealt w ith small d a ta  sets [114, 118, 133]. These 
d a ta  sets served the ir purpose in illustrating  SO N N ET’s application to  th e  ta sk  in question. 
However, w hen the task  a t hand  is CBR, large d a ta  sets are common. Therefore, scalability 
and  perform ance considerations need to  be taken into account.
•  So far, SO N N ET-based research has focussed on the problem s of segm entation, learning and 
recall. T he desired behaviour was achieved using w inner-take-all (W TA) com petitive fields 
a t T 2- However, when CBR is desired, global constraints need to  to  be satisfied too. Section 
11.2.3 shows th a t W TA  com petition  is too  restrictive for CBR.
Consequently, the  iieTREEw e arch itecture  and  C BR algorithm  was invented to  address these 
issues. ifeT R E E v e’s architecture and  operation  is m arkedly simplified w ith respect to  SONNET- 
MAP. W ith  iieT R E E ve, pre-segm ented melodies can be efficiently used to  populate  the  network. 
T hen, retrieval is perform ed using a m atch-based retrieval algorithm  th a t  processes m ultiple win­
ners a t T i-  This approach has a  num ber of advantages:
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•  A m elody is stored as a learned hierarchy of autom atically  segm ented melodic phrases (with 
the p itch  and  rhy thm  dimensions stored independently) ra th e r th a n  as a string  of symbols. 
In  effect, th is approach narrows down the search space because m atches occur a t the  level 
of entire phrases ra th e r th an  individual notes. M oreover, since the  segm entation process is 
inspired by hum an perception and  memory, queries are more likely to  be aligned along the 
boundary  poin ts specified by these phrases and, as the em pirical results show, queries th a t 
coincide w ith  boundary  points are generally retrieved using fewer notes.
• iieT R E E ne allows parallel m odules to  influence each other, which enhances the retrieval 
process, particu larly  when one dim ension of a query is poorly specified w ith  respect to  the 
other.
•  Due to  the  m anner in which segm ented pitch  sequences and rhy thm s are popu la ted  and stored 
independently, a n a tu ra l compression of the  am ount of inform ation stored in iieTREEw e takes 
place. This is because only a single copy of each p itch  sequence and each rhy thm  needs to  
be stored. In  music, pitch  sequences often recur using different rhy thm s and  vice versa.
•  T he direct access p roperty  of R eTR EEue m eans th a t  retrieval speed is constant. In  other 
words, retrieval tim es are independent of where a m elody is actually  located, albeit th is point 
is only valid for system s im plem ented on parallel com puters.
1 4 .2 .5  E m p i r i c a l  f in d in g s
S e g m e n ta t io n
As far as we are aware, SON N ET-M A P is the first m ultidim ensional neural netw ork th a t  is capable 
of autom atically  segm enting melodies based on the  perceptual grouping cues of p itch  sequences 
and  rhy thm s. In  C hap ter 12, SONNET-M AP was applied to  the  task  of segm enting the catalogue 
of Beatles m elodies listed in  A ppendix E. These results showed th a t SO N N ET-M A P did indeed 
work as in tended and, in particu lar, the  following observations were observed:
•  B o th  p itch  and  rh y th m  influenced the segm entation process. This is particu larly  desirable 
because, as poin ted  ou t by Page [118, pg. 240] w ith  respect to  a SO N N ET hierarchy, the  use 
of add itional grouping cues may help prevent the  chunking-out of “across-phrase sequences”.
•  T he dim ension of tim e dom inated the segm entation process, which is consistent w ith  hum an 
m elody perception.
•  T he segm entations were consistent w ith  various o ther aspects of hum an m elody perception; 
such as p itch  proxim ity, tem poral proximity, p a tte rn  repetition , the  gap principle and  the 
prim acy effect.




T he i?eTR EEue netw ork was tra ined  using the  boundary  points discovered by SO N N ET-M A P’s 
segm entation of The Beatles melodies. Then, perfect queries, noisy queries and  noisy queries with 
insertions and deletions were presented to  evaluate its retrieval perform ance. T he em pirical results 
show th a t:
•  Queries th a t are aligned along phrase boundaries are retrieved more effectively th a t  queries 
th a t  are not aligned along phrase boundaries. T h a t is, fewer notes are required to  achieve 
a correct retrieval. This indicates the  benefits of m elody segm entation, and in  particu lar, 
pursuing hum an-based segm entation techniques.
• T he use of a m ultidim ensional hierarchy significantly outperform s the use of a single­
dim ensional hierarchy.
• R etrieval perform ance degrades gracefully as the  quality  of the  queries degrade. Hence, 
recognition perform ance is robust.
•  P articu la r m elody representations are more suited  to  particu lar query types. For exam ple, a 
pitch-interval represen tation  is b e tte r suited to  very noisy queries th a n  the  IP C  representa­
tion. Conversely, the  IP C  representation  is more suited to  perfect queries th a n  pitch-interval 
and  melodic contour representations.
1 4 . 3  F u r t h e r  r e s e a r c h
1 4 .3 .1  S O N N E T - b a s e d  r e s e a r c h
T he insp iration  behind th e  use of presynaptic inhibition  to  process repetitions of item s and phrases 
stem s form N igrin’s theoretical specification of SO N N ET 2 [114], which solely uses presynaptic 
inhibition  for all forms of com petition. We believe th is has the po ten tia l to  be a powerful idea 
in ANN theory  [92, 153]; consequently fu rther research on a possible SO N N ET 2 im plem entation 
should be investigated. Furtherm ore, Section 11.2.2 pointed out the perform ance problem s of 
im plem enting an  inherently  parallel architecture for processing tem poral sequences on a serial 
com puter. We believe th is situation  can be vastly improved by utilizing m ultiprocessor hardw are 
for im plem enting SO N N ET-based neural networks. This would allow these networks to  operate  on 
a m uch larger scale and  to  be applied to  a w ider variety of applications. For exam ple, SONNET- 
M A P (and indeed iieTR EEw e) could be extended beyond two dimensions. This would allow m any 
more features of an inpu t stim ulus to  influence processing. A dditionally, SO N N ET-M A P could 
also be extended hierarchically to  allow the form ation of more ab strac t categories.
1 4 .3 .2  M e lo d y  s e g m e n t a t io n  a n d  r e t r i e v a l
T he application  of an  ANN approach to  melody segm entation and retrieval is relatively new to 
the  field of MIR. A lthough th is thesis introduces such an approach, we believe there  is great
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poten tia l for fu rther research. M elody segm entation perform ance (and indeed retrieval) can be 
im proved fu rther by utilizing as m any features as possible during the  segm entation process by 
extending SO N N ET-M A P beyond two dimensions. For example, aspects of tonality  such as cadence 
points could be utilized in the  form ation of boundary  points. Furtherm ore, the  use of the  IPC  
represen tation  could be enhanced by building in p itch  sim ilarity  m easures, such as those of the 
circle of fifths or Shepherds p itch  helix [147]. This would be particu larly  beneficial for melody 
retrieval and is one area we strongly recom m end for fu rther research.
A lthough the em pirical results presented in thesis represent the  largest test of a SONNET- 
based neural netw ork reported  to  date , commercial retrieval system s will generally o pera te  on a 
m uch vaster set of da ta . Therefore, SO NNET-M AP and  iieT R E E ue should be tested  on a  much 
larger scale. Furtherm ore, one weakness regarding m elody retrieval in general is th a t  of com paring 
the perform ance of different retrieval systems. Each research pro ject tends to  operate  on its own 
set of inpu t d a ta  and  uses its own set of te s t queries, which are derived in  various different ways. 
In o ther words, there is no s tan d ard  collection of music, queries or evaluation m etrics to  com pare 
retrieval perform ance on a level playing field. This makes genuine com parisons betw een different 
retrieval system s extrem ely difficult. Nevertheless, Downie [41] and Downie et al. [43, 44] have 
recently in troduced a fram ework to  address these issues. In  light of this, the  fu ture evaluation of 
SO N N ET-M A P and ifeT R E E ue should and m ust be perform ed w ithin th is new framework.
1 4 .3 .3  M u s ic  p r o c e s s in g  in  g e n e r a l
Due to  the  ability  of SO N N ET-M A P to  form a hierarchy, higher level global melodic structures, 
such as verse and  chorus repetitions, could be inferred from a  melody. This would be particularly  
useful in applying SO N N ET-M A P to  the problem  of m elody com position (see M ozer [107] and 
T odd [159] for more inform ation). W ith  respect to  melody recall, it would be in teresting to  extend 
P age’s expectancy work to  include interval-based encoding schemes. This would enable SONNET- 
M A P to  recall all possible features of a melody, regardless of w hat representational schemes are 
utilized a t T \ .  Finally, although all SO N N ET research to  da te  has focussed on m onophonic music, 
the  possibility of extending SO N N ET to  process polyphonic music would be w orth  investigating.
1 4 .3 .4  O t h e r  f ie ld s  o f  r e s e a r c h
A lthough alm ost all SO N N ET research has focussed on processing musical sequences, we believe 
th a t  SO N N ET could be  utilized effectively in o ther research fields such as language, vision and 
tim e-series prediction. For example, a SO N N ET-M A P network could be used as a sign language 
tran sla to r. One SO N N ET m odule could process th e  sequences of hand and arm  gestures inherent 
in sign language, while ano ther associated SO N N ET m odule could tran sla te  these gestures into 
tex t or speech. Conversely, one m odule could process speech while another could tran sla te  the 
speech into sequences of hand  gestures on a video screen. Furtherm ore, the  po ten tia l of SONNET 
hierarchies to  discover sequential regularities over long tim e periods could be utilized to  discover 
sequences of p a tte rn s  which lead to  particu lar conditions or events occurring. This m ay be useful
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in predicting changes on the the stock market or predicting the weather.
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A p p e n d i x  A
SO N N ET Specification
A . l  I n t r o d u c t i o n
This appendix  specifies th e  SO N N ET neural network, encom passing the work presented in  C hapter 
5, C hap ter 6 and  th e  m odifications in troduced in C hapter 8. Additionally, some of the  modifica­
tions presen ted  in  Section 7.3 are also included. T h a t is, the  Tni, Tn%, z ^ ni and  link in teraction  
modifications. This is a  generic specification of SONNET, which can be configured to  operate  in 
either event-driven (ED) m ode or tim e-driven (TD) mode. Furtherm ore, the  network will behave 
differently depending on its  arch itec tu ra l configuration; th a t is, w hether a SSG architecture or a 
M SG arch itecture  is utilized.
A . 2  N e t w o r k  a r c h i t e c t u r e  a n d  i n d e x i n g  s c h e m e
A SO N N ET m odule consists of two fields of assemblies: and  T i-  These fields are organized as
follows:
•  T \  contains N f  sibling groups. Each sibling group contains N [  inpu t assemblies (or siblings). 
T he m th sibling in th e  j th sibling group is labelled 7mj- E ach inpu t assembly consists of an 
inpu t cell (smj)  and  a feedback cell (f mj ).
•  T i  contains iVf sibling groups. Each sibling group contains iV | cell assemblies (or siblings). 
T he n th sibling in  the  i th sibling group is labelled Xni■ Each cell assembly consists of an 
excita tory  cell (bni), a classification cell (cni), a  feedback cell (d„,) and an inhibitory  cell 
(fini)*
•  Each 7mj  — Xni Pa ir  is connected by Ni in teracting  bo ttom -up  links. Each link is indexed 
by k, where k  =  1 indicates the  strongest link and  k =  Ni indicates the  weakest link. The 
ac tiv ity  of the inpu t assem bly th a t  traverses the k th strongest link from the  j th sibling group 
to  x m  is derived from  the activ ity  of ■Jkjni, where jk jn i  is equal to  7mj  if:
(^ f) “t“ Tljni ('^ ■•1 )
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w here R mj  is the  rank num ber of 'ymj ,  representing the num ber of o ther inpu t assemblies 
in the j ih sibling group w ith  larger inpu t cell activations. N ote th a t, in the case where 
inpu t assemblies have identical activation  levels (when s mj =  0), there  will be a tie. In  this 
circum stance, the  tie is broken arbitrarily . rijni is the  num ber of T \  inpu t assemblies in the 
j th sibling group w ith  shut-off links to  X ni• Together, the quantities R mj and rijni are used 
to  process item  and  phrase repetitions (see Sections 6.2 and  8.2 respectively).
•  All cell assemblies a t T i  are connected to  one another by inhibitory  connections, w ith  the 
exception of cell assemblies th a t  reside in the same sibling group. The inhibitory  connection 
from  the  m ih cell assembly in the j th sibling group (Xmj) to  the  n th cell assembly in the  i th 
sibling group (xm )  is labelled z ^ jn i .
D epending on the  arch itectural configuration of SONNET, its behaviour will differ slightly. If
m ultip le sibling groups are specified a t T \  ( th a t is, N {  >  1), K msg =  true, otherwise K msg =  false.
A . 3  I n i t i a l i z i n g  t h e  n e t w o r k
All of the  network quantities are initialized to  zero, except for the  following:
•  T he quantities D ni and  I%}ax are set to  unity.
•  Each excita tory  bo ttom -up  weight, z£jn i , is set random ly w ith in  the  range [Kzm in, K zmax\. 
T his range m ust be set in a m anner th a t  rem ains consistent w ith  the  m inim um  bottom -up 
weight vector length, zmin . Additionally, after initialization, the  range m ust not be set such 
th a t  z^i >  K 5 . T his would im ply th a t  a partia lly  encoded p a tte rn  has been learned, which 
is im possible since no learning will have occurred yet. Finally, since the  initial bo ttom -up 
inpu t to  J~2 is influenced by th e  excitatory  weights, K zmin and  K zmax should be set so as to  
prevent extrem ely slow initial learning.
•  E ach secondary weight, w^-n i, is set to  K winit.
•  Initially, every sibling group a t m ay only have one active cell assembly. T h a t is, a single cell 
assem bly w ith  x5.f“ e defined as true. Subsequently, sibling groups th a t become com m itted 
to  a  p a tte rn  m ay have m ore th a n  one sibling active a t any given tim e. As explained in Section 
8.2, th is enables phrase repetitions to  be processed.
A . 4  N e t w o r k  e q u a t i o n s
A .4 .1  P r e l i m i n a r y  i s s u e s
E v e n t - d r iv e n  m o d e . In  event-driven m ode (K mode =  E D ), im m ediately after an event occurs, 
the  network repeated ly  ad ap ts  its s ta te  for a specified tim e period of T attn. D uring this 
tim e period, each network q uan tity  is calculated a t points in tim e th a t  are separated  by
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th e  interval Tstep ■ A t these points in tim e the  differential equations are in tegrated  using 
the  Laplace m ethod, which is described in Section D.5. W hen the  tim e period of Tattn has 
elapsed, the  network becomes inactive un til another event occurs.
T im e - d r iv e n  m o d e . For tim e-driven configurations of SO N N ET {K,mar]c = T D ),  the  network 
continuously adap ts its  cells’ activities and  weights, regardless of w hether an event has oc­
curred or not.
C o m m it  p ro c e s s .  A cell assembly, Xm, becomes com m itted when Mni > Km and  > 1 for the 
first tim e. In  this circum stance Xni™ is defined as true. Before this, however, x “ ™ =  false.
M u l t ip le x in g  sc h e m e . Each cell w ith in  a cell assembly a t T 2 o u tpu ts  two quantities: the  cell’s 
activation  level and the  cell assem bly’s confidence value,
P a r a m e t e r  s e t t in g s .  T he netw ork’s param eters are set in accordance w ith  th e  guidelines pre­
sented  th roughou t th is  thesis. In  particu lar, see Section 12.2.4.
A .4 .2  J~\ d y n a m ic s
In p u t sequences are presented to  SO N N ET one event a t a  time. In  general, when an inpu t event, 
&i, occurs:
1. Every inpu t cell is scaled using th e  following equation:
Smji'l) =  Sjnjii 1 )^  (A. 2)
2. A ny inactive inpu t assem bly w ith in  e j’s corresponding sibling group is set to  ¡jl.
w here A is a  quan tity  th a t  depends on the  inpu t representation  being used (see C hapter 9 for more 
detail).
In  event-driven mode, when any inpu t assembly has been active for a tim e period of K i2 , the 
th ree  inpu t assemblies th a t  represent th e  oldest inpu t events are reset. Additionally, th e  inpu t 
assem bly th a t  represents th e  fourth-oldest inpu t event m ay also be reset. T here is a 50% chance 
of th is  happening. In  tim e-driven m ode, when an  inpu t assembly has been active for a tim e period 
of K \2 it is reset. In  event-driven m ode K \2 is expressed in  term s of TaUn, whereas in tim e-driven 
m ode K i 2 is expressed in  term s of Tspan
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A .4.3 Excitatory bottom-up input to T i
The bottom-up input to each excitatory cell (bni) is calculated as follows:








Kx + ( J k - X
r  — V* r xni /  . Kjni
k .jeT ,,,








Sk.J i l t (A.9)
A .4.4 Learning excitatory bottom-up weights
T h e excita to ry  bo ttom -up  weight ( z ^ j n i )  on the k ih  strongest link from the  j th  sibling group to 
b n i  is not. u p d a ted  when =  i r u e - O therw ise, it is updated  as follows:
0  ^ r
Q^z kjni =  € 'i1'kjniCni ^~^ niZ kj ni +  S^jni^ni (A. 10)
Lni —
y t ° t __
z ni
1 if z l°l >  zmin
0 otherwise
Wf N ,
I I  ¿ ( » i U i )3 
j -1  k =  1
(A .11)
(A .12)
W hen >  K e m b e d ,  X n i  can recognize em bedded p a tte rns, or even the beginning of these p a tte rn s  
(see Sections 6.2 and  7.3.9 for m ore detail).
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The learning rate modulator ( r^ n<) is calculated as follows:
— 0. 1  + 0. 8
fn i =




- f r - ’-pZt)
l ni n i  J
^ niuix 
d t  ni
:p v comAm
”
e, [ - ! % "  +  2/ * ]  no t (X iir )  and  ( J & «  <  7* ) 
- e i r o n ^ I Z r  no t ( ^ r )  and  ( / ”}“* >  An)






A .4.5 Specifying the set Tn
T he set T„, is defined a-s follows:
(A.18)
where i/Joni i,s th e  largest secondary weight to  x m -
T he secondary weights ( w ^ n i )  are no t ad justed  when =  t r u e ,  otherw ise they are adjusted 
as follows:
 ^11’k jn i Cii t 
C1 l'kjnic ni 
C \ f'kjni n^i
where Son* is the  largest norm alized activ ity  to  Xm-
9  +  _  
Qf W k jn i  *
~ L n i W k j n i  -f TjnjC,,,j if K m s g  — false
4" CnjJ if A.jiSfc^nj >  S()rl.j (A .19)
otherwise
A.4.6 Xm dynamics
T h e activation  of each classification cell is governed by:
13 Cji%9  A , ( B n  ^  f  Vibni  -+- eni ^ Q n i / A „n i
d t C n i -  A c m  +  D n i  j  Tn_ J  < * 1 * ^
r m represents the tim e dependence function used to  control the influence th a t  relatively long IOIs 
have on learning. r„ , is dependent on the absolute time (ini), in  seconds, since c,,,i last fired. 
T n i  = 1.0 if z%f > Kembed or if K modn = E D , otherwise:
Tn, =
0.75 if t n i  <  0.5 
3 if 0.5 <  tni <  1.0
3,0 if t n i  > 1.0
(A.21)
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The inhibition received at \n i is calculated as follows:
emjzmjni (A.22)
A ceiling of ( K - je * " 3 ) is placed on cell assemblies in the set Q .  T his set consists of uncom m itted 
cell assem blies w ith <  K s  o r M mJ >  K m - e b,(J is calculated as follows:
e b'9 =  m ax (em>)
T h e  feedback and inhibitory cell activations are com puted as follows:
Cnt — 




c„, is reset to  zero whenever an ab ru p t d rop  in b ,„  occurs. A dditionally, c„, is reset to  zero 
whenever the following conditions are sim ultaneously met:
•  At least q uncom m itted  cell assemblies, X m j ,  have K\oR mj  >  e*u
•  A t least q uncom m itted  cell assemblies, Xmk< have I * lk >  /* ,
•  A t least one uncom m itted cell assembly, X m h  has em/ >  e,,* a n d  M , „ i  >  K m
A.4.7  S e l f - o r g a n iz in g  J~2 i n to  a  m a s k in g  f ie ld
A cell assem bly’s size (or dilution param eter) is not updated  when X n T "  =  t-r u c > otherw ise it is 
u pda ted  as follows:
^ D n i  =  eie2r0ni m ax  [c ft i J < D ] [ ~ D n i  +  l £ ]  (A .26)
T h e  inhib itory  weight from X m j  to  X n i evolves as follows:
mjn i
J*
Zmjm 1 - Pf|f
ClWni (-Zmjni +  *) 
<-l£2Cnt ( ~ z„,jni ~  l )
if K m s g  =  false
if ( x ^ T  and  X n D  or ( p m  <  C j )  
not ( X % ?  and  X C, D  and  ( p n i  >  I * , )




P n i  — P ^ n i  (A .29)
If K „ ls g  - t r u e ,  Z m j n i  *s se*’ to  and frozen a t  zero if X m j  and X m  are b o th  com m itted and 
/* tj >  w hilst I * t as ( K x  +  1)1 r "»l. is the largest I*n j  value received from the
inh ib ito ry  link connecting X m j  to  X m  (since the  tim e bo th  X m j  and have become com m itted).
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A .4.8 Chunking-out a classified pattern from T\
When XnT" = ¿rMe> Mm > K\f and c,„ has been sustained above K \i for a time period of K\\ 
(during network adaption), Xm chunks-out its pattern. This is achieved by sending direct reset 
signals to each input assembly in the set T„, via the feedback connections. Note that the last item 
of a pattern is not reset if I<chunk = false. Also, the value of I<n is dependent on the mode of 
operation. If Kmode = ED, K u  is specified in terms of Tott„, whereas if I<mode = TD, I<u is 
specified in terms of Tspa„. When a cell assembly has performed a chunk-out, c„, is set to zero 
and Xn<?tVC *s se* 1-0 false. This remains true until it becomes activated again. Remember that a 
cell assembly may become active when another cell assembly ( \mi within the same sibling group) 
has recognized its entire pattern across T \, and when an event occurs which is part of the the 
i"' sibling group’s learned pattern. It can be determined that a cell assembly is responding to its 
entire pattern if /,* > Km (see Section 8.2 for more detail).
A . 5 Sum m ary
This appendix completely specified the SONNET neural network. This specification is used to 
comprise the SONNET-MAP network introduced in Chapter 10 and which is fully specified in 
Appendix B. Note, if one wishes to use Page’s expectancy work (see Section 7.2) with this SONNET 
specification, the modified VF,* formulation presented in Section 8.3 must be used. This is due to 
the new multiplicative formulation.
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A p p e n d i x  B
S O N N E T - M A P  S p e c i f i c a t i o n
B . l  In troduction
This appendix specifies the SONNET-MAP neural network introduced in Chapter 10. The equa­
tions th a t define the SONNET modules, which partly comprise SONNET-MAP, are specified in 
Appendix A.
B .2  N etw ork architecture and indexing schem e
SONNET-MAP is composed of two parallel SONNET modules; one which represents pitch se­
quences and another which represents rhythms. An additional alphabetic index is used to distin­
guish the fields, cells and weights of these separate modules where ambiguities may arise. .Ff and 
J-% represent the input field and the masking field of the pitch module, while !Fb and represent 
the input field and the masking field of the rhythm  module. These input fields (F"f and T \ )  receive 
information regarding event onsets from T q. Associative map fields at the note level (F’f 6 and T \ a ) 
are used to form tem porary associations between input assemblies at F -“ and T \ .  Additionally, 
associative map fields at the phrase level and F ^“) are used to form perm anent associations 
between cell assemblies at and T \ .
•  Fo is divided into a field containing 8 8  cells, each responding to a specific CPH spanning the 
entire range of usable pitches.
• See Section A. 2 for the architectural specification of F f , J-% , T \  and T \ .
•  J - f b consists of N f ’b sibling groups. Each sibling group contains N * 'b associative cells (or 
siblings). This mirrors the architecture of F j .  The k th  sibling in the Ith  sibling group is 
labelled x ^ i  . .Ffb is connected to T b by two fixed one-to-one links (in both  directions) between 
each Xfcj — 7 ki pair. Each .F“ 6 associative cell (X k i) is connected to every input assembly 
('I m j ) by adjustable connections labelled u m j k i ■ To facilitate communication between F -“ 6 
and the input fields F ”f  and T \ , each input assembly contains two additional cells; a latch cell
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labelled I and an associative prime cell labelled a . The reciprocal map field, T ba, is almost 
identical in structure, mirroring T f .
•  T S f1 consists of 7V|’b sibling groups. Each sibling group contains associative cells (or 
siblings). This mirrors the architecture of T \ .  The p th  sibling in the q th  sibling group 
is labelled x pq . is connected to T \  by two fixed one-to-one links (in both directions) 
between each x pq — Xpq Pair - Each b associative cell ( x pg) is connected to every cell 
assembly (X n i) by adjustable connections labelled u n ip q . To facilitate communication between 
T % b and the masking fields !F% and T \ ,  each cell assembly contains an additional cell; an 
associative prime cell labelled a. The reciprocal map field, , is identical in structure, 
mirroring .
• The hierarchical SONNET module, which may be used if desired, consists of a standard 
SONNET masking field labelled T z -  However, unlike standard SONNET modules, its working 
memory consists of the input layers of both  and T \ .
B .3 In itia lizing the network
All of the network quantities are initialized to zero, except for the following:
• See Section A .3 to see how to initialize J 7“ , and T \ .
•  At T i b and T \ a , all the associative and fixed one-to-one connections are initialized to unity.
• At T % b and -T7! “ , the fixed one-to-one connections at are initialized to v c , while the adjustable 
connections are initialized to K uin i t .
B .4  N etw ork operation
B .4.1  Synchronizing the J7“ and T \  overload schemes
The SONNET-MAP input fields (J7“ and J - \ )  operate independently at first, each operating its 
own overload reset mechanism. After a specified number of epochs, when patterns have had a 
chance to  form at J-% and T \ ,  both overload reset mechanisms are disabled. At this point, input 
cells a t J 7“ and T \  will be reset solely on the basis of the chunking out process at and 
To ensure consistency at this point, any input cells th a t are older than  the oldest input cell just 
chunked-out are also reset. Further consistency is ensured by the boundary point alignment and 
classification synchronization processes specified next.
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Each associative cell a t T ^ b is governed by the following activation equation:
i 1 if abkl + + Gi > 2  / s
X k l }  kl (B .l)
I 0 otherw ise
JVf'” N ‘ ‘a
^ k l ‘ b =  H  H  a m j u m j k l  ( B - 2 )
j= l m=l
{0 if JR1 and are both active (B.3)1 otherwise
where a ^ -  and a bk l  activate in response to an event onset at T o  or a chunk-out at either T %  or T \  
respectively. Note th a t T ba  operates in exactly the same way.
The following learning rule enables associations to form between input assemblies (at T ?  and 
T b )  th a t activate in response to the same event onset a t T o ' .
=  ^ r n j ' ^ ’^ j k l i . - ^ k l  ^ m j k l )  ( B . 4 )
Note th a t these associations only last as long as an input cell is active, after which the associations 
formed are unlearned by setting u m j k i  back to its initial value of unity.
Due to these tem porary associations, the set A b can be formed at T \  when a cell assembly at 
T %  chunks-out its pattern:
7 k l  G A b -«=> a k i  =  1 and I m  =  0 (B-5)
A search process is then initiated in response to a chunking-out event. The goal of this search 
process is to  find the cell assembly, X c h o i c e  at T % , which most closely matches the pattern  of onsets 
specified by the set A b . Xchoice is found using the following equation:
i  m a x , , , ,^  (4°*) if M  ±  0
Xchoice \  (B-6)
 ^ minp ,q f£ M  ( z p q )  otherwise
where,
X bpq G M b ^  T bpq =  A b and M bq >  I<M  (B.7)
Once a  cell assembly at T \  has been found (X choice), a fast-learn process performs the actual 
alignment as follows:
1. If T ch0ice ^  A b , then set T ch0ice =  A b . This can be achieved by setting all of X choice 's  
secondary weights in the set A b to unity, while setting every other secondary weight to zero. 
At this point, the normalized input vector S choice should be re-computed.
B .4.2  B o u n d a ry  p o in t a lignm ent
2. The excitatory weight vector z ^ hoice should converge to the normalized input vector. This
Zthoice =  Schoice- At this point, I* hmcccan be achieved by setting z ^ h i ch 0i oi e should be re-computed.
3. D choice should converge to I* hoice (that is, D choice =  I *
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4. Set Xchoice =  t r u e  indicate tha t learning is now complete at Xchoice-
W hen the alignment has been performed, Xchoice chunks-out its pattern. Chunking-out should 
occur whether or not Xchoice had previously learned its pattern  or not. In this way, every dimension 
of a multidimensional phrase is learnt, thus forming consistent boundary points across the parallel 
SONNET modules. As a consequence of this chunking-out a t T 2 and X choice , associations can 
form between T 2 and T \  due to the classification synchronization process which is specified next.
B .4.3  Classification synchronization
Each associative cell at J-2 b (and T 2a ) is governed by the following activation equation:
x pq =  a b v c +  I ± ; b (B.8)
I p q b ~  I I  I I  Q'n.i'U'nipq (B-9)
¿=1  n= 1
where and a pq activate in response to chunk-outs at T 2 and T \  respectively.
The following learning rule enables associations to form between cell assemblies (at T 2 and T 2 ) 
th a t chunked-out their patterns at approximately the same time:
if =  !) and ( x pq >  K a,H hresh) and (u l™ zen  =  f a l s e ) (a.W)
pq otherwise
Due to these associations, a chunk-out at one dimension may trigger the chunking-out a t the 
other dimension. To achieve this, associative prime cells at each cell assembly activate as follows:
a pq
1 if (G2 =  1) and (x pq =  1) and (T ^  =  A h and M * q >  K M )
0 otherwise
(B .ll)
. 0 if !Fn and T \  are both  active 
G 2 =  { (B.12)
1 o t h e r w i s e
Cell assemblies th a t are primed and respond to their complete pattern  (M pq >  K m ) are not subject 
to any chunking-out delay and will, therefore, chunk-out their patterns immediately. In  this way, 
the chunking-out of primed cell assemblies is facilitated.
B .5 Sum m ary
This appendix specified the SONNET-MAP neural network introduced in Chapter 10. Appendix 
C will specify how the iieTREEwe architecture can be utilized as a CBR system for melodies.
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A p p e n d i x  C
. R e T R E E v e  S p e c i f i c a t i o n
C .l  Introduction
This appendix specifies the R c T R l i E v e .  architecture and CBR algorithm introduced in Chapter
C.2 N etw ork architecture
The architectural configuration for TieTREEw. is specified below:
• JFo is divided into a field containing 8 8  cells labelled e/, each responding to  a specific CPH, 
spanning the usable pitch range of human hearing. Communication between T q and each 
input field is achieved using the appropriate gating mechanism (see Chapter 9).
• Each input field (J7“ and J - \ )  consists of N g sibling groups. Each sibling group contains N s 
siblings labelled s m j , where j  indexes a specific sibling group and m  indexes a specific sibling 
within th a t group. In  addition to the activation of each cell, the event number of the note 
which caused the cell to  activate is also recorded.
• Each m atch field and T 2 ) consists of N 2 m atch nodes labelled m*. Initially, every 
m atch node is considered to be connected to every input cell at its corresponding input field. 
Furthermore, the excitatory weight on each connection is initialized to zero.
•  The tem plate field a t J -3 consists of N $  tem plate nodes labelled tfc. Every tem plate node is 
considered to be connected to every match cell at both  T 2 and T \ .  Each connection has a 
fixed weight of unity.
C .3 L ong-term  m em ory structures
The manner by which the i?eTREEwe network is populated with melodies is described in Section
11.4. As a consequence of this learning phase, iieTR EEve’s LTM contains three da ta  structures
(analogous to those of SONNET-M AP’s) which are utilized during retrieval.
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T h e  le a rn e d  w e ig h ts  a t  T - 2.. Each match node, m*, contains a set T t) which consists of the set 
of indices tha t identify the specific sibling groups at T \  tha t constitute rrij’s learned pattern. 
Each index in Tj has a corresponding excitatory weight, z ^ ,  which encodes the content of tha t 
pattern. T, is specified in descending order of excitatory weight strength. Phrase tracking is 
achieved by ensuring th a t Tj always responds to the |T*| most recent note onsets occurring 
a t its corresponding input field.
T h e  le a rn e d  a sso c ia tio n s  a t  T 2 - Each m atch node, rr ii, contains a set of indices specified by 
A i ,  which identify the m atch nodes, r r ij, with which they are associated with. T hat is, each 
pitch sequence has a list of associated rhythms and vice versa.
T h e  le a rn e d  m e lo d y  te m p la te s  a t  T z -  The set a t each J -3  tem plate node, t ^ ,  specifies all 
of the pitch-rhythm  phrase pairings of a particular melody. T hat is, the set of index pairs 
(representing and T \  m atch nodes) which encode the phrase sequence of a melody. In 
addition, the order in which these these pairings are expected to occur is also specified. The 
first member of each pair denotes the i th  pitch sequence represented by rrii at , while the 
second member denotes the j th  rhythm represented by rrij a t T \ .
C .4 R etriev in g  m elodies
C.4.1 Input field dynam ics
The activity of the input cells operate in exactly the same manner as described previously, with 
one exception. Every m atch node at T 2 only responds to the |Ti| most recent note onsets at T \ .  
Furthermore, the maximum size of this set is five; |Tj| =  N i  =  5. Therefore, only the live most 
recent events need to be stored at . Consequently, input cells which are older than  the five most 
recently activated input cells are reset.
C .4.2 Phrase m atching and m ultiple winners at
For the CBR of melodies, m,; is used to  quantify the match between a node’s LTM weight vector 
and its STM input vector, rrii is calculated (only once per note onset) as follows:
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m, =  i  (C.l)
=  £ * <  (C.2)
jETi
I* lt = (C.3)
\  &mji /
Z” J* =  --------- = -  —  (C.4)
[ s jeTi(Zmji)
1/2
S j e T i  ( s m j i ) 2
Any cell assembly is considered to m atch its pattern  when m* reaches the m atch threshold specified 
by -Km- This formulation allows multiple winners at T 2 to be processed by T z -
C .4.3 Specifying associated pitch-rhythm  phrase pairs
The set V  is used during retrieval to yield a match at each tem plate node at T z -  V  contains a list 
of the pitch sequence-rhythm pairs th a t m atch the current input query at T i . The i th  node at 
and the  j th  node at J 7^  are considered to be a matched pair (and consequently members of V )  if 
the following conditions are met:
•  to“ has a learned association with mi-, tha t is if j  G A i  (or vice versa).
• If m f  and m b both m atch their corresponding input patterns at J 7“ and respectively. 
T hat is to“ >  K %f and m b >  K hM .
• If m “ and m b are aligned at the event level. This can be determined if |T “ | =  |T b \.
M athematically, a tem plate node at T z  can determine if a pitch sequence-rhythm pair specified in 
its tem plate T k  is member of V :
T kij (to? >  K f o )  and ( m b >  K bM ) and ( m )  e  A ? )  and ( |^ “ | =  \ T b\) (C.6)
In effect T k  deals with expected matched pairs, whereas V  deals with actual matched pairs tha t 
currently exist, based on the current input query. Note also, associated with each matched pair is 
a set of indices th a t identify the event numbers of the notes which resulted in the recognition of 
the matched pitch-rhythm  pair. This set is labelled S .
C .4.4 C om puting the ranked list at using th e retrieval algorithm
Each tem plate node, t k ,  a t T z  matches the phrase pairs specified by V  against its melody tem plate 
7fe. The length of the largest phrase sequence, V seq, consistent with T k  constitutes t ^ s  m atch value. 
Adjacent elements of the set V Seq must be aligned. A pair of adjacent elements are considered to 
be aligned if:
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A lg o r i th m  C . l  T h e  /ie T R E E w  algorithm .
1: p r o c e d u r e  C 0 MPUTe M àTCH( T  )
2: m a t c h  =  0
3: fo r  n  =  1 to  \ T \  d o
4: Ipair =
5: Vsub =  Vltpair]
6: fo r  m  =  1 to  \ V x u h \ d o
7: v  =  p « u 6 M
8: c u r r e n t M a t c h  =  S e q u e n c e P l i r a s e s ( p , T ,n  +  1)
9: i f  c u r r e n t  M a t c h  >  m a t c h  th e n
10: m a t c h  =  c u r r e n t  M a t c h
11: e n d  if
12: e n d  fo r
13: e n d  fo r
14: r e t u r n  m a t c h
15: e n d  p r o c e d u r e
16: p r o c e d u r e  SEQUENCEPHRASES( p ,  T ,  n )
17: p a i r  M a t c h  =  \ p . £ \
18: s e q M  a t c h  =  0
19: i f  n  ±  \ T \  t h e n
20: tpair —
21: Psub = P\tpair\
22: fo r m  =  1 to  I'Psutl d o
23: P n e x t  =  Psub[m\
24: i f  A r e C o n t i g x i . o u s ( p , p „ c x t )  — =  tru e  th e n
25: c u r r e n t - M  a t c h  - S e q u e n c e P h r a s e s ( p n e x t , T ,  n  +  1)
2C>: i f  c u r r e n t  M  a t c h  >  s e q M  a t c h  th e n
27: s e q  M a t c h  =  c u r r e n t  M  a t c h
28: e n d  if
29: e n d  if
30: e n d  fo r
31: e n d  if
32: r e t u r n  p a i r  M a t c h  -f- s e q  M a t c h
33: e n d  p r o c e d u r e
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1. They occur in the correct order with respect to 71-.
2. The note onsets of eacli element are contiguous. This can be determined by examining the 
event numbers specified by each pitch-rhythm pair (that is, £). A certain degree of overlap 
is allowed, which is specified by the parameter Koverlap-
The length of Vseq (representing the template node’s match) is measured in terms of unique onset 
occurrences represented by each phrase pair in the set. It. is these match values that are used to 
produce a ranked list. The match value for each template node at Tj, is specified by Algorithm
C.l.
C . 5  S u m m a r y
This appendix specified the /JeTREEwe algorithm for the CBR of melodies. Once Chapters 5 to 11 
are understood, Appendices A to C provide all of the necessary information required to implement 
this CBR system. For additional information on how we implemented this system, see Appendix
D.
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I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  I s s u e s
A p p e n d i x  D
D .l  In troduction
W hen implementing a complex piece of software, numerous issues arise; from high level object- 
oriented design decisions to subtle implementation nuances. This was particularly true when 
implementing and simulating the SONNET-MAP and iieTREEwe architectures introduced in this 
thesis. This appendix is not intended as a detailed description of the entire process, but instead 
to  highlight some of the issues encountered, which other researchers may find helpful when imple­
menting the SONNET-MAP and iZeTREEne architectures themselves. In particular, this appendix 
briefly describes the object-orientated design of the networks and various implementation decisions 
th a t were taken; such as optimization, locality considerations, numerical integration techniques, 
persistence and logging.
D .2 O bject-oriented  software design
The object-oriented software life cycle, from analysis to design to implementation, can be likened to 
producing a doctoral dissertation. From an initial analysis (see Chapters 1-4), a general concept 
gives rise to concrete system requirements. The design of a system to meet such requirements 
(see Chapters 5-11) gives rise to a detailed design, which usually includes an object model, class 
diagrams and interaction diagrams. Finally, the implementation phase involves coding the design 
using a particular programming language on a particular operating system (in this case Visual 
C + +  on Windows XP). Then, to  verify th a t the implementation satisfies the system requirements, 
testing is carried out (see Chapters 12 and 13).
The core concept behind object-orientation is that of an o b jec t. An object consists of a packet 
of d a ta  and a set of m e th o d s  th a t are perm itted to  manipulate this data. Hence, methods char­
acterize the behaviour of an object. Furthermore, since methods describe the communication 
interface between an object and its data, this data is effectively hidden (or e n c a p s u la te d ) behind 
this interface. An object is an i n s ta n c e  of a c la ss . A class can be considered as a tem plate for 
creating objects. A class defines the da ta  and the methods tha t may be used by class instances. An
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object’s data  is manipulated when it receives a m e s s a g e ,  which is a request to in v o k e  a particular 
method. This causes processing to occur, which is defined by the behaviour of th a t method in the 
class specification. Such requests may be accompanied with additional data  to be used during this 
processing.
A variety of features make the object-oriented approach towards software development attrac­
tive (see Eliens [49] for more information on these topics):
In h e r i ta n c e . Inheritance is a mechanism th a t enables the reuse and extension of class specifica­
tions through sub-typing (or specialization), which is achieved though behavioural refinement 
and polymorphism. This enables applications to be easily extended to incorporate additional 
functionality through incremental development and code reuse. Furthermore, the resulting 
tree structure (representing inheritance relationships and known as a c la s s  h ie r a r c h y )  allows, 
and perhaps more importantly, design reuse.
P o ly m o rp h ism . The ability to hide different implementations behind a common interface through 
polymorphism facilitates code extensibility and code reuse. This includes techniques such 
as overloading, templates (generic classes) and, as we have already mentioned, inheritance 
(dynamic binding).
E n c a p su la tio n . The ability to separate and change the internal workings of an object without 
changing other parts of the system, through the use of encapsulation, makes incremental 
development and code maintenance easier.
M o d u la r ity . The inherent modularity of the object-oriented approach enables developers to or­
ganize their implementations with relative ease. Furthermore, on a purely human level, the 
use of objects makes designing and understanding the design fairly intuitive.
The software design described here, based on the specifications of Appendices A through C, 
was designed with all of these issues in mind. The following list briefly describes the principal 
classes used in the SONNET-MAP neural network design (see Figure D .l):
NetworkComponent. This object defines a generic network component, from which, all network 
classes are derived.
H ierarch y . This object contains and governs the interactions between the modules and fields it 
contains. In the case of the SONNET-MAP hierarchy, modules for pitch, rhythm  and phrase 
sequences are contained therein. Also, in addition to an event field, associative map fields at 
the event level and at the phrase level are also contained. See Figure D.2 for the containment 
relationships between all SONNET-MAP network components.
Module. This object contains and governs the interactions between an In p u tF ie ld  and a 
M askingField.
F ie ld . A field contains assemblies organized according a particular topological specification. A 
field communicates with its containing module and its contained assemblies. Specialized fields
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F ig u re  D .l: Class diagram showing the core network components of the SONNET-MAP 
system design.
are used to contain the various types of assemblies. Namely, In p u tF ie ld  (.Fi), M askingField 
{J-2 ) and M apField (-T-f6)
Assembly. Assemblies are one of the primary components of an ANN. An assembly may consist 
of a single cell or a group of cells. Their function is to calculate their own activation levels 
and /o r adjust the weights on their incoming connections during learning. Assemblies can 
communicate via any connection th a t exists between them, or directly with their containing 
field. Typically, many assemblies are created. This software contains an Assembly base 
class, from which the following specializations are derived: InputAssem bly, CellAssembly, 
and A ssociativeA ssem bly.
C onnection . Connections connect assemblies together. A connection has a particular weight, 
which evolves through a learning process. The input to a connection is the activation level 
of its source assembly or the external stimulus applied to it. I t is convenient for connec­
tions to store references to its source and destination assemblies. Connections are orga­
nized according to a topological specification. The following specializations are derived from
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Connection: E xcita to ry C o n n ec tio n , In h ib ito ry C o n n ec tio n , FeedbackConnection and 
P red ic tiv eC o n n ec tio n .
The design described here contains base classes for ANN components tha t one would expect any 
ANN design to contain. The software was implemented using Visual C + +  on Windows X P 1. One 
point to highlight about this design is the use of the NetworkComponent class, from which all other 
classes are specializations. This makes life easier when adding new types of network components. 
For example, the basic components can be specialized in order to  implement any specific ANN 
components. Although, using the design outlined here, ANNs ranging from multilayered feed­
forward networks using back-propagation, recurrent networks using real-time recurrent learning, 
Hopfield networks and ART can be implemented, this thesis is concerned with implementing the 
SONNET-MAP neural network. This structure is common in object-oriented design and is neatly 
described as the C o m p o s ite  design pattern  by Gamma et al. [54, pg. 163] — “C o m p o s e  o b je c ts  in to  
tre e  s t r u c tu r e s  to  r e p r e s e n t  p a r t-w h o le  h ie r a r c h ie s .  C o m p o s ite  le ts  c l ie n ts  t r e a t  i n d iv id u a l  o b je c ts  
a n d  c o m p o s i t io n s  o f  o b je c ts  u n i fo r m ly .  ” .
Using these basic components, clients of this software can build ANNs according to any specified 
topology using any specified type of assembly. Likewise, they can then run the network on any 
training set using any specified learning algorithm. The only constraint is th a t the choices above are 
compatible. For example, it would not make sense to  build a feed-forward network using Hopfield 
neurons. Since the user may specify any type of neuron to go with any particular network, the 
decision is made dynamically at runtime; therefore the network can not know ahead of time which 
type of neuron to create. For this reason, the creation of network components is performed via 
a B u i l d e r  class, which is passed into the neural network constructor. Basically, the creation of a 
neural network is independent of the type of neurons th a t the network is to contain. Again, the 
idea of a Builder is described neatly by Gamma et al. [54, pg. 97] — “S e p a r a te  th e  c o n s t r u c t io n  o f  
a c o m p le x  o b je c t  f r o m  i t s  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  so  t h a t  th e  s a m e  c o n s t r u c t io n  p ro c e s s  c a n  c re a te  d i f f e r e n t  
r e p r e s e n ta t io n s .  ”.
For more information on object-oriented design patterns and implementations using C + + , refer 
to Gamma et al. [54], Meyers [102, 103].
D .3 Im plem entation  optim izations
Section 11.2.2 considered the bottleneck encountered when implementing inherently parallel archi­
tectures on serial computers. A variety of mechanisms were introduced, which helped to  resolve a 
variety of these issues with respect to segmenting and retrieving melodies. This section discusses 
a number of techniques th a t were utilized to generally reduce processing run-times. Many of these 
techniques exploit redundancies inherent in the SONNET-MAP network architecture.
1Page implemented his SONNET hierarchy using Objective-G on a NeXT workstation, while Roberts imple­
mented his SONNET module using C++ on UNIX.
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Figure D,2: Cl «as containment diagram for the SONNET-MAP architecture.
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D .3.1 Sharing bottom -up and top-dow n excitatory weights
Section 5.3.7 specified how the feedback weights, z ^ ik j ,  evolve and subsequently stabilize. That 
section also pointed out th a t the feedback weights evolve to become symmetrical to the feed­
forward excitatory weights zjyni- This redundancy enables a simple weight sharing mechanism to be 
employed. Since z ^ ik j  becomes symmetrical to z kj n i , only a single set of weights need to be learnt, 
stabilized and stored. Therefore, the processing related to z ^ i k - (which is tedious, particularly 
the weight freezing mechanism) need not take place. Consequently the feedback weights simply 
reference the appropriate z k jn i  quantities. For example, z [ ik j  =  z k -n i .
D .3.2 Sharing bottom -up LTM states
Section 6 . 2  described how repetitions at the event level can be processed. Additionally, inherent 
redundancies are utilized to efficiently model repetition handling. In effect, a weight sharing 
mechanism is utilized. Note th a t the connection and its associated LTM state is the finest level of 
granularity used for this and most other ANN implementations.
To implement the sharing scheme, a single connection from each input assembly at T \  is 
connected to each cell assembly at T 2 . Although only a single connection is utilized between each
7  — x  paii1) the LTM state may differ at th a t connection depending on the input assembly’s rank 
and the number of links th a t are reset due to the relay-cell reset mechanism. Therefore, a pool of 
LTM states are referenced according to this information, which is shared among all connections. 
Gamma et al. [54, pg. 195] classifies this use of state-sharing in terms of the F ly w e ig h t  design pattern
— “U se s h a r in g  to  s u p p o r t  la rge  n u m b e r s  o f  f in e - g r a in e d  o b je c ts  e ff ic ie n t ly .  Furthermore, the 
separation of a state from its connection is know as an e n v e lo p e - le t te r  pair, where the connection 
represents the envelope and the state represents the letter.
D .3.3  Sharing x™ LTM states
Another redundancy at arising from the requirement to handle phrase repetitions, can be 
exploited to reduce computation time. Section 8.2 showed tha t T 2 should be organized in the 
same fashion as T \ .  In particular, each sibling within a particular sibling group at should learn 
the same quantities listed below, which represent the LTM of each cell assembly:
•  Excitatory weights (z + ).
• Cell size (D ).
• M ax confidence (Jma:E).
^  ^ c o m
Due to this redundancy, only a single version of each of these quantities needs to be learnt 
and stored at each sibling group. This improves the implementation in term s of both  space 
and time. This sharing scheme is easily implemented using a state pool, similar to th a t described
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in Section D.3.2, which all cell assemblies within the same sibling group can share. Note that 
the STM states (that is, the cell activations) cannot be shared in this way because they will be 
responding to different contexts (6, c, d , e , I and a ) .
D .3.4  Caching at Xni
Many network quantities only need to be updated in response to certain specific events. These 
events include:
• LTM changes at a cell assembly. T hat is, changes in D n i , I ^ ¡ ax and z ^ n i .
• The firing of an input cell. In this case, all cell assembly caches are invalidated.
• The resetting of an input assembly, either due to chunking-out or input field overload. In 
this situation, all cell assembly caches are invalidated.
The quantities th a t are updated in these circumstances include: 7 ^ , 7 ^ , 7+imaa:, M n i, p n i , r n i 
and L n i . Consequently, rather than continuously updating these quantities, each quantity is stored 
in a cache, which may only be invalidated in response to the above events. This style of caching 
methodology is well known and is widespread in software implementations, and greatly reduces 
the running times of simulation trials.
D .4  L ocality  considerations
Nigrin went to great lengths to ensure th a t the locality property of biological neural networks was 
met by his SONNET specification. For example, the introduction of multiplexing (see Section 
5.3.6). This consideration has been included in subsequent SONNET research. For example, 
Roberts J + m a x  introduction. In this thesis, for example, the boundary point alignment process 
and the use of attentional signals were inspired by the need to meet this property.
From a biological and specification point of view, we still consider this issue im portant. How­
ever, from an implementation point of view, particularly when ANNs are implemented on a serial 
computer, it would be naive and impractical to implement neural architecture in this way because 
running time will tend to be very slow.
D .5 N um erical approaches to  integration
Differential equations may be integrated using a variety of numerical methods. For example, th e  
E u le r  m e th o d , th e  R u n g e - K u t t a  m e th o d  or th e  L a p la c e  m e th o d . In effect, the network simula­
tions are performed in p s e u d o  r e a l- tim e . Page [118, Section 6.4] described using the fourth-order 
Runge-K utta numerical method to integrate the differential equations relating to the change in 
cell activations. Furthermore, the first-order Euler algorithm was used to integrate the differ­
ential equations relating to the change in LTM weights. In each case, the step size was small
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enough to ensure the stability of the integration process. Roberts [133, Sectio 3.3.2] described 
using Laplace transforms to  integrate all of the differential equations. Prom preliminary network 
simulation, Roberts found th a t (with h  =  2m s )  this method gave the same results as the Runge- 
K u tta  method to four significant figures. In this thesis, the Laplace method described by Roberts 
was adopted.
All of the network equations can be w ritten as follows:
d  .
— x  =  a i ( - a 2x  +  a 3 ) (D.l)
Now using Equation A .20, the problem becomes how to write:
v i  bn i +  e.— c -  - A c  ■ +  Cmn, , L'Tll ---- ■r LL'ni  I
d t Dri.i




This is achieved as follows:
— ^1  ( ^2C-ni “t“ ^3) (D.3)
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Setting,
ai =  1 . 0 (D.5)
A (  n  & n i  \  . ^ 2 Q n i  /-p.
a2 = A + l  -----  +  ^ —  (D -6)\  -LSni'ni / ■L'ni
a3 =  B ( V lb ™ +  e n i ) (D.7)
V D n iTn
For further information on numerical integrations, see Boyce and DiPrim a [10] and Edwards 
and Penney [47].
D .6  P ersisten ce o f learned quantities
After SONNET-MAP has learned a set of melodies, the learned values must be saved to  a database 
if one wants to make further use of the network. The LTM values th a t are required to  be saved 
include: z + , z ? , D ,  I m a x  and flags such as those indicating whether a weight is frozen or not, or 
whether *s true or false.
D.T Logging issues
To record the salient d ata  required during a simulation run, in order to  report on the segmentation 
and retrieval of melodies performed by SONNET-MAP and üeTREEue, the use of a logging class 
is utilized. The logging class is used to  record information such as the occurrence of a chunk-out, a
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com m it or the  ex trac tion  of a  ranked list. A reference to  th is  logging class is provided to  SONNET- 
M A P ’s constructor. T hen  the  relevant pieces of inform ation can be recorded directly  by the logging 
class. T h is enables the  separation of logging functionality  from the core ANN im plem entation.
D .8 Sum m ary
T his appendix  briefly outlined som e of the im p o rtan t issues dealt w ith while im plem enting the 
specifications laid ou t in Appendices A through C. A ppendix E specifies th e  lile s tru c tu re  of 
each melody and  the en tire  catalogue of melodies used during  the em pirical testing  described in 
C hap te rs  .12 and 13.
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I n p u t  M e l o d i e s  u s e d  i n  E m p i r i c a l  
T e s t s
A p p e n d i x  E
E .l  In troduction
This appendix lists the entire set of fifty melodies used in the segmentation experiments presented 
in Chapter 12 and the CBR experiments described in Chapter 13. This catalogue’s range spans 
the entire set of recordings made by T h e  B e a t le s .  Music notation is provided for ten of these 
melodies, which are used to  illustrate how boundary points within a melody can be discovered 
using SONNET-MAP (see Chapter 12). The purpose of presenting the notation for these melodies 
is to  enable other researchers to reproduce these results. The use of this test suite represents the 
largest and most difficult examination of a SONNET-based neural networks performed to date.
E.2 Structure o f m elody input files
A melody is presented at as a sequence of {CPH, duration} duples. Rests and beats are special 
cases and are represented by the duples { R ,  d u r a t io n }  and { B ,  d u r a t io n }  respectively. A melody’s 
tactus-span and key are also supplied. The durations are given in terms of the tactus-span, allowing 
the tem po of a melody to  be changed by altering this single quantity rather than  by altering each 


































T a b le  E . l :  T he structure of the input file for the melody M other N atu re’s Son. Sec Section  
E.4.2 for th e music notation of this melody.
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E .3  C a t a l o g u e  o f  m e l o d i e s
A lb u m s M elo d ies
Please Please Me Do You W ant To Know A Secret?
W ith  the Beatles All My Loving, I W anna Be Your Man
Beatles for Sale No Reply, I ’ll Follow The Sun, Eight Days A Week
A Hard Day’s Night A Hard Day’s Night, If I Fell, C an’t Buy Me Love
Help! Help!, Ticket To Ride, Yesterday*
Rubber Soul Norwegian Wood(This Bird Has Flown), Michelle, In My Life
Revolver Taxman, Eleanor Rigby, Here There And Everywhere, Yellow Subma- 
rinet
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 
Hearts Club Band
W hen I ’m Sixty-Four*, A Day In The Life
Yellow Submarine Yellow Submarine’*', All You Need Is Love^
Magical M ystery Tour Fool On The Hill, Hello Goodbye, Penny Lane, All You Need Is Love^
The W hite Album W hile My G uitar Gently Weeps, Blackbird, Piggies, Mother N ature’s 
Son*
Let I t Be Two Of Us*, Across The Universe*, Let It Be, The Long And Winding 
Road, Get Back
Abbey Road Come Together*, Something, Octopus’s Garden, Here Comes The 
Sun*
O th e rs  (released as 
singles)
Love Me Do, From Me To You, She Loves You, I W ant To Hold Your 
Hand, I Feel Fine, Day Tripper, We Can Work It Out, Paperback 
W riter, Lady Madonna, Hey Jude*, Don’t  Let Me Down*, The Ballad 
Of John And Yoko*
Table E.2: The catalogue of fifty melodies used in this dissertation.
*Music notation can be found for these melodies in Section E.4. 
f These melodies were released on more than one album.
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E .4 Illustrative sam ples in m usic notation
The melodies presented here are derived from Fujita et al. [53] and T h e  B e a t le s  original recordings. 
They are w ritten an octave higher than  they sound on these recordings. The tactus-spans were 
worked out by timing the recordings.
E.4.1 Yesterday
Written by John Lennon & Paul McCartney. The tact us-span is J  =  620ms.
m
m—o
u r C L r i r
. a
^  I* \  J*11J S H  \  j) I J  \  8
E .4 .2 M other N ature’s Son
Written by John Lennon & Paul McCartney. The tactus-span is J =  720ms.
I r  r  ' r - p ^ F E j i r  *
E .4.3 H ey Jude
Written by John Lennon & Paul McCartney. The tactus-span is J =  800ms.
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E.4.4  Tw o of Us
Written by John Lennon & Paul McCartney. The tactus-span is J = 540ms.
5
r f + n -
2 .
----- 1------>------- Tr----- t —  i----- r f ^  7 ~ i
g - * - *  1 •-«-
— ■----- c------a------- ■i :----• ----- C------C----- . /
#m  r  i
1 0
jp  t  > } V i J  m P m i l 3  v  #  «  • ------i — 1— ff— i — t — J  1 I i*  7- P  L T ^ 1
E.4.5 Here Comes the Sun
Written by George Harrison. The tactus-span is J =  470ms,
i f t 1 1 c _ n r J  ~ T r n  -  i 1
10
p j  C j  I  f t  p J. | V r p-p J.||
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E.4.6 D o n ’t  L et M e D ow n
Written by John Lennon & Paul McCartney. The tactus-span i.s J = 730ms.
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E.4.7 Come Together
Written by John Lennon Sz Paul McCartney. The tactus-span is J =  730ms.
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E.4.8  T h e  B allad  of Jo h n  an d  Yoko
Written by John Lennon & Paul McCartney. The tactus-span is J = 440ms.
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E.4.9 A cross th e  U niverse
Written by John Lennon & Paul McCartney.1 The tactus-span is J = 725ms.
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1 Originally, this melody was recorded in the key of D m ajor. However, the version released on L et I t  B e  was 
slowed down. This had the effect of bringing the song down a semitone to the key of Do m ajor. Another version, 
released on The W orld W ild life  Fund charity album was actually sped up (this can be found on the P ast M asters: 
Volum e 2 album). This had the effect of bringing the song up to the key of Eh m ajor [129, 158]. This latter version 
is presented here.
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E.4.10 W h en  I ’m  S ix ty  Four
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2This melody is notated in C m ajor, which is a semitone lower that the original recording in order to remove the 
proliferation of accidentals that would result if written in the original key of Do major.
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A p p e n d i x  F
G l o s s a r y  o f  P a r a m e t e r s
A Passive decay constant used during classification cell evolution.
B Specifies the maximum value th a t a classification cell may reach.
K-althresh. A threshold above which associative learning should occur between cell assem­
blies at different SONNET modules within SONNET-MAP.
K chunk A boolean value tha t indicates whether or not the input cell associated with 
the smallest excitatory weight should be reset during the chunking-out process.
k d A small constant which specifies a floor value, allowing D i  to decrease gradually 
when Cj is very low.
K em bed A predetermined threshold specifying the length must reach before the 
relay-cell reset mechanism can be invoked.
K ep0ch Specifies the number of learning cycles for which an input sequence should be 
presented.
K [ A link confidence threshold, above which a bottom-up link’s normalized exci­
tatory  weight is considered to m atch its normalized input.
K -inh Provides a ceiling on a SSG architecture’s inhibitory weight learning formula­
tion.
K in te rv a ls Used for interval encoding schemes (IOIs, pitch-intervals and contours for ex­
ample). Specifies the range of intervals above which input cells are scaled by
K i atch The length of time a latch cell should remain active for, in response to  an event, 
before being reset.
K m A threshold, above which a cell assembly is considered to m atch its current 
input.
K ynode Specifies whether a SONNET module should operate in event-driven mode or 
time-driven mode.
Table F .l :  Operational parameters used in the SONNET-MAP and /ieTREEw; specifica­
tions (listed in alphabetical order).
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Koverlap The level of overlap tolerable before two cell assemblies can be considered as 
disjoint. Used for the CBR work.
K recency Specifies the number of additional beats at the end of an input sequence which 
should be processed.
Ky. Constant used to determine the value of J ^ .  Previously known as K 2 (note 
th a t the K\  and Kg  parameters are no longer required).
K 3 A threshold used to determine whether a secondary weight is large enough to 
become a member of the set Tn.i.
K a The maximum length of the set Tni. Used in event-driven SONNET configu­
rations.
k 5 A z l ° l threshold, above which a cell assembly is considered to have a reasonable 
pattern  representation and the learning rate modulator may be used.
k 7 A ceiling placed on the maximum inhibition tha t a cell assembly can receive.
Kg Used in the event-driven inhibitory freezing mechanism. Specifies the percent­
age of a pattern  tha t must be missing before tha t pattern  is considered totally 
absent.
K w Specifies the minimum ratio (in % terms) between an inhibitory cell’s activity 
and the activity of the most active inhibitory cell, before its classification cell 
may be reset.
K u Specifies the amount of time for which an input assembly should be active, 
before it can be considered for reset when the overload threshold K 12 has been 
reached.
k 12 The level at which T\ is considered to have overloaded.
k 13 The activity level a classification cell must reach before it can be considered to 
have performed a classification.
k 14 The chunking-out delay. Specifies the period of time a cell assembly must 
remain above K \ 3 before chunking-out can occur.
q Specifies the minimum number of uncommitted cell assemblies th a t should 
respond to a given pattern.
Tattn The period of time for which the network is allowed to change its state. Used 
only when SONNET operates in event-driven mode.
Tspan The tactus-span of the input sequence tha t is being processed. Used only when 
SONNET operates in time-driven mode.
T-Lstep Specifies the time step after which all network quantities are updated.
Vl Fixed constant used during classification cell evolution.
V2 Fixed constant used during classification cell evolution.
Zrnin The minimum value th a t may reach.
Table F .l :  Operational parameters used in the SONNET-MAP and .ReTREEw specifica­
tions (listed in alphabetical order).
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ei Excitatory learning rate.
E2 Difference between the rates of change of excitatory and inhibitory learning.
£3 Used in the inhibitory weight learning equation for SSG architectures.
The initial value to  which an input cell activates in response to an event onset.
P Vigilance param eter controlling the coarseness of classifications.
OJ The factor by which all active input cells continuously increase.
Table F .l :  Operational parameters used in the SONNET-MAP and TieTREEw: specifica­
tions (listed in alphabetical order).
* 9 The number of sibling groups to be used at T \ .
N s The number of siblings per group at T \ .
N t The number of links between each 7  — x  pair'
K -zm in The minimum value which z ^ n i may be initialized to.
K -zm ax The maximum value which z ^ n i may be initialized to.
K w in i t The value which w ^n jn i is initialized to.
K u in it The value which u m jk i  is initialized to.
Table F.2: Architectural parameters used in the SONNET-MAP and iieTREEwe specifi­
cations.
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